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The Class Of 2011

...people like to bemoan the state of
music, reminding any affable
furniture around them that things
were much better when they were
young. (This only confuses furniture,
who have no concept of age.) The
truth is that everything changes and
evolves. Everything can be of interest,
and a year that saw as many great
records as the ones decorating this
cover qualifies as a vintage
experience. There are plenty more
exciting concoctions inside, so if you
missed any of these noirish beauties
during 2011 prepare yourself for an
illuminating journey.

EDITORIAL VOMIT will be short and to the point here. It’s been three steps forward, eighty five
enormous steps back in the lfie of Mercer during the past two and a bit years, for reasons too laborious
to go into. While I would, ideally, have liked to have completed this round-up of last year’s great artistic
works during January I haven’t. It’s as simple as that.
I hope there are many records here you have yet to encounter and that this little collection may prove
highly useful. There’s certainly some real delights here because last year saw variety and genuine
beauty, as well as bewildering surprises. I go now.

MY TOP THIRTY ALBUMS OF 2011
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

FEAR INCORPORATED Sawney’s Cave (Plastic Frog)
MARK SINNIS The Undertaker In My Rearview Mirror (9th Recordings)
THE GHOST EFFECT TGE (Breakdown Records)
THE SPIRITUAL BAT Cruel Machine (Danse Macabre)
NOSFERATU Wonderland (Dark Fortune Records)
VENUS FLY TRAP Nemesis (Big Blue Records)
THE MiLLiPEDE ENGiNE Bye Bye … We’re Melting (Hot Skull)
GRAVETOWN Red River (Manster)
CHRISTINE PLAYS VIOLA Innocent Awareness (Afmusic)

10.

VENDEMMIAN One In A Million (Echozone )

11.
12.
13.
14.

INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRY Dreams Never End (Wave Records)
PLASTIC PEOPLE Pink Narcisius (Own Label)
23 TRUBLION 23 Chants Et Danses Au Temps De Graffen Walder (Le Cluricaun)
ISOLATION/DIVISION Sotto Voce (Own Label)

15.

THE DANSE SOCIETY Change Of Skin (Society Records)

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

SEVENTH HARMONIC Garden Of Dilmun (Out Of Line)
GAE BOLG La Nef Des Fous 1 (Le Cluricaun)
LOS CARNICEROS DEL NORTE Santa Sangre (Gordiscos)
LOTUS FEED A Different Place (Afmusic)
THE HIRAM KEY Amerikafka (Spiral Staircase Records )
THE EMPIRE HIDEOUS The Time Has Come (Hideous Productions )
THE DAUGHTERS OF BRISTOL Holts Summit (Magnolia Recordings)
ACTION DIRECTE The Red Album (Oktober)
CRIMSON MUDDLE Nocturne (Manic Depression)
PEELING GREY The World’s Not Sorry (PG)
EVERY SILVER LINING HAS A CLOUD E.S.L.H.A.C. (Projekt)
GROOVING IN GREEN Post Traumatic Stress (Inquisition )
PLASTIQUE NOIR Affects (Wave Records)
ARS PHOENIX Hanging Fire (FDO Recordings)
ROSE LAND Au Mont Des Soupirs (Frozen Wing)
BEST EP:
ANGELS OF LIBERTY Monster In Me (Secret Sin Records)
BEST REMASTERED CD:
ATARAXIA Saphir (Twilight)

1.
2.
3.

BEST COMPILATIONS:
VARIOUS ARTISTS Another Gift From Goth(Strobelight Essentials)
THE DANSE SOCIETY Demos Vol. 1 (Dark Entries )
Q4U Best Of (Wave Records)

The music is far from bland, despite keeping to simple enough
templates. It becomes woozier, doomier, grander. At times it
reminds me of early movies of the Egyptian era, where a
pharaoh’s tomb is being opened, or sealed. It also tilts
sideways into a vengeful Celtic feel. It has a refreshingly warm
glow and that’s the brave move, as it could have been all
isolation and jangling nerves. ‘C XVII’ is a charming indie
ballard, which then moves into the darkly swooping ‘C XVIII’
with a portentous synth atmosphere, bleeps and clanking. With
recurring motifs, shifts between optimism and shadowy
tensions the album drifts impressively on. Stolid bass tones
underpin the gases synth mood, but nothing ever gets dour, as
sunnier guitar impregnates the gloom. Things get strange
during ‘C XX’ with a stand-up piano, gentle sonic scrying and
some abrupt timing accompanied by Twin Peaksy twanginess.
The closing track has the roughest edge to it, seemingly
advancing towards the unguarded listener, a timely spot of
melodrama to set us up for the final segment of the trilogy.

17 PYGMIES
CII: SECOND SON
Trakwerx
So here we are again then, with a delightfully artistic package
of wax-sealed delicacies to unfold, and the second in their starkissed trilogy with Robert and Isobel waking on a distant
planet.

I don’t actually like traditional sci-fi so the story aspect
doesn’t interest me at all. The music however has a superb
sense of setting and mood and is consistent in its ability to
transport you, bathing you in a cordial sense of abstract
intrigue. Their most potent work, I should say.
www.trakwerk.com
www.myspace.com/17pygmies
www.facebook.com/pages/17-Pygmies/203624375710

It starts cool and lovely, with the blissful ambient ‘Celestina
XII’ and as the title run identically with a different numeral,
the album ends with ‘Celestina XXII’, so singling out
individual tracks become pointless. It’s about the flow,
beginning with a simple synth wash and tiny, discreetly
decorative notes on top. Gentle guitar can be easily absorbed
or to underpin the vocals of Meg Maryatt, the one easily
identifiable contribution, beyond Dirk Doucette’s drumming.
Elsewhere Jeff Brenneman, Dirk and Jackson Del Ray
complete the hazy picture. Their guest Heather Lockie is also
strong on her cello
It’s also about the story, which comes inside the package,
telling of adventurers landing on a planet with two suns and
making a rather large leap of the imagination by thinking this
could be the second son mentioned in the bible. They find a
robot reading poetry, who happens to belong to a commune, of
robots who once travelled through space themselves. This isn’t
their only source of compatible interests. A robot named Herod
breaks the neck of Captain Mora to prove they cannot harm
one another, as killing here is a sin. They mistrust this robot
who they believe once massacred some family members,
justifiable cause for concern. Herod protests his/its innocence,
and can prove it. Mora survives, despite discomfort. Their own
ship’s robot representative turns up in neck snappy mood but
soon all is well, they find their ship and are all set to take off
when they become aware of other old adversaries. The story
will no doubt conclude in the final part. HG Wells must be
turning in his library card because, like most sci-fi, it’s pretty
bland.

23 TRUBLION 23
CHANTS ET DANSES AU TEMPS DE GRAFFEN
WALDER
Le Cluricaun
We may as well start with the artwork as I mentioned a rude
image on the free CDr which comes with the first 46 copies.
Well, this time around our mad hero is outdoors, with a penis
shaped vegetable balanced on his lap, as he sups from a can of
beer, with a jester hat on. Does he, in this guise, feel he is a
modern day equivalent of the man who his songs presumably
revolve around? The rest of the beautiful digipak has 14th
century imagery, or modern illustrations mimicking peoplecreature hybrids, plus one lovely owl.

Please don’t think for one moment that while this artist may
appear to be a celestial idiot savant, or that we’re talking
luxurious avant-garde lunacy, because that implies something
flimsy, something flakey. These are audaciously imaginative
tracks, sleek and provocative, merging a histo4riucal pomp
with a shady modern spirit. It is highly unusual, highly
distinctive, with this label appearing to be a natural home for
the turbo-charged sounds of time travel. The new and the old
circle, pass through each other, and circle some more. Very
odd, but immaculately conceived. Putting the mad in madrigal,
possibly, but there is such adventure here!
‘La Balade de Fanette et Fanou’ tumbles gaily, pipes piquant,
vocals magical, then we drop down to a swarthier ‘Le Seigneur
des Mouches’ with weary, inspired vocal blurs, over the
simplest guitar sensitivity and the mellow mutation is at once a
relaxing experience but the casual vocal character is
fascinating, as with the subtle brass impinging it again suggests
a spaghetti western theme somehow materialising on the fields
of Agincourt.

‘Le Canard et le Ménisque de Saint-Eustache’ has a gentler,
still beauty and there is also a gloriously wilting grandeur
about ‘L’Oiseau de Malheur Deuxième Partie’ which sees us
out with a curious dignity that twitches demurely, hinting at
emotional agony, but I wouldn’t really know. I do know that as
it builds it achieves a midway feel between the madly quixotic
and the mimsy majesty sounds bustling out of this record.
There is also a gracious extra track with a studious churchy
quality that trips happily into a swaying semi-pop saunter,
female vocals sighing behind the slippery male voice. That’s
followed, finally, by a spoken bit involving nocturnal splutters
and a bell. Bit weird, but what do you expect?
It probably goes against logic saying it, but this is a more
mature record that his earlier work. Easier to get into, harder
to forget.
www.facebook.com/pages/23-Trublion-23/
133275696720243
www.lecluricaun.com

‘L’Oiseau de Malheur’ maintains that light, airy feel, with
strange clomping percussion as the vocals really reach out to
ensure control. ‘La Ballade des Enculés’ is weirder, slurred
and slender in its sunny charm, but there’s so much going on
here, from the capering pipes, to the supremely basic acoustic,
and the smothered vocal turbulence. Through a glass eye,
darkly…
‘Le Sorcier des Bois du Ponant’ is a fine example of the
weirdness factor. We all know the rich artistry of Ataraxia’s
historical style, and how that Renaissance blend takes on some
medieval pomp with the more muscular Corvus Corvax. In the
music of 23 Trublion 23 what you get is an almost filmic
atmosphere, the vocal character bursting through the music
like dialogue. There’s crowd scenes, even, as the main vocal
bulges and distends across the gentle guitar, creating a
rhythmic river of its own, carrying melodic corpses
downstream into a curious madness.
‘Dedans la Forêt’ sounds like a stormy campfire experience,
the guitar twinkling and dallying demurely, the stark drumming
setting off the strings nicely, as the vocals pour out, serious,
male and female vocals mingling charismatically. The flute
pipes up cheerily, the guitar seethes busily, the air comes alive
with a cold scrying pulse but that could also be called
‘Frémissements Quotidiens’ as I am unsure of the way the
titles of a couple of tracks split. It all becomes sturdily
harmonious with some firmer guitar, a further merging of vocal
styles, horns rising, flutes picking their easy way through in a
stately fashion.
‘La Retour du Chevalier Beaumont dit “Beaumont le Fidele”’
is positively languid, a simmering ambient haze with fluttering
male vocals to the fore, then ‘Lebentanz’ does a harsh
opposite take, the vocals demanding and dark as the music
retreats nerviously, with the brave acoustic establishing
musical order, and then across the open space ghostly female
vocals begin to call. ‘Que Sont Mes Boufoons Devenus?’ has a
rough clatter amid the opening demonic soaring, blaring noise.
(“Is something going wrong?” Lynda asked innocently,
entering the room during this cacophony. You know, she could
be onto something!)

23 TRUBLION 23
SANS TITRE
Le Cluricaun
There’s a drawing of an unruly penis on the record label, but
don’t let that sway your judgement. We have here one of the
great bands on one of the great labels, it’s that simple, on one
level. Of course if anything is left that simple I am not doing
my job properly, so let’s get suitably demented, in keeping
with the band. Considering only 46 copies of this CD exist you
may want to know why you should get one.
46 high quality CDr gifts, that’s what it amounts to, which are
given away free with the early sales of the new album, ‘Chants
Et Danses Au Temps De Graffen Waklder’, a review of which
will be rewarding your diligent minds tomorrow. History meets
surreal mixes and warped, benevolent atmospherics. So that
you can sit content as the world whirls and distorts around
you, a bit like a Stephen Poliakoff play inside a bottle.

‘L’Apocalypse Selon Saint Zboub’ seethes and heaves oddly
with a modern angst thrust into a historical corpse, the vibrant
synth pulse almost like a dignified herald’s trumpet. The
echoing ambience around it is disembodied, increasingly
claustrophobic, the vocals a bit mental. Should we expect
anything else from a drumming lunatic who hides from plain
sight in the folds of Gae Bolg? ‘Complainte’ possesses a
jauntier air, with a lightly blaring brass motif that is
wonderfully carefree, with convivial percussive
accompaniment and you will be delirious at its mellow mental
charms, glorious and giddy.
‘Achtung! Du Café Plein Le Bidon!’ shimmers softly with
warmer, wholly modern strains but background static and
muted whispers throw the timescale, and the slightly murky
dream state gives way in one phase to a lonely trundling bass
before the picture starts filling with more harmoniously
jumbled action, while ‘Indulgence’ is an orchestral nightmare,
sensitively handled. ‘’A La Porte Nous Allons Crier’ almost a
birdsong-attended spaghetti western showdown, but for the
loping acoustic threatening a hoedown, until mournful pipes
drift in and ending in a disturbing twilight void. ‘Schwarze
Puppen’ grunts, converses, then wobbles on a thromboid beat,
followed by a slight spacey dance track, before we get into a
deep twinkly worldview on the eighth and final track with a
warbling cadence and more atmospheric madness.
It’s all commendably odd but musically taut and vibrant. I
don’t know what it means but that, of course, is half the
appeal.
www.lecluricaun.com

is coming out later than expected. In the meantime they have
brought out this EP to fill the gap with various people invited
to do remixes of what you’ll hear in sleeker form in March,
along with two originals.
‘This Is Radio Hell’ which I have to assume has been tweaked
by Proletarian Jihad is a bruising encounter with sullen synth,
low but intrinsically agitated guitar and grim laconic vocal
spewing out humane political complaints. ‘….what’s wrong
with sitting on the fence, what’s wrong with child labour if it
saves a few pence?’ ‘Still Human Still Here’ shows their more
attractive musical face, involving a lot less scowling, but the
stylish veneer hardly disguises the seething lyrical imagery
inside which is even bleaker than the first track. Huxley and
Orwell could have shagged to this, and I suspect the Action
Directe Nursery Rhymes album could still be on the back
burner.
‘Barrel Of A Gun’ has been given the once-over by Digicore
and sounds like some flyblown rave brooding, the scampering
beats swarming over the song like an insect invasion.
‘Anogolan Dreams’ is clearly given more room by an angular
rawk hologram that is History Of Guns marching in time like
demented robots with flatulent bass tones.
This is a crafty song, which I’ll be looking to hear in its plainer
form. Catchy in a demure style it’s got some lusty shapes to
pull at unexpected moments. ‘Blood & Feathers’ has been
‘MaoMixed by Null White’, or so it says here, and it sounds
like daleks on stilts, with improved diction, then starts to
carouse and turn on a self-imposed spit saucily. ‘Picking
Fights’ is a touching form of scruffy punk with weirdly
ballooning guitar presence building as the song saunters
mournfully along. ‘Barrel Of A Gun’ is a lot steadier but
fuming under the Flesh Eating Foundation remix) while ‘Blood
& Feathers’ is angrier under the Malevolent mix, still
revolving with cool resolve, Xykogen finish by remixing ‘This
Is Radio Hell’ and this, as with the opening tirade, says it
features ‘the Reverend Eris’ which is a scary thought and this
time there’s some juicily dour swing to the loping rhythm, and
it’s brilliantly engaging, a rough and tumble with a filthy dance
flow and urgent vocal declarations.
Pump up the voluminous two fingered salute to the world.
www,actiondirecte.co.uk/theredalbum.htm - download
EP for free at top of this page.
ACTION DIRECTE
THE RED ALBUM
Oktober

ACTION DIRECTE
PROLETARIAN JIHAD EP
Oktober
As I really like these nutters I was wondering what happened
to the supposed late 2010 release of a double album, and even
went so far as to email with a query, which is rare for me. I
don’t usually poke my nose in. Anyway, all is going to plan
and here’s a little bonus for us as their 2CD ‘The Red Album’

Kettling’s too good for them! “Can you keep the noise down
please, some of us are pretending we like poetry?” say the
perfumed onlookers, indignant that the oiks are at play yet
again. Action Directe cannot be stopped however for they are,
as I learn from their press release, in the vanguard of UK
Industrial Punk! That means that if they turn smartly around
they can’t see anyone else. They do not let this deter them
because they are on a mission and if they must go it alone so
be it. After all, it didn’t do Captain Oates any harm...
Voices off whinge before ‘Breaking Britain’ starts whining
wonderfully, then a knight on horseback rides full speed into a

with people queuing up to piss on the graves of famous scum.
Then things go a bit weird with the chunky ‘Hunger Strike’ as
the female vocals go off on a genteel rawky path. Anger sets
the pure punk of ‘Exploitation Bingo’ spinning, the target for
this being Burlesque turns at gigs (quoting the press release:
“which turns Goth gigs into Sunday nights at The Dog &
Stripper circa 1964”) that certainly makes a change. ‘Together’
is a bit of a mawkish plodder, like an old outtake by The Farm
in their early days (don’t laugh, they were pretty punky).
‘Red Guards of Paris’ is quite an elaborate thing, with hints of
‘This Is England’ swiftly smothered by spreading bass and a
steady beat allowing the guitar to remove the usual hinges and
start fluttering in the background, developing as a central
element with vocals having little part to play but having got to
a certain point it does rather undulate aimlessly and suddenly
end as though they’d no idea what to do with it.

giant orb of pus. Yes, a lyrical lancing of boils joke! It’s angry
dark punk slugging it out with itself, rants in its pants. ‘Red
Books For Guns’ crouches low over an even lower bass and
they prepare to repel any assault, even the studio owner at the
end of a recording session. They’re obsessed, and they throb
like a post-Anarcho torch of angrily melodic intensity, with
some alarming guitar. ‘Still Human Still Here’ will haunt you
with its mild intro and sensitive singing, coupled with a
relentless rhythm and linear tension.

It’s a typically excellent record from Action Directe but spilled
needlessly onto an extra disc as I think it could really have
been trimmed succinctly to one, which a lethal impact. That
said it’s cheap for a double and if you haven’t encountered the
range of their rage before get stuck in. We need bands like this
more than ever, to distil the disgust and ‘do what?1!’ that
modern society literally throws up.
www.actiondirecte.co.uk

‘Picking Fights’ is a lucid slice of Punk, but an almost
bizarrely optimistic plea for sense among those who have
problems relating to simple principles. ‘Barrel of A Gun’
struggles against its bonds and despite an ugly, barren feel it’s
got an intrinsic loveliness and no, I don’t understand how they
do this either. ‘Bad Elements’ is a sweet reggae dipper but
they’re idiots for not keeping it seriously sparse and
emphasising the vocals because the litany of struggles herein
deserves to come looming out as though the space between
your speakers was in 3-D, but instead you almost have to glass
up against the wall. Fortunately the glass is half empty.
Seriously though, sort it out. When the vocals have such a
validity to dominate the song you push them. Strummer would
tell you off for this schoolboy error.
They’re also artily smeared in ‘Direct Action’ too, but it
shudders in an interesting manner and the sound is a subtly
abrasive joy. ‘Singing For The Clampdown’ hammers jabbily
away and they’ve a funny Punk equation going on here
because a staccato beat is nothing Industrial, per se (Latin for
Pursey), so they’re halfway between the Clash trenches and the
Crass barricades. A sort of No Band’s Land at a time when real
life is all but overlooked by groups.
‘This Is Radio Hell’ is a gloomy snapper, a bellicose frenzy
almost being whipped up but they don’t take off so much as
dig further in. “Outside your door, it’s fucking war…” Actually
outside my door there’s a recycling bin, but I take your point,
Sir! Sweet schemes are made of ‘Blood & Feathers’, petulantly
setting itself quietly ablaze, then glowing proudly. The doomy
‘Angolan Dreams’ concerns bleak outlooks and minicelebrations of what little remains, and is truly charming,
‘Gravedancing’ is playfully terse, I suppose you might say,

AGENT SIDE GRINDER
INDUSTRIAL BEAUTY
Manic Depression
The label describe this as, ‘Joy Division meets Suicide meets
Cabaret Voltaire’ which is an impressive boast and not one I
personally think they live up to in any way, but there’s plenty
to explore here, the first disc of a 2CD set being a compilation
of tracks from their first two albums, ‘Agent Side Grinder’ and
‘Irish Recording Tape’, both on the Enfant Terrible label
‘Die to Live’ is an engaging opener, and the bass is certainly
an agile Joy Div ghost as vocals splatter the backdrop, with an
interesting sparse feel through which much lighter keyboards

gambol friskily. ‘Me, Me & Me’ contracts with some vocal
angst flooding out while the synth rolls around with a nagging
rhythmic motif that creates some easy charms to lock onto.
They keep things gently involving, and end briskly, whereupon
a far warmer ‘Life In Advance’ showcases the more burbling
side, vocals lolling on bright, soft guitar and further piquant
synth delineation. ‘The Screams’ is wonderfully atmospheric,
the bass more distinctively artistic, the synth low slurry as
vocals peep through the clouds. There is much agitation in the
air but it finishes with a genteel, well thought out flicker.
‘Lashes Of Flashes’ wobbles around, a little less impressive, a
pottering trail with repetitive vocal outbursts and some synth
fill-in. ‘Eyes Of The Old’ has a simple linear line with laid
back vocals and doesn’t grab me either, but at least
‘Ricocheting Memories’ starts with a deeper feel, some space
for the bass to the breathe and a vocal lament as the synth
bounds back in with concise strokes behind a blunt guitar
wash. ‘String Strikes’ incorporates some woozy Eastern
influences and it’s a shame the vocals come on a touch casual
as this has the most interesting fluid engagement. ‘Telefunk’ is
too drab for my tastes, as it’s clear they stick to one thrust and
ladle basic sound over that, but it’s definitely got that early
post-punk morose insistency. ‘Voice Of Your Noise’ also
makes for a decent finish with a solemn rant. It makes a good
change for me to experience bands like this but I prefer to see
bands demonstrate variety within a song, where things can rise
fall and twist around, rather than simply taking a straight
journey towards a plainly visible target.
The second CD comes from a cassette release, entitled
“Industrial Beauty”, featuring some live tracks from a 2010
tour around Europe to begin with. ‘The Screams’ broods well,
‘Me, Me & Me’ is actually close to Suicide with a basic
walking-on-the-spot pulse, and scrappy vocal froth. ‘Telefunk’
is hard-nosed, inherently weary. ‘Eyes Of The Old’ sounds
good, like a pissed-off Velvets. ‘Die To Live’ benefits from the
live experience too, as there’s a tangible infusion of life that
studio versions can often have pruned away. ‘Voice Of Your
Noise’ comes over positively militant and there is definitely
added passion in the vocals.
From their ‘Transatlantic Tape Project’ cassette two extra
tracks appear, from what seems to have been a hybrid of
muzak and psychedelia, ‘005-200’ bleepily annoying because
the pulse is so omnipresent, while ‘008-199’ has a lower gaze,
and some ambient drama pitched in, and this side of their work
sounds pretty horrible to me, bordering on pointless, but the
main electro-industrial melange frequently hits the spot so if
that usually tickles your ears you’ll be laughing.
www.agentsidegrinder.com
www.manicdepressionrecords.com
ALTER RED
MIND-FORGED MANACLES
Red Electric
Reading the review in Nemesis To Go I gather there’s a real
scary story acted out onstage which isn’t reflected by the tone
of the record, and having read the snatches of the story
contained in the booklet there’s also a distinct separation
between the sounds and implied state of lyrical mind. There’s a

truly gruesome tale lurking there about mad people doing
insane things to each other, almost making things out of each
other, Listening to the record you wouldn’t really pick up on it,
but I don’t mind that. It’s a schizoid affair, as though one is
one thing, the other best kept at a considerable distance.
Our playpals don’t bother revealing their real names, unless
you trust them when they say they’re called Alterred (vocals),
Vix Vain (synths), Jack Hell (bass) and Mark Red (piano/
synth). Elsewhere there is a strident and striking mania running
through what could be seen as a mutant pop electro panorama
of vivid lyrical deceit.
Let me say that if I make any comparisons that is for your
benefit, not things I’m actually thinking while listening to the
record. For example, in the seedy curves of ‘Like April Fools’
we’re talking about something as excellent as any of the
grimmer Human League songs. Similarly, ‘Losing Your Shine’
wobbles in, dance-friendly, electronically pot-bellied and as
the words fall like poisonous leaves it does that Kylie shuffle.
Pop a box on your head and sing along, robot arms a go-go.
They do it well too.
‘Sex, Death Or Money’ is lighter in the bounce department, a
squiggly atmosphere regularly shaken by uncouth vocal
demands. ‘Amphetamine Chic’ has a cautious synth pulse
gradually nearing the listening while charming vocals preside
like a demented ringmaster, the tune slowly shaking out it
limbs and snaking around behind his royal haughtiness, with a
determinedly pretty second phase. ‘Emily’ has the scarily quiet
cabaret swelling at the start, becoming more filmic the more
intensely disturbing it becomes.
‘The Patient’ is a subterranean curio beautifully repressed and
perversely dramatic, whereupon we find temporary respite in
‘Fleshbind’, the vocals high over a subtle rhythm as though we
have found the lair of the Anti-Bronski Beat! ‘The Drug
Named God’ breaks out into rockier rumblings and snide
seething, with the swaying ‘Broken Glass’ sounding like a
conventional stroll with the synth fronds waving, the vocals
strolling. All is calm, creamy and dreamy but it packs a bilious
punch the longer it glides proudly on, disgracefully catchy.

I was getting hopelessly confused by the time we reached ‘One
Of My Mornings’ which has a relaxed start and then gets very
worked up vocally in a vortex of dementia, before we escape
courtesy of ‘Nothing Less Than Violence’
www.alterred.co.uk
AMÖNIACÖ
CAER
Download
I am a bit confused by this as there’s little detail on the band
available anywhere. While purporting to be some kind of
Electro Goth this Chilean band have a thoughtful emotional
presence in the plaintive, drifting ‘Caer’ with no obvious
power surges or reliance on rhythmical insistence. This artistic
weight is also present in the other songs although it’s hard to
put this into any context, not knowing what stage in their
development/existence it represents.
The beautifully weary
demo of ‘Mentir Para
Creer’ apparently dates
back to 2006 and sees
them traipsing along
with an interestingly
twitchy rhythm and
elegant, downplayed
guitar behind restful
vocals. Another demo,
‘Lapsus’, presumably
implies there’s a later
official version around
of what is steady
ambient drippage with atmospheric guitar and melodic synth.
Then the download is completed by an early demo of ‘Furia
De Otoño’ where their intriguing sounds of sorrow are fleshed
out by strings.

The Day’/’Love Leads Nowhere’), with bobbling bass keen to
roll about.
‘Under The Marble Slab’ whirls more modern hubris at your
gawping faces, and with a sleekly petulant rhythmic base, the
guitar stays polite as the vocals undulate with great character
although I still think they require more focus from whatever
production they can get as they’re still being pulled too much
into the sound overall. ‘Drinking Shards Of Glass’ then makes
for a becoming snapshot of today, hazy and haughtily haunting
with another delicious vocal display.
Totally delightful.
www.amysarms.com
www.facebook.com/groups/21873967440

Intriguing stuff. Maybe we’ll find out more later.
http://gothicrock2009.blogspot.com/2011/04/
amoniaco-caer-single.html
http://soundcloud.com/xvandalicusx/01-am-niaccaer-single
www.myspace.com/bandamoniaco

AMY’S ARMS
CLANDESTINE
Own Label
A fascinating little taster for their album yet to come, this will
appeal to both new or old school Goth aficionados.
‘Vanity’ scoots from its burrow with the guitar reeking of early
Christian Death, but utilising a modern feral jab too. The
rhythm is a loose but disciplined lasso of slender intriogue
beneath the flitting vocals, and the only problem is the vocals
almost submerge in the sound and clearly needed to be pushed
forward. They continue with a later 80’s strain as ‘Breathless
Heart’ could be priceless early All About Eve (think ‘End Of

ANGELS OF LIBERTY
MONSTER IN ME
Secret Sin Records
It is the sign of a scene that you have things to fall back on,
naturally enough, and in the case of Angels Of Liberty they

come from what they see quite correctly as a traditional; Goth
dwelling with a fusty air, but definite atmosphere. Dark,
anxious vocals, restless guitar, foreboding lyrics. And
something else – a book? Now I don’t know what that’s all
about but there it is, a parchment type A5 item which came in
package with an envelope closed with a wax seal (always a
nice touch!), and the book containing lyrics demands, ‘Give us
liberty…or give us death!’ That predates the War Of
Independence in America, I believe, but we needn’t concern
ourselves with that. It just sounds good. That said, you could
imagine George Washington, wooden dentures clattering as
loudly as his feet as he walked around a dark house, shouting
hoarsely into the shadows, “Walk awaaaaaay!” Banishing his
own demons, with dignity. I digress…
Here’s only two of them really, Scarlet Powers on synth and
backing vocals, with Voe Saint-Claire on all the manly stuff,
with able-disembodied techno-servant Echo Von Hammer
trapped in the basement. Together they make a vivid,
invigorating noise.
‘The Hermit’ begins with beautiful keyboards and a pale, eerie
quality and this charming instrumental gives way to the eagerly
belching ‘Monster In Me’, grazed, supine vocals bathed in a
guitar halo, as the increasingly angst-driven woe weaves its
own tatty tapestry. It’s a busy thing without ever truly flailing,
the musicianship firmly bubbling, the vocals masterfully
keeping the drama sensibly controlled.
An extended (apparently) ‘Blood Thief’ is a more torrid affair,
like a bareknuckle contest between a drunken Sisters and
vengeful Bauhaus, catchily pirouetting and lightly murky in all
the right places.
‘Shadows Come From Light’ offers boundless scampering
guitar delight as the keys move in tighter circles, enveloping
your thoughts as they spout lyrical histrionics: “Lucifer!
Sammael! Loki! Moloch!” Because they’re naughty. A nimble
threshing all round, really, before we reencounter ‘Monster In
Me’ in what is known as a Speedy Mix, a touch more uplift
and dancey wriggling in a now familiar tormented tryst
between dark thoughts and a delightfully light touch.
A smart little EP, with artistic overspill to spare!
www.facebook.com/angelsofliberty.gothrock
ANGELS OF LIBERTY
THE BLACK MADONNA EP
Secret Sin Records
‘Mars & Minerva’ has a cool vibrating beat and stern vocal
clarity, with a sweetly curving undertow, the chorus standing
out proudly from verses with a litany of human woe. ‘Black
Madonna’ is trad hokey Goth, a fable spun out over a hint of
bass, crackling rhythm, and swooping, swooning vocal
dalliances. The mood stays dark during ‘Weaving Spiders
Come Not Here’ but it’s got a svelte push-me-pull-you rhythm
behind a fanciful story that involves vampires eating the rich.
Their sound is multi-faceted, which enables the variety which
keeps their approach fresh and for some reason the overlaid
vocals made me thinking the words ‘weaving spiders’ were
actually ‘blue ciders’, but that’s okay! ‘One Step Closer’
tingles atmospherically with a sampled storm brewing,

knowing Goth suspense in close attendance, the synth
bewitching inside another vampiric yarn, although I did hope
the victim was going to turn the tables leaving the protagonist
muttering, ‘Bugger!’ but you can’t have everything. This
gurgles with grace.
‘Take Back The Night’ isn’t a pastiche of the old Trammps hit,
which is another shame. Instead it’s a narrow musical journey
with artfully placed words to add a pleasing rhythm of
themselves in a paean to dark lifestyles that require a touch of
bravery. This is done with
commendable style, catchy
and all-consuming in its
character, which could also
be said for ‘Xepera Xeperu’, although this one
didn’t quite grip me so
much, and I think I know
why, even if the details
aren’t specific. The CD
came with a book, ‘Serpent
XIII’, and I daresay their
website will give you
further clues, and I feel
there are some storytelling
elements here due to be
tied into some larger, epic
myth? (Google pointed out
a Metal band had used something similar for an album with
similar ‘Crimson’ concerns, not that this helps.) This song
itself works, with some intentionally overblown elements
missing from the other tracks, and would probably have
worked better as a heaving opening track, because it doesn’t
have the same emphatic finish as the others but that’s only a
small point.
One step up from their impressive “Monster In Me” single in
terms of the spread of ideas this proves they’re moving in a
healthy, hair-raising direction.
www.angelsofliberty.com

ANKST
DYSTOPIA
Spookhaus
Ironically I had been harvesting info from their site shortly
before vocalist Raymond John Ross popped info about this
onto my wall, so I knew more than you might expect of this
South African band, formed back in 2006. Raymond’s been a
mainstay of the Goth scene there for two decades, and the
band have already enjoyed a few lineup fluctuations with a
Metal influence moving out to be replaced by a punkier
infusion, while acknowledging a trad Goth ideology.
Evocative guitar courtesy of Johan Prinsloo hangs in the air as
‘Dig Two Graves’ stands steadfast, winking encouragement at
the drum machine (the intriguingly named A.N.N.E.),
encouraging it to flutter shyly, with Malcolm Silber’s boney
bass clanging around behind the bullish, dour vocals. It packs
a weighty punch for all the slender rhythmical power, and ends
succinctly. ‘Dystopia’ bowls around yapping meanly, and while
they’ll be well aware the production values are fairly primitive,
which doesn’t help them streamline the energy, they’ve
cleverly arranged the song to creative its own shifts of
emphasis.
‘A Brave New Day’ swims in less choppy waters, the sun on its
face, Raymond holding back on the subterranean baritone
slightly, groaning like an angry bishop on a beach, winsome
guitar lingering in his wake. Talking of furious clerics Sir
Trevor Bamford Esq. lends his vocals to the linear rumble of

‘Apocalypse Song’, a bit like using a tank to push your car
when the battery is flat. Good lyrics here, including a line
about “the water in the river makes the Geiger counter crack.”
The nicely gnashing ‘Flower Children’ is one standout with a
very cool rhythmical poise, curiously sweet synth highlights
from David Von Tonder in its grubby hair and a more relaxed
vocal style (which suits their songs better than the usual
brackish glowering). ‘Of Little Consequence’ also has a nicely
agile melodic slant with a gently shuddering deportment (like
the Sisters out on the piss) so that the album gets relief from
the starker side of things. ‘Pearls Before Swine’ edges away
from a Gothier enchantment into crude Industrial elegance,
with swearing a plenty. Because I’m not the sort of person to
watch Hugh Grant films I haven’t heard A-Ha’s ‘Manhattan
Skyline’ before. It seems an amiable, soppy thing.
‘Tribe’ is another calmly grave highlight, fragrantly sinister
with interesting and ambitious dark lyrics: “this is my tribe and
we’ve come to collect what’s due, everybody may think we’re
flies but brother, we can see you.” Piano and radio samples
unrolls ‘Broadcast’ which remains strangely attractive during
its brief post-ambient life. Then, stillness…
Nowhere near as trad as they initially aimed for Ankst are an
intriguing band and, given their pool of influences, a band who
could lose a few of the doomier aspects to flower still further.
www.ankst.co.za

finally onto Radio 1 as the token woman. Intrigued by the
evening DJs being able to play their own choice of records
rather than enduring restrictions of a daytime playlist she
moved to the evening slot, where the producers would be
commenting on her choice of records (“this is rubbish, isn’t
it?”). She was also doing TV through something to do with
Ready, Steady Go and having a whale of a time.

ANNIE NIGHTINGALE
Bird On The Wireless (Radio 4)
Skin doesn’t lie but it can obscure the spirit. Without meaning
to be unkind in any way you could take one quick look at the
sixty nine year old Annie Nightingale, who clearly has never
considered having a facelift, and think, ‘it’s an attractive
Michael Foot,’ because you’re seeing just an image. When you
hear what she has to say the transformation begins. Halfway
through the programme you’re seeing that same image and
thinking, here’s a woman in her forties. As the programme
purred to a close and her zest for new sounds and refreshingly
direct enthusiasm came ringing through you could easily
imagine she might be twenty. She is all things, all ages and
perspectives, rolled into one.
The show was lovely but had a weird feel, presumably
structured by herself, but could have been far more interesting,
because her life was odd enough. She grew up in the Blitz
which she remembers as being like, “having Bonfire Night
every day,” and because The Beatles had meant a lot to her we
saw her chatting to Paul McCartney about his early memories
of growing up in the post-war years, playing on bombsites,
perplexed by seeing men still twitching with shellshock. The
era of austerity in the 50’s didn’t touch her as a youth because
it was too exciting being exposed to all the music, although the
emotional potency of violins still finds her running, terrified,
from symphonies.
“We were in the Space Age!” she gurgled, deliriously, as
though she was still excited by the revelation. The 50’s gave
way to the 60’s, The Beatles, and an Art School phase, which
shows how this could have been really fascinating, and
McCartney also identified clearly with this, claiming there
were somehow millions of art school students who felt the
same, which implies he never had a mathematical head on.
This was the first show to make me even consider this, that
there was an Art School scene which was the Punk of its time.
Nightingale herself was doing a one year course and recalls it
took a whole term to be accepted by the art school crowd. She
was listening to Radio Luxemburg, while planning to be a
journalist, running away with a married man to live in
Brighton, where she started working on a local paper, as their
Pop Columnist, interviewing bands who came to play there.
She found work with The Daily Express and Daily Sketch, and
as Radio Caroline and Radio London ruled the airwaves she
started to flirt with the radio, experiencing an automated studio
in the Brighton Pavilion (“which may still be there”), and

The Beatles split, and the decade ended with the scene moving
on to Bowie and Bolan, as though B was all we could stand.
Prog Rock (a “plainly regrettable genre”) somehow left her
passionate about King Crimson, then on to Punk, and The
Clash, with Mick Jones appearing in his sensible jacket and
jumper, with his funny teeth, looking like one of the experts
from the Antiques Roadshow. “From a council block
to…untold!” he gasped. Nightingale appeared much younger
as she stood grinning beside him.
On TV she took over from Slumbering Bob Harris on the Old
Grey Whistle Test . Fine footage of The Damned, with Scabies
bringing a song to a decisive halt by demolishing his kit. Cut
to Nightingale. “The studios are haunted by The Who.”
And on, and on. Through the 80’s, being lured naturally into
dance music, when Acid House took hold and the beat
changed, although why EMF’s ‘Unbelievable’ was used who
can say? Through the 90’s which she seems oddly thrilled by,
and into the Noughties and now, thrilled by Dubstep and
Grime, still keen to help young artists come through, quoting
Peel as saying, ‘I just wanna hear something I haven’t heard
before’, seeing her job as a selfless one. “My role is the
conduit.” Paul Weller saw her as being there for the music, not
a celebrity. She has her ideals – “I don’t play anything I don’t
like” – and no exit strategy. She goes with the flow, whatever
it is, because if you can’t find something in it, you have to be
fairly mundane. When she first heard Kratfwerk and German
electronic music overall she likened it to the atomic bomb:
“you could not uninvent it.”
Again one telling aspect of the show, of her personality, which
this format didn’t emphasise enough, was almost a throwaway
remark, when she revealed how strongly she felt that the
impact of Acid House continued today in a stronger way than
Punk had ever managed, and yet this didn’t receive enough
recognition, which she saw as her platform.
It was a worthy ongoing tribute, for a modest woman whose
impact has also clearly been far stronger than recognised. She
still has a good few decades in her too.

ANNIVERSARY CIRCLE
FORGOTTEN INVENTIONS
AC
Estelline has departed, replaced by Ruth Atkinson, who joins
Martin Johnson and Jerry Boucher as they plan another album,
which astute readers will be looking forward to, as they do
audacious Goth atmospherics so well.
‘Forgotten Inventions’ has that wonderfully bustling rhythmic
force, with frosted, thorny guitar providing the elegant threat,
over which vocals casually cascade, in a song rich in
restrained drama. Then Ruth easily dominates a haunting,
wavering ‘Don’t Close Those Glass Eyes’ and it’s a sign of
their quality that they make these weirder tracks resonate with
a hint of an important story rather than a moody idea being
spun out for the sake of it. ‘Anniversary Circle’ is revisited,
with Ruth insinuating herself into the reassuring ghostly
doominess by means of her slippery, stylish timing.
A tidy reminder, a superb pointer.
www.facebook.com/pages/Anniversary-Circle/
61576647001
www.anniversarycircle.com
www.reverbnation.com/anniversarycircle

ARS PHOENIX
HANGING FIRE
FDO Recordings
I come expecting truculent brilliance and, true to form,
‘Hanging Fire’ itself starts miserably, in gloopy electronicprodded doldrums, then the vocals come in and are used like
modern pitprops, keeping the song’s ceiling from falling in. At
once spacious but emotionally claustrophobic, this is post-post
atmospherics. ‘Secret Manuscript’ sways its steroid-flecked
hips to the arthritic early 80’s beat with android decorum, as
though Depeche Mode had been cut free during a space walk.
Dreamily it circles, then suffers delightful melodic cramps in
the chorus, vulpine bass notes furtively employed. ‘001 1001’
is a dizzier pop migraine, with the great, “now they’re cursing
me in binary” line. The rhythm undulates but keeps on going
like a determined arrow, the words coming off like suicidal
feathers. A synthy aplomb, well wielded.
‘Dry, Cracked. Yearning Earth’ includes wild claims about the
power of his heart as the scuffed-up landscape lightly boils,
and again the ergonomic pleasantries are double=edged, for
while everything drifts in an almost genteel fashion, the beauty
is poisoned, as the emphatic twists keep it marching on pained
soles. It’s nice to have a benevolent ache in the sound.
‘Phantom Rain’ seems to wants to rush around, but sensibly
the feel is tied to the words, tied to the outcome, subtle keys
drowning sympathetically.
‘National Razor’ also has a harmonious finger on the wavering
pulse, knowing vocals resigned in an era of pain, in a cycle of
suffering. It’s a dark, vibrant eel of a song, with beautifully
appointed misery to share and spare. ‘Plate 11’ sounds like a
church on Sunday with a hangover, an instrumental smear,
leading us into the joyously compressed ‘Engines Of Progress
(Faith In Machinery)’, where the darker flecks are the bass
ghost, the vocals escaping like fumes, the song gently
shuddering with a stoical rhythm, with synth sprinkles
attractive, ageless but greying vocals strung up against the
primly pulsating wash of sound.

Another lovely record from this duo, almost inverted the way
any angst is offset, or surrounded, by inventively beguiling
settings.
www.myspace.com/arsphoenix
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ars-Phoenix/
13536466621

‘Angelum Abyssi’ is also interesting, build out of the ether
with more distant drums and slowly encroaching horns and a
hazy vocal presence. The drums and brass gently shimmer in a
positive way and vocals stretch out over the sounds, enigmatic
but enticing. There is another slight pause and the vocals burn
brighter as the sounds fall back, and apart. Then again but with
a boomier surge, chimes and vocals gathering in such a way
that when it ends it feels like your entire room has been
threatened but then cleansed.
It seems simple enough, and will be close to what you may
expect but the beauty of it is…well, the beauty of it, and the
way it’s like the Tardis, far bigger on the inside.
www.atriumanimae.com

BLACK SWAN
Utter one-trick tedium, plus an old guy touching himself
on a train. Great.
(Lynda: “You got me up at 9 to see that!”)

ATRIUM ANIMAE
DIES IRAE
Projekt
The press release explains that the name is commonly taken as
meaning ‘The Hall Of The Soul’, the pathway between two
worlds, corporeal and intangible, so you won’t be too
surprised to find the Heavenly Voices approach in an historical
spiritual setting. Think Holst meets Clannad, Ethereal in the
grounds of a monastery, deceptively tweaked.
There are only seven tracks, but weighing in at 44 minutes,
and all the work of Alessia Cicala and Massimiliano Picconi,
with added vocals from Paolo Meloni and Barbara Cicala.
They ease you in with the relatively short ‘Psalmus 57’, distant
percussion, stealth synth invoking doomy brass and holistic
vocals that are, apparently, indulging in ‘complex polyphonic
parts.’ I always suspected as such! It’s dreamy, yet ominous,
nothing too harsh. You can pitch this anywhere between the
more troubled, introverted touches Ataraxia can exhibit or the
streamlined heartfelt pomp of Gae Bolg, with a rich but sparse
orchestral spine, around which the vocals are wound. ‘Rex
Gloriae’ seeps and meeps, more ghostly than ghastly, as the
atmosphere isn’t created to drag you into a dark hole. Indeed,
‘Psalmus 87’ billows softly, graciously enfolding the listener,
while ‘Lacrimosa Dies’ mooches spookily, like Kate Bush
holidaying on Mars. That’s the easy part, then the record starts
to strengthen its grip.
‘Sinum Iudicii’ is uber churchy, the vocal concoction like a
dusty meringue bobbing on a puddle of tears, ‘Sigillum
Septimum’ emerges from an ambient mist, spectral shivers a
speciality, gradually warming and opening out serenely as their
most stylish composition.

CARNYPIG
GUTLESS WONDER EP
Free download
Paul Broome (his latest Monica’s Last Prayer EP we will
discuss tomorrow) often deviates from his ‘norm’ and under
this guise he comes bowling into view with a post-punky
stripped down thing, that apparently revolves around the idea
people should “live for today, ‘cause you may be gone
tomorrow - and life’s actually a pretty good thing.” So with
that in mind we approach the repeated vocal recriminations in
‘Gutless Wonder’, with chimes resiliently with some backedup vocals lurking down the melodic toilet, as a raw bass reigns
supreme, the guitar riding shotgun. Think of a less frenetic
early Section 25. “I close in the light, like a blossom in
reverse, and you, you’re the reason I am cursed. I’d stand up to
you, but my spine is brittle, and my confidence is worse.” Very
jolly.

There is a definite glow about his faux jaggedy-ann ‘The Little
Dog Laughed’, the exciting slippery incline involving some
glistening guitar coalescing with gritty beats. Scuffling seedily
the disgraceful ‘Gobstopper’ does a garagey shuffle, and ‘I’m
Not Talking To You’ is disdainfully poppy punk which cleverly
returns to the opening track, and gets tangled.
It’s a freebie download, and it’s great fun.
www.carnypig.co.uk

CHEAP CASSETTES
Grandmaster Chaz, as he is never known (Chaz Matthews of
Dimestore Haloes) is in a ‘powerpunk’ band by the name
Cheap Cassettes, as well as referring himself poshly as Charles
Matthews. There are a few tracks available at the url below.
‘Sieg Heil (Means I Love You)’ is as jaunty as it is wheezy, the
charming ‘My Little Twin’ in a winning cocktail, one part
Rubinoos, two parts The Boys. The impishly clompy ‘Get
Lowe’ will appeal to fans of The Carpettes and ‘Girlfriend’ is
melodically disenchanted, scuffing its feet while the vocals
bounce off the razored, gasping strings and float away like
degenerate balloons. Yes, it’s good.
http://fasterandlouderblog.blogspot.com/2011/07/
hey-hey-theyre-cheap-cassettes.html
http://cheapcassettes.bandcamp.com/album/allanxious-all-the-time

CHRISTINE PLAYS VIOLA
INNOCENT AWARENESS
AFMUSIC
This has been warming the cockles of my crotchety old heart
for a few weeks, rumbling cheekily in the background as I
finished my book, and it’s a curious beast, part hard-wired
gargoyle, part poisonous fluffy toy.
‘Albatross’ can explain why before it segues seamlessly into
‘Swallowed Cold Insanity’, the itchy nature of its greyness
illuminated by simple icy notes which could be a synth but just
easily come from a xylophone. As the song then swoops and
sweeps away with Massimo Ciampani’s grumpily agile vocals,
Desio Presutti’s bass warms it delightfully, the rhythm kept
sweetly flowing by Daniele Palombizio’s deft drumming, and
throughout it all Fabrizio Giampietro has his guitar and synth
shaping and colouring the cavities like a dappled diamond,
glinting beautifully, atmospheric but also upfront and twisting
sensuously.
‘Witch Of Silence’ plods brilliantly, the steady drums, the
artful bass, grimly incisive guitar and sumptuous synth as
pretty as anything on early Danse Society records, which is the
key to this, they’re one of those bands where everyone is
impressive in their own right, and the balance is perfect. The
vocals are gloomy yet spirited, not downcast, and as it seeps
proudly along it brings into play space and individual
emphasis, with bass nodules protruding, or guitar scuttling,

and as the keys pick their way through the fallen wreckage you
end on a delicate high.
‘Four Steps In Your Hole’ is looser with imploring vocals, a
touch of sonar icicles, willowy insidious guitar and an aching
pop sensitivity. ‘Innocent Awareness’ then takes that strength
and inveigles its way into your suspicious mind by pouring
like a technocat on a spying mission, with a flurry of superbly
prickly guitar, pushing along behind eager drum wheels as the
vocals get all profound in their isolation. (“These clouds can
be my pillow, veil of gloom, These words can feed sorrow, in
your pale womb.”) The rhythm is choppy, the upper vocal
surface gaseous, and that guitar billows thrilling murk.
‘Regressive Self Abnegation’ bumbles like am ambient slice
into ‘Admire A New Demise’ which goes for a more opulent
post-punk feel, the shadows falling away to reveal something
sunnier, relaxed and friction-free, rolling casually with
burnished bass and lightly peeled synth.
‘Permutations’ is friskier with more pop sweetness fading in,
‘The Parchment Sand’ is positively wistful, keys to the fore,
bass loping with purpose, guitar discreetly flatulent, the vocals
cheery for all the lyrical doubts and sagging emotions. ‘Failed
To Connect To Heart (Endline)’ then floods with heat and
subtle anger, so imagine a grieving, bitter Comsat Angels. ‘I
Was Wrong’ finishes on a comparatively sedate note but
resiliently beautiful, moody and mesmerising.
An album of gradual changes then, and all of them wonderful.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Christine-PlaysViola/67686376010

CONCRETE LUNG
VERSIONS OF HELL
Armalyte Industries
I do like these irate rascals. They’re juggling explosives, I
suppose, or could be seen as demolition experts in reverse.
Maybe firemen, even? They take a wild surging array of

angrily churning ‘Flux’ although in this slow, morose burbling
song the lack of vocal clarity does somewhat let it down as you
need something to hang onto if it isn’t blasting your eardrums
out.
‘Pylon Kingdom (Pt 1)’ is a different sticky patch of
gruesomeness, a disembodied sense of doom sprawling
through some grand, tattered and battered landscapes, semifunereal and atmospheric. ‘Dead In The Mind’ has an arid,
ticklish quality, being totally different again. Like some eastern
new agey lament with cello and sax involved, it shifts like the
sands of time, oddly pretty for all the pockmarked moodiness,
ending like mildewed jazz.
We then finish with ‘Crash Reality’, which they call a bonus
track, which is something that I never understand. Unless they
discovered it had somehow crept onto the disc without their
knowledge it’s surely just another track? Anyway, here it turns,
agitated and complex, with a serious poisoned rock conformity
to its bellicose wrath, with a fierce fluttering undertow.
sounds, an incendiary force, and they control it, they wield it,
they even put on a balletic shapeliness as they spin, plunge,
spout and bow. So, with thoughts of flaming ballerinas lobbing
grenades and decimating large buildings uppermost in our
minds let us consider that this was all laid down between Marc
h and October of last year and they seem to have something
about a Police State on their mind. They, in case you need it
confirmed, are Ed_Oxine and William Riever, but they have a
few friends helping them out on certain moments, which is
allowed.

If bands like Concrete Lung didn’t exist it would be necessary
to invent reasons for persecuting their parents. Luckily things
have turned out to benefit us all.
www.concretelung.com
www.myspace.com/concretelung
www.armalyte.com
www.myspace.com/armalyteindustries

‘Intravenous (iv)’ proves they love a party with a crappy
atmosphere, a sub-ambient sense of desolate disquiet
bordering on seething discontent. It’s all over quickly, just a
soupcon of sour intrigue, before the grubby and purposeful
wiry lunging of ‘The Outer Circle’ moves like dinosaurs with
death metal on their iPods. Clump, thump, grizzle-drizzle.
Legs grip the earth, forearms tense over guitar strings, faces
mutate into stocky dementia. Bands do this a lot, and often
forget the delicate balance involved, but Concrete Lung do
not. There are fumes and trails of a softer sort stitched into the
straitjacket, bringing a bit of extra comfort. ‘Suicide High
Rise’ is a stripped down gargling yammering noise-punk
morass with some weird stalking poise, a bit like ‘Onwards
Christian Soldiers’ slipped in between some thrashy seizures.
Once again there are some strange little slivers of hope in
among the strangulated avalanche, then dancey globules
bounce among the giant feet of ‘Life Down’ so it offers a postIndustrial turbulence with no let up on the tension, but a sly
appropriation of rhythmical guile which matches the
intentional intensity. Gritty.
‘Mind Eraser’ is a stealth helicopter of sonic stability, doing
the tectonic slippage once so beloved of Big Black, but with a
rudimentary linear flow and sensible, stark plunging rhythm,
pulsing like a robot brought back to life with heavy duty crash
paddles. Vocals bicker repetitively between the waddling
melodic morse code and scarified beats of ghost hunters inside
the machine. It gets wonderfully nasty the longer it grills you
and somehow blends into the feverishly earthy ‘Wall Of Christ’
with its rapacious, clinging hostility where I haven’t a clue
what they’re ranting about, unless it’s a neighbour’s dispute
about Jesus disregarding planning regulations? That mania
continues with the relentless assault of ‘Drip Feed’ and an

CRIMSON MUDDLE
NOCTURNE
Manic Depression
Of course it’s interesting, it’s the naughty Hellebore
(Deadchovsky) again, zooming around amid keyboards, prog,
the gloomily luminous melodica and vocals, with Abesada on
viola, bass and vocals, and Annie-Dog doing the same but with
a xylophone instead of the viola, so plenty of bass then. They
bring in Little Spiagaou for some guitar on a couple of tracks
but overall you don’t notice much change, as this is a dappled
record, of classy compositions full of spirit but with a cunning

melodic veil pulled over anything brusque. It has a passion in
it, but it doesn’t go for obvious twists or peaks.
‘Petit Enfant Mort’ is their recreation of the sound of a
locomotive which is clever, then the bass moves boldly
forward into a delicious ‘Le Somnambule’ with pushy vocals
of fine shivery character in a song of subtle undulations, the
rhythm and strings sweetly entwined. With a haunting, woozy
background motif ‘Unsteady’ sashays tipsily as the protagonist
admits she knows she’s regarded as unsound, butr doesn’t
seem unduly concerned.
‘The Chimney Sweeper’ has a deeper, moodier sense of unrest,
then the saucier ‘Mentiras’ sways rudely with a bubblier,
piping rhythm, with swish jabby vocals, after which ‘Nuit
d’Octobre’ is an upright cascade of sound, with a corrupted
pop brain leaking out, and perfect shape. ‘L’innommable’ is
both roughly ridged and succulently sweet with blissfully
provocative vocals, then switch back into lugubrious muddled
minds in the soup of ‘La Charogne.’ A fidgety ‘Elegant
Fuckery’ possesses tricky strings flaying the air as choppy
vocals crash through the middle.
‘Lyoudor’ is a weirdly nagging thing, the strings sliding off the
blunt vocal repeats, ‘The Fury’ as pithier and jittery darkly
glowing post-punky spree, with the maudlin, filmic ‘Asphyxie’
closing, as impressive an instrumental as any you might
encounter this year.
A rich abundance of sounds flow through this impressive
album, distinctively peppered by bracing and inquisitive
vocals. You won’t be disappointed by any of it from the off,
and then you enjoy it all the more as it grows like a strangely
distinguished plant of uncertain heritage.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Crimson-Muddle/
100616339979615
www.myspace.com/crimsonmuddle
www.manicdepressionrecords.com
DEATHCAMP PROJECT
NO CURE
Alchera Visions
I will reviewing the “Painthings” album shortly, but as they
were kind enough to include this limited edition ERP of
remixes which comes in a tin box I felt this would make a
snappy thing before Christmas. This is a 2CD set (the second
being one of those really weeny ones) of 65 copies, but there is
also a very limited dvd tin case (just thirties copies) with ten
tracks. The album version starts and has a busy core with
bustling bass and a catchy vocal refrain, all in no-nonsense go
get ‘em Goth.
Hervy’s remix scoops things out and calms it down, with a
sense of stillness top the pretty parts. A Sthilmann club remix
fiddles with the vocals, staggering them and make them flow
out then flood in, with a dogged dance beat. The Krzy|:Kross
C64-mix obviously goes for a chintzier fizzy take on events,
the vocals almost apologetic in such company! Things get
woozier during Controlled Collapse’s ‘Prescription’ remix
with leisurely vocal grace, while Tomtylor & Wolnodziej sets
up an imaginative dreamscape.

On the tiny CD Skon goes for a dance venture of the dance
track too, with a sleeker pulse and skitter synth and bloodless
vocals, before we finish with a very cool 2011 version of
‘Venomous Edge’ with septic bass, angry synth and spreading
vocal agony.
The album’s good too so watch out for that in a few days.
www.deathcampproject.com

DEVILISH PRESLEY
THE DARK TRIAD
November Tenth
It’s a bit like approaching a crocodile and asking, ‘Does it
bite?’ as you reach out to stroke it. With Jacqui Vixen seizing
control of the vocals, bassist Johnny Navarro peering astutely
over her shoulder, Devilish Presley snap like fuck on an album
revolving around themes of narcissism, Machiavellianism and

psycopathy, all shoehorned into streamlined melodic bastards
launching themselves suicidally against you.
‘Happy As Saturday’ rides off a Hey!-shouted intro into a
shuddering fuselage of wriggling guitar, stark central beat,
with sternly controlled vocals asking the questions as higher
vocals swarm across the shiny surfaces. Nitric guitar enflames
‘City Of Dreadful Night’ which reminds me of Billy Idol
trapped inside a pinball machine, which is surely a good thing.
In ‘The Beast Must Die’ Vixen is like a rawer Joan Jett over a
Glitter stomp, but as it mutates it’s a bit like a consumptive
Ants sound, cleverly bleeding into a welcoming gutter.
‘Cocaine Joe’ is a gritty, blustery rocker, but it’s a strangely
authentic thing so I didn’t like it any more than I like any silly
drug-based early 70’s rock blundering. That rawk stagger also
affects the deportment of ‘Down Where You Belong’ but it has
some interested fluted energy going on, with a cute finish. This
transformation from Punk to Rock also suggests they missed
schizophrenia in that contents list.
‘Dancefloor Ghosts’ merits a mild ticking off for including the
word boogie but this is a lovely song, oddly sensitive in its
sparse demeanour, and gentler imagery. ‘Is There Anybody
There’ is a histrionic romp, a seriously fluid bouncy caper,
lyrical ghosts rise up wittily during the tempestuously steaming
‘Kiss Kiss Apocalypse’ and ‘I Created A Monster’ is another
utterly wantonly wicked warbler you’ll love, with its grizzled
flounces and spry scathing energy. ‘The Shakers’ is a raucous
spot of garage voodoo with larynx-shredding vocal rawkist
insanity. ‘Horror Movie Head’ is empty-headed fun but does
sound like they tossed it off during their sleep and they close
on the interesting ‘Zurich Psychological Club’ which eats itself
with its own enthusiasm, while at the same time displaying the
odd moment of simpler vocal nuances and some delightfully
demented lyrics.
Now, I’m reviewing the mp3 promos here, but on the CD
you’ll also get extra tracks in the form of ‘Don’t Come Any
Closer’ and ‘The Murder Parade’ so you end up better off than
me. As they go through a strange blending process with the
vocal changes and the rockier inclinations they’ve concocted a
molten brew ready to spew out of your speakers. Short,
sharpened shocks.
www.devilishpresley.com
DIAL 999: A Jon Hunter Mystery
H. L. Raven
Reality Asylum Books ISBN 978-0-9718673-1-4
Although I’m sure someone could tell me otherwise I’ll
happily hazard a guess this is the first Punk Murder Mystery,
set in grotty London, 1977, where a rum bunch of nihilistic
nutters gaggle together for company, sex and safety, running
the gauntlet of local teddy boys and, did they but know it, the
dangers of hard drugs, eliciting the attention of hard-nosed
coppers as a matter of course. One by one their numbers began
to dwindle…
Among the punks is Jonathan Alton Hunter, Jon to his mates,
an American kid come here to witness the exciting scene at
first hand, hoping for a social revolution worth the journey, but

finding himself scraping a living selling records in the
Beaufort Market, avoiding trouble if possible, and saddled
with some fairly empty-headed mates. He’s the one with the
brain, and an English auntie who can be relied upon to bail
him out if necessary.
Miranda dies in a squat bathroom where they’ve all been
partying, with dealer Gangrene an understandable suspect.
Later a violent but ineffectual ted, Boise, moves into top spot,
with a race between policemen Edwards and Jeffreys and punk
heroes Jon and Mary (his girlfriend) to unmask the killer.
Actually, Jon and Mary also have a fanzine (Scabbed Over) to
do, but they combine their priorities by covering the murder in
the zine, leaving a cute ‘Clues’ box on the counter of the
market record stall. Then Julie cops it. Another OD.
I confess I was glad that some characters died as it was all
fairly congested initially. Hyacinthe doesn’t dwell on detail but
goes with an events-driven plot, meaning there’s a crowd of
people dashing around and burbling away to get used to. So
when Susan pops her clogs, also with a tell-tale syringe laying
nearby, things starts to feel looser and it flows better.
Hunter being present at two death scenes (he finds Susan)
doesn’t go unnoticed with the police, although when his mate
Paul is beaten to a pulp the investigation shifts perspective.
Within the small circle of surviving friends paranoia begins to
build, and the pace of the story ups and dashes to the end, at a
pretty feverish pace, taking in a couple of good gigs along the
way, with The Clash at the Rainbow an important mment.

The second Hunter book is already being written (my way of
telling you he doesn’t die) and will cover the Jubilee period of
1977. I’m sure that in that we’ll get more of the main
characters, their dependence on one another, and their reasons
for doing what they’re doping, which is the only thing missing
here. Hyacinthe being American herself I can see the relevance
of the Hero’s nationality, and would like in future books to
have more of an American perspective coming through, when
he isn’t overwhelmed by his situation. In this book where he’s
come from is of no real relevance, it’s where he’s stuck which
matters.
‘Dial 999’ is actually pretty bleak, as the subject matter
dictates. In terms of style and setting it covers the basics and
leaves it at that. Hyacinthe can no more be expected to paint a
forensic picture of grubby late 70’s London than I could of
Ohio, but by plonking musical events, and places, into the plot,
which the characters then attend. gives it a decent context, and
even throws a good Cure joke into the mix.
The books works well because it’s a group under attack, and
the tension hems them in. It’s also fun to have such a story set
in the musical heartland of your upbringing. I read so few
books that it took me a while to start reading this, but when I
got into the story I then kept reading to the end in one sitting. I
liked the idea, I started to like our primary couple, and while I
guessed who had done it about two-thirds of the way through I
wasn’t expecting the end, or how they’d uncovered their
murderer. First I was hooked, then I was mystified. That’s what
such books are supposed to and Hyacinthe delivers a killer
thriller.
www.realityasylumbooks.com/rab001
www.amazon.com/Dial-999-H-L-Raven/dp/0971867313

DIGICORE
WITHOUT FREEDOM
Armalyte
Well I have listened to this loads, because it does have a
certain pull, being so bloody insistent, but there’s something
about it I just don’t like. It isn’t anything personal against
them, it’s a whole generic thing. When Breakcore, Gabber,
Speedcore and whatever other Ravey elements there are which
fused with the tailed end of Anarcho start protruding proudly it
just never works for me. It’s like I’m immune. I don’t get it,
basically. Solidarity, and all that, but put a sock in it! Or take
that Ritalin.
Now the reverse of this position is that people who are into it
can skim through my review with disdain written all over their
faces, safe in the knowledge the boys have come up with the
goods. Unless…and here’s the really quandary…they’ve gone
soft! There is plenty on the record I do enjoy, you see. I don’t
even switch tracks when out and about because there are few
things to touch this for pumping zeal while you move ninja
like through the shops metaphorically picking off the potential
Tories with your sniper scope.
An unruly band, obviously, but sometimes with a soft centre.
So, let’s look.

‘We Will Protect You’ slides in the sewers following samples
and then starts swimming the breaststroke through utter filth,
wearing old condoms like a hat, heroically clinging to some
ideal or other, ‘Without Freedom’ just ups and switches tack,
hacking out a frantic beat, the guitar like a demented mosquito
in the darkness, but when it cuts to a slow and soulful phase it
sounds brilliant, then back into puking thrash. Schizoid, or
what? There’s also some interesting burnished bass pulsing,
and it’s not unlike a rabid Faith No More fired from a cannon.
‘Obey!’ is a yelping, keening form of Punk squashed inbetween the force of rapidly closing electronic walls. They
rush to get the raw. Fraying words out before the squelchier
phases undulates furtively, then back into the seething fray.
Bewildering!
‘Cyberpunks Unite’ sounds like they’re staggering about on
metal stilts, clumping beats but the vocals are up in the clouds
having trouble with thin air. Delicate synth serenely flies past.
‘Tear It Up’ is fiendish, raw thrashing with a neatly delineated
descending path through the madness, while ‘Where Were
You?’ could be a square dance held accusatory daleks. ‘No
Rest (For The Rebels)’ is more feral lunging punk over
slithering electronic templates and unhinged drums. I don’t
know why they make it quite so hard to grasp rhe vocals as
they have good ideas and surely part of Punk is getting the
massage over?
Jabber gabber hey for ‘One Of Us’ with conspiratorial pauses
followed by harebrained yammering and insidious promises,
like three songs wrestling inside one. ‘Parasite’ is
comparatively sedate and verging on sweet until starts raging,
and I like the evil bass starting ‘Chaos’ and the ensuing
broodiness but when they press the punk plunger my mind
automatically switches to standby, but they do have dreamy
subterranean synth fills. ‘Your Word Is A Lie’ sprays it energy
around fairly softly, so it’s a chanty bout of jolly angst,
although I daresay that isn’t exactly the intention. After that
there’s a couple of remixes, with a slinkier ‘We Will Fall’
turning gradually mental by ChopChop and 2Bit Hero put an
interesting claustrophobic choke-hold on ‘Cyberpunks Unite’
from

It’s packed full of incident if this is your thing, and often
bizarrely catchy when the groove locks, and I certainly like the
spirit, it’s the delivery which shoots past me.

It’s not my sort of thing, at all, but if it’s the work of one
person it’s certainly impressive as it’s on a huge scale of big
bad madness.

www.withoutfreedom.com
www.digicoremusic.com

http://draconianincubus.bandcamp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/mickmerceruk#!/
profile.php?id=1135034208

DRACONIAN INCUBUS
UNDEAD
Free Download

DRUNKEN C
DREAMVILLE EP download
Zorch Factory #ZFR061

When you go to the page for this free download you will be
advised that, ‘This is not an album, This is not an EP, This is
not a single, This is Real Love, Hallelujah!’ Make of that what
you may but tread warily as this is old school rock in tone, but
given a modern sense of purpose, so it feels fairly strange.

Here we have Cécile’s solo work spreading out over seven
songs on an EP originally released last year on netlabel
Vault106. She has also released a couple of others I hope to
review tomorrow. (I might have done those today had Myspace
not virtually frozen my pc every time I tried gleaning info from
her page. It’s getting to the point where it isn’t even worth
going there to try and find archive info on bands as there aren’t
enough hours in the day spare to wait for their incompetence to
eventually yield anything worthwhile.) She’s an imaginative
guitarist who has rippling waves of sound through these dark,
morosely itchy songs.

‘Devil is My Name’ is a good example of the weirdness, as
musically it’s a fine slice of atmospheric d0oomy ambient lit
with slicing light. The vocals don’t work for me, demanding
angrily why people believe in God when God doesn’t believe
in them, as though the Devil may somehow be more
believable? This is delivered in ranting US preacher style. It
certainly believes in itself, burning with a passion, as scowling
guitar rolls round and round.
‘Slave Of My Lust’ is sturdy, blissed-out epic demonic rock
blasting, so if you’re into this stuff you’re getting a huge slab
for nowt! ‘Hypnotic Rivers Of Blood’ is lighter, with clearer
exposed vocals steady before background guitar trails, raging
away after a careful build. ‘City Of Lovers’ has more delicate
delay and portentous vocal delivery like The Doors left a
secret bastard child, although when this gets rocky it actually
doesn’t sound anywhere near as good as the other tracks,
weedy Metal with some daft bellowing about ‘Love under
will’, which could be a curious royal wedding reference?
‘Incubus’ chews on its wrath with Gothier ire, although the
guitar is pretty gruesome, with another vast pit of torment
opening up in the wildly lashing rock angst of ‘Insatiable
Nature.’

In scrappy, snotty opener ‘Soul Empty’ comes on like a PostPunk take on Gen X’s ‘Dancing With Myself’ then pretty much
becomes a modern one woman Xmal, loping along, angular,
teetering on a melodic edge. ‘Mary Is Dead Since...’ has
solemn plunky bass, deep grazed vocal scratchings, with some
shambolic toppy guitar traipsing, but it all hangs together well
in a shabby soiree and the chorus is strangely becoming
alerting you to the presence of a covert charisma. Just as
impressively in the low key start to the rumbling ‘Disrespectful
Summons’ is the way her muted vocals set things off to a
subtle start. It’s a curiously squashed, sedate song but the
guitar keeps rubbing it up the wrong way to keep it lively.
‘Clouds Jesus (interlude)’ is a drowsy ambient thing which is a
bit like an inverted ‘Autobahn’, then with ‘DreamEvil’ you
sense a link to other post-punky French sounds, empathizing
with the clashing spirit of Guerre Froide or Metal Urbain.
‘Give Me Your Eyes’ drifts along in a more restful fashion but
with a clipped, emphatic close, and ‘The Sweet Devil Hand’

also takes a more thoughtful linear route, doing nothing
dramatic but with a naggingly engaging quality.
You have to accept the rough sound and precarious balance,
which is all part of the charm as far as I’m concerned as if it
was honed and cleaned up it wouldn’t have the same vigour.
It’s all very open but based on simple and direct ideas which
appeal enormously. Hopefully we can burrow further
tomorrow.
www.myspace.com/drunkenc
http://drunkenc2.blogspot.com/
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
105-drunken-c-dreamville-ep.html

any kind of snarl.
‘Buries His Claws’ has
lovely brisk and
catchy bass, the
skimpy guitar slung
over the jostled frame,
with vocals sliding
around. ‘You Liar You
Burn’ is moaning
discreetly over more
downturned musical
musing, which all
hamngs together well, if somewhat forlorn. ‘Tussing And
Turning’ is a resolute whispers which gradually enfolds
and is the most interesting piece, grating your brain
studiously with a soothing chorus and undulating
undertow then back to the mildewed, shadowy ‘StraitJacket.’
It’s all good but like seeing earlier somnambulism before
she woke up and became agitated.
http://drunkenc.bandcamp.com/album/toc-toc-toc

www.myspace.com/drunkenc
drunkenc2.blogspot.com
www.lastfm.fr/music/Drunken+C

DRUNKEN C
FACE B / TOC TOC TOC EPs
Free downloads
We found her in wickedly rapturous form with her
Dreamville EP, but there’s also two other EP[s available
as free downloads which must be worth perusing. ‘Face
B’ seems to be the debut and unless I am blind as well as
stupid this came out in 2006. ‘The Girl With Many Eyes’
is a deceptively quiet mooching murmur, with vocals
distant, beat minimal and introverted guitar and there’s
an equally queasy instrumental ‘She’ with light jangles
and ambient tangles. ‘Lollipop’ is tinkling prettiness, like
an indiepop take on triphop, a cool shuffling beat,
chiming keys and curving brass. ‘Interlude Minimal’ is a
rhythmical exercise with bubbly percussive decoration,
quietly delightful and ‘Symphony Of Trouble’ is a dour
strumming thing, tripping itself over a sticky beat.
http://drunkenc.bandcamp.com/album/drunken-c-face-b
TOC TOC TOC stems from early 2009 and maintains
this oddly mottled and sedated status. There is more
attitude here, with ‘Toc Toc Toc’ itself coming on like
the ultimate lo-fi Big Black, more an imagined pout than

ELECTRIC PRESS KIT
RE-RELEASED 96-06
Blu-crush
There is a new album from this subtly spiky French duo
coming next month, entitled ‘Torsions’, but for now here’s
some oldies made available for free which any Post-Punk
devotee will enjoy. Emmanuel D (vocals, guitar and
programming) and bassist Jef J originally whacked these tracks
out their eponymous debut EP (1999), the Show Me EP (2002)
and Analogic album (2006), just so you know.
Qu’est-ce Que C’est? ‘Psycho Killer’, and a juddery little
strop it is too, with needling guitar leaping the bumpy rhythm

and flirting with the vocal twists. ‘Hope’ is poppier in a
gloomy way, everything kept spry and concise, with the punky
bass sending ‘Bullet In My Head’ rocketing along, in a rickety
fashion and the strange vocal rustles keeping it interestingly
weird. ‘Not Very Funny’ has an enchanting sense of
disenchantment, like a modern versions of the Velvets,
intentionally downplaying the gentler qualities.
‘Show Me’ is a wild mess, with vituperative vocals, heroically
moody guitar and a steely bucking rhythm, ‘Young’ has a
drowsy simplicity as it slowly dwindles, but ‘Blood On The
Wall’ is fuller and darker, with a wily guitar trail through a
steadfast, stylish synth maze. To send things out in a
compellingly enigmatic manner ‘Le Soleil Se Leve Nulle Part’
threatens to move off in a lumpen dance explosion, but retreats
immediately into insular but imaginative dour lo-fi, ticking
over in miserable splendour.
A fascinating band whose sound straddles the very earliest
Cold Wave era, and the modern Post-Punk resolution.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Electric-Press-Kit/
161825120506472
www.epk-music.com (this album free for download –
check Discog)
http://epk.chez-alice.fr/accueil.html
www.myspace.com/electricpresskit
www.myspace.com/blucrushrecords

interesting character, while the blunter, chunky ‘Born In
Roswell’ is a punky floater, barrelling along initially on fluid
bass and thumping drums which are pushing the loping guitar
forwards, with a gloopy phase midway.
‘Always Aliens’ is a stocky mock dramatic spot of angular
yearning with impish vocals, ‘Venom’ trundles in on deep bass
gloom and spreading, gaseous guitar, and the dinkier, touching
‘Tout Ce Qui Detruit’ gains a softer touch with the addition of
female vocals, ‘Cold In April’ is a sweet, cute little dawdle,
then they hurl themselves into the scampering punk of ‘Power
Of Hate’, flailing drums, fluttery bass, arch vocal delivery and
held back fizzy guitar.
‘Sayonara Baby’ starts with drums that threaten briefly to
usher in ‘Come On Eileen’ but luckily a darker mood
descends, with slack bass and grubby, downcast guitar and
groany singing in a the catchiest of mottled doldrums. ‘Die’ is
a spirited twirling struggle, then the agile , gleaming ‘Torsions’
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Electric-Press-Kit/
161825120506472
http://www.epk-music.com (this album free for
download – check Discog)
http://epk.chez-alice.fr/accueil.html
http://www.myspace.com/electricpresskit
http://www.myspace.com/blucrushrecords
ENDING THE VICIOUS CYCLE
Here’s a band you may like, somewhere between Ikon and The
Daughters Of Bristol. I’ve listened to ‘Touch Dispelled’ with
its creeping bass, vividly bright guitar and interesting vocal
deportment, although it could have done with a couple of
extras verses to flesh out the character. There’s also the
decorous but frisky ‘Ghosts’ and an intriguingly stricken cover
of Joy Div’s ‘Heart And Soul’, which unwinds slowly with a
disembodied atmosphere and more great, loose guitar. Keep an
eye on them!
www.reverbnation.com/endingtheviciouscycle
https://www.facebook.com/pages/EVC-Ending-TheVicious-Cycle/75537372408

EVERY SILVER LINING HAS A CLOUD
EVERY SILVER LINING HAS A CLOUD
Projekt

ELECTRIC PRESS KIT
TORSIONS
Blu-Crush Records
You’re right, they do have a reputation for fine crafted but
nervy pieces with a hint of lo-fi atmospherics (a natural byproduct of Cold Wave and Industrial tendencies) thrown into a
curdled post-punky mix, but this time they’re off on a bloody
rampage.
‘This Night’ tick into its slow and sturdy grim gait, with a
grazed guitar glaze and light exhausted vocals adding

You could said that if you know Projekt’s more dreamy type of
artist you can predict what this might be like but it’s distinctly
individual so I’ll start, if you don’t mind, by quoting the allencompassing opening paragraph of an intensely artistic press
release. “Dramatic, emotional, melancholic, epic, dynamic
shoegazer/post-rock in the spirit of Sigur Ros, Flying Saucer
Attack, Mira, Mogwai and Labradford.” I won’t pretend to
know much about these bands, in fact there’s two I have never
even heard, but I can testify to the illustrious qualities
bestowed upon this album. It’s impressively deep, moody,
artistic and peculiarly restful, while capable of turning from
desultory breeze to sumptuous tempest but will be of interest
to more than geophysicists.

and other vibrant guitar oscillating discreetly until you get to
think of this as shoegaze on antidepressants. ‘Motionless’ takes
this on a step further, seemingly more simple and steady while
emanating with even more power before tapering off, which is
almost a relief. You probably need a physicist to explain how
they achieve this overwhelmingly polite intensity.
‘The Sun Is Already Gone’ sounds like a classical dirge on one
level, but flushed with exquisite vigour, and a stately rigour,
making it almost close to a form of Ethereal Industrial, which
makes no sense, but there you go. Blunt guitar trauma is again
threatened in ‘The Leaden Sky’ but it trails away into ambient
tranquillity before evocative strings tease your mood into
reflective patterns. This gradually gives way to a more
ominous onset of guitar turbulence, bolstered by a thickening
percussive presence. It just sort of stops, which is the only
letdown on the album for me as I expected this one to go
somewhere special.
It’s all the work of a duo from France, who their friends know
as Guillaume Pintout and Cyrille Holodiuk, whose past or
present includes bands Kwoon and Lost In Heaven of which I
know precisely zero. Guillame is credited as guitarist, Cyrille
with percussion, but of course there’s more than just that
involved, although not as much as I presumed. They have
Damien Ossart on bass and Haluka Chimoto on cello, but what
I figured was synth work turns out to be layered guitar. There’s
also some spoken word wibbling by Ashley Rugge, who I can
confidently reveal is an American poet. (I have my sources!)

‘Where Earth Meets Sea’ begins with quaint ruminations and
develops into some lovely lukewarm artful indie instrumental
musing, but not demanding, just formally thoughtful.
‘Leaves Across The Road’ is more delicate, and effective,
calming your senses as it drifts by with a hint of a choir
materialising out of the quivering ether, and as these implied
vocal sensations build the drums are buckling up for a severe
ride, the guitar closing over proceedings like giant, suffocating
wings. It’s heroically demented and impressive, although I feel
they again lose the poise towards the end, leaving you reeling
but not completely diverted.

I am for the most part an old school kind of dunce, although I
don’t mean I live in a museum. A Night In The Museum 3,
with me filling in for that curly haired chap, would simply
involve me glaring at a computer screen looking for new
things while the exhibits came to life around me. If they made
too much noise I would simply shut the office door. Yes, oh
psychic ones, I have spent the day considering some old Ruts
bootlegs, but I have also been listening to The Ghost Effect,
Atrium Animae, Shino, The Knutz and The Clash. It’s a
healthy diet, and somewhere in the midst of it all an album like
this makes perfect sense, can be made to feel entirely at home,
and can captivate even my rusting ears. Admittedly the first
time I heard it I did slip out after half an hour, as I was in need
of some urgent music, only to return and find it remonstrating
furiously with itself, whereupon I realised all was not what I
had imagined. So if you’ll excuse me, this is where I get a bit
tedious.

‘Backward’ is a total waste of a lot of time, being an ambient
sub-drone encounter in slow repetitive motion, so you can
ignore that one once you’ve encountered it the once and
concentrate instead on the rest of an album that is a
breathtaking experience at times, and always a pleasure to
experience.

‘Against All Odds’ makes for a spell of quiet dignity, a voice
muttering poetic things about the wind while a chiming
keyboard meanders idly under a shimmering disturbance that I
assume is this guitar effect? Very pretty, and the twinkling ‘A
Stolen Life’ sweeps slowly, softly maudlin cello traits borne
aloft and shielded by a daunting guitar overflow that will gives
you Twin Peaks flashbacks, which I always find is a good
thing.

There are few things more magnificent than an actual print
zine. This is proof, if proof be needily bebilly proofolicious
that people care. Anyone can do a zine online, but to create
physical objects, to pay for them and then to lug them around
to sell at shops or venues, or just to have a stack constantly
perched at your elbow to remind you of your folly, that takes
real dedication. Andy has been doing it for a heroically long
time, having already been part of the Grim Humour resistance
movement before this. He was probably scribbling in the
womb, or maybe just moaning about the noise.

There are modest frills in ‘Such A Waste’ with sunny guitar
seeping along until threatened by a heavier riff supposedly
ready to unleash but stuck in gear intentionally, as the song
dwindles away. That trick hints of dramatic interests but in
‘The Air Is On Fire’ we find only a sleepy guitar over
increasingly sturdy drums, the cello muscling in on the action

A strange pleasure.
www.myspace.com/eslhac
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Every-silver-lininghas-a-cloud/149073565109757
http://soundcloud.com/eslhac
www.projekt.com

FEAR AND LOATHING #62 £2

There’s a new issue coming any moment apparently, but I
thought we’d have a look at a couple of old issues he sent me
recently (#65 from April 2010 being reviewed on Sunday),
with this issue an absolute classic.

FEAR INCOROPORATED
SAWNEY’S CAVE
Plastic Frog

What you get with any zine, including my own forever
disrupted online creation, is a strange sense of continuity.
Certain bands are always likely to get some coverage, and the
writer has the experience and knowledge of their output which
means they can bring through a lot of relevant detail. At least,
that’s the theory. That works here as several of those
interviewed are bands Andy holds in high esteem. He also
makes some unusual discoveries that excite him personally.
Reviews-wise he’s old school but it covers many subjects. Just
looking at the opening reviews page finds Venom, The Evens,
TV Smith and Killing Joke and that variety whispers gently
through the entire cantankerous issue.
What make this issue a bit of a classic are the interviews. A
genial but fascinatingly detailed chat with The Scientists is
followed by the bizarrely confident Knights Of The New
Crusade, who I eventually realised weren’t joking. The Monks,
who aren’t proving any theological link, have an amazing story
to tell, and just the one album to their name, before two
gladiatorial giants swagger into the ring. John Robb of
Goldblade and Shend of The Cravats, who could probably
start their own religion! Mighty, mighty interviews, packed
with personality and humour. There’s also Flipper, which is
allowable, plus a ton of reviews, including some interesting
looking Damned bootlegs (and inevitable Residents coverage).
He’s probably sold out this by now but message him and find
out.
https://www.facebook.com/people/FearandloathingZine/100001338296961 (totally up to date)
www.myspace.com/fearandloathingzine (not been
updated in ages)

An extraordinary thing, this album from ‘Theatre Macabre’
artists Fear Incorporated. Imagine Bauhaus putting on a lusty
modern production of Macbeth and you’ll be close to the feel
and shape. As odd in their own way as The Men That Will Not
Be Blamed For Nothing, but with a dedicated direction to
follow, with a sharper focus on one story, they deliver an
album or swerving peaks and troughs, the latter full of body
parts.
Sawney Bean never existed, but it’s a good story and I’m sure
there are walking tours near the cave he is supposed to have
inhabited during the 15th or 16th century, depending on what
fanciful evidence you require. Here he ate the bodies of the
people his clan robbed, and as the family (fuelled by incest)
grew, so did the concerns, and death toll. When they were
finally caught the men had their naughty bits cuts off, along
with their hands and feet, and were left to bleed to death while
the children and women were burnt alive. Or so the story goes.
In the early 1400’s there was another Scottish cannibal, which
is just greedy, called Christie Cleek, and he did the same thing.
Was Sawney the world’s first copycat cannibal mass murderer?
Either way, it kept them off the streets.
Now, the band. A prodigiously talented line-up, we have
William Westwater (Sensory Savage) – vocals, Cam Campbell
(Sex Gang Children) – bass, Lex Luther (Demented Are Go) –
guitar and Alan McCulloch – drums with guitar on certain
tracks provided for another old Sex Gang maestro, Terry
MaCleay. This all makes for a heady racket.
‘Land Of The Dead’ makes no excuses for its gauche charm,
fizzing on the guitar front, portly on the rhythm shuffle, with
vibrant warbling and it makes for a tense but haughtily
dramatic entrance. That said, it has a crazed sense of humour
in the vocal delivery, like a beguiling insanity. ‘Sawney’s
Cave’ is quiter. “The dead have stories to tell their tell their
kith and kin, as their gizzards hang from Sawney’s chin.” Yes,

thank you for that. Cymbals flash and the softly glinting guitar
sweetly caresses the air. The imperious vocals exude a
ludicrous class, confidently sweeping through the filth then
soaring above. With a fervent vocal presence ‘Two Black
Hearts’ has added tension from the ruthless, relentless drum
stamp, and the grim Goth synth frying in the background.
‘Hell’s Waistcoat’ is fascinating, with beautiful guitar strolling
in empty spaces, where the charming narrative holds you
spellbound as the hideous tale unfolds. They genuinely know
how to do the drama. “Along a lonely twilight wandering,
through a forest dark as hell’s waistcoat itself, over rocks and
jaggy craggs, to a sudden drop before the sea nerar Dumfries,
in Scotland, a mouth from the cliff edge holds your darkest
fears. A twisted family of inbred cannibal swine, lurking in the
depths, a chamber of death.’ Location, location, location. “A
cave of malignant terror, where limbs hang from the eaves,
Wax severed heads served as candles…”
‘Cannibal King’ leaps upon you, lewd and gaudy, with the
crazed despotic singing making the whole thing seem suitably
wild, with weird synth streaming through the fascinating grot.
The vocals are almost uncomfortably loud and close, as the
background is quite amenable melodically, and this off-putting
in-your-face approach is quite intentional. It’s also a bit
dancey, in a weird way.

with the scary vocals veering back into your mind no matter
how hard you try and shut them out. ‘Sawney’s End’ rolls in a
queasy fashion, simultaneously rasping and rollicking, a
triumphal celebration of executions. We then close with ‘The
Innkeeper’s Dread’, a more restrained and casually moody
affair, which makes for a restful close at which point you’ll be
relieved, for this is a band with murderous flair, as impressive
as it is daunting.
They have another album out later this year, and I should point
out that a dvd predates this CD with seven of the tracks
accompanied by creepy imagery to fit the mood, but first
please consider this, one of the finest things you will encounter
all year. A real work of art, capable of giving anyone a
turbulent turn.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/FEARINCORPORATED/158823505970
http://fearincorporated1.fourfour.com
www.myspace.com/fearincorporated
www.plasticfrogrecords.com - order the album here

‘Hunting Party’ has a more lugubrious flow, as nervous
soldiers track the obscene family down, so we get a change of
pace there, and a starker sound, then we wade slowly into
‘Sawney’s Song’ with phased guitar gradually spreading
outwards, and this sleekly contoured instrumental again
provides a breather. ‘The Tolbooth Song’ is an uncouth blast,

FEAR INCORPORATED
DYING TO GET OUT!
Widows Peak
They have signed to Manic Depression so the new album,
“Phobos” will be on there sometime soon, but in the meantime
here’s an exciting appetiser. Away from their more theatrical
nightmare approach ‘Dying To Get Out’ is bristling post-punk,
melodious noir charm. A perkily rising bass, dour clipped
drums and grizzled guitar drizzle rub like nonchalant dogs
against the haughty vocal legs. (Not the sort of imagery anyone
actually wants, it just came out that way.) Modern knowing
flair meets original early 80’s guile, and it’s a sweet union.
‘The Tender Prey’ was originally mooted for inclusion on the
mighty ‘Sawney’s Cave’ album but never made it. It’s a little
bit too cabaret perhaps, with woozy organ, our demented host
chained to the pulpit while declaiming wildly, trailing off, then
staggering back madder than before, and headbutting the weird
finish.

Great band, ultra-collectable single. What more do you
honestly need to know? (‘Sawney’s Cave’ is easily one of the
best albums this year, so if you haven’t already tracked it
down, that would be a good thing to do right now.)
http://fearincorporated1.fourfour.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/FEARINCORPORATED/158823505970
http://soundcloud.com/fearincorporated/fearincorporated-dying-to-get

We still have a few to see but here’s my
TOP TEN MOVIES of 2011:
1: THE WAY – wonderfully involving road movie, minus
much road.
2: HEREAFTER – imaginative and haunting peek into the
future.
3: ANONYMOUS – vivid historical lies made exciting.
4: THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU – God’s civil service
having a hard day.
5: TRANSFORMERS 3 – does what it says on the everchanging tin.
6: IDES OF MARCH – dubious politics delivered slyly.
7: PAUL – commendable sci-fi fun.
8: SOUL SURFER – heartwarming and heroic.
9: THE KING’S SPEECH – classy period drama.
10: IN TIME – the Robin Hood of time, stealing from the bad
guys.
(THOR would have been in there but we saw it on TV, which
is cheating.)

FLESH EATING FOUNDATION
DEAD SHALL RISE
Rebco
A distant voice repeats the words ‘The World Revolves
Around You’ as a chaste piano eases into life, ugly synth drone
seething and building, agitated vocals then rasping the same
words as the mood has become angry, and it’s easy to see this
an opening statement of musical intent. ‘For You’ is widerranging in its vibrant electronic attack, and not all is gloom, as
the synth sets up a gleaming arc of possibilities despite the
bubbling undertow and emotionally harsh vocal approach.
‘Dead Shall Rise … Solved’ has a news sample about victims
having been partially devoured by their murderers before it
glassily plods along with rumbling and stamping vocals, a bit
like Bryan Ferry’s ‘The In Crowd’ emanating from some

subterranean gut, sweeping across the ground well before
splintering and dissipating towards the end. ‘Swallowed’ finds
the pace hotting up; pretty simple in the lyrical department,
with one almighty musical bruise spreading out in a septic
circle.
Emotional doubt edges into the semi-morose ‘Disappointed’
which is a bit like early Human League swinging from a lonely
gibbet, blown gently in a supportive wind and made pretty by
poignant piano. An intentionally repetitive, drowsy piece it
grabs the imagination and doesn’t relinquish it easily. ‘Truth
Be Told’ is madder, fidgeting with a combative pulse, then
graciously tickling the listener in a friendly trick with one final
dance spree. The bleak but agile ‘Bleed Us Dry … Just
Waiting’ could almost be Industrial Gabba, with its playful
wrath and celestial upturn.
‘Slow Death Of Decency’ is all very dramatic but away from
the splenetic warnings there are softer, soggier areas which are
just as intriguing as the vocal ire, and when that boils over it
also becomes more convincing. ‘When It All Comes Down’ is
a trifle ungainly to begin with, starting somewhat garbled, but
there’s a light jollity trapped inside the waddling moaner and
the rhythmical verve is a joy.
‘Disconnect Me … And Dance’ then extends the appeal of the
record further by making a weird but enjoyable closer in that it
gathers up the dance intentions and keeps that constantly
pushing through, while never making it the central emphasis as
all manner of oddness scurries across the upper surfaces. The
title track bursts back into secret track action to finish
everything off in a noisy, bracing fashion, yet I’m not sure they
even needed to do that because it’s got a strong enough feel
and death established by then.
They’re slightly mental, as you’d expect from the name, but
they never let you down and for an album that comes under the
Not Really My Thing category they kept my interest
throughout.
www.flesheatingfoundation.co.uk

FLIPRON
THE STUPIDEST FACE IN TOWN
Tiny Dog
Ask vocalist Jesse Budd what this divine ditty is about and he
says, “It’s a song of scathing, seething self-reproach. When
you stare at your reflection & ask ‘Mirror mirror on the wall,
who’s the Biggest Twat of all?’ Something that I imagine most
people must do at some point in their lives…” which suggests
shaving is something of a personal battle for him as he
emerges ashen and bitter from the bathroom every morning.
Maybe all the mirrors have been smashed? This prevents
monsters coming through reflective surfaces, so it’s not as farfetched as you might think.
The song is like a modern sandwich where the lyrics slither
between memories of Sparks and Sailor, or maybe even
Cockney Rebel, all of that down to the keyboards. It’s highly
jaunty, rib-pokingly catchy and there’s plenty of saucy guitar
disporting itself too alongside the wonderfully worm-ridden
words, right up to the chipper halt.
www.flipron.co.uk/
www.tinydog.co.uk
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hb73WCXeXE
www.myspace.com/flipron
www.twitter.com/FLIPRON
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Flipron/
104041456300047
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Flipron-Storiesfrom-the-Road/172721372765268

GABRIELLES WISH
PROCESSED
Plastic Frog
This is an unusual record, and an odd release, given its
peculiar story, making a worthy appearance on a fine label. It
will suit anyone that likes their Indie modern, yet nuanced in a
dark past. This record was originally recorded for the label run
by Rob Gretton but his untimely demise evidently saw the
sessions kept discreetly back and as time moved on sop did the
band, releasing a steady string of records but this emerges, as I
daresay it had to. Apparently it was recorded at Peter Hook’s
studio, Suite 16, and produced by Chris Nagel, also a Factory
man and it has that sound, of a band trapped somewhere in a
basement, disconnected from actual time and painting the
walls with their brains and neuroses.

These easiest comparison is a mulched down Joy Division
meets The Fall with some picturesque qualities, as the gracious
guitar picking its way through a crestfallen ‘Sorrow’ proves.
They have a deft way of shoehorning subtleties in so that
they’re co-aligned with the energy of each track, meaning
nothing sounds dull even though it frequently seems very
direct. Musically they can be as ugly as they are gorgeous, and
vocally curtly dismissive or snappy, which is why the
Gormenghastian atmosphere of Mark Smith comes to mind,
Methuselah in a t-shirt. They also have a vibrancy to their
rhythmical rolling that would make Peter Hook smile. Always
one of Britain’s supreme bass toters (he never just played, but
carried his instrument into melodic war) ‘Body And Mind’ has
a bass which rubs the song up the right way as he would do. It
can burrow beneath the scrappy layers but always make its
presence felt. I have no idea what the singer is on about, but he
seems fairly lost, as guitar steams off his head in the mix.
‘Always Absent’ is lumpily grumpy, the bass bovine and
petulant, the vocals terse and salted to the point of toxic. This
is angular angst and while hardly uplifting it’s a chromatic
sizzler, the stark linear rhythm wonderfully emphatic.
‘Manhole’ is similar to the garbled swamp blues of Inca
Babies but being on from on high by The Fall, ergonomically
harebrained, playing fast, low and loose. Think what The Fall
could be like if it wasn’t really a backing exercise for vocals,
but an actual full-on band. That sort of thing. The high and
toppy ‘Guppy’ is a slack post-punky affair, slithering on a
slick, oily bass. It all gets cuter and more controlled during the
sweetly sensitive flow of ‘Where’s There’, still with the bass
used as a branding iron all over its supple contours.
‘Condition’ gets close some sweltering Joy Div moves, but
overall it’s a lustier, clumping sound, with deliberately
dawdling, dragged out vocals, and extra syllable tacked on
throughout. The heat of a flailing ‘Meltdown’ is considerably
more impressive as it boils then simmers with a natural radiant
shoutiness rather than anything affected. The angrily teetering
wheezings of ‘Shocker’ is a bit of a one-dimensional jumble,
but ‘Go See The Doctor’ is a haphazard demented stumble,
pounding fists on itself. ‘Gazing’ is spacier, with some lovely
washes of sound across which the brutalised sounds are
suspended, and then they leave you with four live recordings

‘Blow Job’, which I assume has something to do with making
glass objects, has rude female samples involved and some
essentially sly sounds compared to their normally brusque
tread. ‘Go See The Doctor’ jabbers as wildly as the studio
version, ‘Never Know Why’ is less interesting, a bit barren and
ploddy, before ‘Gazing’ wobbles off dangerously.
I’d never heard of them, I confess, not being much of an indie
enthusiast, but this easily held my attention throughout.
http://gabrielleswish.blogspot.com
www.plasticfrogrecords.com
http://soundcloud.com/gabrielles-wish

‘La Valse Du Fou’ is a cute and dimpled burst of simple
melodrama, strings creeping briskly like mice on their hind
legs, then haughty bassoon, or somesuch throwing a fit, and a
sense of fluttering menace worms its way in to intrigue. ‘La
Fuite’ is a bit of an oompah fidgeter, with some scurrilously
tospy-turvy changes in pace and tone, as all manner of
instruments fly and swoop and squelch in a united attack of
your senses. It’s exciting! ‘Thème Du Fou’ is brassier with
floaty strings, and at one stage is like the old theme tune of Dr
Who, thrown into a waltz. This draws part one to a triumphant
close.
‘Le Marche Du Fou’ is mental but authentically precise in its
appropriation of medieval sounds, then revived with an
orchestral thrust. They may seem demented at heart but the
artistic delivery is spot on. Le Prince Et la Princesse’ has some
doomy vocals swaying breezily but the cheerful brass
dominates in a sparky little tune. ‘Le Gibet’ has strangely
creep higher medieval vocals and a martial drum beat, so don’t
expect a happy end. A lusty quality gives way to some
shadowy elements, creating a cross between The Omen and the
French Revolution in my tortured mind, crazed waves of sound
breaking out!
‘Tintagel’ is a different thing altogether with birdsong,
monastic vocals, and violin in sorrowful speculation. A big
drum starts detonating as vocals dive and roll, the piece
acquiring added strength and texture as it flows slowly, like
blood-soaked musical treacle. That ominous drum keeps going
to the bitter end, as applause starts filtering in.

GAE BOLG
LA NEF DES FOUS 1
Le Cluricaun
Strange and wonderfully odd are the heroically and
commendably surreal Gae Bolg, delivered here in a gorgeous
colour digipak with a booklet containing striking framed
paintings in bizarrely attractive collage styles. Medieval
weirdos and nursery rhyme imagery meets foxes, dolls, robots
and cats. The record itself is divided into two parts,
Excroissance Deuxieme (Sequelles Ferroviaires) and
Excroissance Premiere (Le Petit Roy), whatever that means.
Musically it’s an austere but moving landscape they present.
The introductory ambience of ‘Prologue’ is a brief slice of
sound, mixing sweetness and blight, that leads you into the
rich orchestral magnificence of the stirring ‘Prélude Aux
Fous’, with wounded woodwind and squeaky strings mellow
but occasionally booming. It lulls you, so it does. ‘Variations
Sue le Thème Du Fou’ is more capricious, a tricksy piping
cadence up front, with furtive strings behind, a capering
vivacity to one prolonged phase, possibly a rollicking
adventure on the high seas. ‘Variations Sur Migragne’ is like
the Psycho shower scene recreated by wasps, if that helps? I
can’t believe it doesn’t. Slowly it fills out into a tinkling,
vibrating shambling monster like ghosts waking in side a
music box and having a panic attack.

A strange and magical record, you will find yourselves
transported by their murderous musical sleight of hand and
tickling of brain. Also, for people who buy CDs there is the
matter of a small bonus CD of the three inch variety which
includes the
gravely
impressive
‘Procession
Pour Josh
Nurman’ and
the chunkily
swirling
‘L’amoureux’
which is a
nice touch. I
suspect you
should remind
them of that
when ordering
the album,
and I advise
you do because if you only have one Gae Bolg album this one
is an excellent encounter. For want of a better comparison I
would say it combines aspects of Ataraxia’s world that you
may already be familiar with, in possessing the historical flair
and authenticity but also fused with a theatrical swagger and
wit.
Not many artists could carry this off, but Gae Bolg have the
hands of musical giants.
www.myspace.com/lecluricaun
www.lecluricaun.com

GATEKEEPER
GIZA EP
Merok/HipposInTanks
I guess given the filmic nature of their dance-orientated
electronics it makes sense, in a weirdly twisted way, to have a
video released to accompany their EP, but video itself seems
such a pain in the arse I wonder why they wanted it that way?
It’s a cool set of tracks with no sense, or intentions, of
impending drama, as they pretty much give you supple
variations on a theme so you can immerse yourself happily.
In ‘Chains’ we experience one steadfast bike’s lonely journey
through an alien landscape, the bubbly dark beat enlivened by
some short scathing vocals and brighter keys on top. It’s
Eurodance given some wistful edge. ‘Serpent’ is almost
tumble-dried New Age with its piping cadence behind the
fractured, swirling cacophony. ‘Oracle’ does woozy cityscape
noir ruminating visually with some scuttling beat variants, but
moves graciously throughout, to a genuinely genteel,
thoughtful close.
‘Giza’ itself keeps its perky self modulating over the opening
club scene from Blade, which is an odd combination, maybe
it’s to make Snipes feel happier in prison? Either way it’s
puddles of electronic sparkiness kept in a linear holding
pattern with some background grit. ‘Mirage’ pulses like
celestial ululating sci-fi which many people into the whole
Ambient/Industrial crossover of recent years will find
intoxicating and we get to see some steely wraith not in the
homeliest of circumstances. ‘Storm Column’ is more vibrant,
alert and rhythmically juicy, creating a cheery lustre as you get
to contemplate eyes and chess and planets.

GRAVETOWN
RED RIVER
Manster
Some of you with long memories will know J.P. Koester from
Gargoyle Sox or Trapdoor Spiders, but all you need to know is
that their merging of ‘Outlaw Country, Folk and Gothic
Americana’ is a beguiling mixture of old and new, making your
mind buzz with comparisons and connotations, as the music
whips your ears into shape and hauls you down dusty trails of
danger. Thrills galore, which appeal to anyone into Myssouri,
Ghoultown, Mark Sinnis and even the UK’s own Hank’s Café.
‘Down To Mexico’ is a breezy bar song with laid back rock n
blues jauntiness, with languid guitar wrangling, so you could
be mistaken for thinking you’d been waylaid by a pub covers
bunch but the brisk country self-pity of ‘I’m Alright’ will soon
set you right. It’s very Galley Slaves, if you know what that
means, it’s also very Johnny Cash minus any wrinkles. ‘High
Roller’ is a graceful variant with Big Joe Rudke’s bass
burbling contentedly, The Rodman’s guitar swooning in
tandem. Jim Rotay crisply keeps the drums going at a decent
clip, as Koester channels a touch of Presley, or pretty much
anyone of that era.

It’s nothing Earth-shattering, because dancey duos never
manage that, but it makes a change from ambient-dance things
as it has more of a sense of place, less of atmosphere.

‘Kings Of Tennessee’ is joyous country blues so empty-headed
you can sing along almost vacantly, then they frisk around
during ‘Givin’ Lip’ which is the fastest country alien adventure
you have ever heard, his cousin’s hand-built nuclear reactor
also doubling as a still. As the dozy ‘Messin’ Around’ rolls
nimbly I suddenly realised what some of the guitar interplay
here reminded me of, despite the softer poppy vocals, and it’s
Thin Lizzy. Even stranger, ‘Red River’ starts off by invoking
the ghost of ‘Sultans Of Swing’ before moving into a more
croontastic grove., with a classy guitar/drum ending to banish
any demons.

www.myspace.com/ iiigatekeeperiii
http://merokrecords.com (their shop is closed, which
is very modern! Everything is closing)
http://hipposintanks.net

The interesting complexities of ‘Hangman’, with slow surging
dark power and a psychedelic flavour creeping in, enhances
the doomier lyrical thread which couldn’t be simpler yet
carries enormous weight. Then they swing back to the cheerily

gormless ‘Mississippi Teen’ and not for the first time I also
think of their country persuasiveness being similar in melodic
insistence to Blondie, which just makes no sense whatsoever!
It could be an inner ear problem but when I hear this I think
‘Rip Her To Shreds’! More classic guitar nibbling and relaxed
drum supremacy.
I have no idea what the relevance is of Fox Girls doing the
news on his tv, but I imagine it’s all pretty important, as ‘Fox
Girls’ sinks into a haze of guitar-fuelled reverie, then the
exquisitely pretty ‘Ugly Birds’ is a sorry tale of a gunslinger
meeting a fittingly gruesome end. Forlorn, but resigned. ‘They
Never Come Back’ is a springy live recording of a folk song
and story about a well you’d do best to avoid. ‘Fields Of Fire’
is far more serious and skips along with a mournful face, and
deliriously silky guitar. Think Cash meets Stephen King. ‘She
Had A Six Gun’ is tougher still, with a grimmer guitar tension
that starts acoustic, with twinkling higher electric, then a dour
scamper with darting drums that dances around a tale of a
nervy escape from an angry lover.
They finally charge off with a punkier punch to ‘Gravetown
Bound’ which seethes with flickering guitar friction and a
thromboid bass, like Motorhead in cowboy hats. Beyond the
obvious fact that this album is so enjoyable it <i>will</i> be
illegal in certain American states, there’s also the blissful
realisation that what started off so daftly open and bright-eyed
ends like a squinty, bristly vomity thing, which means it’s gone
on a journey and taken you with it.
Get off yer fuckin’ high horse, and have some fun. That’s all
we need to think.
https://www.facebook.com/GRAVETOWN

singing lightly angled accusatory threats. Glowing moodily
like a trad Goth adventure it swells with added vocals which I
assumed were female but no-one is credited so the chaps
obviously tackle the high notes with vigour, and the vocals dart
past each other as the guitar flutters and bass clanks nimbly.
‘Rise’ keeps in line with that pushy frothy approach but there’s
subtle background pulses adhering to the bass sway. With the
sinuous present as ‘Dirt’ opens they glide off to disport in
almost punkish direct action with attractive guitar gaseous
decoration as a general haze. It grows and spreads firmly, then
a looser but freely flowing ‘Angel’ exhibits perky melodic
hips, swinging around sharply and all over before you know it.
‘Some Kind Of Saviour’ is sweetness and light then rasping
and marches forwards like a fluorescent dragon and there’s a
velvety vocal charm behind the heroically guitar torment and
bucking rhythmical dignity. More agile jabbing keeps
‘Premonition’ spinning proudly, quietly voluptuous, dipping
down then whirling some more. ‘Escape Myself’ is the stand
out for me because it’s quick to the boil, the singer wants his
brain taken away, has good intentions at heart and there’s some
fine bass (possibly El Pettit) creating space and excitement
which they could hopefully develop in future because when
they have gaps it accentuates the feel of songs.
‘Serpentine’ is fairly straightforward, a succinct cheery
stomper, but ‘Another Day’ sets out to impress, shaved by
confident guitar, and behaves quiet strange. It has a keen,
brusque diving and dodging deportment, the vocals clambering
through the musical obstacle course that reminds me (not for
the first time) or a more trad version of what Rome Burns do,
and just as with them there’s diligently applied lyrical
flourishes buried in the glossy tumbling sound. Unlike Rome
Burns Grooving In Green do restrained raging and the closing
‘9th Circle’ bellows sharply in catchy surrounds but ends after
some emphatic repetition on a swift downturn.
A cool collection, with plenty of musically combustible uppity
carousing you can’t fail to enjoy, but there’s clearly a lot more
to come as there is much to their overall character they leave
disguised here.
www.mypace./com/groovingingreen08
www.facebook.com/pages/Grooving-In-Green/
39407608555

GUILTY STRANGERS
WALKING THE WIRE
Zorch Factory download #ZFR062
Vibrant American Post-Punk, from last year, this will blow a
few cobwebs away, and install some more, of a special kind.
This is an almost secretly stunning record, modest in its
bearing but really rather spectacular. Less is definitely more.

GROOVING IN GREEN
POST TRAUMATIC STRESS
Inquisition
Little guitar emerges ticking like small bombs from the foliage
of ‘Post Traumatic Stress’ when a burly man bursts through,

The moment ‘The Dreaming’ whips into your consciousness
you know they’ve a special cool to distill and it’s very
American, which I always find comes from the laconic vocal
delivery nobody ever manages. There’s a tinny beat and
bobbling bass but it’s the concise vocal control and presence
which strikes you. As calm guitar sidles in, wafting smartly
upwards then jolting outwards, backing vocals joining in to
provide a bit more angsty contrast. Post-Punky as in the same

A great band, clearly, and a great record. Ignore covers in
future and they could be on their way to a bona fide classic.
www.myspace.com/guiltystrangers
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
106-guilty-strangers-walking-the-wire.html
www.facebook.com/pages/guilty-strangers/
192703918796

style as the earliest Goth it’s a pristine but angular,
occasionally hostile, sound. It promises much.
Having got you by the scruff of the neck ‘Fetish’ massages
your shoulders, guitar flitting around the creepy lyrics, as the
vocal pattern darts away and the song groans with slithery
sounds. ‘Dead End Stare’ is compelling through the superbly
disturbing lyrical pictures, our macabre chanteuse deliberating
slowly, with the odd bout of toppy guitar effusion, or some
chunky meandering bass. Like a dyspeptic foxtrot ‘Forklift
Pinchers’ turns on a warty axis, vocals sharp and slapping the
air as guitar needles offset the contemplative bass charm and
whispering drums, all tensed and ominous.
‘Guilty Bystander’ is closer to a sour punky whine, short and
shapely with an uneasy atmosphere. Holistic ambient shivers
are all over ‘-interlude-’, possibly to prove they’re not always
monstrous in their intentions, although it does grow darker
towards the end.
The rhythmic puddles forming in ‘Passerby’ are fantastic, like
a quickly seductive dripping, the vocals airier, softer, gradually
firming up in some weird wandering musing. A strange piece,
offering an easy magic. ‘Orpheus’ is equally sedate with some
relaxed guitar pretties beside the wilting vocals, the guitar
forming a glittery crust over the marching bass. A spooky
vision of Lynyrd Skynyrd appears out of nowhere! (Seriously!)
That soon passes as the song develops into a sort of demented
chameleon, climbing blindly.
‘Splinters On The Glass’ is off on another tangent again, which
is good, constant bass nodules protruding alongside slightly
wayward, maddened vocals, with synthy echoes off. ‘Black
Magic Trouble’ is a rickety hip-shaker, ragged guitar oozing
upfront, deadpan vocals narrowed at the back, and some odd
little sounds allowed out to play. ‘The Wreck’ ticks cockily by,
jauntily jaundiced. (Imagine early Talking Heads living in a
sewer.) When They do a nicely sparse cover of ‘Vicious’ it
isn’t that surprising as there’s some velvety ghosts in earlier
songs. Then we end with the fluffy dementia that is
‘...Lithium’ and their work is done, while yours is just
beginning.

HER VOICE REMAINS
FIFTY FATHOMS
OCR Records
Now I do like this, as the band intentionally make things
recognisable, but spread out in their own recognition, mixing
post-punk tendencies with other dark entreaties; melody and
atmosphere whirling seamlessly.
‘Fifty Fathoms’ actually finds itself underpinned by punky,
scroffular guitar from Elias Gamboa nibbling at the creamy
underbelly, hinting at a commercial new wave understanding,
with Danielle’s vocals plonking them down with some severity.
As the guitar chops the air Jeffrey P on bass and Stefan
Veselko on drums keep things spryly flowing, but also keeping
things upfront and urgent.
Then they dip down in the neater, fluted ‘Run Away’ like a
weird hybrid of The Photos and Fleetwood Mac, which grows
increasingly sleek, with a light vibrating vocal elegance and
the simple guitar motif ensuring things stay bright and open,
not unlike a rockier version of The Sundays.
‘Eternally’ has a softer emotional embrace going for its gentle
deportment, then they gather themselves for the little lunges in
‘Of The Sickness, Of The Swoon’ with a detached sorrow
accompanying the nagging tune.
www.hervoiceremains.com
www.myspace.com/hervoiceremains
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Her-VoiceRemains/122464641148580

HERE WE COME (Radio 4)
I hated The Beatles, but I loved The Monkees, and The
Monkees are too big a subject for a thirty minute Radio 4
show, but this strange little programme was enough to get my
memories stirring. Presenter John Waite had, as a travelling
student, was hitchhiking around America in 1970 and found
himself in California, waiting for hours on a street corner,
thumb stuck out, optimistically displaying the union jack on
his rucksack. Finally a car swerves to a halt. “I could never
pass a British flag, get in.”
Davy Jones, hospitable driver, invites him to stay in his
Hollywood home, where he meets his wife and daughter. He
stays long enough to remember barbeques in the back garden
and the other band members often dropping by. The Monkees
had already had three top ten albums in the States. They were a
big deal, but it was all turning sour.
The Monkees, as a band or TV entity, were so odd that if you
enjoyed them you can only look back at them fondly. They
were the only one of their type. I loved them, although didn’t
really take much notice of their music when it was showing, I
enjoyed it as a funny show, as they were interesting characters
charging about in a show whose spirit reminded me of Batman.
I collected the bubblegum cards instead of chasing the records.
I envied them their cavalry shirts. Why could I not have one of
those?
This delightful radio show whisked through various details,
about the process the show went through, the setup, and the
success. Davey was in America aged 15, playing Artful
Dodger in Oliver, having been a professional jockey, and radio
actor. Ironically he was on the same Ed Sullivan show that The
Beatles first appeared on, and the success of The Beatles
accelerated the idea for The Monkees TV show, even though
the producers of the show, aspiring movie makers, placed an
ad for ‘four insane boys aged 17-21’ before The Beatles turned
up in the States, and got 400 replies. The interesting people got
invited back. Micky Dolenz and Jones came in through the
back door, as both had previous success. Mike Nesmith nailed
his audition and when Stephen Stills was turned down for
having a weird tooth he recommended his roommate, Peter
Tork. Charles Manson wasn’t there, as often rumoured. He was
locked up.
Anyway, John Waite still has Jones’ address in his old address
book. He goes there unannounced and knocks on the door. A
man answers, and Waite explains simply that he’s from the
BBC and once stayed with someone famous here.
“I haven’t been here 40 years.”
“Absolutely. Please come in.”
Hospitality still rules!
The team, behind the show realised early on it would be
Beatlesque in flavour; indeed the trail out of ‘Paperback
Writer’ inspired ‘Take The Last Train For Clarksville’, which
charted before the TV show appeared. Davy was supposed to
play bass, but he was no good. Nesmith already played guitar,
and Tork was lured onto bass as Dolenz found the drums an

acting challenge in itself. Writers, including Carole King and
Neil Diamond, were put together to help knock out the songs.
The studio where Heroes and Dexter are currently shot, was
home to The Monkees, with location stuff filmed, then
dropped into the show segments filmed on set, alongside the
equivalent of videos done ad hoc around whatever song had
cropped up. Their official photographer remembers being
stoned the whole high time, so it was a relaxed, happy time.
The show won two Emmys as outstanding comedy. Neil
Diamond was convinced to give them ‘I’m A Believer’ instead
of releasing it as a single himself, but when the second album
was released without the band even seeing it they called an
angry meeting with those in control. Nesmith was having a
strop. He had attitude, and remember his Dad invented Tippex,
or something like that. He’s had problems with the setup ever
since, only occasionally being part of reunion performances.
Anyway, John Waite finds Jones again, living in Beavertown,
wherever that is. Where beavers live, I imagine, many of them
taller than him. He remembers that while the show and the
records made a fortune the band were on 400 dollars a week,
although his first royalty statement was six figures. He recalls
Nesmith always wanted to do things his way, while Jones saw
it as a part, and a part that ruined his career, feeling he should
afterwards have joined the Young Vic.
Then again they reformed in 1986 when MTV reran their
shows for a weekend to celebrate their twenty years’
anniversary. Seven albums soared into the charts! They have
reformed between then and now, and are currently touring to
celebrate a fortieth anniversary in the UK, their touring ending
in Nottingham tomorrow. The Monkees have released eleven
albums.
Jones admitted to Waite that he frequently feels like he’s a
scared old man, but he lives in a huge house stuffed full of
Monkees memorabilia he’s been preparing to send to a
museum, still does his own performances, still crops up on
American TV, has a new album he’s working on, and is
renovating a church, when he isn’t busy with his racehorse. He
turned down an appearance on Dancing With The Stars.
“When McCartney and Jagger do it, let me know.”
https://www.facebook.com/TheMonkees
www.monkees.com

wistful setting until Wayne finishes in a slightly
agonised fashion. ‘Ordinary World’ (Duran Duran)
wobbles pertly, Wayne all assured, with Julianne
tendrils primly ascending behind him. As with a few
songs here I have never heard the original so I can’t
tell you how they’ve altered any but they keep the
rhythm like a taut mattress on which little ripples
politely rumple the song’s surface.

HEREAFTER
”I’m surprised I’ve got any makeup left,” said a tearful but
satisfied Lynda as we left, pointing out she’d also heard me
sniffing on occasion. Luckily I was able to explain this was the
cocaine.
An unusual straightforward film, about far from ordinary
matters, this links the stories of three people with dearth
connections, a woman who survives a natural disaster, a
psychic (Matt Damon) who refuses to practice having
experienced too much that he regards as detrimental to his own
mental health, and a boy who loses his brother (the two real
stars of the film), then almost runs into a far from natural
disaster.
Gradually their stories intersect and you’re willing them all on.
It’s a leisurely but absorbing and affecting collection drawn
together at just the right pace, with a real shock starting point
that is chillingly and imaginatively observed, but I won’t
review in any detail here as film reviews will be kept for THE
MICK, but I would recommend this as a truly fine film. I
haven’t seen anything like this in quite a while.
HUSSEY-REGAN
CURIOS
Cherry Red

Fans of All About Eve and The Mission will enjoy
this a lot, for obvious reasons, as long as they’re not
expecting wild energy. (It’s very cosy.) I think people
will enjoy it generally, because their approach to
covers is interesting when working as an interwoven
duo, that lack of energy providing a comforting,
relaxing backdrop. This isn’t without its problems,
as it can seem unnecessarily sedate, but it highlights
the vocals beautifully.
‘Naked And Savage’ (The Mission) saunters in from
a hazy horizon and the musical mildew is slowly
burnt away by the slithering vocal interplay, Julianne
glinting and Wayne wavering moodily. It’s a
dwindling sound, strangely empty, providing a

‘Enjoy The Silence’ (Depeche Mode) finds Julianne
a bit closer to the microphone and lolling on top of a
submissive tune, with plumped up keyboards and
sustained vibrating vocals as it stretches out
leisurely, somewhat let down by listless guitar. The
emboldened ghostly vocals are a definite success,
which Wayne then matches in a curiously croontastic
‘Another Lonely Day’ (Ben Harper) which is another
new one on me. I know that voice, I thought, and it
isn’t Wayne Hussey! I was perplexed until suddenly
realising what had occurred. Wayne Hussey has
accidentally morphed into Bill Pritchard during this
song, with that lightly salted hushed pop
nonchalance. A fantastic moment, so good you can
ignore the manky guitar.
‘Wichita Lineman’ (Glen Campbell) doesn’t work
for the simple reason that when he sings, “I am the
lineman for the county” you simply think, “No
you’re not!” and then Julianne wafts in through a
window thinking it’s an old Eves song, and the
percussive traits are cutely modern flickers, giving it
a neither one thing nor the other feel. So, a brave
mish-mash or an ill-conceived tangle? I’ll go with
the latter, especially as on what are essentially very
dignified covers they have a jangly essence about the
music overall which seems intrusive.
‘Ashes To Ashes’ (David Bowie) is funny as Hussey
sounds very Bowie indeed at times, and while
they’ve gone from a sound in which the skimpy
melody is sheathed they don’t make the song stand
out when it needs to, such as emphasising his vocals
which are working so well, and this softness then
holds the song back from connecting; vocals crosscutting and impeding. It is very effective as a cover
because it doesn’t irritate like songs you’ve heard a
billion times before normally do. ‘I Go To Sleep’
(The Pretenders) is the stand out for me, as I think
Julianne pisses all over the original. It has a lambent
new ageyness about the post-ambient soundscape,
but the vocal style suits her perfectly anyway, and
despite the graceful surroundings she dominates it

brilliantly, giving it more feeling than Hynde
managed.
‘Where the Wild Roses Grow’ (Nick Cave & Kylie
Minogue) is a dog’s breakfast, again down to the
tinkering with the sound. It’s funny hearing a bloke
sing it in a tune, obviously, but when the song
should reach its lyrical climax it has been waylaid by
too many effects as though they’re not prepared to
let the simple vocals let the simple tale unfold. The
magic is simple smeared at that point and the song
doesn’t recover.
‘Dangerous Eyes’ is a new song and gets a breezy
90’s indie dance shimmer thing going on, and if they
lost the Hari Krishna bit and whacked a bit of

harshness in there this could be an outside bet for a
Bond soundtrack, a purring majesty whirling in the
chorus, a total charmer. There is a darker flow about
‘Calling Your Name’ (All About Eve) with a stately
Wayne presiding, which is a wonderful, winning
move. I’m actually bemused that they didn’t think to
have Julianne also take a Mission song and make
that her own.
‘Unravel’ (Bjork) is a woozy thing, which I know
not. Wayne is the overseer again atop dawdling
piano, but as it gathers force it’s a bit like an art
gallery version of a Take That ballad. (Seriously!)
Things pick up with the witchy-twittery start to ‘A
Change In The Weather’, another new song,
although it then lapses, falling sideways into a

repetitive lyrical coma. By the end it sounds like a
restful Garbage outtake and that’s a pretty good
thing, but it’s definitely a confused song.
I had high hopes of ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’, and
at least with this I can safely say I have heard many
versions, but again the massed vocals sound seems
unnatural and fucks it completely, leaving Hussey
sounded an aggravated maudlin advisor. It doesn’t
carry you with it, holding you at arm’s bay because
of this approach. I felt no comfort, no elegiac
defiance. It just simpers dramatically. There’s
another mix of ‘Wichita Lineman’ included, Julianne
sounding very Kate Bush, but the holistic ambience
detracts rather than adding a new element, then they
close with different mix of ‘Enjoy The Silence’
which flaunts itself stylishly.
It’s the translucent fluffiness that buggers some of
this up, like ethereal decoration when a sharper
focus would have suited their mature offerings far
better. I’m daresay it’s the way this has had to be put
together, with tracks being sent back and forth,
which has robbed certain tracks of what would
otherwise have been composite beauty, so that
would need rethinking at some point if they do
another, which I hope they do because their vocals
sound great together. The overall impact is a curious
balm amongst the turbulence I normally encounter
out of choice. I commend this curiosity to the house.
www.hussey-regan.com
https://www.facebook.com/Hussey.Regan
HYENA MOTORCADE
DEMO
With a cellar full of dark rock and gothy influences this band
have that cool, slinky guitar deadpan insouciance from Adam
Coffin, and stricken vocal detachment from Rick Kaley, which
bustles along through opener ‘Into The Static.’ Imagine a sober
Flesh For Lulu easing their way out of a dubious alleyway and
you’re almost there. With added doleful beauty.
If I then tell you that the shimmering ‘Shadows’ reminds me
strongly of a modern equivalent for Psychedelic Furs you’ll
definitely know the fume-laden slow burning emotional picture
shows we’re dealing with, a meticulous rhythm section of Art
Agunod (bass) and Nino Agunod (drums) bolstering the
dramatically billowing vocals and muted, melting guitar.
They also cover ‘Achin’’ by The Plugz which I must confess I
have never heard before, but a dinky, scrabbling punky thing
with some stark, guitar deportment and a clattery swell. I also
have a smoky song called ‘’Snowflakes’ which unfolds darkly
with sweetly sinister lyrics, hypnotic sax and a lethal lounge

atmosphere which is even more impressive, as if (early) Mike
Scott was really American. It chimes with eerie brilliance.
(“Black snowflakes are falling on the cars outside.”)
So if you fancy some stately austerity look no further.
www.myspace.com/hyenamotorcade
I WAS A TEENAGE TOYAH FAN
Chris Limb
Self-published
I was never a teenage Toyah Fan myself, having encountered
her music in 1979 when a suave adult of 22, but I was a fan,
right enough. Just as the pre-‘Kings’ era of Adam & The Ants
represented a much darker, deeper side to Adam than the
processed pop product which boosted his profile, so Toyah’s
pre-‘It’s A Mystery’ music had a profound effect, and caused
more than mere ripples among the audience that eventually
coalesced into the first Goth scene. The 14 year old Chris
Limb was unaware of this however, he just went into shock the
first time he saw her on TV. He liked Punk Girls.
As this book starts to reveal his Toyah obsession, set against a
background of school Hell and the general post-Punk British
crap-upper-lipness that were our lives under Thatcher, it is
immediately obvious Chris is being totally open about his
interest in Toyah. He was obsessed. He comes to terms with
this easily enough as he grows up, which is what makes it all
very touching, but without these admissions the book wouldn’t
have the power it has, or ever needed to have been written.
You’ll enjoy this even if you never enjoyed Toyah because this
should touch nerves and set off sparks in your own memory
about who it is that had this effect for you. The way he found
out about her, the treasuring of the records, the devouring of
what scant info passed before him, the notion of feeling special
for having made the discovery. (When Chris gets a signed
photo of her he sticks it on his bedroom wall behind an
autographed Tom Baker poster.) The child starts growing into
a man, and the obsession grows with him, finding others who
shared his mania, enjoying the camaraderie that blossoms
between those who follow a band on tour. As Chris develops
an interests in fashion and music generally so he becomes

have been easy. Twice Chris misses out on great moments.
When recording her next album Toyah not only gets used to
fans constantly outside the studio, she invites some of the
Angels And Demons inside to record backing vocals on one
song. Chris isn’t there, he’s on a family holiday in Mexico,
where he gets to see the mummified corpse of baby Magdalena
Aguilar, who was on the cover of the ‘Victims Of The Riddle’
single, and he doesn’t even have a camera! Get a grip, Chris!
He also turns up late for a Toyah appearance at Pebble Mill
where Toyah performed outside and specifically requests the
A&D fraternity be made a feature of the piece.
There is also weirdness, with Chris at one point resentful of
some chap who was interviewing Toyah for her fan club
magazine, who he later played with in a band. From my
perspective it seems weird, as Chris now does my website for
me, and yet we never met at any Toyah gigs, even though I
went to loads, being the only mainstream music journalist to
stick by her for years, as I loved those records. (I wasn’t
disappointed until the ‘Minx’ album, which has its own place
in this story.)

protective of Toyah to those who disparage her, sounding a
zealous nutter as a result!
Chris did all this, and writes about it with a genuine fondness
for all around him, merely changing the name of an occasional
oaf. He loved the records (loves them still) and was one of
those people you felt perplexed by at gigs who went straight
down the front when the doors opened, then stayed there
regardless. He starts turning up where Toyah is going, or
performing, stunned to be talking to her, getting things signed,
eventually becoming recognised by her. The thrill of a gig can
keep the chill at bay as he walks all the way home from
Hammersmith to Cranley Gardens, a road more famous for
resident Dennis Nilsen (“even as I walked past his house that
night the dismembered corpse of his thirteenth victim was
slowly decomposing within”).
It’s when Toyah performs in the wrestling play Trafford Tanzi
that the hardcore fans really start to take shape, in the group
that later becomes the Angels And Demons (named after a
song off ‘Four From Toyah’), hanging out regularly near the
Mermaid Theatre, in the pub next door, drunk on the street,
swimming in the Thames and being taken in to dry off by
concerned Mermaid staff.
Throughout all of this you see how patient Toyah is. Unlike the
majority of pop pap, she doesn’t swish by, with a
contemptuous wave, she stops to chat, she gets to know them
by name, she allows contact, remains friendly. That cannot

I loved the details of the gig memories, including the identical
punk twins who were deaf. I saw them signing to each other at
a few gigs. (Italian, weren’t they?) I had no idea they were
Toyah fans, but it makes sense. They had style. They’re all in
an alley outside a gig, excitement in the air. (“I can see the
bass player in his underpants!”) So it goes on, Chris enjoys the
delights of sleeping out of doors, wandering deserted cities,
and going off to university where he becomes a weirdo DJ.
(He even notices that a Brighton-London train journey has
somehow increased by four minutes since then.) As Toyah
starts to slow down, specifically as her dire Safari contract
ended, so Chris investigates more music, doing merchandise
for Indians In Moscow, becoming interested in The Smiths,
alongside Soft Call, The The, Foetus, Psychic TV. There is a
whole world out there.
“Don’t Fall In Love”, an entirely forgettable single, is what
brings it home to the A&D that things change. The “Minx”
album being a bit shit hardly helps, but the odds and sods
“Mayhem” compilation helps partially lift their spirits, and I
love the bit where Chris and his mate Bob discover the
whereabouts of the house ( Wykehurst Place) featured on the
“Blue Meaning” album cover and simply wander down and
into its grounds to take photos.
It’s a sign OF Toyah’s popularity that the Angels And Demons
weren’t the only ‘gang’ followers, as there were also the
Warboys, Urban Tribsemen and Toyah Barmy Army. Chris
has left university and is receiving rejections left, right and
centre on the job front when Toyah asks him and Bob to take
over running her fanclub. His head spins away into a whole
new universe and, sadly, takes the book with him.
At 21 he isn’t a teenager anymore, so he finishes the book,
which is logical enough, although I felt cheated. I wanted to
know in some detail what he thought of her material over the
years and how he reassessed the early work. I wanted to know
all about the fan club years and the Family Of Noise project
where Toyah provided vocals. He must have plenty of stories
to tell of his times with Chester and now the Bonzo tribute
band Gonzo Dog-do Bar band. I am hoping that with this
book under his belt he continues with a jaunty series of them.

He certainly has it in him. At one point he does mention that
that time spent with Indians In Moscow would be worth a
book of its own, so I think we should hold him to that.

keeps momentum interesting by starting fractured and empty,
then filling in and growing but with a shady pulse flickering
across the stately, classic electro-pop shape.

This is a brilliant, and constantly enjoyable book. Most of all I
am glad he retains an affection for Toyah and her work. I
always enjoyed interviewing her because even when looking
knackered (which she must have been) she insisted on
remaining cheerful, and was genuinely interesting. Many of
those early records remain favourites of mine today. To have
that era brought to life, with details from within a group of the
most dedicated followers is more than merely interesting and
is precisely what the subject actually requires. Toyah may have
entered his life by catching a gawky fourteen year old off his
guard, but in a very real, non-smutty, way she made him the
man he is. Understandably, he is grateful for that, and this is
his charming tribute.

‘Spring Night Dreams’ is equally sweet with a classical intro, a
sure shuffle beat and neat synth prodding behind the smart
vocal development, giving us a melodic incline with a catchy
tune to pull it all up onto the same level. They utilise the same
fresh ingredients while cooking up ‘Sleepy Travel’ as a
fragrant synth and lightly loping rhythm accentuate the
sublimely classy singing and gorgeous melodic softness.

www.lulu.com/product/paperback/i-was-a-teenagetoyah-fan/18496081 - buy here.
https://www.facebook.com/toyahfan - great photos
https://www.facebook.com/catmachine - Chris’ page.

‘Dreams Never End’ moves away from that stylish finery to a
more dominant, individual vocal presence, the musical
opening up and then closing in tightly around them, so the
moods, while not wildly different, still maintain a shifting
sensibility overall. ‘Damn Spring Dreams’ has a swisher, pithy
musical dance sweep, the vocals rolling into the sparkling
sheets. ‘Dreamland’ glides, dizzy and capricious like, oddly, a
modern KaS Product, with the raw edges rounded off.
‘Free In Universe’ gathers up all these juicy strands and
creates a bigger, compulsive whole still, flagrantly commercial
but still touchingly ragged in feel. ‘The Key Of Dreams’
begins quietly, maybe reflecting quietly that it’s the last song to
have the word dream in the title, then snuggles down for a
dose of ethereal Kate Bushist vocal spirals over a learned
piano.
‘L’Emprise’ is exquisitely dream-like, as it is only fair to
expect, with the keys and vocals moving in and around one
other like a chain reaction, the jarring piano and hazy vocals
quite mesmerising in their subtle intensity. ‘To Sir With Love’
then makes a bizarre imaginative leap away from this
sumptuous oddness with a cover version that is nevertheless
the most sleekly diverting version I have yet heard,
comprehensively updated and a blissful success. An extended
dub mix of ‘Blessed Be’ actually ends the album, which I
could have done without as it reminded me of a tarted up
Whigfield, which probably wasn’t the intended effect.
Aside from the last track this is quite brilliant!

INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRY
DREAMS NEVER END
Wave Records

www.myspace.com/individualindustry
www.waverecordsmusic.com

Having been away for fourteen years Alex Twin and Maurizio
Bonito return to their sharply intelligent dance insinuations
with a palpitating army of female vocalists. Carine Grieg
(Collection D’arnell Andrea/O Quam Tristis), Catherine Marie
(Opera Multi Steel), Jayne Casey (Pink Industry), Vivian
(Downward Path), Danyela Gato, Bettina Koester (Malaria),
Hatria (Beata Beatrix), Claudia de Oliveira (Scarlet Leaves),
Carla Picchiantano (Speaking Silence) and Gayna (Shiny Two
Shiny) is one hell of an unpredictable list! The intention is a
cross-section of dramatic intentions tempering cool electronic
styles with hazy vocal warmth and creating fresh moods that
way. It works.

IOLANTHE

‘Amy’ is a slow burner, with ravishing bass stealth nudging
coquettish vocals along inside interesting poppy doldrums
before we’re thrown into the grandly throbby ‘Les Innocents’,
charming vocals secondary to the musical punch. ‘Blessed Be’

Whilst everyone else involved with Saturday’s production of
Iolanthe was off having a break, I had returned to the church as
I couldn’t find any coffee, at which point a couple of people
came in, and announced, ‘we’ve brought the giant cross for
tomorrow.’ What? Oh, that giant cross! It was maybe seven
foot tall, and I forgot to ask how they’d got it there, up the
huge hill on which the church perched. “Well it’d be best if
you put it over there by the teddy bears,” I suggested, and they
followed my sage advice, for I am Mick, Assessor Of Giant
Cross Locations. I have no idea why the back of the church
was full of soft toys. Lynda has just told me that perhaps I
should have told someone from the church itself, but I think
it’s fair to say they’ll notice it. It’s pretty big.

It was all pretty relaxing. Lynda can’t attend the last of their
three Saturday performances (always held in churches in the
Croydon to Reigate area) because she is in a different show
shortly, so with no directorial, singing or acting duties we
didn’t even have to overload the car with costumes. She had
but one small box of props to take along, and some hooped
petticoats to lend, which Mabel cat immediately tested for
comfort. Once Mabel had been turfed off we set out on the
brief journey.
I went down to the locals shops at one point as I get really
bored waiting for rehearsals to start. I moved serenely down
the staircase outside the church, cut into the hill and moving
down to join the road, then down the rest of the hill, past
Kenley station, over the bridge and into the Co-op, picked up
some milk, and strolled back. When I say strolled … the hill
was on about a forty degree gradient, so you have to have a
slow but determined stride. Just don’t stop. But when I reached
the staircase, with thigh muscles twanging like a discreet
banjo, going up a staircase in smaller steps absolutely
knackered me! I think I’ll give that Iron Man Triathlon a miss.
A pretty church, All Saints, built in 1870 but with stone chosen
to look older, with a comforting aura about it inside, with one
special touch. The bit at the end, with the altar in it (I know
nothing of the terms) has a high rounded finely vaulted roof,
and the whole area had been painted white, almost resembling
an Italian chapel. The lighting guy employed some blue and
mauve filters during the performance which made it look quite
magical.

Rehearsals can be grim, as they sail through the show, while I
click away. Luckily one of the men playing a peer of the realm
insisted on holding his robes closed by his hands, which were
both inside the material. This gave him the impression that he
was constantly playing with himself. I told his wife this once
they’d finished and he opted for the perv-free version during
the show itself.
I was also able to reassure the man who plays the guardsman
that his costume reeked of authenticity. I couldn’t recall
whether it was Trumpton or Camberwick Green, but it
reminded me of their soldiers. ‘Ah, yes,’ he beamed. ‘Pippin
Fort!’ Well, if you say so. I have since seen a picture of those
soldiers and I clearly haven’t got a clue what I’m talking about
as they have a different uniform entirely.
The women had all done well but the music director left no
room for misunderstanding as he detailed just how inept the
men had been and how they needed to go through everything
again before the show began. He was remarkably polite when
laying out the weakenesses in their collective performance,
and that made the criticism even more biting. Luckily they all
took it to heart and gave a decent performance later.
Lynda had a couple of little acting bits in specially written
scenes which had Gilbert & Sullivan actually taking part, roles
that she must have refused as she was playing someone called
Helen Lenoir, and that all went off well. Otherwise she was in
the choir, seated to the left of the stage area, so I sat in the
pews on that side of the church, by myself, as there was a big
pillar nearby which would block the view of anyone who paid

to attend. As there was no-one directly around me to tut-tut,
and because I was looking at Lynda’s back, so even she
wouldn’t realise, I used some of those oblong cushions I think
people put their feet on to construct a sort of comfy chair on
one of the pews and dozed gently through the show.
It’s a show about fairies and peers and bores me to tears every
time I see it, but there is one good joke. A bloke is going to
marry someone, the usual plot, but his mum’s a fairy, and
virtually ageless. The woman sneakily observes him out with
his mum, and assumes he’s cheating on her with a young lady,
and one of the peers accompanying reports back that he heard
the woman say she’d give him one. In those quaint days to
give someone one apparently simply referred to a kiss. In
today’s scurvy times the line is enough to draw crude laughter
from the witless crowd, and I was one of the guilty chortlers.
I’m not going next week. I’ll stay home as that means the cats
can stay out. They looked distinctly disgruntled when we got
back. “Shouldn’t you be reviewing the ‘Another Gift From
Goth’ compilation?’ said Mabel cat, and I assured her that I
was on the case and the review will be finished tomorrow,
what with it being a double of exceptional quality. She seemed
to accept this, as she did the prawns I gave her. The matter was
then considered closed.

with a fairground motif. He bustles impressively into ‘Cross
My Heart’ with if softly winsome but constantly active, guitar
darting skilfully over smooth rhythms, vocals spinning a gentle
mystery.
‘Valentine’ is apparently an old Chameleons song, although I
don’t remember it, but it’s a sweet and circumspect entity, just
as ‘Tears’ is a light, thoughtful tangle which fans of jangling
indie would surely enjoy, with a cool upshunt in energy
towards the close. The flickery, warmly caroused ‘Triad’ is
equally intriguing, then ‘Mr Magpie’ is a finely wrought,
delicate ascending treat. ‘Winter Walking’ drifts, luxuriously
soothing and there’s a genuinely touching, totally open
emotional story to finish with in ‘Mother.’
So he has his mad and decidedly bad side, and then he has this
deeply contemplative, imaginative and expressive side. Odd
chap! I can live without ever hearing Dangerous Aces again,
but this record hints at a special talent.
www.isolation-division.co.uk

JANE EYRE

ISOLATION/DIVISION
SOTTO VOCE
Own Label
So here we have Mat Thorpe again, whose punk activities with
the deranged noisemongers Dangerous Aces I recoiled form
last night. This he himself describes as, “layered guitars, tribal
drumbeats, understated vocals” and it simply couldn’t be more
different.
‘Sotto Voce’ is an interesting and deceptive ambient thrum, but
then we’re into soft, dense aromatic indie in ‘Merry Go Round
(My Spring Will Come)’ which is quite gorgeous and in a way
makes me think of a modern equivalent to the deeper side of
Postcard Records, although he didn’t really need to sign off

We opted for the 2D version as I couldn’t take being
prodded by enormous bonnets. Yes, I’m joking, there’d
be no such fun for fans of this type of films. Admittedly I
hadn’t connected this tale with the show that Lynda
directed recently, until this morning. I suddenly
remembered that that had some excellent creepy
moments, and with my false hopes I went along today
feeling all may not be weariness and blight. I was wrong.
Unremitting boredom will ensnare you, minus
creepiness. All Austen and Bronte films are event-free
tedium, but they usually have a wonderful cast and the
performances bathe you in a golden glow, that warms the
cockles of your aching heart. Not this time. It’s got Judi
Dench in it, as the loyal housekeeper, although she
seems asleep, basically. It has that bloke from Billy
Elliot playing the parson, but you just pray he’ll
suddenly break into that dance. Everything is so serious,
so bleak, so miserable.
It seems endless but they stop abruptly! In the book Jane
returns to the house of the only man she’s ever loved.
He’s been burnt and blinded in a fire, in which he’s
saved his household. They marry and his health and sight
gradually improves. They have a child. It’s a Happy
Fucking Ending. So that is ignored in this version. It
doesn’t fit with the dismally depressing décor.
Do not see this. Save yourselves!

Bizarre to the point of cute, and an utter delight. The creepy
imagery of deserted toys lingers on….
www.lifeinsodom.com
LIVING THE AMERICAN NIGHTMARE: The Story Of A
Rockstar
Directed by Pawl Bazile
Sonny Brutality/AJ Video/Holy Moly Productions
Ostensibly based on Myke Hideous’ enthralling ‘King Of An
Empire, To The Shoes Of A Misfit’ book this film spreads out
from there, forgetting to inform viewers unfamiliar with the
basic hows or whys on developments, or even how they turn
out, as well as bringing in central tenets of Band Experiences,
but it adds up to an enjoyable black, bleak whole.

LIFE IN SODOM
THE HOLLOW AND HAUNTED HOUSE
Nutrix Records
I don’t ever remember them being this loose and fun before,
but there’s no denying they’re having outrageous fun on this
EP with such a good-natured, beautifully groomed slice of
kitsch Americana that bubbles with sub-garage detail and
melodic finery.
The vocals positively purr, the organ glows with pristine poise,
and the rhythm is like a succulent glue as they narrate the
simple tale of a local house of mystery in which the Devil has
left something behind. You also get a dinky instrumental, plus
a vocal-heavy “In A Woodshed” version.

Having first plundered the Extras section an experience that
begins with Peter Steele of Type O Negative admitting he
paints the wall with his blood when slightly down reassures
that this isn’t a soft offering, and once heard the ‘Playgirl
Story’ is certainly likely to stick in your head for a while,
offset by Myke remembering the day he got offered the job
with The Misfits, and the stage manager recalling when he
threw a guy offstage and the security let him fall, headfirst into
the concrete. “I thought I killed the guy!”
The talking heads start rolling out. JV Bastard (Gotham Road/
Michale Graves) regarded Myke as the local Marilyn Manson,
Bobby Lisi ran a local store Myke worked at (and believes
keeping his ego in check might have helped Myke go further),
Peter Steinkopf (The Bouncing Souls), Dingbatz owner Fred
Dingo, radio host Raven Young…

On it goes, possibly too many in some cases. Other
contributors include eager fresh-faced guitarist Johnny Nickel
of TEH, former drummer Nelson Pla, and the great Mark
Steiner looking more like Keifer Sutherland than he does, and
he’s probably going to kill him as a result. TEH manager
Doktor John, Arturo Vega – art director for The Ramones and
lights director for The Misfits, Argyle Goolsby (Blitzkid),
author Legs McNeil, Journalist Chris Uhl, Franché Coma (The
Misfits), Johnny Kelly (Danzig/Type O Negative), Steve Zing
(Danzig/Samhain), Kenny Hickey (Type O Negative) who
admits The Misfits had an influence…
We’re getting little burbles of thought from each of them when
a black screen has white text stating Glenn Danzig forms The
Misfits in 1976. (That isn’t even true, is it?) One Bobby Steele
recalls throwing up on John Lennon, and, “I wound up in jail,
people ended up in emergency rooms, and that wasn’t rare.”
More people. Mr. Jim (Misfits), Kenny Caiafa (Jerry Only’s
brother) who apologises to Bobby Steele for the way he was
dumped from the band (“it wasn’t me!”), Paul (Exstatics), JSin Trioxin, Athan Maroulis, Sal Canzonieiri (Electric
Frankenstein) and Dan Canzonieiri (TEH/Christian Death),
Joey Z (Life Of Agony), Quincy C. Kirk (Murphy’s Law) and
Michael Alago (Elektra Records).
Glenn Danzig breaks up The Misfits in 1983, we are informed.
Personally I never got the Misfits, it was like a strangely crass
horror punk thing. I bought the first singles on import through
the Rough Trade record shop, but I sold them again pretty
quick as I felt nothing from the records. It seemed contrived.
Peter Steele and fellow band members recall how they got a
lucky break supporting Motley Crue but Steele felt their work
didn’t deserve much, and would haul people onstage then call
their parents and say, “you know where your fucking son is
right now?” and I presume the mystified parent would say,
“language, young man!”
We’re getting all elements of Life In A Band, with a roving
brief on the part of the film makers. We’re pretty much left to
follow the fluctuating, shadowy storyline, and to seize on the
interesting parts as we drift through. Myke Hideous releases
his first record, and is optimistic, carrying fifty albums out
with him but selling just one. Experience! He’s on his way, but
in 1991 Myke is diagnosed with Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma
with only a 10% chance of survival. The day he comes back
from his first treatment writes two songs. Cut to a memorable
grim shot of him in a dressing room looking less than
delighted. “Every day I’d look in the mirror and just not know
what was going to happen next. A Very emotional time for
me….”
There’s a brief section on selling out, on compromising. I
don’t know why
Peter Steele: “If you don’t have a trade you’re going to be
pretty much fucked because bands don’t last forever.”
Steele wouldn’t let the label get them support bands who’d pay
to play, yet he couldn’t get TEH a gig. It’s all a bit weird.
Meanwhile Myke, fit again, carries on, and things are going
well for a few years, but the band is considered too
underground for label interest. Things slow down while

various band members explain just what Rock is, and as we
yawn there’s a section on bloody showmanship (literally)
onstage. Myke departs the Goth scene after people dislike his
use of pig heads onstage. Peter Steele wants TEH on tour with
them, and they’re scheming together but it didn’t work out.
We pull into a boring bit about the vehicles people use to tour
with, which is utterly feeble, but finally we reconnect with The
Misfits, which resume activity in 1994 with Jerry Only and
Doyle finding Michale Graves as their singer but he opts out
of a tour to play hockey! This is 1998 and Myke gets the gig,
thrown straight into a European tour, where everyone quoted
seems to respect his professionalism, but his dream isn’t what
it first appears.
“The disillusionment he experiences is monumental.”
Fairly swiftly Jerry (a notable absentee on this film) wants
Graves back. As the tour continues into South America Myke
feels demeaned and ignored and having finished the tour in
Puerto Rico he is looking to a hometown gig in New Jersey, to
show his friends what he’s doing and how he’s sounding, when
he finds out from Jerry that they have brought Graves back
into the fold and Myke is out. We are sidetracked again by
various people, who seem to Kerrang territory, talking about
the sacrifices of being in a band, and how you lose sight of
your family, how you lose friends. Yes, yes, get on with it!
There are interesting sequences about Myke’s work with
Bronz Casket Co. and Spy Society 99 then we get a 2004
video of Myke shooting up, which means we’re about to learn
how awful it is to be on drugs, with only Peter Steele having
anything interesting to say: “they automatically grow a
thousand fingers, which point at everyone but themselves.”
Unfortunately he also quotes Mark Twain explaining how
rumours of his death have been exaggerated and dies shortly
after the interview was filmed.
In 2007 Myke left the drugs behind him and if you saw the link
I posted a couple of weeks ago with the final TEH album
review he made a serious decision about his art, where there
may be some recording-only projects but he is concentrating
on illustrations and paintings now. Now I know that, and I’m
sure some of you do. The film doesn’t tell us that, which is
why I found myself frustrated by this. The story is in there, as
is pretty much everything associated with being in a band, and
the interviews are pretty cool throughout, but it needed to
follow the story more. What happened to The Misfits
afterwards, where did Myke get his artistic leanings from, how
did he develop them? What exactly was the New Jersey scene,
and how did Myke see it as it developed? Simple things like
that would have given it a spine, instead it’s a hairy jellyfish of
a thing.
That said, I would recommend it to anyone because it’s
unusual to see this side of music reflected in a film and while
some of the faces brought in to chat are simply there to help
the film sell everyone delivers. Once it’s over you’ll be
pleased you’ve seen it.
http://livingtheamericannightmarethemovie.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Living-theAmerican-Nightmare/108951772481461

cocky prison camp universe. ‘Veneno Para Las Hadas’ is
bright, pulsing rocky gawf with ventilated, furtive grave vocal
present, the lightest guitar touches and a cool, relaxed rhythm.
‘El Ataud Del Vampiro’ returns to the invigoratingly grim
guitar grip, but with playful vocals and brisker motion overall
as the drums duck and dive, throbbing with a brilliant punky
purpose. ‘Miss Muerte’ is stately, offering yet more
compulsive, melodically soaring variety, full of chattering
musical versatility,
‘Alucarda’ is a bit weirder, with a strangely determined but
weirded-out beginning, odd vocals behind the main stealthy
voice, but wonderfully rickety noise blazing throughout.
‘Amantes De Ultratumba’ does a spot of spectacular pacey
seething and then they trundle off with the murderously ‘Kill
Baby Kill’ setting off on another gleeful garage spree and
bring the crusade for total noisiness to a breathless finish.
A superb album, which will bring you endless filthy fun.
LOS CARNICEROS DEL NORTE
SANTA SANGRE
Gordiscos

www.myspace.com/loscarnicerosdelnorte
https://www.facebook.com/LosCarnicerosdelNorte

Some bands are just gloriously noisy, so it works at both
levels. You can blast your woes away by turning it up, but you
can also listen at a quieter level where their bustling antics
continue to fill the air with a sense of unruly mischief. It also
comes in a beautifully putrid digipak, and thus becomes the
complete package.
They don’t hang about, as the blistered guitar wafts ‘La Noche
De Walpurgis’ your way, big lolloping drums and burly bass all
mean-faced and full of meaning. Thin guitar oscillates and the
tremors build it up, as Txarly leaps into the foreground, and
they fill it behind on blissful backing, the drums clomping on
this surgical post-hardcore strike. Perfect. ‘Gritos En La
Noche’ is on rickety punkier drumming, garage guitar
needlework and vomited vocals splashing outwards, then
recoiling and reshaping as some sub-Bowie croon.. Fortified
by confusion they charge to a sudden end.
The pretty ‘Las Res Caras Del Miedo’ is over before you know
it, but has Nando all elegant on the steady bass, as Hugo
maintains a discreet guitar glow, then they fizz and froth in a
cool Goth manner, but keeping politely within a light moody
setting. ‘No Profaneis El SueHo De Los Muertos’ then returns
to bubbling mania, Gorka keeping the drums skipping along,
as Hugo performs skinny shapes, and the bass moves like
slowly setting glue. A scalded Txarly vaults consistently as the
drums start stamping and the guitar grows stronger.
‘Rojo Profundo’ is all ghostly achiness to begin with before
it’s off the punk springboard, with the spirit of The Buzzcocks
well and truly roughed up. Intoxicating. ‘Domingo Negro’
does the garage filigree again, with a scamper here, a shimmer
there, then the song retains that fuller, sleeker streamlined
hardcore singalong style as they mix styles to suit their own
needs, which is why it all works in such an exciting fashion,
and you will be swept along.
‘La Madicion De La Llorona’ does the slow drum roll build as
moping bass and austere guitar mutate, with stern vocals
almost echoing, like Bauhaus in a parallel and quite spiteful,

LOTUS FEED
A DIFFERENT PLACE
Afmusic
Joy Division, The Cure and Bauhaus….they admit to these as
positive influences. In a world where Post-Punk sensibilities
have been indentified as serving both the Gods of Melodic
Excitement and the personal listener’s need for attitude infused
by sparkling lyrics, Lotus Feed can be compared to Bell
Hollow meets The Exploding Boy. Old school fans can
imagine The Chameleons teaching The Sound not to be so
downcast.
‘Trouble’ is the perfect opener, a measured guitar standing out
of the gloom, as bass traces assume clarity and a swish drum
starts to scoot everyone along, including stylish vocal suspense
which quickly stands guard over the stark chorus of ‘trouble,
here comes trouble.’ Their use of space and craftily
compressed energy is pure Post-Punk at its treasured best. The
bass thumps deeper, the guitar flecks shine brighter, and turn in

delicious scrolls, piquant notes undulating behind a passionate
vocal declamation.
It’s no wonder this is so good, so knowledgeable with a band
actually able to make this modern transformation possible.
Apparently this Cologne foursome, who sing in English, have
been around since the mid-90’s, so they’re no spring chickens.
That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t keep a protective eye out for
them when they cross the road, or if they attempt incubating
eggs. It seems there will also be another CD later this year of
earlier recordings which should be fascinating.
‘King For Two Days’ ticks and sizzles. A synthy vocal cloud
swells behind sparse drums, a fluid and encouraging bass, with
small guitar chippings flying off. Dense in sound, but
mercurial in intensity, the stylish vocals pour forward to fill
any of the cracks and gradually a ball of sound is rolling. A
wiry guitar lasso is thrown out to emphasise melodic variety as
they crawl along dangerous guttering, as they push through
low tunnels, and signify the chorus approaching by an increase
in vocal activity. The space opens up, the bass treads water, the
guitar falls back and the vocals start to rise like a central
imposing column, and as he rises you’ll be singing along
eventually. This solemn, advisory enchantment keeps
mooching until reaching an abrupt halt. Road closed.
‘She Runs’ has a scabbier guitar development with whipsnapping vocal repetitions, clipping along with determined
drum propulsion, and finding time for some kitsch vocal
cajoling before pretty guitar flows primly through the dark
spaces. A hazier ‘Drawn Too’ marks time with loose drums and
numb bass, sweet guitar draping the shoulders of withdrawn
vocals. It shuffles along with delightfully ragged touches
inflating and wafting around, a shabby gentility present. ‘Cut’
is a finely wrought piece of emotional turmoil, with lightly
tumbling drums and an atmospheric guitar backdrop for
tremulous vocal anguish, escalating hungrily.
‘Silence’ is pleasant enough but a bit of a space filler, the
beautiful roving guitar keeping it interesting, but it’s still a bit
like a dreamy spot of sub-Simple Minds. The increasingly
agitated ‘Get Me Out’ has dustier guitar, but possesses a
punctilious thrusting spirit, as though early Nephilim spent
their time up the gym instead of the cupboard under the stairs.
The curiously dramatic lyrics start to impinge as deeper guitar
lines cut through and unite with a vivid rhythm, and it ends
beautifully as the peculiar lyrics grow both emphatic and
decisive.
‘Room With A View’ is more concise, bustling along with
frisky guitar flourishes here and rising drum bursts there, the
bass a central stream, the song diverting into a sliding passage
like an old Batman sequence before drawing to a thumping
close. ‘Manner Of Painting’ goes on a breathless hurdle race
with quieter glowing guitar. Original Mirrors fans take note!
Okay, a bit of an obscure reference there establishing that this
is one of their more windblown poppier outings, but the
closing ‘End Of Time’ plunks off with ample, agile bass
imposed over ambient crowd sounds and delicate guitar. I
assume it’s intended as some kind of tour de force, given the
blander lyrical repetitions but while the rhythm moves through
in a fulsome manner, it never dips or surges, and although the
guitar remains consistently busy it doesn’t inspire, nor do the
vocals have any great impact. What it does is finish the album

with a definite sense of closure, and that is a satisfying
consideration which most albums lack. If they’d had a similar
type of song built on tension they could have ended the record
with a seismic shudder, but this is a more considered, mild and
enigmatic way to round it off.
Joy Division, The Cure and Bauhaus….they don’t sound like
any of them, but if they keep making records of this calibre
they’re going to end up as good as them.
www.myspace.com.lotusfeed
www.facebook.com/pages/Lotus-Feed/
137403982952426
www.reverbnation.com/lotusfeed
www.lotusfeed.bandcamp.com

Lynda’s had a friend come round and start ravaging the garden
for us, as he’s a landscape gardener and builder. Despite an
ungodly early start and constant rain he and his son cut down
two trees, dug up tree-height bushes, removed a vast trellis
with a Hellspawn-inspired Ivy bush winding through it, saved
a precious rose bush, and then burnt all the old stuff on a
bonfire, the first the garden had ever seen. Looking out
through our window onto this scene of desolation was like
seeing a pocket-sized vision of post-Apocalyptic Britain!
Suddenly Clive Owen staggers into shot, with just a hint of dirt
about his quizzical features, indicative of a tough life.
“Where is my wife?” he screams.
Director: “You’re not married in this one.”
“Where is my … what am I searching for? What do I miss
most?”
“Your suits!”
“Where is my suit?” he screams, ducking beneath a hedge
trimmer. “Where is the metaphor for the fabric of society and
its inherent importance?”
“Ray Winstone’s got it,” Harrison Ford snaps, extricating
himself from our garden shed. “He’s wiping his arse on it.”
“Acting Royalty,” Owen shrugs. “He’s entitled.”
“Always the same old flat performance though,” Ford winces,
pulling his jacket lapels together against his throat, mindful of
the frost yet to come. “He’s not that special.”
“Well, you’re right there,” Owen nods. “He is a bit shit.”
Flames rocket upwards from the bonfire and Winstone, a suit
between buttocks, waddles out of it.
“Who dares take my name in vain? I haven’t shaved for eight
days!”
“Oh Dear God,” Harrison laughs, “he thinks he’s ready to do
King Lear!”
Ass-kisser Owen joins in the laughter and Winstone trudges
into our kitchen to organise the catering. Was it rain or tears on
that brutish face? We couldn’t be sure. He was unnerving
Mack cat so we sent him outside. He’s asleep in the road now,
ensuring we have a space for the skip that arrives tomorrow.
Lynda’s shoutiness quells all known disturbances.
When Lynda directed a production of Jane Eyre last year she
discovered at the cast party afterwards that cast and crew alike
referred to her as Scary Blonde-Haired Lady - in a friendly
spirit, I should add. I like the term and find ways to use it
whenever possible.

People know Lynda doesn’t mean it, she is doing what’s
required but some can’t bring themselves to do. During the
Technical and Dress rehearsals for any show, when time if of
the essence, getting people backstage, onstage and in the
audience area to stop talking, to pay attention – sometimes one
group, sometimes all of them, is actually vital.
It even shocks me, and I’m used to it.
The other night at the theatre where she’s directing Carousel I
saw something brilliant. The bloke playing the baddie Billy is
absolutely massive, like two rugby players sharing the same
pair of trousers. He was sauntering cockily over to have a
word with Lynda about something when she ROARED at
someone. Without breaking his rhythm ‘Billy’ swung silently
on his heel, face registering an abrupt desire not to be
discovered, and discreetly crept away….
Photographing two Carousel rehearsals and attending the
opening night means I get time off for good behaviour.
One of the key points Lynda would make to the stage manager
and his crew was how important it is to assemble, dismantle
and/or move props onto or off of the stage. It is perfectly
possible to bring any manner of objects on or off, at
reasonable speed, without making any noise.

MADAME B
INSID(H)ER
Zorch Factory #ZFR064 download

It is important this is achieved, particularly on a show like this
where for a variety of specific reasons the curtains must close,
then re-open, to surprise the audience with the change of
scene.

I’m sure you all know that French Post-Punk has a reputation
for being very interesting as up to the mark as you care for
anything to be, so this late 2010 release will be of interest to
many in synch with that swirling, demanding movement.

One scene, where most of the small fishing community are
having a picnic on a small island, is about to give way to a
small quayside scene on the mainland where the two bad guys
are about to rob and kill a wealthy businessman.

‘Agoraphobia’ sounds small, if that’s relevant in any way?
Come outside! The vocals are buckled over a very measured
sound which inches forward with just the hint of a rhythm.
‘I’m The Worst’ has a sort unhappy-clappy motif, bass
waywardly wobbling, vocals summoning the spirit of The Slits
but telling them to keep lo-fi. It’s a quaintly pretty mess, while
‘Explode’ is more interesting, the bleakly dying synth and
interwoven caterwauling vocals rolling together and bringing
something quiet distinctive and attractive out of a potentially
discordant annoyance.

The items onstage during the previous scene were a few
campfire bits and some pots and baskets, which would be
removed by the large cast as they left the stage the moment the
curtains closed. The backdrop curtain is then changed by
pulling the new visual scene in front of it. Before the curtains
open three wooden crates must be brought on, laid in a line,
with some hessian sacking on top. That’s it. Three blokes, ten
seconds, max, once the stage is cleared. Couldn’t be simpler.
Curtains close. Silence, which is good. Fifteen seconds later an
almighty thump. Ten seconds later another one. Some
scraping, dragging sounds. Several small items are heard to
fall to the stage and roll about. Silence. Then some more light
thumping, heavy footsteps, more dragging and a another big
thump.
I look to my right and evil dictatorial director Lynda is shaking
with silent laughter. Behind her the choreographer is not so
discreet and is almost screaming.
The other moment for hilarity is during the bad guy Billy’s
stirring song about his son-to-be when he suddenly realizes the
baby his wife has announced she is due to have may well be a
girl. This mortifies him. If his son grew up like him that’d be
fine, but a daughter, who would need more from him? “What
can I offer her, a bum like me?” he asks.
Stunned small child in second row. “Mum, he said BUM!”

‘Ain’t Got No Soul’ is a ghostly dirge, like a weakened
Diamanda Galas walled up. ‘And I Come And I Go’ involves
some resentful acoustic and more of the intriguing vocal
sculptures, knowingly difficult. It’s a weird mood created here,
and one which I can easily acknowledge as interesting without
ever wishing to hear this song again. ‘Brown Disaster’ drifts
drearily, but the distraught, choppy ‘Black Thursday’ is better,
a clearer form of dreamy, disembodied weirdness. ‘Your
Water’ is drowsier and strangely charming.
Quite why anybody nowadays would want to cover ‘Rock And
Roll’ by the ultimate discredited shitbag Garry Glitter’s is
beyond me. I fastforwarded through their laconic trudge of a
version and paid it no real heed as it seemed completely
pointless. Which just leaves us with two remixes, ‘Noisy
Silence’ by Stolearm which is snappy but stroppy, and ‘Good
Taster’ from TeenageSinTaste which has certainly located and
highlighted the vocals as distinct from the flow of the music, a
bit like in a detective film where the ransom phone call is
tweaked by some weirdo in glasses until they recognize the
ferry bell in the background. A happy ending, as this is a good
song.

Well, an odd record. The arrangements are varied, the ideas
often very clever. It’s the murky delivery which ensures she’ll
never be to my tastes because the sideways teetering
sloppiness of obscuring a sharper, straight-on approach always
gets under my skin, on my nerves, but I know many Post-Punk
devotees love that bizarre balancing act. This may be for you.
(*backs away slowly.)
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
113-madame-b-insider.html
www.myspace.com/ladyboymadamebare

He escapes, but it’s a close thing and ‘Injury Home’ is a touch
more molten melodic as it ambles amiably, head full of storms
and surrounded by protective piano. The recurring ‘Peep Hole
In The Wall’ flow is almost drowsy but still robust it keeps a
subtle vigour in the supportive lyrical tone.
‘100 Years From Now’ is a neatly sawn country tinkler, with a
warm heart, and then we revisit two tracks from “Realize And
It’s Gone.” A sleeker ‘’Cause You Want To’ is beautiful,
‘Ghost Riders In The Sky’ swirlier and grander and somewhere
upon high Cash is tapping an elegant toe. He then drizzles
stylish vocals over the eagerly lilting ‘Sunday Mourning Train’
albeit with a measured gloomy tread, and that phrase again, a
long stray whim: I don’t know this. Very sweet song.
‘Death Song’ is sparse but reverberates with the simple guitar,
overbearing lyrical tumours, misery and sorrow battling it out
together. ‘To Join The Departed In Their Dream’ is almost
joined to it, equally grief-stricken and both have added vocals
by Randi Russo, like some harmoniously harrowing ghost. I
gather ‘Fifty Odd Hours’ is ancient but here strolls playfully on
light feet into a woozy barroom waltz in slow motion,
‘Hills Of Decline’ is sublimely gentle and almost miniscule
even though the themes are huge, complete with engaging
whistling and brass, like a spaghetti western waiting to kick
off.
“Ride through the darkness
Through the madness in your mind
Through all that life hands us
Look for what little shelter you can find.”

MARK SINNIS
THE UNDERTAKER IN MY REARVIEW MIRROR
9th Recordings

Interestingly ‘Deliberate Road That You Are Taking’
references the opening track as it lumbers brusquely along,
with the lap steel invigorating a spry ‘I’ll Have Another Drink
Of Whiskey, ’Cause Death Is Not So Far Away’ which has a
simple enough burst of happy reality: “every day above ground
is a good day.”

I’m not too surprised by the title as things have moved far
beyond prolific recently and into shady deals done at
crossroads amidst the faint whiff of sulphur. Sitting around this
office you find CD-shaped gentlemen by the name of “11
Cemetery & Western Classics”, “The Night’s Last Tomorrow”,
“A Southern Tale”, “Realize And It’s Gone”, all great albums
released by Mark under his own name or Ninth House, and
during the past few years. The man is on fire, or soon will be.
Most of the usual suspects are there as musical muscle and
they’re on fine form.

Pretty much any of the songs would make a perfect closer on
an album because the final words are usually emphatic about a
sense of closure, be it good or bad, and in this case it has a
sense of relief, having come full circle from the fear at the start
to the casual celebration of survival to finish. More
importantly, this is another wonderful album from Mark, and
he’s up the with the very best consistent songwriters we have
today. I just hope some people take this review seriously and
start investigating his work. It’s quality through and through.
And then through some more again.

It starts brilliantly with ‘The Undertaker In My Rearview
Mirror’ that could accurately be called part ‘Ringo’ by Lorne
Greene due to the vocal stoicism, part ‘Sympathy For The
Devil’ by The Rolling Stones as I keep exposing a ‘woo woo’
to burst out. Given the ‘cemetery & western’ tag Mark likes
it’s just as well his voice can sound grave.

https://www.facebook.com/mark.sinnis
www.marksinnis.com
https://www.facebook.com/mickmerceruk#!/
home.php?sk=group_103275249723068
www.myspace.com/9threcordings

“As I drive faster I must confess
I wish I was on my way to Memphis
I’m just about ready for a long stray whim
Hurry up and wait I’ve got my life in tow
And the Sisters of Mercy on the radio
Then all of a sudden it appeared in front of me…”

MELANCULIA
THE DAZED PROPHET
Afmusic
I think it’s fair to say that Nino and Din-Tah Aeon are unusual
artists. Beyond this curious Melanculia rock hybrid they also
have their Deied and Aeon Sable projects in operation,

fat and plodding. ‘I Can’t Wait’ is a thoughtful closer which
only draws you back to starting the album over again.
Being so still but full of ideas I think this is an album which
will interest a great many of you as there’s enough obvious
points to grasp hold of, and some great melodic diversions, but
there’s a few interesting throwbacks to flesh out the delicate
picture with unexpected strokes. Odd couple, great record.
http://melanculia.de
www.myspace.com/melanculia
www.myspace.com/aeonsable
www.deied.de
http://af-music.de

constantly active artistically and convincing across different
genres, with their albums freely available for download. The
press release accompanying this album also makes some
extraordinary claims. The first song they ever wrote as
Melanculia is included and, allegedly, “presents a feel in the
melody that gave light to what Nirvana might have sounded if
they had survived the death of Cobain and the death of
Grunge.” Personally, I think they’d have gone for brass band
music myself, Cobain on a trusty second-hand tuba.
‘In My Garden’ starts with ambient atmospherics before
lapsing graciously into a nicely burbling bass, loosely
muscular drums and discreetly sweet keyboards as the vocals
are drawn back through time. It’s short, strangely pleasant and
then the ghosts of Nirvana lope in for ‘Cat On The Roof’,
which is how ‘Polly’ might have sounded had Kurt Cobain
sold the shotgun on eBay and the band had developed an
understanding of psychedelia and its eerie keyboard
possibilities, like a depressed Moody Blues.
‘1979’ is divine, with a stamping drum beat, glossily gossipy
vocals, nagging guitar and convivial bass with the sparser
warmth of ‘Fabulous Land’ emotion ally evocative minus any
Goth angst. The other thing this duo have is a strong Goth
awareness, which keeps their rock somehow relevant as there’s
a tangible dour grace throughout, and makes this song quite
beautiful. ‘Fruit Of The Sun’ is the one they reckon might have
been where Nirvana may have ended up eventually, and it’s a
grave thing with recurring mood whether it’s acoustic and a
snappy drum, the vocals draped dustily over the top, or fuzzy
electric beaming out accelerating the vocal urgency, leading
them to rasp and plummet, all with a lightly ominous air.
‘On The Radio’ may be spindly but it goes happily mental in
its anger, then in ‘The Dazed Prophet’ things get more finely
wrought than overwrought, and their softly enticing ‘The
Editor’ is short again and quite strange with some deluded
lunatic in the lyrics claiming a rockstar lifestyle as a healthy
ambition. ‘Nowhere Now’ is a wistful, charming rock song
flooded with feeling, the sort of thing Manic Street Preachers
might have created had one not disappeared, and the others got

MEPHISTO WALZ
IIIrd INCARNATION
BLM
So they resume, without Christianna at the vocal helm, but
Bari-Bari has Sara Reid by his side for occasional assistance
as a scurrilous, punchier sound is deployed. Indeed the
curvaceous ‘Alexandria’ is a bit like an angry version of The
Smiths but for the spidery guitar finish and we veer through
quite a few styles on this fractious but soft-textured album.
‘Keep Me From Walking’ tumbles down and across brightly
with more vituperative guitar tossing Sara high, and she almost
banished from view, but not before you detect quite a visible
punky downturn to her vocal style. It ends abruptly but in case
anyone is expecting more it’s helpful to hear the words, “that’s
the end.”
The curious lyrics in ‘Voices’ keep your leaning in closer as
the guitar wafts through the fragrant structure which quite the
crestfallen majesty going for it. Tighter spun, ‘The Storm’ is
just as attractive and darkly mottled. Is the rushing punk angst
of ‘Damaged Art Hippy’ pitched at Valor? “Someone killed
Rozz, they stabbed him thru the heart, And now I’m speechless
lying here in hallowed ground, Someone killed Goth, They
dragged it thru the mud.” (I’m always more the Pathologisthalf-full kinda guy. Rozz killed Rozz, didn’t he?) ‘The End Is
Near’ is weirdly, and nicely, barren but with the vocals still

trapped in the skewed sound, aching sweetly as the song tilts
towards melodic consternation. ‘Going Under Ground’ has that
cute post-punk nagging melodious surging spirit, with some
delightfully scurvy guitar crawling all over it. ‘Betrayal By
Light’ is another gorgeously adventurous number, with some
superbly stylish vocals from Sara but both of these tracks are
let down by the production bias which takes away from the
voices.
‘When Come The Vultures’ is squidged up but firing out great
gusts of Goth drama, ‘The Beast Within’ takes flight slowly
but ends up as spirited sonic soaring after an awkward shunt
midway. The mild mannered ‘One’ has a more indie feel, like a
browbeaten Big Country and that bagpipey guitar continues to
thrive inside ‘The Last Stand’ while intriguing vocal prisoners
struggle against their shackles. ‘They Roll’ has vocal capering
over a hot bed of agitated embers, building up and then scaling
down with some frantic guitar activity, ‘Cupid Arrows’ bowls
along with the trademark vibrant seesaw guitar and more
turbulently winsome singing, then we end with the beautifully
burnished shuffling of ‘Rusted Tambourine’, a thicker rhythm
presence, a narrow chunky deportment
It’s almost a relief when it does end, with a fake flicker of a
secret track right at the end, because the album almost
overloads your ears. It’s even possible having a couple less
songs might have made it better, if that makes any sense?
Musically gorgeous, albeit vocally infuriating at times, it’s a
great record absolutely stuffed full of pulsating character.

in the arhythmic pitching, tossing lumps of gristle PIUL served
up. Well, whip them all up in a dirty bowl and you have this
bunch, but with a natural contemporary throb. Much more
Post-Punk than Goth they really dazzle.
‘Sailor’s Promise’ seems to have its head down the musical
toilet initially as the beat plays off itself like a three legged
man dancing, but then that guitar sound of as hornet’s nest is
among us and all is calm, albeit seething. Sonorous bass keeps
the flow going, and vocals burrow intensely like Cerberus with
a multi-faceted bone. ‘No Way’ bounds in on lumpy bass and
flayed, angular guitar. Adventurously spacey it jerks and
tingles, the vocals held back for a manic accompaniment. The
bass is magnificent throughout and the sheer relentless push of
the sound makes it a truly spirited caper.
‘Shapes Of Sunset’ is far more elegant with higher, lustrous
guitar suspended above our heads. The vocals are less frenzied
and within these more orderly surrounds the melodic
capabilities are highlighted superbly.
‘Deep Throat’ is equally impressive but a weirder mixture.
Once again the truculent bass holds sway, percussion swishes,
the guitar is fiendishly effervescent, the song offering tight
energetic darkness punctuated by softer, quizzical shafts of
light. The guitar brings sci-fi pinpoint detail into the slurred,
claustrophobic ‘P/A/N/T/E/R/A’, ‘Bless My Sins’ sounds a bit
like Zero Le Creche on fire and we get reliable shudders
throughout ‘O-DIO’, the guitar providing tick-tocking sonar.
Great band, clearly. Great record, indubitably.

https://www.facebook.com/mephistowalz
www.mephistowalz.com
www.myspace.com/mephistowalz
www.cdbaby.com/cd/mephistowalz2

M!R!M
IT’S NOT ENOUGH ANYMORE
AFMusic
We all love the dizzy coruscating guitar sound from early
Christian Death records. We all love the primal surges of
sound UK Decay perfected, and we could usually find interest

http://wearemrm.bandcamp.com/album/its-notenough-anymore
www.af-music.de
MONICA’S LAST PRAYER
REVOLUTIONS
Free Download EP
Some trial tracks before a new album, I gather, you can settle
into grimly stirring sounds, with a punky emphasis on PostPunk, delivered with a dark intensity.
‘Revolutions’ stamps forward like a SWAT unit doing that
funny thing where they shuffle briskly forward as a unit, taking
ages to get anywhere despite some nutter shouting, ‘Go! Go!
Go!’ One squad members takes the command wrong and is
revealed to be wearing white pointy ankle boots and starts
dancing like Nancy Sinatra, right there on the streets.
Summarily dismissed, he becomes the laughing stock of his
peers. Possibly, although possibly not, in honour of this
incident the song opens up, thoughtfully, the vocals hanging
back, the guitar cleansing like an air freshener, drums marking
time, bass bendy, chorus worming through your head from left
to right, then back again.
‘Nach Innen’ is much moodier, our host bemoaning the effect a
woman has had, penetrating his defences, and leaving him
sounding more than sore. The claustrophobic sounds with
encircling guitar blight are drawn up around him like security
blanket, but she’ll have that off him soon enough, the twerp.
‘House In Flame’ shows defiant or noble victimhood given
voice, and I have no idea what the words are actually about,

but they sound good, as does the darting song, which ends
abruptly, plunged into gloom.
“Never gonna find a god as good as me,
No deity could be this tame,
Time to call all the favours in,
Find another group to blame.”
The house, metaphorical as it may be, ended up burning as
authority types dance outside, which is where we came in.
Spooky, huh? It seems I’m an idiot and then I turn out to be on
the ball all along. At which point, my dutiful students, I advise
you study the four free album-length volumes of the Analogue
Archives also available on the MLP Bandcamp page and you
will appreciate why, a few years back, I had CDR copies made
of the old demo tape for ‘they’ have a rich tradition of
interesting music.
http://monicaslastprayer.bandcamp.com/album/
revolutions
MORTAL CLAY
GILDED THRALLS
EDM
Although the bravely fiery nature of their music has probably
left them with a reputation for having been raised in the woods
by wolves, Mortal Clay have an almost scholastic dedication
to sound. In what would probably have been on constant
rotation on the Gormenghast jukebox everything has a specific
place, or counterpoint, so that here is a pestilent form of
prosaic indie which could just as easily have been bewitching
ambient if stripped of vocals and then bathed in certain
washes. Instead the translucent sketches have rightfully
become scary daubs coalescing into striking pictures of a
descent into darkness.
‘Into The Land’ has a beguiling and solemn start where notes
hang in the air like slow motion pinging gamelan darts, ready
to strike. Deadly vocals hover menacingly, and yet the words
themselves carry no threat, merely mocking human folly. It’s a
slow, plunking stroll until strings come in to lighten the jutting

bass. ‘Orpheus’ Lament’ is unkempt by comparison, sounds
vibrating over a cantankerous beat, with a constant vocal
tribute to a lost love forlorn and hurt in the forefront.
‘Fusillade’ is one step away from crumbly and croaking, artful
and weird, but there is a fine vocal display with some notion I
can’t quite decipher: “Though you are afraid, truth is medicine
in the face of babes.”
With a lighter mood, musically, ‘My Poor Nora’ talks of a
woman buried beneath burning lava, so I assume people who
know their ancient history or myths may get something out of
this? It’s lightly queasy but piquant nevertheless. ‘High
Treason’ is a twirl with a courtly cadence, as though a formal
dance could be held in honour of the demonic banking laws
which smile smugly at the heart of the accusatory lyrics.
Enchantingly one degree down from shouty, this is really good
fun, oddly. ‘Stumbling Giant’ has a rougher spirit but almost a
Parisian swagger with the capering beat and jangling string
insouciance countered by some grubby guitar, making it a
fanciful beast of as thing.
‘Goldfish Tree’ is bubblier, reedier with the male vocal
yearning, and could have been recorded in a cathedral it’s so
openly chiming and rolling, at which point we collide with
their groaning ‘To Be A King’ like a lapsed orchestral fairy
tale, with floaty historical vocal stylings and a bit of a guitar
wassail.
Had they continued for a few songs in this vein we would have
quite a magnificent record, like an American counterpart of
Gae Bolg or 23 Trublion 23, but the remaining four tracks are
remixes and I’m never really interested in those. I can however
recommend this to anyone with a fascination for truly artistic
endeavours, which in this case could be of interest to anyone
from fans of Ataraxia to Attrition or pretty much anything on
Projekt. It’s that good.
https://www.facebook.com/MortalClay
www.mortalclay.com

The only disappointment of the tribute was we didn’t get to see
Tom Baker, her main Doctor, speaking about her, as he’s very
much alive and providing glowing quotes about her on his blog
(see link below), so I suppose there’s a possibility he’s not
very well?
We saw her with both Pertwee and Baker, her Doctors, as it
were and it looked like a, ancient TV show that might crop up
on a repeats, like The Persuaders, The Champions. The
fashions were awful, the film stock looks washed out and
grainy, and then you can cut at any time to the modern era,
where she’s worked with the most recent two Doctors, because
she spans four decades. It’s because that must be close to some
sort of record that you feel it is so strange, and bizarre.
Gawd bless yer Elisabeth and Sarah Jane. You have
transcended pretty much everything, and I guess I just sort of
hoped you’d be around forever.
www.tom-baker.co.uk/pages/content/
index.asp?PageID=159
MR DINIZ
GENESI
Zorch Factory #ZFR065
Oh Lord! (Fitting for an EP inspired by ideas within the Bible)
I am not a man who favours experimental or lofi music really
and so scrambled guitar of the simplest tinkling variety doesn’t
win me over. I can appreciate that he ensures ‘Parte Prima Uno e Trino’ doesn’t drag too much by changing tack
throughout but it still sounds like someone playing guitar in
their sleep and it takes away completely from the gentler
intricacies of what’s fluttering lightly in the background. The
returning guitar motif just has me praying for it to end. ‘Parte
Seconda – Creazione’ is okay but it’s really just yer man
muttering his way through a dreamily whiskery ambient piece
of linear bemusement. Part of it sounds like someone bashing a
shopping trolley into a wall, going on to replicate the rhythm if
a train, possibly inspired by Jesus chasing the fare dodgers out
of the station. Oddly it all ends very attractively. The sci-fi
swirls of ‘Parte Terza - a Sua Immagine’ also cause less of a
headache a; though the meager rhythmn doesn’t accentuate the
weird eddies, firming up at finish although everything ends in
a desultory fashion.
He should stick to the pretty stuff, which is interesting, as the
rest is too gruesome.
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
114-mr-diniz-genesi.html
My Sarah Jane: A Tribute to... ...Elisabeth Sladen
(CBBC)
Barely a dry eye in my head when they played out with the
“She” montage, which worked beautifully. I watched the very
first Dr Who episode when it aired and have followed the
show ever since. It isn’t just that Sarah Jane was my favourite
Dr companion, it’s that it’s so weird, as this tribute showed.
70’s footage looks what it is. Old. Yet she was in something
new, and usually there is no connection we can make. In this
way.

NEMESIS TO GO #10
Michael Johnson’s online zine is always good, so that aspect’s
a given, but this time increased interview space also
demonstrates what a long-term writer brings to a project. You
simply won’t get a better Shriekback interview, because he
knows his stuff and he knows their stuff. Also there’s never any
rubbish here. No padding.
He also takes exceptional photos. Lots of them. The layout is
crisp and utilitarian as he pops in a few instructive links so you
won’t just be intrigued by what the earnest young weirdoes
TEARIST are saying, you can contemplate their simmering
and searing sound. Again on the longevity front there’s a

knowledgeable encounters with Ulterior and The Dogbones, as
well as a frolicsome exchange with the clearly delightful Kiria.
On the review front it’s a goth-free zone, but there’s plenty of
splintering shades of electronic activity, a wily heap of PostPunk and seemingly rock ‘n’ roll is finally the new rock ‘n’
roll. You can sift eagerly through AlterRed, Berlin Brides,
Capital X, Cold In Berlin, Foetus, Former Ghosts, Gang Of
Four, Islington Boys’ Club, Kiria, K-Nitrate, Monica’s Last
Prayer, Nina Hagen, O. Children, Psydoll, Russell And The
Wolves, Sheep On Drugs, Shriekback, TEARIST, The
Dogbones, The Duel, The Northern Drones, Ulterior and
Vertical Smile. It’s inevitable you’ll find things to enjoy there.
The live reviews section is usually where the action happens as
you find again that his interest in what certain long standing
artists are up to create interesting collisions. There’s a
particularly good March Violets review, a gig which also
features Ulterior, who are also reviewed at three other gigs,
including Berlin and a bike shop. The variety goes from
Industrial giants Laibach (a very funny piece) right through to
Indie dipsticks The Lovely Eggs, and from the brash to the
polished, the old to the new. Two reviews of Zola Jesus, a gig
that turns out to be the last ever Throbbing Gristle
performance, and maybe an unexpected comeback from The
Primitives, where Tracy will learn she looks like a glam auntie.
Other gigs include Freya, Gang Of Four, Karma Deva, Lydia
Lunch and Big Sexy Noise, Nemhain, New Young Pony Club,
O Children, Romance, S.C.U.M, Selfish Cunt, The Birthday
Massacre, The Damned, The Dogbones, The Priscillas and
Wolf Gang. It’s all interesting or bemusing, which is just as
good.
You can even learn things, so it’s instructive too! In the Former
Ghosts review, when covering supporting Powerdove, the
word sussurations is a new one on me (and yes, I did look it
up). Moreover, in the Vertical Smile review we find that Youth
has been reborn as Ken Livingstone. He even pops in a
mention of Lu Edmunds to the Shriekback piece, which made
me start searching to see if The Edge, a very early post-punk
oddity, ever got an album out, and apparently there’s three!
Engrossing coverage and the most vividly colorful photo
archive you can hope for! It’s only you who misses out if you
don’t spend a few hours pouring over everything.
www.nemesis.to
NOSFERATU
WONDERLAND
Dark Fortune Records
I can see that some people might not feel bowled over by this
record on the very first encounter, but it’s the inherent subtlety
and craft which easily reveals this as their best work.
‘Horror Holiday’ has a ghost of ‘Vision Thing’ in its stalking
gait but overall it scurries about like a big stroppy spider, with
a ticklish chorus, vocal variation and springy guitar, rotating
around one another, regularly plunging forward with hoary old
Goth dark vocal agitation, which we all need from time to
time, made resiliently purposeful with a stark production that

draws out the individual elements as well as enhancing the
cool, whirling drama.
‘Wonderland’ is bizarrely pretty, with a filmic sensitivity which
suits them well, as though twinkling leisurely as a backdrop for
some spooky delvings, with quaintly evocative piano, and an
audaciously soft, sensitive chorus. This song will certainly
surprise anyone who thinks Nosferatu are a trad Goth cliché
fest. It takes its time in trying to move the emotional weight off
the supine vocal chest and becomes more gorgeous each time
you return to it.
‘Jackal’ is a furtive instrumental snatched repeated with the
piano more distant which segues into a wistful opening of
‘Silver’ that gambols away into silky Goth territory where the
gently mouldering guitar and synth melt blissfully, the stealthy
drums and heady vocal ache (but not headache) mill around in
a weirdly translucent manner, the chorus thrusting itself
brashly forward, then the guitar repairing the damage cleverly.
This mixture of the tempestuous and circuitously submissive is
a hard thing to pull off, but they hold it aloft as a dignified
trophy.
‘Bombers’ is a neat lean worrier, the guitar confidently
ambling along with some punky phrasing as soulful vocals
flicker then turn mournful cartwheels in another deviously
catchy chorus. ‘Entwined’ then takes the spirit from that starts
piling things up higher with some clompy phases for added
zest, as the lyrics go strangely berserk. Things dip down with
the interestingly edgy ‘Black Hole’ which crouches as it fizzes
darkly, and develops in a sonorous, studious manner but
bustling proudly. Such is the quality of this record I’m
surprised they bothered including ‘Somebody Put Something
In My Drink.’ Yes, they do it well, and it’s fun, but why not
rely entirely on their own work?
The ghostly languor of ‘Spectre’ is curiously refreshing, a
scooped out ambient passageway, leading to the closing
splendour of ‘Monument’, a billowing thing with sweet keys,
frowning guitar and grave but prominent, keen vocal stirrings;
the song acquiring added opulence as it develops, then gushing
over in its final bow.

A beautiful record, and one which I am sure with impress
people who feel they know what Nosferatu will create. This is
something else.
www.officialnosferatu.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/
group.php?gid=17633163696
www.youtube.com/user/darkfortunerecords
OMNE DATUM OPTIMUM
Les Moissons Ecarlates
Cynfeirdd
Given the ecclesiastical calm, historical harmonies and
otherworldy grace, fans of general ethereal music, Ataraxia or
Gae Bolg will soon be smitten by this vegan-inspired work.
Despite the (to me) amusing photos of human body parts
packaged as meat, you wouldn’t actually know this was based
around a specific concern, unless French is your mother
tongue. Actually, in the future your mother’s tongue might end
up as a rare delicacy. When meat and poultry is no longer
considered safe to eat because of the chemical content I’m
sure there’ll be a way for human corpses to go into the food
chain. Did Mrs Lovett die for nothing?

A requiem, fittingly enough, dvidied into three parts the
Premiere Partie opens with ‘Introit’ drifting in like some gentle
Gregorian scene-setting, ‘Agnus Dei (requiem mutilé pour
XXI voix)’ has a stern, serious tone, like a historical epic is
being unfurled, a convincing atmospheric drama, heavenly
voices swelling as pipes decorate the background discreetly.
‘Victimae Paschali Laudes’ is a starchy vocal piece which is
impressively done, then there’s the beautifully beguiling
‘Iguana Paradiso’, like strands of ether stitched together.
‘Eternel Treblinka’ shivers like a sleeping operatic swan at
dawn, and you will be effortlessly entranced by this stunning
piece of filmic majesty. ‘Le Flûtiste De Hamelin (thème
écarlate part I)’ signals the end to the first section with a lilting
whisper.
Into the Deuxieme Partie we crash with ‘Kyrie Eleison’ where
a low organ emits a steady tone and ghostly voices stir a pot of
Latin. The sweet keyboards and sedate intro to ‘Voices For
Voiceless’ actually reminds me of recent Black Tape For a
Blue Girl, but then corkscrewed female vocals burrow in,
altering the tone. ‘Allez Ma Fille!!!’ also has a post-ambient
swirl with portentous male vocals scrawled across the top
layer. ‘Morturi Te Salutant’ is stirring dovetailed orchestral
dankness with a hint of mystery and the tweeting introducing

‘Al Ahrmen Dian’ Dö’ is calming, as vocals join in over
barking dogs. ‘Petite Promenade Dominicale (thème écarlate
part II)’ is a sweltering, sweet serenade.
The TROISIEME PARTIE begins. ‘At The Gates Of H.L.S.’ is
doomy like something out of Lord Of The Rings with worrying
animal sounds, so I skipped through that bit, I don’t want to be
repelled. That element peters out as church bells intrude. ‘Ich
Hab’ Die Nacht Geträumet’ keeps the jangling sunny theme
going, but tiptoeing keys meander off, accompanying a
thoughtful spell of vocal musing.
‘Ich Word Auf Meinem Pfad’ has high, careening female
vocals, then delightful twitchy musical twists across a sense of
disquiet. ‘Les Moissons Ecarlates (thème écarlate part III)’ is
deep, moody and moving, strangely. Closer ‘Vale Tellus

(Animal Liberation)’ has a swaying cadence, male and female
vocals in unison like a seafaring choir.
This striking, imaginative and enigmatically shifting album is
principally the work of GAUDINIS Th+21, but must involve
others as it’s got a wide spread of skilled sounds. It’s in a
lovely digipak presentation, limited to just 489 copies so for
whatever reason it tickles your fancy (including the fact it’s on
a great label which only releases things very occasionally) you
should maybe get a move on.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/OMNE-DATUMOPTIMUM/131662940242355
www.cynfeirdd.comhttp://www.myspace/com/
omnedatumoptimum
http://my.zikinf.com/omnedatumoptimum
www.reverbnation.com/omnedatumoptimum

ONE CHORD WONDERS (Radio 4)
ONE CHORD WONDERS: PARALLEL LINES (1/5)
PUNKETY-WUNKETY, as we certainly didn’t call it back
then. It still inspires. In a busy morning, during which I bagged
up the crap we’d hauled out of the attic and dumped in the
garden, wrote about a woman taking the piss out of Teddy
Boys, compiled a few entries on antique Gothic Metal bands
and had brief dreams of West Ham taking Man Utd apart, I’d
noticed this was on.
The play itself starts depressingly, a Blondie band breaking off
from their set to announce the buffet is ready, subjected to
idiots at weddings requesting Amy Winehouse or The Birdy
Song. The singer Julie is proud, believing they are the Premier
Blondie Tribute Band in the South-East. She has no interest in
her husband’s idea of doing a Fleetwood Mac tribute. “We
fought a war against bands like that,” she snarls sensibly.
Someone then pipes up, saying band reunions are against the
Punk spirit, but an audience reunion from a poorly attended
Adverts gig at the Camberley Police Club in 1977 is
happening. Oafish husband Pete lists who has so far signed up
online at a Facebook page for the event.
Things aren’t going well for the Blondie band, replaced by
another Blondie band. Julie is a bit too old it seems, but she
hopes to meet someone called Margaret who she once insulted
at school. She remembers TV Smith chatting her up even
though Gaye Advert was there. Er, yes, not very likely!
One girl, previously known as Thing, gets back in contact and
she reminisces too, the way the various characters do. It can
get a little confusing. Thing had a kettle for a handbag and a
beer towel over her backside, the way so many bondage strides
were decorated. She also remembers Margaret, but fondly,
because she made her feel confident. Julie was seen as a
rentapunk by Thing, who called her Punk Rock Barbie in front
of TV Smith. She tells TV Smith she was 21 and he says she’s
“too old.” Oh dear.

Music pops up briefly, probably just long enough not to
require PRS payments: The Ramones, The Adverts (naturally),
Buzzcocks, X-Ray Spex, The Damned, The Vibrators, Only
Ones and ‘Hong Kong Garden’ which was from the wrong
year.
So, Thing is finding the old people annoying. Julie is just
trawling through memories, of making clothes, running a punk
business. She owes it all to Margaret, she feels. She
remembers Thing chatting up The Advert’s road manager!
Would that not have been Michael Dempsey? Weird.
Margaret is presumably dying, I thought, and I will follow the
other programmes to see what develops, which will hopefully
be an improvement. One man tells Julie that Margaret died a
decade back.
One of them, Julie possibly, met her mum (who didn’t
recognise her daughter as a punk) in the street with a strange
man, who spat at her, mockingly. Then her mum spat at her
too. That was the only interesting bit.

BLITZKRIEG BOP (2/5)
Well, I take it all back as this was very clever and entertaining,
although the continuity announcer on Radio 4 didn’t help when
describing this play about a former fanzine editor as a comedy
punk drama about a ‘Former punk scribbler.’ Be quiet!
It also starts realistically shite, as Mo Motormouth comes out
with standard rubbish radio talk on her phone in and I almost
turn off within seconds. We go back promptly to The Adverts
bit from last week. Mo was Crawley’s first punk and indignant
that her son is talking about Punk in History at school and
asking if she’ll be attending the reunion which they now know
about. Enthusing about her past she has one of last week’s
punks on her show, a bloke called Steve, now a supposedly
successful car salesman.
He doesn’t share Mo’s enthusiasm of Punk, as for him it
became a very dark time, which isn’t what she was hoping for
on her fun chat show. He tells how a venue he ran became
overrun by fascists who adopted it as their temporary home,
causing him endless misery and his mother was far from
impressed, what with them being Jewish. He starts to cry. This
launches Mo at the station as it gets massive Youtube
exposure, although I’m not sure why.
Meanwhile a set of her old fanzines, Blitzkrieg, are up for sale
on eBay and the price is slowly rising. Her son thinks of trying
for them, with a top bid of a fiver, but it soon edges past that.
Mo is equally chuffed when an old mate rings her, ‘Benny
Bondage’, who will be going to the reunion. He points out she
left him in a lot of debt when a club they ran folded, and she
left the area. They laugh it off, but it’s water under the bridge,
as they’d shared so much back then, and a few days later she
rings him for a drink.
When she meets Benny he brings a few mates, which is nice.
As they start praising Mo to the skies for being their
spokesman against political correctness (gone typically mad)
she starts to feel uneasy. When they find her boss is Asian they
go a bit mental, essentially kidnap Mo and take her back to
Benny’s print shop, his line of work. She listens, mortified, as
Benny reminisces about her inspiring words in Blitzkrieg
about Aryan ideals, about protecting your homeland from
immigration, how the Welsh are right to burn people out, and
so on, and how they themselves now do a neat line in fanzines
themselves, photocopied and stapled together, for ‘likeminded’ groups all over the country.
Benny is angry. He has virtually nothing, his daughter wants to
go to university but the costs are too high. It doesn’t seem
right, he moans drunkenly. His mates back him up. Mo fidgets,
desperate. It’s very creepy.
When Benny, whose opinion can be trusted, reckons the copies
of Blitzkrieg on eBay are probably the last remaining copies as
paper of the quality they used degrades so much, Mo realizes
she has only one option to save her career, and face, begging
her boss to buy them. They go for just over seven grand.
She manages to escape, whereupon Benny’s daughter comes
into the shop. She’s well impressed by his mates, who she
remembers her Dad telling her about, and their time in the
Anti-Nazi League. She’ll be going to uni now as well, as

Benny has tricked Mo into paying him back after all this time
by buying his old copies, most of which he’d always written
and Mo had taken credit for.
Musically we got The Ramones, obviously, some Boomtown
Rats, which wasn’t necessary, but there’s also some early Ants,
Penetration and one of my more gormless favourites, ‘I Hate
School’ by Suburban Studs. The twist at the end was very
clever, albeit involving someone not remembering they had
nazi inclinations all those years ago, so we shall continue this
with Part 3 next week.
DAMNED, DAMNED, DAMNED (3/5)
Mick Martindale is in prison, and he doesn’t have an anger
problem. Quickly we learn he’s discovered Jesus, and can get
tearful when his children are mentioned. The therapist pushes
him, ;when did you feel calm?; He can’t remember, but he
does want to convert his Jewish therapist to Christianity. Quite
a few of the other prisoners too, which they dread. When Mick
somehow gets advance notice of the Adverts audience reunion
by e-mail he says if he finds out who sent it he’ll rip ‘em apart.
‘Mick, you’re angry.’ “I am NOT ANGRY!!!”
He is asked to picture that night and gradually we see a
supposed link between him throwing mouthy idiot Muttley
outside, where he may have got beaten up by some skins, and
him acquiring his reputation. He then ends up becoming
employed in security when The Clash request someone sort the
crowd out a bit at their Harlesden Roxy gig, and he sorted
them out. This is when he officially crosses the line, from
audience to industry. I was at that gig, and recall it as the
mildest Clash gig I ever saw. (People even paid attention to
Whirlwind who were supporting.) From there he went on up
the ladder. He helped push The Ramones’ van, and once put
Iggy Pop to bed, who he believes resembles Melvyn Hayes.
That was the high point of the play.
Then he dangles some bloke off the top of a hotel and
presumably dropped him? He’s inside, and the Jesus angle
doesn’t appear to be a parole-inducing trick. The therapist is
disappointed that some prisoners are taking liberties now
they’re not so scared of the peaceful, praying Mick. One in
particular is taking the piss so much you want Mick to sort him
out so we don’t have to listen to his pompous street shite.
Muttley writes to Mick, who can’t cope with even attempting
to read the letter and asks his therapist instead, who then reads
it, to us. Muttley didn’t get beaten up as an one of the skins
and suedeheads was a friend of his. He offered to walk one of
the skins’ young sisters home so they can all go off to some
other club. He falls in love and although she died recently, he
thanks Mick for the best years of his life, spent with her.
Somehow Muttley wanting to thank him makes things worse.
We end this sorry tale, enlivened by minuscule bursts of The
Ruts, Skids, Wire, ATV.
UK Subs and The Damned with Mick snapping and practically
drowning Lee.
Very boring. Next week’s is about one of the Adverts’ audience
who now makes eco-toilets. Can’t wait.

THIS IS THE MODERN WORLD (4/5)
It starts fine, with a burst of Patrik Fitzgerald, then we are at a
New Age hippy funeral. Last week found security guard Mick
in prison, blaming a kid called Muttley for getting him into this
line of work, having thrown him out of the Adverts gig in
1977. Muttley met his future wife outside the gig. He wrote to
Mick to thank him, on his daughter’s advice. Father and
daughter go to the reunion.
Actually Dad doesn’t want to go, saying she, Lineel, can go if
she wants but her mum, Sharon , wouldn’t have wanted
someone spewing out carbon for their own personal wants!
I’ve never actually seen anyone spew carbon! It must be quite
unusual.
Anyway, there’s a big storm and the tree they planted for
Sharon falls down. Lineel takes this as a sign that she wants
her to go to the reunion. Off she goes, the impulsive one. She
will walk from Brecon to Camberley. When her father finds
out he takes the communal van, which I guess means they’re in
some sort of commune, and tears after her, finding her
lecturing a man who offered her a lift about his selfish habits.
They go to a supermarket. (It’s that exciting.) Dad is thrilled
by everything, the daughter less so. They stay in a hotel. He’s
very happy. She isn’t. He called her Lyn, or Lynne. She’s
dismayed he hadn’t the respect to use her full name. She tells
him off for flushing the loo after ‘one go.’ “You totally
betrayed mum.” Mum, we learned earlier, but thankfully
without details, was hoping to promote the use of Earth
Toilets.
They catch ‘Dad’s Army’ on TV, then she goes to the bar
where bad men get her drunk. Father is called to control her
and scares the men, who agree to give them a lift into
Camberley the next morning, so the communal van is just
rusting somewhere? He tells the men, who don’t appreciate
Lineel being sick in their car, that his main influences was
Crass, okay? Not a hippy.
The Members! ‘Sound Of The Suburbs’! (“Staines, this is
Staines…”) As they’re going to the gig she wants a dress, and
in the dress shop they’re playing The Police! We’re supposed
to believe she still wants the dress she likes after being told it
was made in a sweatshop in India, and that he would genuinely
go mental at the assistant because she can’t turn the music
down. Apparently he believes Sting, or The Police, prevented a
revolution in the country! He doesn’t like Elvis Bloody
Costello either, or The Stranglers.
Muttley appears to be getting drunk on Dandelion & Burdock
which, as any child knows, doesn’t have any such effect, and
then he recognises someone. He bellows his name, but is
outraged when the man turns out to be a local dealer who
offers to sell him drugs, in front of Lineel. Fight! Muttley gets
arrested. Lineel goes to the gig and can’t get in. Her name’s
not down, his is.
An old woman who had seen her earlier and annoyed Lineel
with her staring, approaches her. Finding out she has nowhere
to stay she invites her home. She says how much the girl
reminds her of her daughter, Sharon, and so the circle is
closed.

It seems Sharon never got in contact with her mum after her
and Muttley left for London the day after the Adverts gig.
She’s spent her life searching for her daughter and now finds
out, through her grandchild, that Sharon is dead. She is angry
more than anything, wondering why her daughter could have
hated home so much she left it. Then she finds out Lineel’s
name. Lineel had been told it’s a Celtic name, meaning
‘special place.’ It’s actually the name of the house she grew up
in, a combination of her parents’ names. Happy Ending
Everybody!

They then write to the local press posing as old people
outraged by the threat of punk coming to the gorgeous town of
Camberley. This enrages someone who thinks fly-tipping in
Frimley is a hotter topic. A councillor has managed to acquire
a cassette recording of the band, as they have no recording
contract. The councillors argue, but if the gig is on at a cinema
their hands are tied. Words are spoken in the Masonic bar and
the gig goes away. However, one Councillor reads out letters, a
hundred or so having come in criticising them. They consider
whether Richard Stilgoe might make a decent replacement?

Sharon’s mother is revealed as the person behind the reunion,
which she started in the hope of locating her daughter. She
takes Lineel back to the reunion, and everyone is there, except
Muttley, and also Mick (I assume).

Fly-posting attempts go badly when police interrupt it, and one
of the kids, Adam, is revealed to have a copper as a father. The
father plays him ‘Gary Gilmore’s Eyes’, branding it evil. It
must be, as a recording wouldn’t have existed by then. He
wants to beat his son but settles for making him smash his
records instead. The boy lies to his friends. He’s smashed all
his records because you can’t be a punk otherwise. He also has
the lyric sheets. They will be the only people there who know
the words. His psycho Dad finds out. “Get to your room!”

The Jam plays us out. The bastards!
TELEVISION’S OVER (5/5)
What if people don’t want flappiness? Yes, these are the kind
of important issues to contemplate. Someone is hoping to
profit by selling enormous jeans, as the world around them is
about to change. The Adverts, i.e. someone else entirely (the
‘Bombsite Boys’ we hear is truly dire!), greet the crowd by
saying hello to Camberwell, having apparently not known what
town they’re in, what with Punks being a bit slow on the
uptake.
Flash backwards! The band agree to appear with local
promoters (far-thinking teens) who are mystified when a rider
request from the band arrives, involving excess bottles of
martini, cider (“they’re from Somerset”) and a PA system.
They don’t know what that is. The main girl has a poster
campaign planned, with her new Tempo pen! People get a free
ticker for putting up fifty posters each.

A Tory councillor wise to the letter writing campaign
approaches Mo, who started it, admiring their go-getting
aspect. When they mention there’s a stage at the Police social
club she say she’ll see what she can do.
The gig itself will be 50p with no discount! Big Mick demands
a free ticket. No chance. The boy organisier worries that only
freaks and weirdoes are buying tickets. They need to get the
popular kids onboard. He tells one kid the girl in the band gets
them out. “You know what women are like, one does it they all
do it.” They start lying, mentioning to some people that certain
characters already have tickets. Others are interested
immediately.
The copper, unless I have this wrong and the actors were
relying on similar accents, appears to be running a clothes
shop on the side, trying to flog giant loons. A kid is horrified,

he wants them tight all the way down. The father is amazed but
orders two dozen, and orders ripped t-shirts to put The Adverts
name on. He tries to make things up with his son by buying
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road hoping they can enjoy it
together! Then the inspector mentions his daughter, the
councillor, wants the show to go ahead and he, the copper who
also happens to be in charge of running the Police social club,
simply has to do what his boss demands.
Meanwhile, at the gig itself some TV comedy yokels have
turned up, the road manager Charlie Damage being the one we
meet. Big Mick turns up also. “Move that drum kit and you
can snog the bassist!” There are arguments over t-shirts being
sold, the underage crowd locked outside get arsey, the copper
is still moaning!
The Tory councillor believes anarchy and monetarism both
share a belief in the autonomy of the individual - punks and
Tories together, eh? Good God! She is telling this to the gig
organiser, who can’t believe the thinks she’s with the band.
“I’m only fifteen. Are you saying I look old?”
We end with a weary copper crooning his tuneless way through
‘Candle In The Wind’ and four previous plays, some dreary,
some at least flecked with interesting moments, come to this.
Unmitigated garbage.
Like Punk never happened.

nature to their depraved will. It’s funny googling for
images because the film’s own site lists Simon Pegg and
Nick Frost as the main men. Look at the imdb entry and
it says ‘starring Seth Rogen, Jane Lynch and Kristen
Wiig.’

PAUL
I regret to inform you this film starts so slowly you may
be shocked, but once those initial fifteen seconds have
passed it’s a joy right through to the vibrantly gripping
finish. It doesn’t have the succinct, interwoven macabre
touches of the awesome Hot Fuzz, but I rate it higher
than the deliriously demented Shaun Of The Dead. Frost
and Pegg are an odd couple aren’t they? Where there
have been UK comedy partnerships before they have
been people that excelled on TV, an easier medium in
which to establish yourself, but here are two nutters
whose films you can look forward to with high
expectations.
This finds them plunged into a Hollywood vehicle but
they pull it around like a wobbly craft and bend its

Our two heroes are in America, on the trip of a lifetime,
to attend Comicon, as well as taking in various UFOrelated spots on a road trip. Having evaded two
Deliverance types at a UFO-themed cafe they speed
away only to be overtaken at night by an erratic vehicle
which crashes dramatically in front of them. When they
go to investigate it is here they meet cigarette smoking
Paul, an alien named after the poor Labrador retriever
his craft crashed on top of back in the fifties. He has
been held in loose captivity, aiding the entertainment
industry in his spare time (Mulder was his idea) for 60
years but now knows his brain is due to be removed for
study. With the help of a friend on the inside he has
made good his escape and is desperate for these idiot
rescuers to help him reach his final destination.
Illustrator Graeme Willy (Pegg) is instantly at one with
his large-eyed companion, while writer Clive Gollings
(Frost) is moodier, embarrassed at having wet himself
during their initial meeting, but also jealous of Graeme
and Paul’s instant bonding, which doesn’t seem realistic,
as both should have been in geeky conspiracist’s heaven
having Paul in their van. They stop at a trailer park
where they meet the Creationist Ruth (Wiig) and her
demented bible-thumping father, but she is on the road to
Damascus and once her eyesight is restored swears like a
preppy trooper.

The bad guys who are after them are very bad indeed,
some plain nasty, especially the ruthless lead male agent
Zoil (Jason Bateman), and some just painfully inept, but
as the brave foursome venture solidly on the pace hots
up, and danger increases. The humour is too heavily
weighted towards the toilet realm, considering Paul has
been on Earth so long, but it’s his non-cgi fluidity as
much as his charming drawl (Rogen) which impresses
you so much, as he’s a new type of cgi character. You
will find him so easy to believe in as you will him on
with his half-arsed supporters.
They also haven’t stinted on the special effects. There’s a
magnificent crash, an awesome craft, a spectacular
explosion: oh, and a very expensive firework. Along the
way the comic-stealing testicle-kicking karate child, the
coolly rude café waitress Pat (Jane Lynch) and weary
commercial whore writer all make for fine bit parts, and
in the emotional reunion where Paul visits Tara (Blythe
Danner), the woman who pulled him from the wreckage
when she was a child and cared for him that classy dame
is wonderful. Sigourney Weaver’s much trumpeted
appearance as the evil boss doesn’t disappoint either,
including the opportunity for her famous line to be coopted. just as the one twist is cunningly handled so the
Sci-fi references that could have peppered the entire film
are sensibly hold back, with a few sprinkled wisely,
allowing the story to proceed as a proper adventure.
WARNING: so heartwarming pacemakers might melt.
www.whatispaul.com
www.imdb.com/title/tt1092026

PEELING GREY
THE WORLD’S NOT SORRY
PG
“…the group looks towards the future of
music…..Akin to the original spirit of the past.” I
like that, and when you regard the Post-Punk spirit it
seeped firmly out of the rotting carcass of Punk but
was dispersed unnecessarily by the strong growth of
Goth and a formulated Indie sector. Only when the
Indie world slumped horribly during the 90’s did

Post-Punk’s noble sentiments of melodic music with
tensions reassert itself but it never had one form and
so can move in any direction.
‘Peeling Grey’ has the cool organic slouching feel
that so much modern music lacks, and that comes
from the easy, lolloping drums, with guitar scurrying
around or leaning casually into the mix. Astute,
elliptical vocal shapes also merge into it, pulling in
then back creating a charming nagging flow as the
guitar grows in brightness. ‘James Quarterly’ has a
warm set of guitar ringlets on its downcast head and
despite quite a restless bass undertow and steady
keyboards it’s the nervy vocal push which grows in
strength to dominate the song, again instilling a
rhythmical presence. Keyboards set ‘The Strip’ off
running, tripping, stumbling gamely with well fluted
décor and encouraging nimble guitar vigour. Again
we are blessed with an indomitable but twisting
vocal stature, and bolder bass strokes.
‘The World’s Not Sorry’ opens with some beautiful
organ, sleepy bass and vocals pleading for resilience,
because this is not the time to cry, apparently, or fade
out, hide, compromise or die. Suitably invigorated, I
vow to do none of these. It’s a real charmer. ‘Far
Away’ gets a bippity-boppety beat, with lightly
fretful vocals, tingling guitar and as it empties out
you realise just how firmly they create an
atmosphere you’re hooked into. I feel they should
bring the bass forward more as it enhances
everything so well, ‘Sleeping In Dirty Hands’
bustling forward as the weird lyrics spew out over
jerky guitar that grows increasingly restless. An odd

song. ‘Summer Days Unsaid’ is also fairly low key,
not exactly uneventful but happily remaining on the
floor sustained by a pale drum pulse and keyboard
lungs.
‘Young Heart’ is a cheerful little poppet with
sparkling keys and trickling guitar, ‘Soulless’
sachays sideways like a drunken crab, bobbling bass,
skipping beat and vocal fun, ‘The End Of The Road’
huddles closer to its tiny shuttling beat with
brooding bass and moping guitar as the bleary vocals
evaporate but the tension is back leading to an
abrupt halt, then the bass enters like a confident
assassin, the drums are tougher and ‘Faith In
Forever’ clearly means business. It cleverly collapses
into a softer direction and ends on another catchy
element which takes you by surprise but makes for
an emphatic close.
It’s a wonderful record. It could be crisper in places,
but I get the impression they like the faintly
shrouded sound. They could lash out a little in
future, because they have that energy in them, but
for a first album this is a real treat, filled with
fascinating variety and delivered with that rarity,
aplomb. A-plomb.

www.peelinggrey.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/PeelingGrey/343472150136
http://soundcloud.com/peeling-grey
www.myspace.com/clubinavoid

PLASTIC PEOPLE
PINK NARCISIUS
Own Label
An astute and combustible songwriter Sébastien Ficagna
follows up from the ‘Good As You’ collection here, handling
copious instruments himself superbly with the lyrical
contributions of his former playmate Sandrine Cognet from
The Naked Man on two songs, and a couple of unusual covers.
Post-Punk, spry, whimsical, dark and playful. Just what you
like.
‘Puppet (In Secret)’ is muted pleasantries over either a cosy
synth or accordion (I am never sure with the latter) to
embellish a tale of distant longing. The guitar and bass move

onto the grid for the lambent ‘Nothing Is Eternal’, accordion
still meandering firmly as isolation takes hold. ‘My Boyfriend
Alien’ is chirpier while also juggling suspicion over and across
the burbling guitar jauntiness, almost like a delightfully sloppy
Only Ones.
‘Love Song’ is a winsome tribute to Tootsie, his dog,
celebrating the immediate joy he brings to the world. I have
heard ‘In Heaven’ before, from David Lynch ‘Eraserhead’, and
this is a simpler, direct version compared to Bauhaus. ‘Mr
Dream’ is wonderful, throbbing as it details the chase of thrills
and satisfaction with redemption nowhere near the menu. No
seedy energy, just a writhing onward push with sleek guitar
and well targeted, burrowing vocals. ‘The Tangible Tension’
broods softly with a smart acoustic tangle behind the loose
doubts, with ‘Elements Of A Love Affair’ brasher and swaying
with flirtatious danger. No idea what the densely populated
lyrics are about, but it’s a swingtastic bruiser.
‘My Picture’ is also a delightful, fretful package of ludicrous
worries, muted and heartfelt, while the Tuxedo Moon song ‘In
A Manner Of Speaking’ surges sweetly, altogether more
relaxed. The upfront bass and keys of ‘This Is The End’ is
another instant charmer, with a morose spirit lifting in an
interesting manner and not a million miles away from Cult
With No Name.
A fine way to banish the blues, while at the same time coddling
other emotional concerns, this is an album of great songs, sung
with a doleful vivacity, if that makes sense, and growing ever
better over time. Even the artistic packaging is gorgeous.
www.myspace.com/plasticpeoplefr

ahead drums, the darting, flicking vocals, but then there comes
the real test as the details start to protrude, with one instrument
contrasting another, energy shifting as the vocals reach
upwards for the chorus, except that verses sound like choruses
too with this bunch. It’s a tight muscular ball of sound which
bounces unpredictably. Their songs seethe with ideas.
‘Fugitive Dawn’ hares off into the distance refusing to be
weighed down by regret and intent of doom, guitar riding
shotgun to dramatic vocals. (“Every day I execute myself.”)
‘Sin Hunter’ has lighter, lilting vocals and is driven by sipping,
addictive drums, with a hint of organ for depth and shade.
‘Houdini’ keeps the vocals charismatically perched atop the
slithering guitar and shifting rhythm, in keeping with the
dramatic lyrical suggestions, so even though you can be
happily dragged along by the musical swirls, you’ll always
find you’re trying to burrow for answers as to what songs are
about.
‘Mazela Takes A Walk’ takes a walk on the garage side of
things, the drum stirring brisker, with flowing keyboards and a
snaking, dipping rhythmical purr accompany wonderfully
demented lyrics. The lugubrious melodrama of ‘Emerging
Rats’ is equally compelling, the air full of vibrant synth,
doleful vocals, clipped drums, shimmering guitar and solid,
dignified bass. ‘Other Spheres’ has a beautiful classical allure,
the piano dominating everything, written by Felype Ferro who
was working with them on this album. (They also have Jean
Synthex, formerly Scarlet Leaves, involved.)
After that delightful interlude we swing back to the sound of
liquid keyboards piping brightly, with verdant bass and swish
drums combining in winsome fashion through ‘A Dream Inside
A Dream (Inside A Dream)’ and a landscape quite recognisable
to fans of Comsats, Chameleons or The Sound, as we’re on
that side of Post-Punk, with some disturbing lyrical pictures
tossed into the mix.
‘I Disappear’ is happy and decidedly up, so it’s also strangely
brief, a summery burst. With the steady chatter of synth
rhythmic assistance, the gloomier balm of ‘Mara Hope’ is
curiously refreshing.
‘Blind Voyeurs’ manages to recline optimistically, but is still
thrashed and scarred by dark thoughts and tones . ‘Abolition’
pops up, a jaundiced ambient slice, then they crumple into
‘Never Look For People Like Us’, a tribute top former
keyboard player Max Beranrdo who died during the time they
were recording this album, which makes for a suitably oblique
and far from bleak end to an accomplished, attractive album.
http://plastiquenoir.net
https://www.facebook.com/plastique.noir

PLASTIQUE NOIR
AFFECTS
Wave Records
Post-Punk seems to thrive rather well in Brazil, as does
sweetly melodic music with a murky undertow. Right from the
start of ‘Rose Of Flesh And Blood’ you can be reassured by
the crestfallen guitar squiggles and grumbling bass, the dead-

PRINCIPE VALIENTE
PRINCIPE VALIENTE
Danse Macabre
‘Intro’ appears to be simply a melancholic piano piece until a
rhythmic surge appears right at the end. Pause, then the
exhilarating rush of ‘Before You Knew Me’ swarms up into the
air, gyroscopic synth underpinning vicious guitar intentions
and deranged whirling bass, the vocals sheathed in the lively

mixture which has about it the more considered indie side of
post-punk adventures.
‘One More Time’ has rushing guitar over a sturdy quick beat
tumbling down into a bow-legged stance, gracious vocals
buffeted by the constant flighty guitar. ‘In My Arms’ keeps
chipping away at lethargy with a diverting guitar zigzag over
deep, mellow bass and weirdly warbled vocals, idly vibrating.
‘New Life’ is a wee bit Joy Divvy as the vocals start
darkening, over a grim bass, but the guitar froths over and the
beat is just as fresh. The songs builds, threshes artfully, and
sees the vocal gush gloriously as the instruments shake
themselves out with delicious character.
‘Solitary Man’ has a really Spartan feel, but it’s attractive, the
tiny guitar like a fragrant inversion of spaghetti western
atmospherics, and it’s over in a trice, whereupon ‘Afraid’ gets
into plunking bass and wiry guitar. The soup of sound remains
interesting, but their shoegazey element which makes for such
an intriguing ingredient when mixed with post-punk seems to
ensure the vocals, or lyrics, are kept at the periphery of my
hearing. I find it hard to get to grips with what’s actually
happening in a song.
‘150 Years’ is triumphantly fizzy with streaming bass and
streaky, nagging guitar. ‘The Night’ creates a wider panorama,
which doesn’t work quite sop well for them as the more room
there is, the less tension.
They bow out with the ‘Dance Like There’s No Tomorrow’
which tries to banish the singer’s woes, but is set in a bowl of
beautiful restraint that brings proceedings to a close in an
oddly touching manner.
They never actually cut loose, but I expect they save that for
the gigs, thereby providing a different outlet for their
emotions. Excellent songs and a fascinating band. Seriously.
www.principevaliente.com
http://principevaliente.bandcamp.com
https://www.facebook.com/principesweden

Q4U
BEST OF
Wave Records
This is sweet, and one of the lovely things about labels that
care. Q4U are not the best known Icelandic post-punk band
you’ll ever hear, or the most important, but they’re interesting
and fun. They led a protracted existence in the 80s with
members drifting in and out, with sporadic releases, reunited in
the 90’s active again now, and with everything tidied up by
time detectives, and their retrospective bosom propped up by
some hefty live tracks. I can’t say I know much about Icelandic
music of this period, having been only vaguely interested in
The Sugarcubes, and more taken by the earthier Purrkur
Pillnikk and glorious Peyr, but they all had a certain verve,
which in Q4U’s case has a poppy-punk undercarriage.
‘Böring’, which I believe is Icelandic for boring, has an
interesting punk veneer, and a frosted synth blare which is
definitely more astutely melodic than most bands of the time,
with a crisp clompy percussive tendency and massed vocal
rabblerousing that manages at time to sound like
gurgling.‘Tiskufrik’ has a dipping bass which gives the song a
sinuous grace, as the vocals hold back then rant imperiously,
which carries on into ‘Miracle Man’ as though distant minxy
cousins of Xmal Deutschland, with choppy guitar and a
scrawny plain beat as it hobbles forward with aerated vocals.
‘Sigurinn’ swims solemnly along a trench full of piss at
twilight, then bass breaks out in the harsher ‘Onward’ which is
a slurred mess, but with that wonderful capability of the early
80’s when any old sounds could be grabbed from the ether,
slapped down then thrown out with a real sense of spirit. ‘Plo’
is yammering punk tacked onto a Christmas carol, and its
winsome charms will not be lost on you, like Crass gone all
giddy in a sweetshop.
‘Draugasaga’ reminds me of Dvar, which is always a good
thing, as the vocals sound gnome-inspired, with a rustling
drum pattern and wispy synth fumes circulating. ‘Barbie’ has a
burr to the vocals and playful pop dementia going on,
then‘BreiðabÌlsstaður’ returns to some Xmal jousting and as a

quicker, glossily precise ‘Amdp’ keeps the music quite
plaintive to keep the staccato vocals in line, you’re pretty
much seen the variety. They have a quixotic unification, with
sharp melodic inclines to keep everything bustling and
enjoyable, no matter how often they falter, splutter or gasp.
Back in the day this would have come in small releases, so
having a heaving 28 songs on one CD is a bit of a slog, but
take any segment of five or six songs in one burst and you’ll
love it. ‘Skemmtistaður’flies along thick and fast, ‘Pelagus’
tries for a teeming indie style rather than post-punk like a bupbup-bup Postcard entity, which isn’t nearly as successful and
the vocals are a bit tuneless, as the guitar is lazy. ‘Family’ is
atmospherically crumpled and vocally emotional, with
supremely sore bass and chomping drums. ‘Turninn’ has a
playful sirenic quality, pulsing punk froth and there’s a touch
of prag VEC about them there. ‘Why’ is a gloomy, pale thing,
like a miserable lullaby.‘ÞjÌðlagið’ has some wonderfully taut
bass keeping the very air thrumming, with some delicate
Trumptonesque guitar and the collar-up, clenched espionage
delivery of ‘Ekkert’ is classic drama-punk. Loved that one!
‘Creeps’ is actually disturbing and apocalyptic, ‘Walker’ less
deranged but impressively austere and flooded by vocal
character. ‘Plastic Vision’ zooms about, a form of shimmering
anarcho punk while ‘Romance La Paranoia’ is a bit Kleenex
goes garage, with a dreamier synthpop mood to ‘SnjÌhvit.’

good contrast. The tight rhythmical sway and melodic guitar
intentions keep you hooked in effortlessly, and the actual sonic
fraying of the guitar is also oddly striking. The brisker ‘Slow
Emergency’ cleverly downplays its clamour and yet this really
does have the authentic early Post-Punk sense of restless
nobility, despite some ungainly guitar excess.
As it flickers and springs along it’s a curious song, stuffed with
ideas and tiny shifts of emphasis, vocals sneaking around and
back, bass vibrating, drums shuttling. ‘Silly Mom Song’ is
stranger, with a less urgent display dominantly by aggrieved
vocals and a furtive guitar scurrying beneath prowling bass.
The insistent cries of ‘don’t be afraid’ are woven in and
through it brilliantly, because here is a band with audacious
arrangements, and they work and the Gang Of 4 comparisons
ZF use is apt, along either the Comsats or Red Guitars would
also do. Then they dip down into the frillier pop ‘Spurt Of
Ego’ which is a bit like Mary Poppins whistling a jaunty Cure
song. Well, sort of, wrapped up in filmic espionage music and
gently luminous throughout
A seriously classy band.
www.myspace.com/rapidodenoir
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
102-rapido-de-noir-broken-ep.html

The rest is impressively perky live renditions of ‘Böring’,
‘Turninn’, ‘Sigurinn’, ‘Draugasaga’, ‘Skemmtistaður’ and
‘Vidreynsla’, the latter a vibrant, carefree romp with
sumptuous synth and galloping bass. Exhausting, yes, but
frequently exhilarating and a bit of genuine treasure.
www.waverecordsmusic.com/q4u_bestof_eng.htm

RISING SHADOWS
FINIS GLORIAE MUNDI
Twilight

RAPIDO DE NOIR
BROKEN EP
Zorch Factory #ZFR059
Ooh, this is better. ‘Broken’ is a fractious row in many places,
with the lunging wiry guitar cantankerously buoyant alongside
diligently confident and artfully intelligent vocals which offers

It’s often these murky sub-classical records, with a gently
heaving historical bent that create some of the richer moods
into which you can sink effortlessly, like a form of ethereal
with bite. Fredrik Klingwall, in charge of all things musical,
and Linda-Li on blissful vocals, make for a supremely
diaphanous duo, and they have plenty of friends adding extra
instruments in to make the lilting sounds more textured and
debonair. Be quick if you fancy a copy, as the CD is limited to
just 300 copies.
‘The Diluvian Empire’ could be right out of some modern
Arthurian adaption, all woodland light and violet skies,
harmoniously dreamy vocals and a steady flow. ‘And The

Avarice’ is a quixotic blend of drifting ambient layers, sunny
and chilly in turn,
‘Union Of The Fixed And The Volatile’ has doomy cathedral
keyboards and morose percussion, with bells quite literally on.
Queasy, gloomy and you’re half expecting robots to emerge
from the ruins.
‘Melencolia I’ doesn’t seem remotely down to me, having an
swell of a pattering rhythm, lit by an upper level of keyboards,
and small vocals clouds above that, like a Goth version of
Portishead, on anti-depressants. Soothing, with character.
‘Dissolving The Fabric Of Time’ is understandably darker, the
eddying echoes with eerie intentions, a thick current of sound
becoming stretched out in an involving way instead if simply
being bleak, gradually edging slowly towards a bright, open
portal. ‘Fearless’ has succulent strings to match the fruity vocal
appeal, a subtle Eastern bounce among the florid frills, with
synth curls adding an unexpected element.
‘Amnesia Revealed’ seems like a pleasantly thoughtful intro to
the serene ‘Eschaton’ with vocals wafting in the coy thermals,
‘Wheel Of Fire (The City Of The Horizon)’ is then more
rhythmically inviting, vocal swirls and aromatic strings
providing a heavenly concoction. That spell of heady joy
evaporates as the bold clamour of ‘Finis Gloriae Mundi’
unfolds, from a diligent haze to ominous churchy vocals,
booming percussion and a tinkling, disparate close as though
danger has moved on by.
It’s all pretty mysterious, as I have no idea what they’re
signing about, but that all adds to the appeal. Its
otherworldliness takes you away.
www.risingshadows.net
www.myspace.com/risingshadows
www.facebook.com/risingshadows

ROSE LAND
AU MONT DES SOUPIRS
Frozen Wing
I am pleased to report that my brain works. It was long while
first listening to this that alarm synapse bells started ringing
and I thought, wait a doggone minute! (apart from the actual
words, you understand?), I know this! Well that is because
after his last sedately serene “Maladivine” album, with its
sweet mixture of ambient balladry and ghosts of chansons
stylings, we come to a collection which revisits certain tracks
from its predecessor.
There is a fuller sound in places as Eric Apollinari has now
been joined by Bertrand Georges, who I assume provides
keyboards too, plus guitarist Julien Noël and vocalist Vanessa
Aspart, although it’s still minimalism, just on a grand scale.
The sleeve is different though, with the standing stones
replaced by rolling hills. I’m pretty confident this is down to
different photographs, and he didn’t throw the stones away and
then build up an impressive horizon. That would take
centuries.
Richer colour has been applied to the formerly pale synth wash
of ‘Au Mont Des Soupirs’ which is pretty much all you need to
know about any changes. The sound is immediately up close

where before you were examining something almost discreetly.
As gentle as ravishing as something Ataraxia might weave, this
will have you transfixed in a trice, and I have been in a trice,
so I know what I’m talking about.
‘Prétendre À Tes Secrets’ has a stunningly simple motif that I
probably waffled on about last time. I’m not consulting old
notes here so any people with a photographic memory must
excuse me when I say that anyone who remembers the old
Mega Drive Alien game may recall the creepy sequence where
you had to negotiate your way through the level with alien
eggs everywhere? Or…you may know the curiously mellow
but dark feeling instrumental during the Ball dance sequence
in The Scarlet Pimpernel musical. Well, it’s like both of those.
‘Le Village Englouti’ is more open but we’re still in quasiEthereal, instead of queasy with a slightly dark stillness, but as
it’s about a sunken village I guess that makes sense. ‘Ce Rêve
Ailé’ does seem to beat stylish, gliding wings and I gather an
acceptable translation is The Winged Dream so I figure I’m on
form. ‘Ombres Blanches’ sees female whispers creeping into
an airy sunlit mix, which shivers deliciously, then on and
upwards through the haunting but benignly beckoning ‘Le
Manège Imaginaire.’
‘Livre d’Ors’ is another stunning piano piece, atmospheric
with its gradual curves but powerfully mesmerising. ‘Sombre
Vent’ creeps nervously into the room bows low graciously and
then drifts around demurely. ‘Aux Prés Riants’ is as piquant as
it is leisurely, ‘Maladivine’ more thoughtful, possibly troubled.
A simple beat intro for ‘Jamais Ne Me Perds’ shifts the mood
into something approaching urgency, on a harmonious high.
‘Introverti’ strolls sorrowfully, ‘L’Envolée’ smiles shyly, and
seems to be like a rebirth but a gradual covering of gloom
settles in. ‘Avant Que l’Heure’, which is labelled as an
Epilogue is a comparatively edgy piece of murk, male
whispers filtering through the eddying fog.
Not a record to get the pulses racing, but definitely to one to
massage the brain and more genteel senses. Modest
magnificence!
www.myspace.com/roselandmusique
http://frozenwingrecords.free.fr

‘Back Biter’ is a chunky spot of crafty gloom, with a brooding
rhythm and slightly hollowed out guitar, which I hadn’t really
noticed before, and a snappy (possibly accidental) drop to
rhythm. ‘Criminal Mind’ is a lusty mess, the vocals not just all
over the shop, but out in the back yard too. They finish with
‘Out Of Order’ with a basic punk premise that only avoids
detention because they keep some space in there to keep it all
lively. Fox appears to be sawing his guitar in half during a
break, the others marking time as it churns to a sudden end
when the recording runs out!
A weird album from a classic band, half filled with greats, but
that leaves half for the also-rans they created, this being so
early. I also got a bootleg of their Acton gig in 1979 and who
knows how good my own recording of their Pegasus gig is?
Mysteries, mysteries!
http://mondo-de-muebles.blogspot.com/2008/10/rutsdeeply-vale-festival-1978.html
http://deeplyvale.com/index.htm
www.spaceritual.net/tractor/ozit.htm
THE RUTS
LIVE AT DEEPLY VALE 1978
Ozit
A weird label this, as the bottom url will reveal, they’ve
released an amazing amount of old Billy Fury and Captain
Beefheart albums, but also Joy Division and Fall rarities, plus
The Ruts! Variety, if nothing else. This recording is
impressively early for The Ruts, salvaged brilliantly from a
free festival they did with mates Misty In Roots (both included
on a recent dvd comp from the festival) just a few months after
debut single ‘In A Rut’ came out, and a soundboard recording
at that. Punchy as Hell, offering a brilliant snapshot of
Malcolm Owen’s charisma, despite the unfortunately
prediction after rollicking opener ‘H Eyes’: “Mind you, we’re
all gonna wind up dead one day. What a lovely thought!”
‘Gotta Little Number’ streams by, breathless with bubbling
bass almost frying the song freshly on the spot as you watch.
The brilliant scathing, cadaverous ‘SUS’ shivers and snarls
angrily, superbly tense drums nailing it to the floor. ‘Dope For
Guns’ scrabbles with itself, turning over restless and thrashed
by Fox’s spindly guitar. As anyone needed it proved that The
Ruts were twice as good as any other punk when approaching
reggae they lope through a casually arresting ‘Jah Wars.’
“Here’s a really norty one,” Owen gurgles, when he meant to
say, “Here’s our only disappointing one,” and that’s ‘You’re
Just A’ for you, the closest they came to ramalamapunkdrivel.
The guitar drops out, leaving Malcolm exposed with the old
cobblers. ‘It Was Cold’ comes swiftly to the atmospheric
rescue, with the usual rhythmical style, and gorgeously furtive
guitar, Malcolm howling in the metaphorical wilderness. Then
on into the fast fury of ‘Savage Circle’, an early thrasher. ‘I
Ain’t Sophisticated’ staggers about like Sham 69’s drunken
uncle. ‘Babylon’s Burning’ sounds funny with the guitar so low
in the mix but your own memories take over, so it seems
magnificent anyway, and you still have the drums skipping
along, the bass bundling through as Owen clings to the top of a
mast bellowing observations.

SECTION (3)
JUSTIFY THE CROSS
Own Label
Waving their angst like a flag, in keeping with early New
Model Army’s spirit they surge quietly through ‘It’s Not
Right’, Steve Williams’ guitar and Chris Wareham’s bass both
pretty discreet as David Roca gets to hold centre stage with
some finely overwrought vocal bursts. The mood is also
interesting during the softly flooding ‘Confusion’, Wareham’s
keyboards and rustling drums inflating the subtle
atmospherics, wafting behind the crestfallen vocals with pretty
guitar drifting in and the feel becoming that of evocative
drama.
‘Where Do I Go From Here?’ opts for simpler bass walking in
through the open door and a simmering guitar circling
depressed, quavery rocky vocals. This has a weird bristly drum
change with guitar clanging and doesn’t just adhere to

expected linear gradients. I like that. Playful keys and bare
bass start ‘No Way Back’ with a different capricious feel, but
steely, serious vocals keep it on the straight and narrow, but
now they have interwoven currents to keep things fresh and
diverting, the keyboards particularly queasy, with more
sustained vocal grief which has great character to it.
Trios are all about the power, and I’d like to see more of that
in future, but these are quality songs. It’s an excellent debut
from this UK trio, with a central trad Goth spine, fleshed out
with control (I’d assume less control live, for added impact)
and some interesting touches hinting at dramatic aggravations
as much as agitation, instead of any plain maudlin despair.
www.sectionthree.net
www.myspace.com/section3

SEVENTH HARMONIC
GARDEN OF DILMUN
Out Of Line
Crikey – eight years since the last album, and how the sound of Caroline
Jago’s music has grown, in sumptuous opulence and emotional drama,
doubtless emboldened by the vocal capabilities of Ann-Mari Thim from
Arcana. The sturdy, ominous ’Valensanimi’ pours from the speakers like
theatrical ethereal, strings taking flight above booming drums and
passing through bewitching vocal clouds. ’Aiode’ lets the drums have
free reign as the vocals waft deliciously and a subtly diluted refrain
soothes any worries about booming doominess. ’Dilmun is altogether
more relaxed, the rhythm falling back behind a scree of subtle
instrumentation which ripples contentedly behind the almost celestial
vocal glow.
The instrumental ’Imbolc’ has a sedate, quietly rural flow, then the richly
cautious ’Mabon’ unbends in nervy splendour as though as a thoughtful
storm front was moving in, stolid strings plucked, moping vocals
plodding. The pattering, piquant ’Eostre’ flutters meaningfully in some
paean to the beneficial seasons, a gently spreading piece, and really the
style here will appeal to anybody into the firmest ethereal moods, or
pagan sweep, even the laughter side of Gothic Metal given the vocal
resonance.
’Soporanimi’ has a tremulous filmic quality initially, with imperious
backing vocals and the sly drumming impact, but it does pretty much
tread water gloomily. ’Beltane’ is a light hazy instrumental, then
’Mneme’, flickers with a hint of drum menace before oozing out over
circling synth wooziness and harmonious vocal pleasantries.
’Litha’ includes a touch of churchy organ alongside the delicate strings,
vocals wilting demurely in the soon encroaching serenity, bleeding softly

into the genteel ’Samhain.’ ’Melete’ is another mellow but building
affair, with an insistent vocal catchiness as the waves of energy seep
over and across, then ’Equianimi’ introduces an exotic percussive patina
which I could have done with a few tracks earlier as I had been getting a
bit sleepy. It doesn’t deviate from the more blissed out optimism often
felt, and reaches a stylish close.
You won’t encounter any vigorous sonic battles here, as all is subtle
shades and immaculate boundaries, and you may sometimes need a
breather as it can become a bit much at times, but when the mood is
right you’d be hard pressed to find anything else more beautiful than
this.
www.seventh-harmonic.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Seventh-Harmonic/
44579968278
http://seventhharmonic.bandcamp.com

SHEEP ON DRUGS
DO IT AGAIN – CLUB MEDS MIX
Le Cluricaum
A limited edition single available to those who swoop quickly
to buy their ‘Medication Time’ album that I’ll be reviewing
this weekend, and just a bleepy taster really. It’s a linear slab
of dark dance sounds, pulsing semi-morosely with regular
peaks of playful percussion, tumbling synth tension and some
semblance of vocals buried deep, deep inside the stiffly
undulating core. I’m sure if you’re into their sound this is a
little chunky treat and while I like the fact there initials are
SOD, as anyone would, I think on its own the single is a bit
weird - do people dance to it with a serious frown on their
face? There is also a video on the CD but it’s a Nero Plus file
and wouldn’t play for me, because it hates me.
www.facebook.com/pages/Sheep-On-Drugs/
159097944102566
SHEEP ON DRUGS
MEDICATION TIME
Le Cluricaun
I know it’s maybe not the most interesting opening line but
initially experience of ‘Still Ill’ makes me think of a slipshod
Action Directe, in which dance music is stirred round and

It can be assumed this was written by someone in
America who had taken the time to read of Great Britain
on the back of a specially prepared postage stamp and
tied this in with their intimate knowledge of the Holmes
stories to produce something this remarkable and Gor
Blimey guvnor, thank Heavens they did.

round in some giant, somewhat grubby vat. It also sounds a bit
like Madness’ ‘House Of Fun’ being deliberately slowed down.
Can this be right? ‘12 Good Years’ skips and mooches, and
there’s a pleasing contrast between the piquant female
cheekiness and seedy male dustiness in the dramatically
plunging perverse vocals. ‘The Joy Division’ is some pervy
dance track about a love invasion, the shifting rhythm whisked
up with a rougher layer flung cleverly over its supine mattress.
A comparatively flabby ‘Hero On Heroine’ sounds dated to the
point they’d rather Fleetwood Mac. Then we hit ‘Do It Again’
which I reviewed earlier and it still doesn’t work because
while it could be fun in a kitsch way it also has a drab element
which drags it down.
‘Sex With Strangers’ is much more fun, keeping to a slick
straight and narrow with the sharper female vocals to the fore,
which helps. ‘War On Drugs’ is not about American Air force
training as far as I can tell but an engaging House trot, and
again the simplicity makes it more enjoyable than their more
atmospheric endeavours. Bristling with harder surfaces
‘Killing Time’ rotates crankily but pulls you with it, mangling
your resolve, and the grim euphoria of ‘Hard Drive’ is another
successful, oddly energised bruiser. A ghostly and ghastly
ambient rumbling ‘The End Is Nigh’ is confusing but very
effective, showing how they can maintain dual identities
musically, even if I’m not sure why they’d want to here. We
close with a pretty, wavering ‘Diggywig’ that teeters into
children’s TV territory, and that’s it.
A frequently refreshing and unpredictable album it’s actually
an unusual gathering. I’m a bit baffled by it.
www.sheepondrugs.net

SHERLOCK HOLMES
~ astonishing 2010 TV movie ~
Okay, I didn’t notice the actual name of the TV movie,
which lucky viewers of the Scyfy channel can probably
catch at various times during the next few days, but both
Lynda and myself were agog to such a degree we didn’t
notice or need details.

One cunning twist of this version is that Holmes seems
to be about twenty years old and speaks like a squeaky
girl, while the older war veteran Watson is at least in his
mid-twenties. I missed the first few minutes which we
can catch up with right at the end of this note, but pretty
soon we were in the thick of the action as a lusty young
teen in the seedy underbelly of Whitechapel, which
appeared to measure roughly twenty square yards,
approaches a prostitute, eager to lose his virginity. She’s
prepared to do it standing up in a well lit doorway for
sixpence but before he gets to experience sheer
unadulterated bliss he is killed by....a dinosaur! YES!!! A
work of genius.
Soon all London is awash with wild rumours about
monsters, which Holmes and Watson laugh off until
Watson says he is off for his morning constitutional, and
a companionable Holmes ventures out with him into the
dense woodland which apparently surrounds Baker
Street. Here they too happen across the wily raptor-type
creature. They track it to a small series of outbuildings,
one of which is a ruin. Inspector Lestrade turns up and
promptly holds a gun on Watson until Holmes reminds
him that Watson is in fact a friend. ‘What made this
mess?’ an incredulous Lestrade asks, aghast, staring at

the ruined building, and the answer is, of course,
nothing. It’s just a ruined building. It does however have
a leaky waterpipe which both Holmes and Watson are
convinced is vital evidence of a quite evil crime.
We then cut to Watson’s place of work where he is
interrupted in recording the notes for his latest Holmes
story by the appearance of a patient. A wheezing man in
a wheelchair is in the company of a striking woman in a
black dress with huge shoulders, not unlike a severe
looking Martine McCutchan. The doctor is wowed and
shakes her hand, but wisely ignores getting too familiar
with the dusty looking gent. Instead he gladly dispenses
morphine and other powerful painkillers just because the
man says he’s in pain. He finds out the woman is due to
go back with her uncle to the town or village they live in,
which rejoices in the name of Hellmouth. As there is
clearly nothing unusual about this Watson doesn’t pass
comment and instead invites her to the opera. She is
excited. Holmes then telephones him and it turns out
Watson must accompany him to Whitechapel that very
night instead. Farewell, romance…
Watson and Holmes meet in the very same barely dirty
Whitechapel streets as they go in pursuit of the dinosaur,
which Holmes is convinced lives in a disused copper
factory, which does seem likely. There they lay in wait
for it, but when it appears and rudely knocks Holmes
over, it escapes without Watson being able to do
anything but shoot at it and somehow Holmes, for no

reason we could see, ends up shot in the leg. He is
quickly taken back to Baker Street for Watson to operate
on.
The next day it turns out Holmes is convinced of one
thing if nothing else. The dinosaur is made of plastic.
Who would have guessed?!!
They go to another set of warehouses where a shifty man
does a really bad job of pretending to be drunk, only to
be trapped and killed by the dinosaur, then thrown
through a window to fall at the feet of Holmes and
Watson, who finds the corpse actually too hot to touch.
Holmes looks up and tells Watson to run. We don’t see
what Holmes does, but apparently it is something which
is responsible for a huge explosion which rips through
the warehouse. Maybe the dinosaur is made of plastic
explosives?
Luckily Holmes is on the ball with this. It turns out he
found a small piece of stone on the corpse when briefly
examining it and this piece of stone leads them on a train
journey to way, way outside London, to the small
country hamlet of Hellmouth. ‘I’ve heard of this place!’
Watson mumbles.
Well, no wonder, because this is where Holmes grew up,
and the castle they are outside, which we can all see is a
large house of no great size and certainly no castle, used
to be deserted and so he studied every stone of the

building. This was his childhood hobby. This is why he
alone knows that the stone he found is only found in this
‘castle’! That must be because he has also studied every
building in Britain. It is simply a case of elimination.
Inside the building they soon encounter the woman in
black, who Watson is pursuing when they get stuck in a
corridor, doors close and gas seeps in. ‘Don’t breathe!’
Holmes demands, and opens a thing in the floor and
when they drop down the gas is too scared to follow.
Here they find a static dinosaur and a robot, which
Watson prods, whereupon it takes his gun, knocks him
about and when it has also thwarted a sword-wielding
Holmes removes his mask to reveal he is...Holmes’
brother!
Thought to be crippled, having been shot in the spine,
the evil brother explains that with the help of his robot
female companion, he was able to remove the bullet,
which he hands to Sherlock. This is an actual bullet,
which has never been fired, but Holmes charitably
prefers to look beyond that and see the bigger picture.
Evil Holmes explains he was able to examine the wound
and work out how he’d been shot. Quite how he
examined a wound in his own back we never find out.
He has the witless Lestrade tied up, and writhing, and
informs us all that Lestrade will soon be blamed for a
hideous crime in London and that the robot woman is

soon off to London to kill the Queen. She is a walking
bomb, although she gets the train because that’s quicker.
She also shoots Sherlock, and Watson is tied up,
whereupon Evil Holmes tells Lestrade how odd it is that
a city whose symbol is a dragon (is it?) is to be
destroyed by one, and he gets into a special dragon he
has built, which is actually so big it’s obviously bigger
than the house.
Holmes, who hadn’t been shot at all, but saved by the
bullet striking his tobacco pouch, frees Watson and then
goes, ‘Look!’ and points at the something on the floor,
which the camera doesn’t pan down to show us and no
wonder!
As Watson is left to go off on horseback Holmes is seen
ascending to the skies in a vast hot air balloon/helicopter
hybrid which must just have been laying in flat-pack
form on that lucky floor.
The dragon reaches London very quickly and begins by
blasting that same unfortunate spot of Whitechapel.
Within seconds the eight inhabitants of London are
running for their tawdry lives. Hours must pass because
it becomes night with the dragon still zooming round
firing flames at the Houses Of Parliament, while the
bomb robot woman is approaching, on foot, Buckingham
Palace, which turns out to be a country house, situated

down a long country lane. It is kept safe by a line of four
young men of the Guards regiment, one of them a very
agile sentry who notices the woman walking loudly
down the lane towards him. ‘Sir!’ he says, alerting his
superior officer. The camera pans round to a medalbedecked sixteen year old, who is mystified by it all.
Meanwhile, Holmes has turned up to battle the dragon
and his hotair balloon whirls around, as he fires its
machine gun at the flame-belching dragon. Eventually
Evil Holmes manages to penetrate the balloon itself and
the gases begin to burn, and soon all will be lost.
Wait a minute though, because Watson on horseback has
found Buckingham Palace, not long after the woman got
there by train. (Oh, I forgot, as he left the Hellsmouth
place a peacock cried out and he shot it, for no apparent
reason, it being the open season on surreal decisions.)
He gets off his fucking horse, which presumably
evaporates, as it cannot be seen when he takes ages to
run towards the robot woman, firing his revolver at her.
She bashes him away and as a soldier approaches with
his rifle aimed, she disarms him and then unsportingly
use his own rifle to shoot the other soldiers who are so
unused to their weapons and duty they don’t get off a
shot between them. Finally Watson jumps her and injects
her with something and the bomb clock stops. “No!!!!”
howls Evil Holmes, who has been watching all of this
through the world’s most powerful binoculars.

Good Holmes, having somehow extinguished the raging
fire above him in the balloon, rams the dragon which
crashes to earth and bursts into flaming pieces. Watson is
there within seconds, which is impressive, and although
he is soon disarmed by Evil Holmes the good Holmes
shoots his brother and the day is saved, with a tabloid
hack appearing out of absolutely nowhere to ask
Lestrade, who they just have freed, if he alone saved the
Queen, and he takes credit for doing just that, the
cockney bastard.
We leave Holmes and Watson prattling on over breakfast
and it all cuts to a young woman, who must have been at
the start of the film, writing copious notes in her
notebook. ‘What an amazing story,’ she gurgles, ‘is any
of it true?’ but the man she has been talking to seems to
have passed out, or died.
We next see her in mourning dress at a grave in a small
churchyard by the sea, dropping a disappointingly tatty
bundle of flowers on the grave of John Watson, when
some movement distracts her and she turns to see the
woman in black, but she thinks nothing of seeing a
woman in Victorian dress there, no doubt believing it’s a
Goth out enjoying the bracing air. The woman robot,
who has obviously reactivated herself at some point
during the last century, is standing at the grave of T (his
name was Thorpe) Holmes, her creator, who is buried in
the same graveyard as Watson as there are only a handful
of such places in Britain.
A truly epic study of scarlet faces, I unreservedly
commend this to the House.

attractive take on the wearying effect of emotional turbulence,
with ‘Something Wrong’ the winsome side of dreary.
Because the album doesn’t change enormously I definitely hit
the wall around ‘The Courage Song.’ The change of language
in ‘Ich Weiss Es Nicht’ makes for a refreshing change, lightly
buffed up with brisker guitar, then ‘Molitwa’ wilts in a quiet,
private agony, ‘Melancholia’ is a bit REM-ish, ‘My Mistress’ a
tad jauntier. Hush returns to the still glory of ‘Fall Days’
before the milder but gently catchy ‘Schlaflied’ eases us out
the exit door.
This album transports you effortlessly, undermining the quality
of the sensitive compositions but with twenty one tracks you
need to be in the right mood for it, otherwise you could get
restless.
www.shino.aliaks.de
www.myspace.com/bloodysalvation
www.af-music.de

SHINO
TRANSITION
Afmusic
A new name to me, Aliaksandr Kavaliou has been releasing
albums under this name since 2007, and while the press release
suggests a combination of Johnny Cash and the Vampire Lestat
I would venture that a better comparison might be the
gloomier side of the under rated UK artist Al Stewart mixed
with the more acoustic side of Damien Youth’s sonic palette. I
gather this album is primarily old material, some re-done, with
a few new tracks and as such must make as representative an
entry level experience as anything else from is collection, so
let’s swim quietly in, shall we? (You may need to get into
training as stamina is required.)
‘XXX’ is a glowing, dwindling thing with just the luscious,
candlelit guitar and his deep, rich voice, the main message
being that he’s not afraid to die. Things get slower during the
deeper drama of ‘Vampire Love’ where he relishes the smell of
skin; a supple melodic cadence gradually rising from the
slumbers and shadows, the character of his voice supremely
utilised so even the sound of breath is as powerful in such
sparse surroundings as some might employ a synth wash. ‘A
Song For Pain’ is a steady lament, ‘Dying During Life’ starts
curling up cutely at the corners and the emotional journey
continues into the relaxed union planned for a sober ‘Suicide.’
With both ‘Taolin Tear’ and ‘Guardian’ there’s a continual drift
as though these aren’t, in places, specific songs but moods
divided into slices.
The brighter tone of the guitar at least makes ‘Peri’ a mournful
type of celebration, while the gradual guitar activity and
quavering vocals ensures ‘Last Storm’ is curiously restful. A
ghost of Joy Division’s ‘Shadowplay’ stirs in the background
of ‘Still Me’ then ‘For My Little Vamp’ mooches on with
nagging repetitions, as ‘Winter Flowers’ does a dark indie
strumalong. It’s all vaguely hypnotic and I find it hard to
actually concentrate upon certain songs, rather being caught up
in overlapping moods. A song like ‘Belief’ is on the gloomier
side of folk, so I also find that hard to grasp but it’s an

SINEZAMIA
FRONDE / LUSSURIA / SACRALITA
Downloads
An inventive Italia Post-Punk/Gothy band, Sinezamia
have made these recent releases available for free
download, and I’d recommend you make a disc of the
lot, as it’s rich and lively throughout.
On the 2007 EP “Fronde” you soon find their sound
warmly organic, the guitar rubbing itself lustily against
bolshy drums during ‘Corto Circuito’ with subtle, pretty
keyboards and mild but passionately rising vocals, and
the guitar has a supine, wiry quality. Morosely dreamy
bass shoves ‘Illusioni’ into view which takes its time to
ease into flight with crooning vocals ending up in
vibrating fitful anguish as drums flex some muscle, but
the slowly prowling bass has them all understandably
restrained. ‘Danza Sull’acqua’ has an early Antsish flair

with its tousled,. Scrawny guitar, bathed in a soft synthy
glow but degenerates into some slightly mental rock.
The same earthily rutting rock feel moves through the
rasping ‘La Mia Poesia’ with a memorable guitar wiggle
but we’ve entered some kind of a tribute to Cream or
early Free in a way but that soon passes into the lumpy
diversion with a stormy countenance that is
‘Ammoniaca.’ ‘Noia’ has a late 60’s rock simplicity
mixed with a Nirvana type lurch and the gradual shuffle
of ‘Volti’ manages to be moody, starkly rousing and
curiously atmospheric through its raw existence.
‘Lussuria’ has an almost martial swagger, mutating into a
cute music box delicacy, and I gather was a ‘web single’
whatever that actually is but it’s also there on the
‘Sacralita’’ EP too.
‘Dilanio Dell’anima’
opens the “Sacralita’”
EP of the same name
with more of their
keenly contested
constricted guitar and
vocal writhing with a
spry rhythmical
presence, and lots of
little spaces to enhance
the wily strength of
these vibrant recordings.
‘Sacralita’ itself veers around suffering a distraught rock
fever. ‘Lussuria’ does it’s genteel post-Stone Roses indie
thing and ‘Venezia’ twirls decorously and turns into an
enthralling, rough surging rock interloper again., but
with real beauty in its overall demeanour.
Quite an odd band, as though infusing elements of the
past with a dignity you wouldn’t naturally expect.
www.myspace.com/sinezamiamantova
www.facebook.com/sinezamia

SKELETONS
A quaint supernatural movie this independent Scottish film is
quite recent and we certainly hadn’t heard of it before, but it’s
well worth tracking down and currently resides in the Sky
Movies A-Z.
It revolves around two ungainly characters (Andrew Buckley,
Ed Gaughan) who walk the countryside, arriving at houses
which match some sketches they have, and once inside they
fiddle with their equipment. Having ascertained the right angle
they approach a closet wearing protective goggles, with a fire
extinguisher on standby, and ‘extract’ any dark secrets at the
express desires of one of the household. It’s an exorcism of a
different kind.
The golden code is stick to the rules, tell the client everything,
never go back. One man lives with his mum, the other lives in
an old ship in a field near some industrial chimneys where he
abuses his powers by chasing some ‘glow’, although this illicit
thrill mainly seems to be reliving a moment in his childhood
when his dad read him a bedtime story. They seem amiable
enough deadbeats.
The first two visits we see are simple enough, one couple
about to get married are maybe thinking again once the facts
are out, and the second New Age devotees have to mull over
secrets involving Spanish dance lessons and dismal handjobs
from prostitutes. Then their creepy boss (Jason Isaacs) asks
them to take on the case of a vanished husband. The wife is
clearly bonkers, the elder daughter (Tuppence Middleton)
utterly silent, the young son gregarious. Slowly the large bloke
seems attracted to the place and people while his sceptical
mate carries on using the magic stones they carry to the extent

he falls for an in-joke of the psychic research variety, where he
becomes Bulgarian.
Now it all works out, in ways you’ll probably expect, but it is
the leisurely pace, the incongruous details, such as every train
seen being strangely old fashioned, and the deserted
landscapes which all add to a really charming mood.
Nicely peculiar.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gHoqkznBTs
SMOLDERING ASHES
AN OASIS WHERE NOTHING EXPLODES
Lippy Water International
These, you will be relived to know, are ‘arbitrary songs in the
key of a Lambent Gallimaufry’ and we all know there simply
aren’t enough of those around. This quite befits a band whose
quixotic blend of indie and post-punk can include ska every bit
as easily as it reveals the shameless activities of members
when younger. Music and words mingle, then tingle. The
sleeve is cute, for fans of cute sleeves, with individual photos
attached into small old fashioned photo album corner hinges.
‘Nicer Version Of You’ is as weird as any of their warped
poppy songs, the vocals almost dropping away to the floor as
slinky, tricksy notions flick out from the main shape of the
song, a jaunty sub-ska motif there behind the dreamy vocals.
‘To My Brother, The Artist’ could almost be early Blondie
trapped inside a cupboard, restful guitar and lightly clomping
drums assisting the high, wavering vocals which hint at
mischief. ‘A Little Summer Schisto’ is murkier but playful 60’s

pop, and you can imagine a Monkees-style sequence of film,
of them all jerky, fast-forwarded as they caper down the street.
They list some disturbing illnesses as the winsome character of
the song is occasionally disrupted by a weird, gloomier
segment. Fans of Flaming Lips would get this, completely.
‘Moon Stone’ threatens to be Sixties-infused shoegazey rock,
but the guitar falls back obligingly, allowing the air to clear,
and so fans of the Eves would get this, and that’s a broad range
of comparisons we have got going her, because they’re a
strange band. It seems to be light and drifty but actually the
overall scope still keeps a watchful eye over you expectations,

then moves in to tilt you when you least expect it. What you
suspect is a soothing balm will often turn out to be infected,
intriguingly. Catchy, literally.
‘Natural Order’ plunges down low and crawls along with a
debonair theatrical air and nagging guitar twinges, while
‘Porters Of Problems’ spins a higher, more delicate web.
‘Arbitrary’ manages both, drooping musically but with aerated
singing, before a woozy ‘Spies At Leisure’ pulls you into a tidy
musical swamp. Then they hit with a ridiculously engaging tale
about Mary Elizabeth Young’s first crush, with astronaut Alan
Shepherd. It seems that at kindergarten the pair ‘touched
tongues’ whenever the teacher left the room. This comes with a
charming spoken introduction, in which she recalls her mother
rang her to remind of this when he made his famous trip. “I
once was intimate with…a man on the moon.” An antique
organ swells, if you’ll excuse the imagery, and the faltering
delivery stumbles along, growing increasingly strange and I
can pretty much guarantee you won’t forget this once you’ve
heard it. You’ll even find yourself singing along in an
imbecilic manner. Well, someone I know did.
A wonderfully weird band. Weirdly wonderful.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Smoldering-Ashes/
94843422158
www.myspace.com/smoldering_ashes

‘Before’ sounds like a well-intentioned rehearsal idea, loose
and repetitive, with interesting keyboards and neatly tugging
bass, but the ramshackle, urging ‘Dare’ is far better even
though the sound distorts and the vocals are trying to escape. It
assumes a dark, moody shape and rotates slowly, before
fading. A very basic snapshot. A mystery. ‘Empty Like My
Story’ is a bright, faltering spot of weirdness, angular guitar
shining and trying to keep up with the clop-clopping drums
and clearly optimistic vocals.
Eerie sorrowful synth invades the sleepy ‘Game To Blame’
which hauls up its petticoats and starts to huff and shuffle,
lumbering dramatically to a sticky end. ‘Gianduiotto’ is
another little sliver of an idea, ‘Hordes Of Lords’ a chirpier
punk mess with flaring keyboards and bassy dementia, with
‘Profiterole’ a cathartic spree with the greatest, winning clarity
and zest. Overall it’s ‘Spite’ which is the loveliest, softly
roving item, with little bass flecks, and a deeper, mulched
sound of great interest while ‘These Things’ is slightly warped
like a sectioned Velvets.
It’s pretty much a ragged mess throughout but that isn’t the
point, it’s about catching glimpses and there are some
interesting facets here in a strange collection of all the scraps
Giancarlo could find of his earliest adventures. A deeply
charming thing.
www.myspace.com/giancarloferrari
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Some-Sad-Clowns/
256567427714736?v=info
SOUL SURFER
Lynda’s choice, it being her birthday yesterday, and a film with
some good moments, drenched in a near-constant feel-good
factor. Bethany Hamilton loses an arm to a shark while surfing
but doesn’t lose sight of her chosen career as a pro surfer.
That’s the story. She has about three minutes of self-doubt
after her first try at a comeback competition, but otherwise she
has such supportive friends and family, with her Christian faith
barely phased, it’s all happy. Too happy for the purposes of a
film.

SOME SAD CLOWNS
REHEARSALS FOR THE END
GF
I love it when things like this are rescued and appear, which is
why it was interesting to encourage Jeff from Ipso Facto to
knock up a CDr compilation of their work, and to suggest the
same to Chris from Hysteria a couple of weeks back. It’s all
about filling in pieces of the one ginormous global musical
jigsaw that represents our ancestral home. A short-lived Italian
Goth band Some Sad Clowns limped on from 1992 to 1996
with a smattering of recording that never somehow reached
public ears until now.

Everyone going to see this knows what’s happened to her, so
they don ‘t go for tension, or drama with the attack itself;
indeed you barely realise she’s lost an arm until they get her
onto the beach. That’s the right decision as this doesn’t ‘t need
sensationalising in anyway. What it does need is dialogue.
Bethany says so little, other than the bland basics, that we get
to know previous little about what she’s thinking. She’s like
one of the Waltons, or The Brady Bunch. She’s so sweet, so
nice, you can’t help but be thrilled with her eventual success,
and the shots on the water are seriously impressive …. but
you’re at the cinema and this feels like one of those TV movies
about a useless kid’s team being coached to success. You
expect her to be hoisted onto some shoulders, holding a trophy
aloft, with the picture freezing as they all smile, and the credits
roll.
Perhaps the most unusual aspect, and again strangely
underused, is when she goes to Phuket, after the Tsunami, with
her church to do relief work, and there’s a lovely scene of her
helping a child lose his fear of the sea. That sums the film up

for me, heart-warming but unfulfilling, because you want to
know more.

braver film, but actually this way you get to care about a
personality you’re getting used to.

The best bit actually comes at the end. This was a film where
the real Bethany Hamilton and her family got to cast the actors
playing them, so there’s a weird similarity between the actors
and them, as the credits are accompanied by real footage of the
Hamilton family, including Bethany on the waves, and it’s
riveting stuff. That’s her in the pic I’ve used, not AnnaSophia
Robb who played her.

It reminded me of a cop series we tried watching on TV where
the bloke had to keep gathering extra evidence each time he
repeated a day (and we never saw the end, as we always
forget), but in this of course it’s all narrowed down, into eight
minute segments, which we are led to believe is the time limit
of an afterglow of the brain..

If you want a film which will cheer you up, this will certainly
do that, even if it won’t do anything else.
SOURCE CODE
a sort of Groundzerohog Day.

The fact there’s no way to transmit him into the body of a dead
person, who they inform him he is the best match for (as if
they’d even know that, having only recently received a list of
passengers to go by) doesn’t matter. You have to suspend
disbelief and then work with the logic you have had dumped in
your lap.

The last bit has you thinking, does that actually make sense it’s cobblers, isn’t it? Later you think, oh, hang on, I get it.
Shortly thereafter…no, I remain sceptical. But then…ah,
nailed it! And so on. The fact it does this has to be a sign of
success.

He (Jake Gyllenhaal) is very good, like a younger cropped
Clive Owen; questioning but still determined to try and save
people, even some of the arseholes on board. His military
handler seems a tad cold, and the doctor in charge is a very
furtive individual.

Eight minutes, repeated. A soldier in a secret military medical
facility is being sent back to briefly inhabit the body of a
person killed in a suspected terrorist attack which has wiped
out everyone on a train just outside Chicago. He’s confused,
understandably, but when the mission is explained and he gets
what’s going on he gets with the program and starts going on.
A good soldier!

Chicago looked amazing with the buildings all so spruce
against the river winding through. I wonder if they’d designed
some of that, but maybe it really does look that cool from the
air? Far better than New York, which you see all the time. I’m
also glad it wasn’t in the 3-D as well, although it’s postInception, so maybe they have learned that 3-D is shite?

Now initially both Lynda and I felt cheated when he
reappeared in the same body, as we thought this would be
more fun if he was a different passenger each time, and a

I won’t spoil anything. It’s easily one of the better films we’ve
seen this year. Twice as good as The Adjustment Bureau or
Unknown.

SPOOKS
Well, it isn’t that spooky, to be honest. Or much cop. Tariq
died last night, not because of his new gurly hairdo but
because while using his computer at home he stumbled across
footage of some of the main Bad Guys. They’d got into his
house and put something in his computer which would go
bonkers if he found this cctv footage, yes? Well if they could
do all that why not just delete that original footage?
Hmmm? And did they really have a team of killers on
permanent standby outside his house in case he came dashing
out with his face obviously displaying sings of ‘’I’m Onto
Something Big!’? Not only that, but why hasn’t he got a car?
Why do half the spooks team go around in taxis all the time?
It’s like they’re asking to be poisoned.
And the posh, glam female spy dropped their ‘asset’ in it, with
just a bundle of cash to keep her safe. When she went to Harry
and explained she had just ‘burnt’ her instead of asking, ‘why
didn’t you offer her a job?’ he says, ‘I think you’re smashing,
you are! Pointlessly casting people adrift is one of the hardest
parts of this job. Dammit!”
And why do all the important people call Harry ‘Harry
Pearce’? Maybe there were a lot of Harrys around during the
Cold War but his exploits marked him out as a very special
Harry. I’m waiting for a Russian to purr, “Ah, Harry
Worth!” and Harry’s arrogance will finally come to the
surface. “No, it’s Pearce, Harry Pearce.” “That trick you did
with the shop window, verrrry funny! But for you, my friend,
the Cold War is over….”

Carina adding further warbling. The EP download also
includes a demo of ‘Rules + Regulation’ which was an old
Fuzzbox song, apparently. This is like a protest rant performed
on ungainly stilts, or an invasion by Tripods who have decided
to impersonate Jilted John, the simple electronics and spiky
attitude turning it into minimalist punk. There is greater
solemnity via DeathBoy’s Evitable Conflict mix of ‘Go To
War’ which swims with garbled menace, with a NAMEtute
mix of ‘Death After Life’ ricocheting like the aforementioned
headache which has now arrived. Bonus points if you get the
cover in the download. I couldn’t find one.
www.lineoutrecords.com/downloads/
Spucktute_Headache
www.spucktute.net
www.cryogenica.org
www.deathboy.co.uk
www.myspace.com/namenothing
You can also download the “Loser Talk” EP, the title track a
widely striding big mouthed dollop of garrulous poppy dance
gurning. You can listen to their cover of The Pop Group’s best
known moment, ‘We Are All Prostitutes’ which they’ve called
‘We’re All Prostitutes’ which somehow feels a bit weird. With
a spot of PiL stirred in it’s a strange encounter all round but
effectively spruces up those antiques. An instrumental demo of
‘Glimpse Of Sunrise’ is gloom-flecked boundiness and they
nip off smartish with a Non-Bio remix of ‘Jeremy Kyle Nation’
which may well be even scarier than the original!

Kill them all!
SPUCKTUTE
I CAN FEEL A HEADACHE COMING ON
Lineout Records - Free Download
If it wasn’t for the modern references in the lyrics you’d think
this was a bootleg of rare E. L.Wisty recordings, the deadtoned vocal listing dire personal news of the day, accidentally
illuminating the stifling nature of dying relationships. That’s
the imbecilic ‘I Can Feel A Headache Coming On’ which
troops along in a strange, listless fashion with Cryogenica’s

www.lineoutrecords.com/downloads/
Spucktute_Losertalk
www.lineoutrecords.com/downloads/
Spucktute_GoToWar
THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU
The ending is a bit disappointing, utilising a sage voiceover to
accompany a simple exit sequence, when we should have seen
something far better. No matter. This enterprising tale of Good
vs. Good is interesting enough. Without spoiling the story I

think seeing our man win a political contest, then unwittingly
start a fight with innocent men in hats while the angel-like
Harry sorrowfully shakes his head would have been far better.
Matt Damon plays David Norris a local trying to represent
New York in the Senate. His previous record of bar brawls
actually earns him Man Of The People status, but when he is
also found to have been mooning mates at an election party it’s
decided he isn’t mature enough for this level of politics. He
squanders a massive lead in the polls and has to go back to
work. However, in giving a speech accepting his defeat he
makes another strong impact, thanks to the effect a young
woman he meets in the gentleman’s toilet has on him.
Miraculously meeting her on a bus the very next day he is
blissfully happy, because he can’t stop thinking about her, but
this is when the men of the Bureau appear. They are basically
God’s representative son Earth, sent back to control affairs
after the Bay Of Pigs showed a situation might escalate and
destroy the Earth. Now balance is achieved by people being
given a plan and there being Bureau representatives on hand to
see the plans don’t get interrupted.
Matt Damon, our fledgling senator, is destined for great things,
if he doesn’t become distracted by dancer Elise (Emily Blunt),
who would fill the void in his life which politics currently
satisfies. If Damon ever tells anyone of the Bureau’s existence
he is informed he will be lobotomised to ensure total secrecy.
As a result of these warnings, and following an injury which
could have scuppered Elise’s dream of being an Internationally
recognised dancer, Damon accepts that there are some dreams
which are too selfish to pursue and he leaves her.
Will love prove too strong? Can the Bureau be defeated? I
recommend you pop along and find out. I really liked the
young angel Harry (Anthony Mackie) and it’s always good to
see Terence Stamp (Bureau hardnut Thompson). I particularly
liked the fact the Bureau men that we saw looked like late
1950’s FBI men in their trilbies. Better still, men in hats are
the ones to watch. A Bureau agent is only as good as their hat.
Impressed by Anthony Mackie in The Adjustment Bureau I
took a look at what else he’s done and found that coming up
soon is a film called – wait for it - Abraham Lincoln, Vampire
Hunter. (“President Lincoln’s mother is killed by a
supernatural creature, which fuels his passion to crush
vampires and their slave-owning helpers.”)

THE BEST GIG I EVER ATTENDED
…took place during the Summer of 1981. The Dancing Did
(my all-time favourite British band) were active again, coping
with the shock of losing their bassist Stuart Dyke in a car
crash, and along with new bassist Wally they were supported
by Finish The Story, a band formed by Stuart’s girlfriend
Nicola, which was her way of coping with her grief and paying
tribute to him.
Up the road from their hometown of Evesham the Dids had
settled on the Phoenix Club, which if the photo I have
uploaded works, can be seen as a mock Edwardian summer
house, high on a hill in the rear garden of the Mount Pleasant
Hotel.
It was a balmy Summer evening and a big crowd had come.
The Hotel itself was weirdly stylish, the ground floor lounge
full of the high circular-backed cane furniture that you’d
expect to find Roald Dahl sitting on while yawning his way
through some Tales Of The Unexpected. Malvern is a
monstrously hilly area, so having a back garden which
ascended at a forty degree gradient wasn’t surprising, although
finding a gig up there was. You can see Tim and Wally of the
Dids on the left carrying parts of the totem pole they had
onstage behind the drum kit, made entirely of animal skulls.
Inside things got weirder. It was a sparse place, kitted out with
medieval ornaments. Brackets were on the wall for replica
flaming torches. There was even a suit of armour, nearly as old
as the PA. Best of all there was no bar at the rear of the oblong
venue, just an entrance to a tunnel cut into the hill itself and
worming through the Earth back down to the ground level bar
of the Hotel. Both bands gave magnificent, spirited and eerie
performances which in that setting made the whole event seem
quite magical. Bizarrely, I have never been able to find a
bootleg of the gig. This rankles.

about them. As if all of this wasn’t good enough there’s a
brilliantly moderate ‘1977’ which comes through wonderfully
as they aren’t tearing through it. They’re also fairly restrained
during the closing ‘White Riot’ which is almost more of a
knees-up!
A vibrant snapshot of the band at an important time in their
development.

THE CLASH
ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART 5.11.76
Bootleg
As they trundle chirpily through ‘White Riot’, minus the very
start, the clear cymbal sound marks this out as interesting, with
a dull bass rumble, and some more than adequate vocals. The
guitar is brittle but not blaring as they stumble into ‘I’m So
Bored With The USA’ as the sound shifts about a bit, the
drums sounding like breaking glass, so someone is changing
position. It’s still an acceptably raw sound and the version of
‘Career Opportunities’ here is great, with the weird ‘How Can
I Understand The Flies’ surging along proudly, vocally curved
as it is. (A strange one for them, even now revelling in its
unreleased status.) Truculent bass joins the chunky drums as
the guitar must have popped out for a fag.
‘London’s Burning’ is a babbling good-natured nutter instead
of an abrasive sizzler, which actually provides an interesting
effect. Someone throws a glass, and Strummer goes off on one,
“you’re in the dark, come down here so I can see your filthy
face” but clearly the thrower refuses his kind offer to have it
out man to man. This prevents their shared passion entering
the Clash Hall Of Fame, wrestling naked, but for some
political slogans, in front of a roaring firework, seeing as it’s
November the 5th, all gunpowder, treason and snot. Loud
applause and laughter follows something else happening, but I
can’t tell what.
Eventually order is restored sufficiently for ‘Protex Blue’ to
twirl stiffly, and the softer but equally jolly ‘Deny’ rambles
around, a bit garrulous and clumsy sounding. ‘Mark Me
Absent’ also faffs around endearingly but you can’t really
follow the vocals, and it’s clear why that never got released as
it’s on the pubrocky side of their early repertoire. The crowd
certainly like it, the imbeciles. Strummer’s still arguing with
them about glasses, then they launch into a huffy ‘What’s My
Name.’
‘48 Hours’ is surprisingly cheerful sounding with the backing
vocals giving it a big lift and ‘Janie Jones’ is a bit of a
letdown, slopping around, but the vocals have a nice growl

THE DANGEROUS ACES
DENY ALL RESPONSIBILITY
Own Label
Although I have been listening to some old punk recently as I
put together my bootleg book I never listen to anything new in
the punk manner, but here’s a record involving Mat Thorpe
whose Isolation/Division project I will be reviewing tomorrow,
who was brave enough to send me this for consideration.
It’s mental, basically, like a choppy melodic out the plane
without a parachute thrashfest. ‘I’m Not Mad’ is fairly
representative with buckshot drum splashes, rampant ducking
and diving vocals organising the rudimentary rhythmical
lunges, as guitar flashes furiously. ‘Johnny’s Got An A.S.B.O.’
is rasping nonsense, like the ghost of the Anti-Nowhere
League clawing their way out of the ground. ‘Binge Drinker’ is
a howling, leering lump, ‘Seems To Me’ manages to less
constipated but it’s an old 4 Skins song so it doesn’t count
anyway.
The bristling ‘Stand And Fight’ is far better, charging along
with the vocals almost creating a weird rhythm of their own,
but ‘Can’t Take It Anymore’ is another frothy spew of sound,
while ‘Endless Bulllshit’ chomps at the bit but does with a core
energy that makes the song work well, even as they’re ranting
away furiously. A more diverting slope to the drums starts ‘Go
It Alone’ on an interesting course, and at least the guarded
pace serves them well but I haven’t a clue what he’s singing
about although there’s a tiny hint of ‘London’s Burning’ going
on.

‘Lock In’ seems to come from the angriest pub on Earth, the
comparatively sedate ‘Ain’t Lookin’ For A Fight’ lapses into
bar room languor then storms back to a blaring close and it’s
all over. Secretly (apart from telling you) I’m really rather
relieved. That said, if you were into the lairy side of the UK82
crowd this might be up your street. I’m just glad I live
somewhere else.

back to dappled, heaving drums and pulsating, undulating
bass, with the slippery keyboards, glacially pretty or mistily
atmospheric, with guitar spidery or pushing with a grey
intensity in the bleak but somehow breath-taking interiors they
called home, with Steve Rawlings roving throughout,
sometimes a collapsing scheming gurgle, sometimes an
imperious chant.

www.thedangerousaces.co.uk

Like most bands the difference between their live edge and
recorded warmth developed the further they went with
recordings, as Record Company People balk at the notion of
visceral energy, and that’s what makes this collection so
appealing. I have had these recordings (minus the ‘Outro’)
myself for quite some time, as their jovial manager Jazz
Summers handed me a copy with a statement somewhere along
the lines of, “better than the album” (referring to “Heaven Is
Waiting”) which is definitely true, in terms of how it captures
them. A lot of these songs never made the album anyway,
although some were hoovered up for the CD reissue, meaning
you can come to this as something new, enjoying The Danse
Society close up. Theirs is a sound which hasn’t aged, leaving
their records sounding as fresh, diminutively dank, and
ergonomically exultant as they were three decades back. There
is an intro and outro, for starters, topping and tailing the
collection reverberating with a grow(l)ing stylistic sense of
ambient foreboding then easing out with lighter tendrils
drooping and dripping.

THE DANSE SOCIETY
DEMOS VOL. 1
Dark Entries
I’m reviewing the new “Change Of Skin” album tomorrow, but
figured dealing with the old before the new made best sense.
This collection is something fans of the band, or of original
Goth generally, should be eager to get and it was quite a
surprise to me. Not the songs, as I’d had a tape version of the
Greenhouse session since the mid 80’s, but it’s on vinyl. Josh
sent me one after I’d done some sleevenotes and sent photos
and when it arrived the other day it was like shooting
backwards in time, as I don’t have a record deck anymore, and
the album even comes in a polythene slipcase, making it seem
exactly what it was like to unwrap an album way back when.
I should also add that because I’m not senile the points I made
for the sleevenotes, which weren’t able to be fully included
due to space restrictions, pretty much constituted a review in
themselves, so I am not writing a new review, but using those
selfsame words here. Josh sent me a CDr copy with the vinyl,
and I have been bathing happily in the deliciously musty
sounds, with the beguiling barbs and devious energy rushes.
Very few bands ever managed such a supremely scurrilous
atmosphere.
The thing about The Danse Society is it all seemed
straightforward, but wasn’t. The sound was clear, clean and
apparently roomy, but the songs were always busier than their
deportment suggests, as though they were masters of
exaggerated stillness. The ferocious rhythms could also fall

Now “Heaven Is Waiting” itself is a fine album, but looking at
‘Come Inside’ we have a brief twinkling note, then a slow bass
intro, distant vocals drawing nearer over mild drums and
gaining clarity, yet remaining fairly sedate. The bass is the
main glowering presence, the guitar fidgeting in the
background. On the demos the bass is grittier, the guitar
chomps and sways like ominous overhead cables, Steve
pitches straight in, and they push forward together.
‘Wake Up’ is a splashing mess in some ways, but as the guitar
trails ignite, and the vocals complain, the keyboards fight to be
heard as the rhythmic battering is maintained, bass plunging
through the drum barricade. On the album version it has a
steady electronic badgering pulsebeat, with pretty synth
overlay and bristling drum flourishes before a languid
Rawlings sashays down the stairs; a poppier take of events,
with playful vocal hectoring.
Steve patiently exudes a sense of freeze-dried ruin throughout
a stately version of ‘The Seduction’, the keyboards serene yet
impishly hostile as the drums come over the hill like landbased torpedoes, and it throbs until it just … stops. (The
version on the CD release is comprehensively spring-cleaned
and teasing, although both versions bleed.)
The ‘Heaven Is Waiting’ demo was recorded inside a watering
can by the sound of it, which must have been a bit of a squeeze
as Steve is left out completely. The bass is a sonic virus, the
keyboards offer a delicate patter, the drums shuffle briskly, the
guitar is whisked up into an agile cloud and the chorus escapes
eventually. It’s delightfully odd, whistling, squeaking and
sighing, the keyboards trying to distance themselves to
accompany the guitar on a form of simpering beauty.
‘The Sway’ is yelping, raw and soaring, the rhythm stuck in
second gear and anxious, guitar operating like tweezers, vocals
lost and hazy. ‘Valiant To Vile’ is threadbare with its knobbly
bass, agonised vocals and stealthy beat, and all the better for it,
instead of the subdued grandeur of the album. ‘Seen The

Light’ is an exorcised funk entity with an unholy drum and
bass racket, blaring vocal compress and honking synth, but
Captain Rawlings calls his crew in to order and they weave a
compulsive, erratic clattering, vocal-spattered course. ‘The
Hurt’ is a dimpled groan, with a rheumatic take on the album’s
sleeker fulfilment, as here the keyboards create a keenly
delineated, sour panorama with curiously reflective vocals.
Again both version have their own charm, but here we get the
in your face experience. ‘Arabia’ has a massively impressive,
chilly sweep to it, the rhythm still burly as the sound gets
twirly.
Great songs, obviously, from great times, but also great
inspiration for anyone starting a band today, who wants to
blend the enigmatic with the unruly. We can only hope there
are earlier demos which can lead to Volume 2 and 3. (And I
now gather there are!)
www.darkentriesrecords.com

THE DANSE SOCIETY
CHANGE OF SKIN
Society Records
People like living in the past, even if they tend to avoid
throwing their excrement into the streets from top windows
anymore (a notable exception being the majority of ebm acts).
Bands reforming can excite people initially, only for them to
make the shocking discovery the band haven’t remained
making exactly the same music they once did for thirty years
running. People are rankled, and they get ratty. (Apologies to
unusually sophisticated rats who also specialise in Post-Punk
sounds.)
The main complaint people seem to have about TDS reforming
is that Steve Rawlings isn’t involved, but he was initially, then
dropped out. As this isn’t an era involving the pressgang he
wasn’t going to be held against his will, it’s his choice, as it is
for the band to develop the way they chose. I think it’s more of
a problem at the moment that the band don’t have bassist Tim
involved, as Paul is handling both guitar and bass, which
changes the dynamic. Less throbbiness. Apart from that it all
makes sense, with new vocalist Maethelyiah (Maeth for short)

from the excellent Blooding Mask, David Whitaker (in the
wonderful Music For Pleasure before joining the original TDS
after Lynden Scarfe departed, so you know how good he is),
and founding members Paul Gilmartin and Paul Nash.
‘Revelation’ whirls purposefully, like a robotic moth, stocky
drums and synth twinkles offering dark and light, before
Maeth glides across, disturbing guitar chippings, and
obviously she genuinely sings, where Steve emitted, so that’s a
distinct change in style. Steve fitted the nervous, jittery energy
of the early band perfectly. They were restless, almost fastforwarding sepulchral soundtracks. Now they’re robustly
morose. It’s a great song, but would have created a stronger
impact if it had ended directly after the part about the brother
is introduced, because it would catch you unawares and be
stylish. Instead, they continue a while longer, with superb
guitar dripping off the undulating cortex.
‘Change Of Skin’ is notable for having unnecessary
background vocal activity when Maeth really just needs to be
stamped upfront as a straightforward presence, but also a fluid
brooding quality as the darker synth style becomes evident.
The lighting flashes of yore have gone to be replaced by a
smoother, active twilight realm, but the synth acts as the main
instrument to guide the song as it spins in a mini-torment.
Another fine song, which people who don’t like the new TDS
direction would surely recognise as quality if by someone else,
and there’s the rub. If you look for many comparisons you
won’t find them. I haven’t. To me it feels like them, rather than
sounding like them. I’m happy with that, as I don’t want
someone coming back and simply replicating glories past.
That’s just sad.
‘God Cry’ is beautiful, dreamy vocals gently basted in stunning
synth work, with delicate guitar embroidery and deft
drumming. The vocals are exquisite, the atmosphere serenely
filmic. ‘Black Dream’ seems initially livelier but it’s a bit
constipated and verging on rocky, which we don’t need. The
thing missing from this record is some genuinely pacey songs,
as this is the closest we get to demonstrative activity, and it
seems to be stuck in a holding pattern with a repetition. Once
they get the balance right in what makes a song come alive I
think it will then help give future songs more uplift naturally.
‘Slowfire’ is interesting, like an ambient compress at first, then
sedate bass bulges, and it plods along a like Inkubus
Sukkubus, having a historical ethereal element to it, especially
at the politely seething close. ‘Fornication’ skips and dips with
angular twinges aplenty and there’s less of the full-on
approach which gives this song more life, Maeth even getting
closer to Steve’s old speaking cadence. In many songs they’re
all so constantly busy it clogs the musical veins, but this one
wiggles with a lighter gait. ‘Let Me Sleep’ is also leaner, the
drums clipped, the guitar a balletic gnat, the vocals elegantly
agitated, and the sense of space and trim decorum is welcome.
‘Resurrection’ has a cool sense of electronic thyroid trouble,
the rhythm clicking by, vocals opting for winsome histrionics,
which again moves towards sumptuous melodic rock, and that
really needed some extra filleting as it would have enhanced
the atmospherics but then they shunt into some spirited annex
before returning to catchy charm, and while this doesn’t sound
remotely like anything TDS have done before it’s a gorgeous
number.

‘Embrace Of The Ice Swan’ is another full-on rock warble on
an attractive sonic palette, so it’s no surprise people are
struggling with the identity problem, but again it’s an excellent
song. ‘Vatican’ fidgets frostily, and some interesting vocal
scuffles emerging. They’re too laid back at times, particularly
the guitar, almost frilly, when they could have exerted a
grimmer, taut control, but it certainly stirs in some variety.
‘Homelands’ clomps quite happily, closer to a carefree MFP
than TDS, but you can see a link there. It has a wiry intensity
to it, as well as a harmonious rapture. ‘Sinking’ is a finely
wrought bout of overwrought noodling which hangs together
rather well and then they very gracefully drift off with the
gracious ‘End Of Days’ which reminds me, oddly, of
Shakespeare’s Sister with all the pretentious bits excised, until
a truly horrendous rock cyst bursts. Nothing on Earth justifies
that! (It still ends beautifully after that strange bout of senility.)
Now if anyone else had done this album people would be
saying how good it was and recommending it as a matter of
course, because it is top of the range, but coming from a band
with a name and known ‘sound’ the problems arise. Easily
solved, mind. They need to speed up in future. Just because
they’re no spring chickens doesn’t mean they shouldn’t be
aiming to die of heart attacks onstage. As for the sound
picture? Change when a band returns isn’t just important, it’s
vital. People expecting, and treasuring, the past should stick to
their old records. People who want the very best will want to
know what the band is doing now. Now. As in not then.
The Danse Society have broadened out their sound, and use
broader strokes instead of the old quixotic shorthand. An
obvious way to appease the doubters would be to stop putting
unnecessary videos up of outdoor wanderings, but to show
rehearsal footage of how they’ll approach old material which
will invariably be present in the live set, and I’d love to see
how Maeth tackles some of the fiery old glories, and then the
full picture will be obvious to people, as will the major plus.
We have here a band with a fabulous body of work, who have
new ideas. Yes they need to remember that less can sometimes
be much more, and not always have the songs clogged with
sound, but this is no cabaret or museum trip they are offering
the listener, but a living, breathing entity.
Heaven is still waiting.
www.thedansesociety.com
THE DAUGHTERS OF BRISTOL
HOLTS SUMMIT
Magnolia Recordings
Early recordings apparently, old songs, murky artwork, and
maybe based around another place close to their hearts, or
fears. You never know with them but you can always rely on
the sounds being quality Goth and here the direct simplicity of
the stylish compositions makes an immediate connection as
they’re not polished sounds, but earthy.
‘Continuous Crash’ seems bright and rosy through the pretty,
mouldering guitar with some stolid, staring bass dominating
the foreground as ghostly vocals crumble and evaporate in the
background. It’s a bit like being present at a very serious
rehearsal, the sound is bare but inflating softly. ‘Dance Among

The Dead’ has a resolute Goth tread to its sleek black sonic
boots. Technically they’re wrong of course, you can’t watch
some dance upon a graveyard, but in a graveyard. Unless
they’re the largest giants known to mankind, in which case I
think we’d all have heard of this. This is upright, and less
atmospheric and then in comes the sweet acoustic stirrings of
‘Four Walls’ with a gentle synth wash, guitar slowly passing
through dwindling romantic vocals. ‘Doll Sedation’ billows
hotly as if a nippier live recording with razored guitar easing
back behind full, forceful vocals. ‘10,000 Knives’ - that’s how
they spell it – does a twinkly take on the gently groany Sisters
approach and the softly enfolding sounds are deeply charming.
Pano brings the doldrums of ‘What Will I Become’ alive
beautifully and it dies slowly with a similar sense of grand
decay as Cash’s cover of ‘Hurt’ – not on the same scale of
brilliance of course, but in that mottled, robust vein. The
lightly flashing ‘Dance Among The Dead (Carver Park Mix)’
doesn’t really bring anything to the downcast party although
it’s still good.
For a brief record there’s an awful lot here, but from such a
fine band should we expect anything else? No.
www.thedaughtersofbristol.com
www.magnoliarecordings.com - all 4 CDs for $24.99
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Daughters-of-Bristol/
58533218165

THE DEAD JIVARO
TSANTSA EP
Zorch Factory download #ZFR071
A French/Brazilian concoction The Dead Jivaro brings
together members of The Cemetary Girlz (Alien S Pagan/Zaf)
and Escalartina Obsessiva (Karolina), and what a treat this
debut is, even when they trip over themselves in their
eagerness.
‘If You Cry I’ll Believe’ starts with such a refined synth intro
you’d think we were listening to outtakes from the Robinson
Crusoe TV series, but then in comes the precocious punky

with drum, bass and strings), here’s one for the hearty Goth fan
because this band have yet to let anyone down. Here be
Goth…

insinuations with a rickety, bounding melody, vocals rushing,
then turning tightly, bass bobbling. It’s lively as anything, with
a briskly imaginative vocal capering dizziness matched by the
softly sweeping nature of the sounds. You could download the
EP just for this song, which you’ll play endlessly, but the rest
will enthral, fear not.
‘Illusive Wolf’ has a warm drizzle of guitar and a quixotic bass
flow with more artfully placed vocals, creating a winning
drama, because you’ll enjoy the ongoing suspense, the guitars
creating their quaking rhythm. ‘Inconscient’ does the pretty
glacial intro thing before setting off on a dainty see-sawing
Punk journey, which is an odd mixture, the guitar keeping it
agile where the faltering vocals mix and merge weirdly. A little
messy it gets away with it through its strangeness. ‘Repeated
Dream’ also fidgets fit to burst with inventive guitar trails, and
wonderfully vivid bass beneath the busy vocal burbling.
Ironically they’re so busy that while this crazy charmer against
hits the spot because of their imaginative activity, it could have
been really beautiful played slightly slower with more
emphasis on the vocal presence and the atmosphere lurking at
the song’s heart.
Boring they’re not! The album should be really special.
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
120-the-dead-jivaro-tsanta-ep.html
www.reverbnation.com/thedeadjivaro
www.myspace.com/thedeadjivaro
www.myspace.com/thecemetarygirlz
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Dead-Jivaro/
138883499488460
www.facebook.com/pages/Escarlatina-Obsessiva/
114763423112

THE DROWNING SEASON
DRUM MACHINES AND AMPHETAMINES
Morphenic Release
Coming from a duo of guitarist Michael Marchewka and
vocalist/programmer Matt Slowikowski (Sideshow credited

Guitar buzzes like a giant fly at the start of ‘Resurrection’ than
trails off grandly as garbled vocals flounder optimistically, and
they settle into a rolling motion like a portly armadillo off to
settle some emotional scores. They’ve made the classic error
of not bring the vocals forward enough but just about every
band on Earth seems to be doing that these days. The tune has
a simple yet sweeping quality with a delightfully clichéd yet
nagging chorus. ‘The Visitor’ is instantly cheerier with cool
keys and ambling bass, and unrolls brilliant into scampering
Gawf action and pretty nimble guitar. Completing a trio of fine
tracks ‘Rage Of Angels’ is restrained, harmonious, and blessed
by blissful, beautiful guitar. ‘Isolation’ is wonderfully
confused, threshing the air with taut guitar but lightened by
positively whistling keys, greying mottled vocals caught in the
middle and occasional bursts of grizzled Goth gusto, with bells
on. ‘Dust Till Dawn’ is a gentrified Lynyrd Skynyrd type thing
(most definitely not an insult, by the way!), lurching around,
and despite its upright rocky guitar status ‘Hair Bender’ has
something of a leery punk spirit. ‘Absolution’ is a bit of a
mess, too open and rangey to begin with, then a little twittery
and weightless at the end, with some ordinary vocals strung
between the phases. The slower, glowier ‘Shade’ is far better,
vocals exposed and sputtering gamely as the synth washes in,
the guitar ebbs out, and neatly vice versa. A fidgety ‘Another
World’ goes a bit mental with an uplifting guitar spree, like a
hang-gliding Sisters, surging onwards and then ‘Crossroad’
brings through some of that stouter punky energy behind some
cylindrical post-Neffs guitar clarity.
It’s a smart melodic collection, very trim at just the ten songs,
and the more you play it on repeat the more you get used to the
held back vocals but I really hope they bring them through
sharper next time, and have the sound charge about a bit. Goth
is often quite a studied landscape but when you’re a duo it
helps to weave around and they certainly have the ideas, so
needn’t stay in place so much.
www.thedrowningseason.net

THE EMPIRE HIDEOUS
THE TIME HAS COME
Hideous Productions

has now completed and you can download for free at the TEH
website, also listed below.

“First let me say this, there’s not a day that goes by that I
don’t wake up and yearn to be on that stage again. I crave it
very much: very badly, I should say, and it’s sad because I
really want to do it, but I can’t tolerate these fucking morons. I
swear to God, I can’t stand musicians - they’re such asinine
little babies, whining and crying and moaning all the time and
I can’t deal with that.”

So, it’s album-time, for the last time. ‘Dance Dead Rhythms’ is
a cool start with phosphorescent guitar underfoot, cynical
words whipping around, catchy and ploughing straight ahead.
‘Pretty Faces’ walks a nonchalant tightrope with lyrics which
can misread as covering different situations, with him ‘giving
up’ on pretty faces, and once again the slow burn throttle aches
to fly free and nosedive spectacularly, but they exhibit a
gracious take on gravitas.

Myke Hideous is a great artist, and – praise be! – an
opinionated man. He has released many magnificent records,
but as far as TEH goes this is the last proper album, with a
remix collection to follow soon. There is also, finally, the Spy
99 album to come, but thereafter it’ll be entirely new projects.
For various reasons, as you will learn if you watch the
interview (url below) he has taken this as far as he can. Peter
Steel of Type O Negative, was going to master this album for
Myke, but died before that could be done. Myke, Johnny
Nickel (the other main musician involved) and Peter were all
into The Cars’ ‘Moving In Stereo’, mooted as a cover, which

A slowly leaking cauldron of sound, ‘Serpents Trance’ bubbles
over with deadly imagery in claustrophobic surroundings, and
the atmosphere continues in ‘Stand Off’ as the inverted
ambient, filmic sensibilities at the start are eventually invaded
by rolling guitar and hard-bitten lyrical defiance. ‘C’thulhu
Returns’ includes demonic noises off, which I think is part of
the law/lore; distended howls accompanying a sedate rhythm
marking a shift into ‘Cursed: Demise Of Man’, simmering or
Cimmerian, you choose. Quietly malevolent bass seeps
steadily through hollowed synth portals as vocals softly
cogitate. A prowler, that’s what.

‘Staring At The Walls’ is a desolate pool, and strangely
compelling considering the voice at the centre is quite beside
itself. A very weird, disconsolate experience, which somehow
also encompasses the greying whispers of ‘Harsh Reality.’ The
benign charms of ‘Sahara’ are a total contrast, acoustic-led,
with a recurring drowsy entreaty and exquisitely different
desolation. ‘Alone’ is Goth gloom personified, the slithering
guitar shadows, the resigned vocals, the distended bass
promise, a chorus of elegant torture.
‘Oblivion: 3 Years Later’ is another filmic oddity, samples
sinking into the crumpled folds of hazy synth, when the
disguised beauty of ‘The Time Has Come’ starts to open
outwards, the crystalline guitar shapes, the scheming vocal
host, the relentless linear crawl. ‘Transition Of Machines’ has
a super-slick slow motion rhythm kick going on, that gently
succumbs to nothingness, then ‘I Close My Eyes’ makes for a
huge finish, starting with a quality harmonious inward looking
inertia, until a massive rhythmical boot connects with its
midriff, then lets it roll over, and expire.
I would have preferred that as an unusual closing track,
because it exemplifies TEH’S music, having an odd twist,
clean lines, emotionally downcast but purposeful lyrics, and a
refreshingly different impact, but they obviously wanted to
include The Cars’ ‘Moving In Stereo’ and that is the final
moment of this album. Never having been a Cars fan I have
nothing to say beyond it’s alright. The rest of the album is
better and far more interesting.
I’m glad Myke isn’t quitting music to concentrate on his art,
because we need people like him around. People with
standards.

vocals handcuffing themselves to your ears. There’s clarity,
space and a tumbling, echoing chorus that all makes most
perfect sense if I tell you to imagine The Popinjays covering
Xmal songs, or to revel in indie sensibilities fusing with
glowering power.
‘Korsakoff Syndrome’ burrows into the mind with Davide
Dellaquila’s bass leading the way as his rhythmical partner in
energising grime Enrico Arnolfo rides shotgun impassively,
and with the guitar jangling slowly, then moving on elegant
tiptoe, and the vocals furtive and inventively scattered it
becomes rousing and giddily daring.

“Screw everyone else…’cos they’re all idiots really.”
www.empirehideous.com
www.horribleartwork.com
http://paragoninterviews.blogspot.com/2011/10/
myke-hideous-of-empire-hideous.html - very honest
interview with his problems with other musicians, current
plans, bankruptcy, being an SOB, the Facebook effect, everdecreasing DJ circles and much, much more.

THE GHOST EFFECT
TGE
Breakdown Records
I catch on slowly sometimes but the awesome catchy opener
‘My Black Regrets’ was obviously something I’d encountered
before, and when I dug out the previous CDs of their I have I
found songs from both ‘Spectrum’ and ‘Life Is No Cabaret’
resurfacing here. Those earlier records were essentially home
produced releases, and this is a big official release that
everybody should take note of, because this is magnificent.
This mighty Italian band, who sing in English, have made what
I believe is a sensible decision to refrain from the dual vocal
habits of yore in favour of a central female thrust and the
sirenic impact is brilliant.
‘My Black Regrets’ is an insistent, swooping piece of highly
melodic marriage of post-punk and Goth, with Claudio
Vernetti’s keyboards glowing and Laura Agerli’s commanding

If you want a more modern comparison to get yu interested
then imagine a more powerful and inventive version of
Katzenjammer Kabarett, and ‘Submission’ has that filmic
carnival drama, Laura haughty in emotional disarray and the
music chillily thrilling. Things turn darker in the stately lecture
of ‘The Ghost Parade’ from which another scrupulously
engaging chorus extricates itself from the edgey atmospheric
bonds.
‘The Fall Of The Man Of The Moment’ sprints away gaily
with a quicksilver guitar stream on which an imperious vocal
boat sails, like a tempestuous 80’s post-punk ghostship, so
grand it would have to be a liner. Such is their understanding
of shifting strains of musical impetus throughout a song and
the intoxicating spirit of a commercial accent on this they’re
creating something truly compelling here and if they take this
up another level they’ll be set to rival the Banshees at their
best, because that’s how good this record is.
‘The Dark Side’ shudders nobly, playfully odd with a distinct
Siouxsie flavour materialising, but the spectre of Simple
Minds can be seen rotating in the quiet flames.
‘Say No’ has skilful guitar enhancing the touching vocal
sensitivity as it spreads outwards in a harmonious, uplifting
manner that will stop you in your tracks, which may be
unfortunate if you’re repairing railways lines but otherwise you
will rejoice in the tranquil detonations inside your skull.
‘Friendly Fire’ sees the mood change again with the air full of
guitar bats swarming, the vocals nervous and then distraught,

in a mesmerising song that is over too quickly. ‘Notes From
The End’ stalks around with a brazen purpose, the synth and
rhythm lively and pushy, a scurvy pop mood resplendent with
the vocals fitting the stately decorum perfectly, everything
stoked up further with the drums pushing the chorus skywards
and onwards to a glorious close. We are then booted smartly
out with ‘Goodbye Tomorrow’, less forthright than the others
but a sublimely layered set of swelling doldrums.
A record of breathtaking beauty and sonic stealth with
ravishing melodic charm. Yes, I really believe you need this.
www.myspace.com/theghosteffect
www.theghosteffect.it
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Ghost-Effect/
88898197703
THE HIRAM KEY
AMERIKAFKA
Spiral Staircase Records
The Goth fanatics among you will be delighted by an array of
seasoned players here, and Cure fans should be excited by Lol
Tolhurst gracing one song, and Gary (also of The Cureheads)
gracing them all. A diligent band with thrusting modern
methods I will detail the early EPs, and the recordings made
freely available, next week, but concentrate on their debut
album tonight. I’ll pop the dates that are coming up at the end
of the review, because the live line-up differs slightly to the
recording. Onstage you will find Gary Ash (Nosferatu) –
vocals/guitar/synth, Raymon Shah (Voices Of Masada) – bass,
Roi MC (Robertson) – keyboards and Belle Star (half the
bands in the world) – drums. (Recordings include Scott
Ramsey on guitar and Sean Flude on bass.)
‘Amerikafka’ is an unusual opener. I have no idea what the
opening is about with mumbling vocals (possibly a sample)
obscuring delicate Eastern strings, then lightly scrying guitar
as things settle into an ominous filmic flow. The drugs
presumably work as we learn that our protagonist is dreaming
inside someone else’s head. He’s also screaming, while Kafka
lays dead, so it’s not all conviviality. It’s vividly coloured, this
sound, but leaning over, as though stricken by consumption.
By total contrast the dreamlike ‘Arzu In the Mirror’ is simpler

and more open. Oddly, it reminds me a bit of Gabriel’s
‘Solsbury Hill’ the way it basically strolls and has a slight,
spindly guitar sound that reminds me of the Trumpton theme or Camberwick Green, the one with Windy Miller cranking the
handle in the closing credits, and the one the band didn’t
expect mentioned in this review. Set against that you have
pained emotive vocals.
‘Suzanna In the Street’ (or is it just ‘Suzanna’?) is sharper,
snappier and resentfully shot through with relationship angst.
This one lopes, interesting sloping guitar trailing the
scandalised singing. ‘The Lift Boy’ could, perversely, be seen
as a cross between The Cure and The Who. Imagine The Cure
covering ‘Bellboy’! It sounds great actually, exasperated but
still dignified. I think I like ‘Karl’s Song’ best, the one with
Lol Tolhurst, because it manages to seem very small, very
crushed and yet more demanding, with the vocals claiming
they can’t hold on, with life as a battlefield but he ends up
refusing to go away, so fight that good fight!
‘Happy Man’ concerns a seemingly invisible optimist
disregarded by all and sundry, in desolate poppy strangeness,
while ‘Solomon’s Tears’ sounds nicely scrappy in its catchy
opulence, a direct chorus with fragrant guitar touches, in a
mottled bed of musical nettles.
The only
clunker is ‘1+1=3 (2U)’ which opts for a plainer plaintive
effect, with a weirdly stodgy chorus and a faltering flow.
‘Forever’
strays into histrionic melodic rock territory but
has more enjoyable jaunty escalation through the chorus and
there’s vibrant keyboards.
‘The Nature Theatre Train’ ends the album as capably and
artfully as it began (closing with more enigmatic mumbling),
with vocals sweeping in under a mini guitar storm, plenty of
train-related lyrics, “this train is leaving, this train has
gone…”, a bright guitar tendency streaking through agitating
rhythmical finesse and more of the direct melodic action, so
you sway with the momentum and find yourself hooked on the
words.
Not the longest album in the world obviously, but that ensures
it doesn’t outstay its welcome and encourages constant
replays. It’s full of ideas, with less turbulent wrestling over
emotions than you find on most Goth records, with the sound
as important as the vocal concerns. Together they create a
strange little hybrid –imagine a midway point somewhere
between Nosferatu’s latest and Pretentious, Moi? - and one
you should enjoy.
http://thehiramkey.co.uk

THE HIRAM KEY
Too Lazy To Cry
Spiral Staircase Records
I still have their two EPs and free live album to cover over the
next few days but in the meantime here’s a smart little song
anyone up for some melodic mooching, like a less agonised
Bolshoi, can snap up free at the url provided. It was only made
available back in March so you can smell the newness, if you
ram your head inside your pc, which isn’t advisable, although
Mac owners can, with proper guidance.

High and bright guitar rings out, calling their faithful. Moody
bass ambles off, lost in its own thoughts, then petulant vocals
demand a lying partner picks up some flowers and throws
them away. It has some mini oscillations spiraling upwards
after the first gust, a groaning guitar mini-break, and more
insistence about chucking things around, including board
games, as the ultimatum is cast down. Out, this instant! He’s
too tired, scared and lazy to cry or try. He must be exhausted!
Vibrant woes and free when you’re a member of the site.
www.reverbnation.com/thehiramkey
THE KING’S SPEECH
“Excrement trips flowingly off the tongue.”
Those aren’t words used by George VI, but by his speech
therapist Lionel Logue (Geoffrey Rush), who was a new man
of his day and the real hero of this film. Colin Firth is an actor
I just don’t get. Women swoon, as he has done The DArcy, but
to me he’s like that soppy one off Vicar Of Dibley. He
dominates a fairly uneventful film but with such emotional
strength you do end up feeling for the bloke, even though the
dissolving of the monarchy would be the most natural thing in
the world. Cutbacks and all…..
When his Nazi-friendly brother abdicates to spend more time
with the grotesque Wallace Simpson the country finds it has a

new monarch plagued by a stammer brought on through the
heavy handed tactics employed by his pathetic father. To
alleviate stress and fight the problem ‘Bertie’, as he comes to
be known in the film, is thrown into the arms of Lionel by his
wife, or the gin-swilling gambling Queen Mum as we know her
now.
That’s about it then. Tons of British film luminaries trot by Timothy Spall as Churchill, Javocii as an oily Archbishop Of
Canterbury, Clare Bloom as Queen Mary, and as Helen
Bonham Carter had a few spare days she’s obviously the
Queen Mum. Scenery is effective without being lavish. They
cop out on the coronation completely in favour of the royals
watching a private showing of a Pathe newsreel at the Palace.
It’s sweet, is what it is, despite Bertie being a truculent and not
particularly amiable figure, and apart from the last twenty
seconds being piss-poor like some TV movie aimed
specifically at a foreign audience, it holds the attention well,
with one of the funniest and most explosive swearing
sequences I have ever seen. It may not be historically accurate
(apparently he first used Logue in the 20’s) and the abdication/
coronation/war thing is concertinaed bizarrely, but it’s not a
documentary.
“Do you know the ‘F’ word?”
“Fornication?”
www.kingsspeech.com

the song moving into a keen, rising melody and the keyboard
falling back into a settled and highly relevant pulsing, with the
guitar burbling purposefully, the rhythm clipped and even.
‘The Hanging Man’ has a sombre tone, with a gloomy bass
welcome, but the tense little thing mutates into seething synth
and strident vocal angst which then drops to an intriguingly
still close. ‘Where Are You Now’ drops to a winsome pop
shuffle, the drums rustling as the guitar shines in a demurely
piercing manner, on a gently sunny Velvetsy drifter. Then they
hammer brusquely away at what I gather is a Black Future
cover, ‘Bem Depois’, taking the album out on a suitably
quixotic high, with a twitching vocal clamour, steely
rhythmical grit, flighty keyboards and terse guitar.
An unusual band, throwing deliciously demented surprises in
your face.
www.theknutz.com
THE KNUTZ
GHOST DANCE PARTY
Own Label
Obviously highly deserving of being seen as leading lights in
the South American dark scene The Knutz have a wide sound
umbrella which should provide shade for the ears of anyone
with noir sensibilities worldwide. Slimmer but no less potent
this time around, The Knutz are now Tiago (bass), Daniel
(vocals/guitar) and Airton (drums), with keyboards by Nathan
de Oliveira Santos and extra vocals from Luciana Lazulli
‘Intro’ is a furtive slice of moody ambient which takes them
into the eager garagey Goth of ‘Ghost Dance Party’ where the
emphasis is more toward the Goth, through yearning vocal
energy and clomping drum fun; piping keys and trickling
guitar giving the punctilious impact added shape. ‘Just Be You’
potters into rhythmical dominance before the fluffy synth fills
things out, the singing laying upon this mattress they provide,
protesting wildly with some superb joint vocal attack: postpunky, with some offhand humour. ‘You Are The Wonder’ has
some intriguing guitar which can sound like a violin, unless it
is one, but also vaults the juicy bass to prod the song along on
its already dark, bubbling course, with more stabbing keyboard
atmospherics, and when they all hover together, the male
vocals urgent, the female ghostly, it’s a taut menacing joy. ‘Ice’
is fascinating, starting with a brittle dancer shuffle, but
accentuating the impact of vocals and wiggly guitar to build
chunkily into a poised melodic punk stature, and it’s as
ridiculously catchy as it is musical cheeky.
Although you can easily grasp any of the Gothier side of their
style, they have many weirder elements, in which they start ne
way then slide sideways to accommodate their other influences
and desires, which are plentiful. ‘Heaven Outside The Mirror’
is quieter, and somehow delves back to the psychedelic
wooziness, crossed with some late 80’s dance slippage, to
come over as weird as a Monkess/Stone Roses crossover, then
they skip in a lively fashion through the jangly ‘Fishing Day’
which disports itself gleefully with garage and punk
undertones tying themselves in knots around some mean, lean
rhythmical trudging. ‘Red Sound’ returns to simple bleepy
dance whisking, decorated by pretty guitar, and again the song
changes before your very ears with an interesting vocal layout,

THE LAST DAYS OF JESUS
ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE EAST
Strobelight Records
Some people probably don’t even think what underground
music can truly represent, so allow me to quote the band as
they explain the reasons behind this tribute EP.
“We grew up in the 80’s and with the 80’s. We listened to
everything that was new, New Wave, Goth, Postpunk, New
Romantic. Just one thing was different: we had to buy our
records on the black market, New-Wave-parties were illegal
and multicoloured hair and black leather jackets were
expressions of Western decadence. Nevertheless quite a lot of
great bands emerged in the Eastern Bloc who even dared to
criticise all of this repression. On this EP we cover some of
them as a tribute to all of these artists who gave some fresh air
to the grey standard culture of Communism and who also
suffered because of that.
“All the bands we covered on “ONCE UPON A TIME IN
EAST” are legends, then and up to today. They were more

dangerous than thousands of nuclear missiles in the West
because they inspired the people with hope and at least the
image of freedom. And free thought was unwanted.”
So that’s an obvious why and we move now to the what.
‘Génový In•inier’, originally done by Bez Ladu A Skladu from
Slovakia is a lugubrious indie strum, with some prickly synth
percolating in the background. The rhythmic thrum is
interesting and the way it crawls along with oddly dramatic
vocals firmly embedded. The vocals are a bit of a problem,
like a sectioned David Byrne, but never having heard the
original I don’t know if anything is lost in translation. Javna
Kupatila’ by Croatian band Paraf is a jittery slice of
magnificently flowing Post-Punk, as perky as any band from
2011 so they have presumably breathed life into a perfectly
formed oldie. I have heard Kino from Russia before, but with
‘V Nashikh Glazakh’ it sounds firmer here with its munching
guitar and sweet strings, while ‘Ludzie Wschodu’ by Siekiera
from Poland also exudes a spritely spirit with its dense, soft
rhythmical shuffle and wonderfully scrawny, dextrous guitar, a
bit like Gang Of Four covering “Rock Lobster.”

the song itself and both joyously proclaiming that they’re
ahead of their time.
‘A Little Punk Thing’ ransacks T Rex for some chirpy fun then
gets down and dirty with sirens, vocal wailing and fizzy guitar
straddling the rickety electronic rhythm. “I’m a rebel without
applause,” Simon sings, which reminded me that it’s the title
of the book I was meant to write for Antonella Gambotto a few
years back but never got round to completing. Oops! Actually
he sings, “I’m a rebel without applause, don’t worry, you’ll get
yours.” The vocal interplay works brilliantly on this.
The darkly brewing ‘We Are All Gods II’ is different again
with a chattering beat, glowing guitar, repetitive reflective
male vocals, attractively arching female vocals, and a sort of
ghostly separation in the sounds.
https://www.facebook.com/
group.php?gid=363327265608

‘Zubatá’ by Prazsky Vyber from the Czech Republic is
capering cabaret, unless the band have taken outrageous
liberties, so it isn’t a million miles removed from what Last
Days Of Jesus sound like. In fact they may even have found it
in the back garden. Slovakians Zona A also have a fine song in
‘Potopa’ which stars with mellow classical piano then soars
away with a punchy vocal assault with keys smartly active in
the rattling post-punk fuselage of this ghostly jet fighter.
An excellent EP of commendable virtue, and a natural
celebration of exactly why bands matter.
www.thelastdaysofjesus.sk
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Last-Days-ofJesus/123908979194
THE MARCH VIOLETS
LOVE WILL KILL YOU EP
Own Label
‘Road Of Bones’ is instantly interesting with the confidently
roving bass jumped by tight guitar twinges, then Simon comes
from stage left with relaxed vocals contemplating intriguing
lyrics, Rosie moving in close like an avenging angel. Stlyish
and imaginative – what else? – it’s a bit like an anti-James
Bond soundtrack.
The same skimpy frame scampers through the punky flexing of
‘London’s Drowning’
with classic Goth
vocal strolling
shadowed by
punctilious guitar and
throbby bass. They get
dreamily snippy in the
acoustic-basted
Bowiesque ‘Dandelion
King’, Rosie claiming
she’ll be Queen Of
America, Simon
promised the title of

THE MiLLiPEDE ENGiNE
THE EP OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
Hot Skull
Sorting out five thousand photos from the show Lynda is doing
means I haven’t time for their album, ‘Bye Bye…We’re
Melting’ today, which you will all want to know about, but I
can do the free four song EP which comes with it, just to get
you all intrigued and enthusiastic. Harrowing, touching
splendour meets inventive rolling joy. Amazing.
‘Till The World Dies Down’ is intoxicating within seconds,
and remains headily compulsive-repulsive as the vocals are
sandwiched between gliding templates. The soft but dense
packed rhythm moves like a soft, dipping floor beneath your
mental feet as pinprick guitar and tingling synth levitate. I
suspect at one point they inform us that midnight smells?
‘The Cup Of Unconditional Love’ which is a Glory Box (a
studio, not a band) remix, is a more orthodox missionary of
sound, come to interest you in devilish delights. Imagine if
you will a softly insidious sound like an anti-Portishead,
crossed with a post-Cure indie sensibility. It had that involved
spacey atmosphere and the gelatinous catchy relaxation. Or

maybe, as another Glory Box remix, this time of ‘Home’,
maybe you should think of Flipron idly adrift on a wayward
space station that no country plans any rescue mission for.
Forlorn but still winsome their sounds seep through air
conditioning ducts, leisurely enthralling and comforting.
What I’m basically saying is that this duo of Honey Lane and
the wonderfully named Brill Nudie are a bit weird, but in all
the right ways. They give you new twists on familiar settings
but your hastily realigned perspective(s) soon catch on and
then you drift with them, happily perplexed by it all. ‘Exit
Hood’ is also like a tortured Carter USM, haunted by ghosts of
Lionel Bart, with a filmic air, aching with emotional grief over
what I assume is an assisted suicide pact, which is deeply
affecting and literally <i>beautifully</i> tragic. It actually
makes you want to cry, so still and yet so moving.
Exceptional, basically, not that anything this good can ever be
basic.
www.millipedeengine.com
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Millipede-Engine/
126995167373684

Then you get the variants. ‘Magic Robot’ has an acoustic/brass
revolve going for it, with some vocal excitement that only
makes sense to them as the lyrics tell me precisely nothing,
never having met a gigantic green robot before. The bass sets
the song up on castors so it can roll around dementedly happy,
whereas ‘The Cup Of Unconditional Love’ is serenely dippy,
thanks to lightly glowing organ. Fans of Cult With No Name
will enjoy the squidgy balladeering of ‘The Harpy’ as it wells
up hotly and springs off for some wild guitar bravura.
‘Skyscraper’ is further creamy indie guitar excess with its
skittish drum energy and vocals cheekily skipping between it
all, the whole thing possessed of a luscious vibrancy.
Their brisk ‘Killing Time’ is full of sleazoid punk wiggles, as a
twisted urgency makes ‘1001 Nacht (Objektsexualität)’
special, the music fluttering sweetly, but feeling Gothy in the
darkness, similar in spirit maybe to Golden Apes, shedding
layers occasionally to crash into a fizzing chorus. The Man
Who Gave Everything’ creeps out from behind a statue of
Bowie to bow demurely and swirl prettily. ‘Home’ is curiously
dramatic, sedate enough with orderly synth but made mildly
hectic with the vocal clamour. This modest opulence continues
through the churning of ‘The Planet Tasters’ with a sustained
guitar seizure, escalating and an abrupt close, leaving us with
the gentility of ‘Bye Bye… We’re Melting’ which is another
weird little drifting burst of addled imagination that slip
graciously away.
It’s such a lovely album, full of life and hinting at death, and
will take many more encounters before I actually glean what
they’re on about, which is all part of its silky charm. You don’t
know what to expect, but everything has its own cohesive
logic. Heavenly aspects galore.
www.millipedeengine.com

THE MiLLiPEDE ENGiNE
BYE BYE … WE’RE MELTING
Hot Skull
I am indebted to Christopher Dawes for putting me onto this
band. If this album was utter shite I would still getting it for
the bonus 4 track EP which is included as that’s better than
most things you’ll hear this year, but the whole thing is a
captivating bundle, oh yes it is!
Out of the harmonic fug comes ‘Fifteen Forty Three’ bucking
and lolloping dreamily with some sentimental thoughts wafting
over crisply slanted drums, then ‘Angry Aeroplanes’ is
pugnacious indie with a touch of Pete Shelley in the vocal
peaks, so they’ve established their precociously toppy, roving
sound; charismatic singing nestling among luxurious folds of
pulsating noise.

restrained ‘New York.’ ‘No Fun’ trundles by in a lively
manner, which is a relief as this can often be a turgid monster
but it still goes on to the point you get seriously bored,
whereupon they waltz miserably through ‘Submission’ with
only Cook seems to be push any effort in, although Jones’
guitar is class.
‘Substitute’ is a right mess, if almost jolly by their standards,
‘Problems’ is fairly ponderous, despite some wavering attempt
at a feeble guitar break, ‘Satellite’ staggers about rhythmically
but it’s all highly melodic with faux sloppiness, then they end
with a magisterial, dour ‘Pretty Vacant’ in which Rotten has
some stage laughter going on. It falls apart because there’s the
famous audience fight, over in seconds, after which Cook
carries straight on, with the guitar joining in haphazardly as
Rotten (“Wake up fuckers!”) wails vaguely in the hope of
getting back into formation, which they almost manage, but it’s
just about the worst version you’ll ever hear.
http://bigboxoftapes.blogspot.com/2010/11/sexpistols-nashville-rooms-london-uk.html
THE SEX PISTOLS
The Nashville Rooms, April 23rd, 1976
Bootleg
History isn’t being kind to The Sex Pistols, which can’t be
helped. Mining the comeback retro trail the way they have,
with an apparent inability to write new songs, they set
themselves up to be shot at. The fatter they get, the bigger the
target. Given that some of their late material was poor,
bordering on laughable, and the initial period flecked by
covers, or fairly identikit chuggers, they’re reliant primarily on
the vocal deportment of Johnny Rotten and a few classic
singles. (Of course, at least they had classic singles!)
Returning to consider them through bootlegs you realise that
with a comparatively short life they’re boosted by their
sensational reputation for being a catalyst around which an
entire movement escalated (although if Senso or Scabies had
been drunk and mouthing off at Grundy it would just as easily
have been them in the tinderbox that was 1976 Britain), but
their material offers no surprises, because they delivered it all
with one narrow corridor of sound and delivery.
The Clash and The Damned had constant variety going for
them meaning you can always discover something new
whenever you delve, but with The Pistols it’s the law of
diminishing returns. This bootleg is interesting though because
it was an important night for them in attracting press coverage,
and it’s pretty good sound for a gig so early in their existence.
Previously available on both vinyl and CD you can now find it
online in a few places.
They sound well scathing and streamlined during the opening
‘Did You No Wrong’ and it’s the sort of sound you’d be happy
with when you recorded a gig for your own enjoyment, with no
bass really noticeable, but plenty of guitar sweeping through
behind dominant vocals, and here Lydon is less dramatically
sneery than later on. It’s boisterous, and a little polite, with
plenty of audience applause. The bass starts ‘No Lip’ which
saunters into life, then bowls along in a perky but portly way.
‘Seventeen’ is chunky, and fun! Plain old jaunty rock with
attitude. ‘Stepping Stone’ is a bit of droll precision, because
they rarely bugger this one up and ‘No Feelings’ is a nicely
sustained whine, followed easily by the bolshy if slightly

THE SILENT AGE
MACHINATIONS
Anachronous Records
Jason Eyre, sentinel of keyboards and programming, felt it
might be a wee risk (not in any urinary dysfunction way)
sending me this, as it’s certainly on the more electro side of
things, which isn’t designed for easy Mercer digestion. In
essence this is true, but here we have a record which will be as
interesting to fans of early 80’s electronics, as represented by
Fast Product or Neutron, as it is to people into overlapping
modern scenes.
Such is the spritely wide open, deep pile carpet entrance to
‘Flame To Burn’ with the quaver inserted into the end of every
line Leon Owczarek sings you might think we’re in an early
Depeche Mode lullaby. Not so. The way the words in the title
are sung, then the cut back into a pared down mood has more
in keeping with earliest 80’s explorations. The thing the early
bands didn’t cope with well were melodies, which seemed

almost wooden, while they had interesting atmospheres and
prickly rhythmical sensibilities. The Silent Age know how a
melody can moved fluidly for best effect, but they’re also into
a modular, upright posture that keeps thing stark and
intriguing, almost slight alien. Most electro operatives have an
unhealthy knack of seeming disinfected, but this approach
keeps the band organic, without any suggestion I mean dung
might be involved. I’m talking about it sounding made by
people, not machines.
‘Receptor’ is slippery, the music quietly swaying with the
vocal upfront and the title word repeated the way early Human
League would use as vocal pulse. (Amazingly, I do actually
seem to know what I’m talking about.) ‘Contrition’ is moodier
still with a dignified synth line over the softly swarming
backing and when the gentle swells assumes a catchy form and
start sucking you in that’s all to the good. ‘Dark Union’ seems
less incisive, with some cheeky vocal Cossack styling but
there’s ornate percussive tendencies and swish synth patterns
which I’m assuming is Zak Jenkinson, and there’s a steady
power shoring it up of bass tone, which is obviously Twinkle
Holland, and so the curious blend of oddness and a sense of
purpose is maintained.
‘Hope’ crackles pleasantly, lightly simpering vocals and
sloping keys keeping it poppy while crestfallen, then into the
furtive ‘Sacred Heart’, like a scalded ambient soiree, with
withered, doomy vocal moping. ‘Fractured Time’ has
measured vocal narration of a clipped variety like early The
Danse Society but a winsome synth accompaniment. ‘Say’ then
falls back on an easy dreamy repetition, which could have
done with a few twists thrown in, because we need the variety
to keep coming. ‘The One’ hints at this with a restful intro
before opting for a eurodance slow motion rhythm with higher
synth skating the surface, and the only problem is the vocals
lack any real passion here when the scope is clearly there for
greater expression and a shifts in emphasis instead of raising
memories of ‘Fade To Grey.’ ‘Forever’ swishes around
stylishly with a cunning lightness to the knowing vocals nailed
to the prow, like a wayward Heaven 17 but also giving you the
sense they’re itching to burst out into upright pop frolics. Then
they discreetly depart with the sweetly dignified ‘The Silent
Age.’
It’s a very enjoyable record, and interesting in this apparent
desire to keep things in a mild vein while not actually adhering
to too many familiar signposts, because that seems odd, and I
certainly couldn’t fathom a guess whether they’ll go darker or
lighter in future, but with songs intrinsically lovely I think it
would benefit them to go deeper, and let more feeling emerge.
They don’t need to hold back so much.
www.thesilentage.co.uk

THE SPIRITUAL BAT
CRUEL MACHINE
Danse Macabre
Think of Goth for a moment as an old doll, discarded and
partially buried in your garden. Moved by its discovery you
pick it up and brush it off, captivated by the sullen visage and
dusty hair, with something deeply intriguing about the placid
face, the eyes boring out of the cracked porcelain patina. You

bring it closer to your own face and its mouth opens, teeth
snapping at your ungrateful nose. That’s how it’s supposed to
work, anyway. That’s how The Spiritual Bat work.
Always a fascinating band, going way back to 1992, The
Spiritual Bat have always been masters of atmosphere but with
this album we see something much more different and striking.
Full-on power and forthright melodic Goth with guts, gusto
and character dripping from every verse.
‘Cruel Machine’ has scalded, dripping Goth guitar from Dario
Passamonti and the hotly quavering, sustained vocals of
Rosetta Garri, with a warm bass idling meaningfully through
the corridor of dark drama. ‘Thunderstorm’ is like a wonderful
modern day take on the whirling compressed vitriol of early
Toyah, vocals at the centre of a centrifugal display with the
guitar spreading out from the middle to the edges. ‘Sento’ is
brilliantly inventive with its burbling quick bass, and fluttery
guitar flecks as the vocals remain placid and poised amid the
controlled rumpus. ‘One Upon A Time’ has added synth
streaks as the vocals narrow into witchiness, as the guitar spins
a sticky web, where flamboyance meets creepiness galore, all
moving like a bastard. ‘Tormented Body’ opens with trudging
bass, optimistic guitar of a subtle drum kick, with more synth
ghosts, which rise and chill behind the opulent bass and
moaning, troubled vocals. As the bass stroils nobly the
scathing vocal agony rises.
Exquisitely beautiful vocals slowly flood ‘The Other Side’ as
more delightful delicate bass tiptoe relentlessly through guitar
clouds that shudder sweetly, as a magical mood descends and
emotion echoes into desolation. ‘Chance’ may have a synth
buzz at the start but this moves with a determined, sinfully
supreme Deathrock gait as words are scattered artfully:
“Looking for an answer in a strange house, here where giants
live…” You see, I simply wouldn’t go in a place like that.
Problem solved.
‘Empty Halls’ is like a hostile sounding Ethereal, simple and
demurely seeping out, ‘Crucifixion’ a dainty murderous
dalliance, skipping about. ‘Lament For The Poisoned Mother’
brings the mood down, pulled in tight, as the vocals rotate on a
roasting spit of their design, with the guitar brighter but dour
in tone. The high octane fretting of ‘Deceiving’ is like that of

Scarlet’s Remains, vigorous in all departments, with a diseased
detachment perfect for its demented declarations. It’s only with
salty, desperate ‘Sacrament’ that they do something
comparatively ordinary, and even that bustles fit to burst and
has you easily hooked. Then we drift off with the weirdly
shimmery ‘Acquoreo’ its guitar gracefully bowing down before
the a wonderfully overwrought, weeping operatic vocal
extravaganza.

identify the body and arrange for his remains to be brought
home. When he learns about the pilgrimage, and how his son
Daniel (Emilio Estevez) hadn’t even got his pilgrimage
passport stamped (a fold-out form which would eventually be
stamped dozens of times, along the 700 mile journey) he has
the body cremated and vows to complete the pilgrimage
himself, scattering Daniel’s ashes at significant points along
the way.

It’s one of those records where you’re almost exhausted by the
end as it’s so rich in ideas and superbly realised content, but it
has the added attraction that the more you listen the more you
uncover.

Pretty much everywhere, and nowhere, is significant, in a film
which shows that the simplest of situations or emotions, or
beliefs, can have the widest possible lessons or ramifications
for the participant, all of them shaped and freed by the
experience itself.

A true triumph.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Spiritual-Bat/
128593959630
www.revernation/com/thespiritualbat
www.myspace.com/thespiritualbat

THE WAY – Martin Sheen’s emotional voyage of
discovery in a truly WONDERFUL film.

Tom first meets the insanely jolly fat Joost (a brilliant Yorick
van Wageningen) who is doing the trip to lose weight, and save
his marriage. The sulky Sarah (Deborah Kara Unger), who
Tom regards as best left alone, is seeking redemption due to
guilt over an abortion, and the unbelievably annoying Jack
(James Nesbitt) is a travel writer who is covering the
pilgrimage route but has writer’s block, until he learns of
Tom’s reasons for doing this.

Take one pompous American, an arrogant Irishman, an
irritating Dutchman and a sullen Canadian woman, and within
an hour and a half care about all of them. Not easy, but this
lovely film cannot fail to win you over.

Not much happens, apart from Tom falling in a river, getting
his backpack stolen, and becoming so embarrassingly drunk
and opinionated he gets arrested. It’s the sight of reserve
falling away and camaraderie growing which warms the heart
and entertains in a modest but highly skilful way.

Our quartet meet along the route of the Pyrenean pilgrimage
trail that is Camino de Santiago (no, I hadn’t heard if it either),
which Tom’s son had been walking. Tom (Martin Sheen) is
shocked to learn of his son’s death, and travels out to France to

They do bugger up the ending though. We should have seen
Sheen sitting outside a café reading the book about their trip,
clearly pleased with Jack’s work, then standing up and slinging
his backpack on, whereupon we realise he’s now moved on to

Morocco having taken to this travelling life. The closing shot
cutting from the Spanish coast to a busy Moroccan street was
unnecessarily brisk and final, but that’s twenty seconds in a
truly fulfilling film.
It’s a quietly inspirational ensemble piece, in which everyone
has their moments, and you grow to cherish their company,
even the latecomer Jack, who has problems of his own. They
draw strength from one another, and the friendship seems real.
Best film I have seen this year.

me further. My life and prospects seemed awful, and this was
all scientifically analysed. He waved the tiny slip of paper as
proof. I was impressed. Luckily the one positive aspect in my
answers had been my innate ability to get on with people. I
suspect this may have been the answer where I said I really
didn’t like people. At all.
While I had been waiting for my fake results to be read by
their mystery machine, which wasn’t even plugged in, I was
allowed to sit in their relaxation area where I started reading
the Scientology guide to living, which was there to give
succour to…well, suckers. It was a long series of three pages
stories. The pages were, in essence, Before, During and After.
I remember two.
One involved a gang of Hell’s Angels who lived in total
squalor and were brawling with each other. That was Before.
During showed a bland man in a suit bursting into their trailer,
his finger pointing at the Scientology book. They looked at
him awe. In the Future photo all were in suits and ties sitting
around an immaculately dressed table, having lunch together.
They might even have been discussing Proust.

Two limited edition books I put together just for Christmas, 2011 and only mentioned on my Facebook page.
Sold about a dozen of each, so very rare. May do something similar this year.

The other story related to a pregnant woman was drinking
heavily while jacking up. Before, you appreciate? During was
another breathless and well timed entry where the man had
somehow been gained access to the Maternity Unit and was
there at her bedside while she, legs akimbo, was literally
seconds away from giving birth. The After photo was like a
modern version of the Mary Tyler Moor homestead.
So thrilled was I by this stirring collection I had to use their
toilet. As I sat there I looked up to find a massive poster of
Ron L. Hubbard’s angry face glaring down at me, a bit like the
face from 1984.
I digress. Back to my saviour. He asked me a series of
impertinent questions about how desperate I was, how in need
of help? I put him right on a few things. On all things. He had
pity in his eyes. It was also noticeable that he and all his
colleagues had incredibly expensive jewellery and watches.
They may as well as have been city traders, which they were,
in their own way.
“Okay then,” I said as he waffled on, because I really didn’t
have time to piss about. “How much?”
“How much?” he asked, as though I’d asked to ravish his wife.
“Who mentioned money?”

There was a Scientology bookshop round the corner from a
college gig in London during the 80’s. One night I was
ambling along past this shop when one of the people drifted
out and enquired whether I would like a FREE personality test.
No, I thought, I do not, but I have time to kill, so went in.
It was multiple choice, divided into sections. When I’d
finished they placed waved me away to sit and wait while my
answer sheet was fed into some machine and a print-out
eventually emerged, which was all very impressive.
What they found didn’t make for pleasant reading. The man
spoke to me in hushed, concerned tones so as not to embarrass

“The whole place is about money,” I said, raising my voice.
“Your printout answers don’t relate to the answers I gave, the
whole thing’s a ludicrous con, so how much?”
I never got the answer. My feet didn’t touch the ground as a
surge of men ‘helped’ me again, right down the stairs and out
of the building. I was laughing too much to care.
In gratitude I sent them quite a few innocent passers-by for
some weeks afterwards, including my former girlfriend. She
was on the street arguing with them after also refusing their
kind offer (having received identical results to me, oddly
enough), when her mother wandered by, purely by accident,
having been out somewhere buying some things for her

garden. The man dared answer my ex back a little too
forcefully, and her mother hit him with a shovel.
Scientology in action, and then in context. I thank you.

Justin Brennan is seen, a lot, throughout the film, sitting on a
sofa with his face obscured by some light green netting, which
presumably seemed a good idea at the time. Three Drop Deads
have passed off successfully, and now DD4 is installed at the
Knitting Factory in New York. We see a baby doll stapled to a
wall, and hear Polina, rightly shown regularly, explaining how
some bands require years of planning to ensure they’re there.
It’s a cosy affair, to the extent that a fully clothed Lucas and
James of Deadfly Ensemble are to be found interviewed in a
Hottub, as befits any modern music documentary, but they rant
less than Rollins As we reach Final Preparations there are
shots of Din Glorious, Loto Ball and Lene Lovich. Men
compare onstage war wounds and Dan, he of the many names,
from Din Glorious uses the word ‘balumpus’ which I have
never heard before. Din Glorious then crash successfully
through their cover of The Dancing Did’s ‘The Rhythm
Section Sticks Together’, so we’re off to a good start.
Throughout we will scoot from band to people, with not
enough variety of crowd shots but the quality of sound and
image is good, the angles refreshing, the effect one of direct
connection, excitement and enjoyment. Job done!
The sweet crestfallen sounds of Joy Division burst out of The
Opposite Sex, with a touch more joy, with a late vicious
upswing, before Loto Ball Show test your patience with their
grim, piercing guitar and slap-dash vocals over meagre synth,
slowly see-sawing before adding mental trumpet. I went and
made some coffee. Luckily Siiiii swarm all over the stage, Paul
doing a commanding, dark Fred Flintstone routine,
wonderfully committed.

THIS IS DROP DEAD DVD
“Three days, Sixty Six bands, one festival!”
Yep, and early on as a soundcheck crawls along a bemused
man walks past holding a skeleton, which made me laugh and
relax. It was bound to be fun.
A project which has obviously involved enormous problems
the dedication has been worth it because a juicy snapshot of
modern times has been caught here, and while there’s a few
minor problems, which seem fairly obvious, I think they were
probably part and parcel of the troubles this has brought to its
exasperated creators, Jessica Gallant and Brent Johnson.
Certainly there were elements revealed in early menu grabs on
the Deathrock forum which simply haven’t made the finished
release, unless there’s a secret menu I can’t unlock. (There’s
no Psychobilly section that I can find, for example.)
I started with the Trailer and was immediately rewarded with
Ausgang thrusting themselves forward, and while the About
section is a non-event the ‘Extra Shows’ included a couple of
songs by Entertainment and Cinema Strange, where the music
was fine but the vocals had all but vanished.
I’ll just glide through The Movie for you.

Lene Lovich brings out that doll-like cabaret lunacy, Ausgang
follow the curious use of a Kabuki photo with ‘Big Big Love’
which is pretty boisterous, and Polina admits to getting
concussion in the moshpit during their set. Cinema Strange
caper strangely, and the leery troupers Ex Vote churn mightily,
like a rifftastic, scarier ZZ Top.
There’s a bit which sits uneasily, even though it was obviously
an interesting component, this concerning the film screening of
‘Forbidden Zone’ as hearing people discuss something is a
little weird, then we get Big Ravi, which is an inspired joke in
practice, with Justin Brennan disguised as an old bloke, but
once is quite enough. The great Mortal Clay make up for that
with strong, stylish gloom, and Greg Phoenix is fantastic with
his sharp, jolly guitar diversion. Blitzkid are also a hidden
thrill, their tuneful punk bound to surprise a few, which is the
point of a festival, and why anyone moaning about festival
lineups needs to understand it’s never specifically aimed at
them.
Veronique Diabolique have a weirdly jerky song to share
which actually gets tiring quickly, but The New Minority are
really odd. We go from skinny Bauhaus tremors to a boweljuddering brawling punk frenzy, a cacophony with certainly
ignites the crowd.
Ausgang storm back with ‘Lick’ and then we get a spot of
history which is where I think they have a major hiccup. Polina
and others reminiscence on DD1, held at CBGB’s, but then
there’s nothing about SDD2 or DD3, not even a mention,
which is a shame, as is the fact that unless I have missed it

there is nothing like a gallery or set list of all the bands who
appeared at DD4 when it would have been simple to do.
The community ethic gets discussed and then it’s great to see
Bell Hollow, a band who died out far too early, and the
tremulous, darkly cinematic Submarine Fleet are also
excellent. Signal Report look all respectable but are distinctly
passionate and throbby, with Deadfly Ensemble, and their
sporting theme, positively bizarre, the emphasis being on
positive. Bohemien, with Tony X enthusing, give well of their
quixotic Goth, and then Lenen Lovich and her well drilled ad
hoc band reappear, as do Din Glorious, with a few extra
mnembers, which looks great but doesn’t sound it, which
marks the end.
That’s pretty much it, apart from the Deleted Scenes selection
which has little of any use, a tiny bit about the magazine,
accommodation and Food & Drin, where I did like the sound
of the Jekyll & Hyde-themed restaurant.
So, I suppose they could have stuck with just Polina interviews
and included a few more bands, but they would have lost some
of the colour and flavour that way and been too
straightforward, which wouldn’t have been the point.
It’s a lovely documentary and it’s just a shame that these things
can’t be filmed, edited and made available within weeks of a
festival, as logically something like this should follow every
event.
I can’t find an url for it being on sale, but if you contact
Jessica I am sure she can help. It’s of obvious interest to
anyone who attended, and to pretty much anyone interested in
the bands mentioned.
www.facebook.com/jessicajgallant
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=285920171056
www.dropdeadfestival.com

TOYAH
THE ACOUSTIC ALBUM
QED
I’d been wondering what this was like and asked Chris Limb,
who happened to have a spare copy that he then zapped me.
Blow me down if we didn’t both find the music strangely
reminiscent of both Trumpton and Camberwick Green at
certain points. Whether this is a good thing probably comes
down to the regard in which you hold those shows, but it
certainly adds an element of confusion. Taking material from
up to and including the “Desire” album this is an obvious stopgap album. Many artists do this, when wondering what to do
next, as the unplugged route allows them to dust down some
old material in a dignified fashion, and it isn’t a bad idea.
(Hear Mike Scott at the piano and you can see the benefits.)
‘The Vow’ is very sweet and simple, but the immediate
problem I have is the added vocals from Tacye because the
positive side of albums like this is how it will highlight the
vocals, but instead of getting just Toyah you have this ethereal
element added. Given that the quality of Toyah’s vocals are
fabulous these extra touches are simply unnecessary, no matter
how good Tacye’s vocals may be. ‘Moonlight Dancing’

reminds me strangely of Chris Isaak’s ‘Wicked Game’, which
is a good thing, as Toyah gets croontastic with a soothing,
undulating rhythmic undertow. ‘Revive The World’ has a bit
too much bouncy bass for me, but it’s very jolly, then the
children’s tv version of ‘I Want To Be Free’ makes a plinky
appearance, the rhythm possibly inspired by PC McGarry’s
lolloping gait. A gently rippling piano version of ‘It’s A
Mystery’ is delicate with a hint of suspense, and that is
brilliant. The guitar used in ‘Danced’ robs it of even simple
drama as I think that’s Windy Miller come out to play drums.
‘Good Morning Universe’ seems a bit dopey and daft, but
‘Blue Meanings’ naturally switches to a slower, creepy mood,
but ‘Jungles Of Jupiter’ drifts into jaunty whirls and loses any
kind of atmosphere, although it is fun. ‘It’s A Mystery’ returns,
as an ‘uptempo’ version, which is pushing things! It dribbles
happily on. Pugh, Pugh, Barney McGrew, Cuthbert, Dibble,
Grub…
‘Ieya’ gets some coy drama going, breathy, then breathless,
rustling darkly. ‘Angels And Demons’ is properly charming,
and works well in this setting, the undisputed star of the show.
‘I Am’ is almost as good, offering quick-drip agitation but
‘Thunder In The Mountains’ could be a Chippy Minton remix,
so moving briskly on we find it all ends with a quaint string
version of ‘It’s a Mystery’, and it’s like Stephen Poliakoff has
suddenly blissed out.
All in all, enjoyable but pretty weird.
www.toyahwillcox.com

TXARLY USHER
CUENTOS INFANTILES EP
Zorch Factory download
I case you don’t know Txarly is singer with the wonderfully
antagonistic psychonoirbilly band Los Carniceros Del Norte
(whose ‘Santa Sangre’ album I will be reviewing in a few
days), but here he is with a cute EP featuring music by Peibol
and the results are simply sensational.

‘Baby Vampiro’ is a surprise, with some delicate crooning,
offset by Txarly’s equally charming female companion as they
float serenely through a cordial lullaby. Rather gorgeous. The
languidly silky ‘El Pirata Burbakam’ has more of the dual,
nagging sing-songy vocals for a catchy high point, with Txarl
otherwise delighting with his grazed vocal texture. They sound
slightly unhinged but it’s great fun.
‘La Bruja Y El Txaman’ is even prettier, with odd sounds off
creating a lightly eerie atmosphere, but that is swept aside by
the vocals that have been well tutored in forlorn ballads, and
trip lightly over the sparse arrangement with a piano plinking
sensitively, the vocals leading the slow assault, like a Spanish
version of Flipron robbing a bank. The sounds whirl like
whispers around his grave but impressively calm presence.
‘Malas Herbias’ tiptoes into some stately poppier territory, too
wordy to be slick and curvaceous, but it’s settled character is
still deeply absorbing and the chorus is certainly luscious.
I hope they continue their working relationship because we
deserve a full album of this type of material. Stunning!
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
127-txarly-usher-cuentos-infantiles-ep.html
www.myspace.com/txarlyushermusic
UMA SWAN
CYGNET EP
Zorch Factory download
Romanian Post-Punk cranked up nimbly on this 2010 EP now
available as a free download from the Mighty Zorch.
The horse in ‘Horse’ appears to be a mafia style bed gift,
unless I’m sorely mistaken, as the suitably sore vocals (sung in
English) and dual guitar gristle bleeds and seeps into one
another. Enough room is left for densely frowning bass to glare
out, with drums kept for discreet embellishment but still
nipping along smartly. It ends with a little frayed echo and
away, exhibiting overall a very diligent structure and skilful
mood. ‘Love Is The Devil’ kicks off with bony bass and

wonderfully upright stark drums, guitar coming in like barbed
wire tumbleweed, crafty vocals desperately nuanced, the
arrangement light and rising in all the right points of emphasis
coupled with the worrying age disparity between the characters
in the song between eleven and forty seven. ‘M Is for
Fishhook’ is more flagrantly direct and melodically bubbly in a
post-Buzzcockian manner with a lightly diseased guitar
frosting on the vocal-led tune, which displays what a classy
character they have. These are blustery concoctions, honed to
a winning edgy spirit, catchy in a downcast way and shot
through with an intelligent sense of unease and lightly
combustible energy. If this is their debut it’s a really superb
start.
www.zorchfactoryrecords.com/official-releases/item/
104-uma-swan-cygnet-ep.html
www.myspace.com/umaswan

VARIOUS
A DARK CABARET 2
Projekt
You don’t get a lot of cabaret-themed sounds drifting around,
even though Burlesque and Steampunk seem to make
potentially luxurious bedfellows, and the Post-Punk audacity
can be turned to many genres, infiltrating with ease. The
cabaret ethic either connects correctly or it’s a square melodic
peg. A lot of people get carnivalesque fruitiness, but Cabaret
involves a more debonair slinkiness.
Voltaire does an affectionate pastiche with ‘Coin Operated
Goi’ like a music box powered by utterly filthy thoughts. It’s
also catchy in a quite jovial manner and lolls around with a
deliberately faltering gait, as though Fiddler On The Roof
involved masturbation under the stars. Humanwine have
earthier carousing to unfurl during ‘Rivolta Silenziosa’ with
the vocals unwinding cleverly, brightly gritty and the lyrical
barbs catching and keeping you hooked as the brackish music
proves strangely attractive. Black Tape For A Blue Girl gurgle
through their belligerently sing-song ‘Sailor Boy’ which I’m

sure you’re familiar with. Self-professed alt-classical-progpunks Birdseatbaby have that quixotic drum rattle as the keys
stream along in a busy-busy ‘The Trouble’ and the strings
pinch. Kate Bush finally meets Sex Gang, that sort of thing.
Walter Sickert & The Army Of Broken Toys seethe and swell
thickly during the urging tenderness of ‘Sea Song’ which is
comparatively short, when you want it longer, but it’s
effectively brisk and charismatic. Katzkab (much simpler than
Katzenjammer Kabarett) enchant in ‘Join Us’ with the divine
keyboard intro and a string curtsey then snapping into some
fast and louche post-punk poppery! Wonderfully snappy stuff.
Spiritual Front are far more serious with the serenely drippy
‘Song For The Old Man’ like Nick Cave being rocked in a
cradle to elegantly theatrical backing.
Unextraordinary Gentlemen then do a fantastically juicy 2001
version of their inspired ‘Black Iron Road’, clanking with a
stunning bass tease and wonderful vocal drama.
Jill Tracy’s ‘In Between Shades’ is a lovely low-key vibrating
ballad with twisted innards, but I’m not sure if this fits the
cabaret thing, compared to the others teeming sensibilities, but
it certainly provides further variety. Winner of the I Wear Kurt
Weill’s Old Pants award goes to Adrian H & The Wounds and
the pukily pulsating ‘Bad Man’ with sleazy brass investing the
sprawl of traipsing drums and rheumatic keys, as the hoary
vocal presence unleashes a magnificent burst of story-telling.
Marlene Dietrich with a beard, that type of image.
Attrition’s ‘Adam & Eva (The Resurrection)’ is pretty weird
because it instantly fits in with what we’ve just heard as
though this is a musical cloak you can easily throw on if you
know how, but gradually it assumes a lighter shape in the
background, while still crumbly-grumbly to the fore, with
doom-laden vocals contrasting against some gentler strains.
That’s all been quite dark and heavy so it’s cute to hear
Thoushaltnot trip gaily through ‘The Haunted Photograph’
with a tale of wicked whimsy that harnesses early dance movie
razzmatazz and making for a brilliant end to an absorbing
compilation.
www.projekt.com

VARIOUS ARTISTS
A World in Darkness: South America Goth Collection
Free Sombrati compilation , from 2009
Sunset Down have the just the right amount of trad Goth
fustiness to their ‘Genocide Of Angels.’ A Brazilian band,
singing in English, there is a decent ache to the questioning
vocals, and bouncy keyboards alongside heroically unraveling
guitar, plus some fine maverick bass hammering. Fellow
countrymen Imperial have a much more rockist attack through
the secretive drama of ‘A Grande Batalha’ fizzing metallic
guitar falling in fear from the demonic vocal and all
tempestuously ungainly.
We get a rare peek into Paraguayan Goth courtesy of Stranger
Angels whose ‘Angels Crying Down’ has a glorious cantering
clatter and sharp ambient synth washes, this inventive
percussive timbre enriching the ashen vocals which start small
and self-pitying but grow increasingly bolder. A boundless joy,
that’s what. Colombian nutters Pitchipoii sway austerely
though the scabby fun of ‘Evidencias De Un Suicidio’ then it’s
back to Brazil for Orquideas Francesas’ pretty fluid post-punk
‘Flores De Cera’ with frisky guitar rubbing some surly bass up
the right way.
Argentina’s Euroshima have interesting quivering vocals over
brisk skeletal guitar in ‘Sonrisas Fabricadas’ which sets up
nicely stark atmospherics. Elegia are casually magnificent as
expected, marching with a Bauhausian gait throughout ‘Lady
Caffeine’ and Uruguay’s vigorous RRRRRRR disport
themselves nobly as ‘Maniquí’ courses along with stylish
guitar, high class vocals and wonderfully chunky bass, space
and heaving excitement all crammed in. Brazilians Jardim Do
Silêncio are impressively gloomy in the relentlessly grizzled
‘Sombra Fria’ which is not without its charm. Argentina’s
sweetly demented Melancoholicos gleefully corrupt the
wedding march as they glide across garagey organ and
twittering guitar in the scampering ‘Ataúd Matrimonial’
We then start three tracks from Brazil with The Caroline
exhibiting an intriguing Latin balladeer flair during the dignify
melodic intentions of ‘Caroline.’ Última Dança maintain this
mellifluous vocal style for their ‘Além Dos Montes’ with
demure, ghostly synth touches, all superbly air and haunting.
Ecos D’Alma are a different beast, like a brooding Cold Wave

drone for the most part, but there is also a pretty recurring
synth motif in ‘Armagedom.’ The GraveyadZ are Argentinean
weirdoes, their ‘Deathrock Alive’ inching forward
speculatively behind some interesting, waywardly theatrical
vocals, the title actually sounding liker “this world can die.”
Peruvians Espiritus Xelene allow the shifting rhythmical
texture and brightly winking keyboards full reign behind
confidently optimistic vocals, making ‘Detras De Ty’ an
interesting, fluttery experience. Back to Brazil for Seduced By
Suicide’s winsome pop mooching in ‘The Death Of My Life’,
while Chile’s Exuvia tease with a slowly uncoiling ‘Lamentos’
that is on the cloudy metal side of things with spectacularly
powerful female vocals. Brazil’s The Knutz are great fun in the
sinuous ‘Ghost Dance Party’ where chirpy synth meets grazed
guitar and punky vocal shivers.
We close with two Peruvian bands. Lima 13, whose busy
‘Destinos Contra La Pared’ has brave quavering vocals and
discreet guitar touches, with some nimble electro from
Synthesis in the twinkly ‘El Final’ to finish, drawing another
fascinating collection to a close, with some decidedly nonGoth brightness, but it’s a decidedly cute number.
Please follow the urls, as discovery is the key:
http://gothicrock2009.blogspot.com – links to other
compilations (scroll down on the right)
VARIOUS ARTISTS
ANOTHER GIFT FROM GOTH
Strobelight Essentials
You can rely on some people to produce top quality
results, and with Paul Cuska and Thomas Thyssen
behind this massive compilation of unashamedly Gothic
Rock with its guitars held high you have an unbeatable
team. (I have also provided some introductory guff, but
don’t let that put you off.) A hardcore sound of Goth as it
was once firmly known – Goth to Gawf and back again –
with no traces of electro dilution, no hint of gaseous
Ambient distraction, no clumping Industrial distortion.
This is Goth as a noble ghost train, steady on the tracks
for its journey into endless oblivion with no driver, but
its carriages packed with drunken enthusiasts.
ROSETTA STONE stream smoothly with pretty spikes
during ‘Something Strange’, THE WAKE offer spectral
threshing in ‘Sheet Metal Eyes’, NOSFERATU utilising
vibrant atmospherics in ‘Darkness Brings.’ LOVE LIKE
BLOOD have the wonderfully itchy ‘Walking In
Demimondes’ on display, all furtive vocal angst and busy
spidery musical script.
COMPLICITY splutter fitfully through the tightly
whirling ‘Playing God’ and there is whiskery guitar glory
in DRONNING MAUD LAND’s deep but spacious
‘Pleasure Death’ which has a classy sense of dementia.
SERAPHIN TWIN have a filmic Celtic meltdown thing
going in their dreamy ‘Rebirth’, DISCIPLES surge
through the crumbling grace of the strenuously
passionate ‘Eternal’ and the dignified STILL PATIENT?
Bathe in woe in the gradual collapse of ‘Bad Dreams.’

THIS BURNING EFFIGY step away from the lamenting
to deliver ‘Affliction’ in flowing suspense, then
RETURN TO KHAF’JI croon moodily in the controlled
but sparkling ‘Today.’ CASUAL SANITY are looser and
frisky in the urbane, lolling ‘Another Track.’ THE
HOUSE OF USHER ease themselves through the
serenely consumptive ‘Wrecked In Faith’, BURNING
GATES bowl hungrily through the flashing swagger of
‘Il Regno Del Vento’ and GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG are
unusually sedate, while still bristling in the melodic
inclines of ‘Fears Behind The Mask Of Unfold Mystery.’
KISS THE BLADE whip sourly through an excitable
tingling ‘King’ which leaves ASYLUM to emanate the
jitters throughout an impressively stylish ‘Siren Prey’
The second CD starts brilliantly with the hushed, doomy
drama of SECRET DISCOVERY’s ‘Friday 13th’
VENDEMMIAN glower hotly in the escalating clamour
of ‘Only As Far As The Burning Grounds’ and
FUNHOUSE paddle gently in the charismatic ‘Forever
True.’ THE LAST DANCE parade a lighter tone but
fuller lyrical depth in ‘This Tragedy.’ DIE LAUGHING
automatically sound different being the first with female
vocals in the debonair observations of ‘Malediction’
which is ably followed up by the subtle but chunky
abrasions of CHILDREN ON STUN’s ‘When Lovers
Die.’ There is exemplary luminosity from IKON in the
supple undulations of ‘For Eternity’ and an airy dismay
to THE MERRY THOUGHTS’s ‘Dreamland.’
SUSPIRIA’s darkn3ess is more darting in the catchy
‘Allegedly, Dancefloor Tragedy.’
Stately but punchy, THE MORENDOES are interesting
with their ‘Sackloth And Ashes’, as I’ve heard little of
their studious, flickering Goth. SUBTERFUGE have a
brittle backbeat to ‘Darkland Awakening’ but
commanding, sonorous vocals, while the genteel fever of
PASSION PLAY’s ‘Down To You’ has a luscious
commercial charm to it. REMEMBRANCE do a rare bit
of raw roaring in ‘Your Sex, My Agony’ but their

combative stance also involves discreet dipping touches
keeping things linear but lightly lethal. CORPUS
DELICTI are familiar and fustily fretful in ‘Patient.’
THE PREACHERS OF NEVERLAND gurgle from a
gloomy doorway in their ‘Bleed For Me’, TWO
WITCHES unravel ‘Burn The Witch’ which bawls
bitterly, before INCUBUS SUCCUBUS finish it all off
with their sumptuously shivering ‘Catherine.’

There is much more to the Gothic scene these days than
this dark, sober backbone so it does tend to get
overlooked, primarily because the copyist bands during
the early part of the 90’s tended to make people look
further afield for inspiration, but it should never be
forgotten as there were many great bands around. Having
a tribute to the 90’s bedrock of Goth is a very good thing
indeed and in recent years many bands have returned to
these warmer waters of creativity, so there is a lineage
worth considering.
Whether you want to rediscover dour gems from the past
or you haven’t encountered much of this period and seek
detail in depth this is a magnificent compilation.
www.strobelight-records.com
VARIOUS
The Atrocity Exhibition
Plunder the Tombs, 2010
I don’t mean to imply anything masochistic here but when
listening to any compilation you naturally and quite willingly
put yourself in the hands of someone else, allowing their
choices access to your ears, their intentions worming their way
unseen into your mind. As there are quite a few Goth blogs out
there I daresay there’s also a few other collections such as this,
although I haven’t actually run across one yet. It’s a simple
enough approach, with classic songs from bands big and small
within the early scene, and you will be exposed to some
fabulous surprises as nobody knows everything. It’s also

rewarding to be reunited with sounds you haven’t heard in an
age.
Bone Orchard are always a joy to encounter as they were
precociously to one side and ahead of their time in many ways.
With the saucily slow bass, cheekily aching violin and almost
–re-Steampunk tinkling and dabbling in the background their
consumptive blues hostess Chrissie plunges artfully through
the gorgeously dangerous ‘Jack.’ They wrap the sounds of
different dainty decades into a new brooding whole and it
sounds as modern now as it ever did. You could play this to
people who didn’t know them (the majority, sadly) and they’d
think it was a band from nowsville, although they might not
use that actual term.
This remarkable opener is then followed by the wonderfully
stroppy X Mal Deutschland and ‘Orient’, which is a good
example of how the strong individual characters coalesced into
a carefully balanced bowel of explosives, the grabby guitar,
hungry bass, curiously frantic drums, beautifully icy keyboards
and harsh catchy vocals. Into A Circle coolly disport
themselves as though a band in a Thunderbirds episode,
‘Beneath Mikhail’, furtive but charming, relaxed vocals and
crooning bass moving away like a dignified stream winding
away through synth-dressed banks and then it’s a treat for
Mercer ears as I haven’t heard the quaint luxury of The Vyllies
and the simple grace of their comely ‘Whispers In The
Shadow’ is deeply charming, just as the special ghostliness of
Danielle Dax’s ‘Pariah’ is both inventive and classily gloom, a
right little cauldron of bewitching sounds.
We sweep back to Goth superlatives with the bracing clamour
of UK Decay’s ‘Testament’, imperious vocals somersaulting
over dense rhythmical swamps and insidious guitar gasses.
It’s also been a an age since I heard the solemn majesty of
Belfegore’s ‘Glashaus’, a much neglected band, caught here in
a restrained mood with subtle guitar inflections behind the
moping vocals. Danse Society do that brilliantly rumbling
thing in ‘Godsend’ the bass carpet pitching and tossing the
gentler disembodied elements around.
It’s also strange how sweet Kukl sound after all this time
(nearly three decades, remember) in ‘Dismembered’ as they
have some garbled cross-purpose vocals, but with a chirpy
Björk handling the main singing, and sloping post-punkery
guitar. Children’s Hour are a new one on me but they got on
Flying Nun, the classic New Zealand label, a sign of quality in
itself. They scowl happily in the agile, downcast ‘Looking For
The Sun’, a darkly bitter slab of post-punk angsty pop.
Diamanda Galas introduces scathing drama in her wildly woe
bedecked ‘Birds Of Death’ and then we have the iyllic swagger
of Sex Gang Children’s magically mouldering ‘Draconian
Dream.’ The Sisters of Mercy’s titchy ‘Adrenochrome’ closes
the first side, with Eldritch easily dominating the skinny tune,
his dark utterings offset by shiny, chiming guitar and the
simplest of beats, somehow gathering up impressively to a
stamping, twisting ethos.
If you’ve ever wondered what a bunch of monks trapped in a
cellar might sound like when undergoing a bad acid trip look
no further than the drum-battered ‘K.G.’ by Clair Obscur, and
then you’ll be in the mood for one of Gene Loves Jezebel’s
grittier roundabout rides in ‘Psychological Problems.’

45 Grave are indeed grave and mooch through ‘Slice O’ Life’
with some splendidly chunky bass, and honeyed vocals over
sensitive organ. No such pleasantries are intended during the
echoey wilderness of Ritual’s brilliant ‘Questioning The
Shadow’ although there’s some fleeting sax and piano inside
the drum stockade and the mood is quite magnificent. Errol
rants about ‘with your painted names on leather, rising in the
heat to the music’ and off he goes, as the song repeats and
repeats.
Blood and Roses remind people how they had quite a perky
side to their songs as ‘The Tower Falls’ only pretends to seem
miserable, the fluttering guitar and vocal poise keeping it on
the straight and garrulous. And Also The Trees are also
enchanting during the ‘Midnight Garden’ with deliciously
muted guitar and lightly murky vocals.
Burning Image fizz around with an almost garagey lope to
their succulent bass in ‘The Image’ and the little guitar/drum
frisking lends it a different fee to the rest of the bands. The
same can be said for The March Violets with the chattery
‘Fodder’ which now sounds quite puny, but it’s got an
excitable vocal and jolly guitar. Ausgang prowl like toy tigers
through the vibrant ‘Vice Like Grip’, burly bass and a
chirruping Max in the cavernous sprawl with some golden
guitar traces and meticulous drum guidance. The sub-Bauhaus
strains of Cold Dance’s ‘Medusa’ is good to hear once more,
as they’re another forgotten name and they sustain the dank
mood superbly.
Specimen barge through the splashy delights of ‘Beauty of
Poison’ but I couldn’t hear Siouxsie and the Banshees’ ‘Head
Cut’ as it was an mp4 file, so we skip nimbly on to Kommunity
FK who finish it all off with a glowering ‘We Will Not Fall’,
massive bass, rough guitar friction and such a gregarious
seediness.
Classic songs bundled together like this are a great way to
introduce people to lost greats, and it does it brilliantly. Rest
assured, there is nothing atrocious.
http://plunderthetombs.blogspot.com/2010/12/
atrocity-exhibition-plunder-tombs-2010.html
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Darkwave From The South: Brazilian Goth Songs
Free Sombrati Download
This isn’t as strong as the previous South American
compilations, as I don’t think enough bands have sufficient
robust personality to give the collection a cohesive power, as a
more fluttery, translucent feel hangs over it, but you’ll find
plenty of bands to be interested in.
There’s plenty of discreet atmosphere lurking inside Der Kalt
Stern’s reserved and pretty ‘Foi-se Uma Eternidade.’ Harry
have a wonderfully willful electronic rush constantly buzzing
through the softer post-punk melodic concerns of a cutely
rattling ‘Genebra.’ Epic Church are peculiar, their ‘Ceinwyn’
frothing initially like a dance fountain then settling back into
sparse pulsing with a pop vocal melody. Ecos D’Alma start
with basic synth simplicity in ‘Misericórdia’, the keys
gradually warming, the horizon widening to encompass a brisk
dance rhythm and sub-New Order vibrancy.

A nervy punky spirit keeps Nene Altro & O Mal de Caim’s ‘O
Lado Errado’ lunging forward with some passionately
corkscrewed vocals. Orquídeas Francesas have a scalded live
recording of ‘Vencedores (Ao Vivo)’ which is a nice mess;
guitar sliding down the lumpy post-punk body of stocky drums
and wayward vocals all drawn into an energetic compress. The
Knutz have a superbly light touch, with a shimmering guitar
glow to ‘The Hanging Man’ even though it gets tangled up in
itself, with an unusually escalating vocal angst.
Nempty are also scurrilously dark and secretive in ‘Na
Tempestade’ which seethes softly, the guitar flashing in among
the electronic clouds, with the equally impressive Plastique
Noir tottering through a wildly impulsive ‘Shadowrun’ with its
lethal little guitar incendiaries and crafty vocals, all highly
contagious. Das Projekt have some old school agitation woven
through the Goth grief of ‘Unknown Pleasures’ as it huffs and
puffs with a collapsing vocal and spiraling guitar. Elegia’s
‘Spell In The Cathedral (Remix)’ is the slinkiest, catchiest
track here, deadly in the rhythmic shuffle, decorated by slender
guitar strands and some dashing, imprisoned vocals. Projeto
Renfield romp in early Cult style during the start of ‘Her
Shadow’ with flatlining vocals and a cronky keyboard to
follow up.
Sunset Down’s ‘Blue Sunrise 2.0 (Demo)’ is understandably
rickety, a solemn Goth bundle that threatens to expire on the
spot. The intriguingly named Goatlove have a very dramatic
Goth style of the cowboy hat variety and slings ‘Automatic
Fire’ left and right with a lusty shuttle beat and flashy guitar
bursting out all over. Seduced by Suicide have the honour of
providing the most beautiful song in a emotionally committed
Goth ballad ‘My Sweetest Choice.’ Sunseth Midnight rock
metallically through a flamboyant, choppy ‘(She’s Not)
Innocent’ and Das Projekt Der Krummen Mauern makes for a
busy and imposing end as ‘Mortal Remains’ scampers by with
an imperiously vocal wave. Two-thirds excellent, the rest not
quite ready.
http://gothicrock2009.blogspot.com/search/label/
Sombrati%20Records

bristling with spikier elements including heroically curvaceous
guitar. Then there’s two more from Colomobia, with some
dinky scampering post-punkery from Metro Katemina in
‘Condenados por la Sangre’ which sways cutely over a
swaying synth to make up for its tiny sound. The demented
Legacy take a loopy punky rant diversion through ‘Tonight is
Helloween’ and while this is engaging madness I’m not sure
why they got on.
Brazil’s Escarlatina Obsessiva will be no strangers to most of
you and the dark slopes of ‘Eyes Like Stars’ are typically
inviting. The lightly somber Visioner from Argentina teeter
through the strangely wilting, tilting ‘Sinfonia en Mi Nº45’ and
while Brazil’s Sunseth Midnight start off dignified and new
agey, they grow progressively doomier during the grandly
sweeping epic of ‘Sun Seth.’ Uruguay’s 17 Cadaveres Ilustres
sound like hungry garage in ‘Una Perdida’ with chirpy vocals
lost in a heap of guitar intestines with deeper contrast coming
with the glorious floaty Childean ache of Aldearoja’s ‘Sin
Perdón’ with resonant vocals

VARIOUS ARTISTS
FROM THE SOUTH - MUSIC FROM THE OTHER
AMERICA
Download
Here we go then, round two of a look at recent South
American Goth activity, with variety guaranteed with an entire
continent to pick from and it’s attacked-minded from the off.

Another unusual Brazilian bands spring forward in 19 Projeto
Renfield, teeming with ambitiously fiddly guitar and grave
vocals that work weirdly well in the memorable ‘Clamor’, then
it ends with the best song. Superb male/female vocal variety
meets over a crawling melody and supremely itchy guitar from
Colombia’s Ectoplasma with their brilliantly stirring ‘Lament.’
Heady stuff, and there’s more to come soon.
http://gothicrock2009.blogspot.com

Colombia’s Circo del Luto go quite mental with vocal
vibrancy during the happily scary carnivalesque ‘Catalepsia
(Ft Ewiges Delirium & Metro Ketamina)’ which has some real
mania hidden in the intriguing delicate folds. I’m not sure
what’s going on with the pretty sounds coming from Peruvian
band Maresantos as I was musing over how it reminded me of
Robbie Williams’ ‘Angels’, then noticed it was called ‘Ella
Habla Con Ángeles’
Brazil’s Days Are Nights offer further delicacies in the Curelike despondency of ‘Diamante Valioso’, but I don’t mean
some pure Cure copy, just the feel as the ghostly vocals and
firefly guitar are quite different, providing delightfully dry
sensations. Chile’s Amora Morte offer stern rocky Goth in the
shadowy, echoey ‘Abismo’ and more quality shines out of
Argentina’s Crucifix Nocturnal Christians statueqesue
atmospherics in ‘Circus of Angels’, the rustling beat and
carefully precise vocals a total delight.
Another intriguing Colombian band, Ewiges Delirium, howl in
the becoming wilderness of ‘Visceral’, Brazilians Sunset
Down have quite a downcast rock thing going in ‘Dark Dance
Floor’ with a brackish beat and solid vocal character. Peru’s
Ilucion Marchita are lively little characters, the somewhat
shaky sound of ‘Dolor Del Alma’ doing little to undermine
their eager insistence. Trad gawf springiness from Argentina’s
Septima Sima and their gruffly wielded ‘Un Lugar en mi
Corazon’ finds the song squirting forward with bright guitar on
the singer’s shoulder like an inquisitive parrot. Nice twittering
Brazilian dance touches from Mundo da Mente in ‘Morte’
have a dark underbelly peeking out as it slithers softly. We
remain in Brazil for Das Projekt der Krummen Mauern’s
‘Religion Or Illusion’ who have a sumptuous melodic core

VARIOUS ARTISTS
DEATH # DISCO
DD
A compilation so good the limited edition of 500 is almost
sold out, those of you with your eyes and ears set on the postpunk and electronic harnessing of ancient spirits will find this
invigorating.

Soviet Soviet have a needle-thin beat whipping through the
post-punk glory that is ‘Lokomotiv’ with every instrument
slimmed to starvation-hunger behind the grasping vocals, The
Lost Rivers share that empty shell of sound approach during
‘Stay’ with a rattling rhythm, their scathing bass and drum
machine offset by droll vocal detachment reminding me of
early American New Wave lazily humping Jesus & Mary
Chain. Ulterior crash like a heroic spaceship with the splashy
flash of ‘The Emptiness We Share’, sensitive vocals
insinuating themselves into a staggering swagger,
Digital Leather are basic lo-fi electronics with ‘Gerbil’ also
betraying a solid understanding of the slapdash pop ethic of
the early 80’s. The Exploding Boy do a frothy downcast
melodic flail in ‘Torn’ where they casually saunter into a
charismatic chorus then pull back into bleached out, thoughtful
space before surging back again, and again. Ceremony are in
an interesting compressed melodic state in ‘Not Tonight’,
reminding me of early Creation releases, somehow embracing
a mellow upright shoegaze sensibility that s strangely
refreshing. Principe Valiente’s ‘The Night’ is a DJ Edit,
whatever that means, and this has a lovely, cloudy cinematic
gloom about it which rises up hotly.
Frank (Just Frank) ‘Do The Soviet’ have a taut jangle to their
basic moping pop, Joy Disaster are pithy post-punk and their
stomping ‘Sweetie Monkey’ is deliriously catchy like the
Sisters gone glam.
Bootblacks lope snidely through ‘The Flood’ with smart lyrical
bombs flying out of a discreet but dangerous package. Mueran
Humanos do a stark bloodless trudge through ‘Cosméticos
Para Cristo’ which does rear up eventually but left me cold.
Nina Belief add a chiming atmospheric spirit to the lo-fi
electronic charm of ‘Cracken Attack’ so that it seems to glow,
and did she say, “you are my fish?”

and starts probing with gleaming fingers. Very impressive and
a fantastic way to finish
This is a great compilation, where you’ll find new things
among reassuring contours, and even when it’s Not Your Sort
Of Thing you will appreciate why it appeals to others.
https://www.facebook.com/death.disco.berlin
https://www.facebook.com/ianpchrist
https://www.facebook.com/philipp.strobel
www.myspace.com/sovietsoviet
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Lost-Rivers/
286204745961
www.ulteriorlondon.com/Ulterior/Home.html
www.myspace.com/theexplodingboyse
www.myspace.com/ceremonytheband
https://www.facebook.com/principesweden
www.myspace.com/frankjustfrank
www.myspace.com/joydisaster
http://mueranhumanos.com
https://www.facebook.com/NineCirclesNewWave
https://www.facebook.com/Nina.Belief
www.myspace.com/solitaireneffekten
www.myspace.com/lebanonhanover
www.myspace.com/ryevskiredoute
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sixth-June/
123457871042877
www.bernstrup.com
http://gemeinegesteine.bandcamp.com

Devon Disaster + Cute Heels’ ‘Slave Toy’ (a Radio Crisis mix)
is a slowly unveiled lolloping dance track which also tested my
patience, although it has some gorgeous synth touches. Nine
Circles started in 1980 then vanished after a naturally slender
existence, but recently resurfaced, with that same zeal. They
limp gamely through ‘The Rose’ and it grows on you, the very
embodiment of early cassette culture. Solitude FX’s demo of
‘Promises We Made’ is cool. They label themselves happily as
electro and electronica on their page but really there’s
something deeper, classier and glassier going on here, droopily
emotional and modestly glossy.

Lebanon Hanover offer up a rough demo of ‘Die World II’
with bold bass burrowing in beneath the slightly dull singing.
It wobbles along cutely, pretty guitar also taking up the slack
from these misplaced vocals. Liven up, mate! Your voice
sounds fine, unless you go slow. Un Cadavre’s ‘The
Deposition’ is special, having a real post-punk, post-Joy Div
twinkle for all the arty influences listed on their page, Sixth
June keep the electro poison nimble in ‘Back For A Day.’
Tobias Bernstrup slides feyly through ‘Midnight Blue’ and it’s
very artful and knowing, as though a sudden impact would
shatter him. Vahn stop listening to New Order long enough to
push ‘Scenes Of A Sexual Nature’ across the roulette table of
pop, and it’s slinky fun. Gemeine Gesteine are made of far
stronger stuff and ‘War Party’ worms its way into your head

VARIOUS ARTISTS
LETS GO BATS COLOMBIA
Free Download Compilation
If you want to get the most out of the Goth scene you need to
investigate the Goth world. So here we are with the first of two
Colombian compilations (the second later this week), and
there’s some fabulous bands.
Circo Del Luto’s ‘El Luto’ couldn’t be more traditional, in
sense of mood, while making for a highly unusual instrumental

start to the collection. Bells chime mournfully and a
melancholic synth line snakes out over an unusually catchy
cymbal motif. Then the synth sharpens and tingles a bit more
when a snappier mood overtakes the songs as if reaching now
for a grand, gradual development, but it chooses to end, all
rather abstract! Monster Child’s ‘Luna Carmesi’ is also an
instrumental in reality as the muttered, furtive vocals are
deliberately obscured being the brittle spidery guitar, a subtle
swoon. The Nightmare Club are fantastic. They have a really
eager bass flurry starting ‘Un Placer De Muerte’ and then the
bright synth and blurry guitar skip along with hectoring vocals
in hot pursuit, making for a smart Deathrock ambush.

www.myspace.com/metroketamina
www.myspace.com/Pitchipoii
www.myspace.com/elviejomatadero
www.myspace.com/santaviolenta
www.myspace.com/psycophobia
www.myspace.com/alteracionbionica
www.myspace.com/theradioflyerbogota
www.myspace.com/psychotherapy2009
www.myspace.com/darklekinband
www.myspace.com/ewigesdelirium
www.myspace.com/cenizacromadaproject

Metro ketamina sound like stripped down synthy punk to me
in the scampering ‘Velodromo De Invierno’ which sounds
underweight here. It’s almost too skinny to carry the mood
convincingly. Apparently the singer used to be in the next
band, Pitchipoii, and ‘SS’ is wonderfully spirited, a mixture of
buzzing electronics, taking an almost upbeat funereal swing,
with zigzagging garage tendencies with snappy, mad vocals.
There’s also a joyous pop rush to it, without actually trying. El
Viejo Matadero are also great fun with their jittery-jaunty ‘La
Puta Del Cementerio’ which teases with hilarious spooky synth
notes, and wordy passages, and it’s just totally weird in places,
but superbly realized. Nutters, with great style. Santa Violenta
are also clearly quite strange, with a fairground up-down
wonkiness that unsettles during ‘Juego De Niños’ with proudly
manic vocals at the helm which have real status, which is
important. I like the fact some of these bands in the notes for
the compilation also make clear that their macabre
observations sometimes aren’t that far from reality given the
country’s past. It’s where fact and fiction melt and which is
crazier?
Psycophobia have another fine singer with frisky guitar
friction working throughout the gorgeous ‘Spectral’ which is
refined and yet quite haunting. A beautiful song.
Alteracion Bionica wobble bravely on in ‘El Perro Andalu’ but
the smart punky vocals are more notable than the somewhat
muzzy musical swirls although I suspect this is down to the lofi specs. The Radio Flyer do a lovely Batmanesque Crampsian
shuffle through ‘My Pill Session’ with some sleek nagging
notes. Psycho Therapy is actually graceful punk in a graceful,
twiddly ‘The One’ with sensuous, quickening pop undertones,
Darklekin’s slower, thoughtful ‘Succubus’ has a mesmerisingly
arty pull to it, with fuming cinematic vocals and picturesque
emotional keys. Ewiges Delirium also shows the quality of the
compilation as they’ve gone for an interesting blend, this
agonized ‘Clamor’ managing to be both minimal in structure
but enormously powerful in its muted tones. And then the
lusciously warbling Cenizacromada lollop through the
attractive sprawl of ‘Tu Fuego (Kemakumake Mix)’ with those
pan pipes poking through the forlorn fog which makes for a
curious but absorbing close.
A fascinating selection you’d do well to investigate.
http://erinnerung-von-camilo.blogspot.com/p/lets-gobats-colombian-goth-music.html - both volumes
www.myspace.com/letsgobats
www.myspace.com/circodelluto
www.myspace.com/monsterchildband
www.myspace.com/clubnightmare

VARIOUS ARTISTS
MESSTHETICS #108 (South Coast DIY ’77-81)
Hyped2Death
Oh God, this is massive! And brilliant! From one of the finest
retrospective compilation labels that have ever existed, as I am
sure you know, and this time they have a real winner. I could
be biased as having been born near London and living in the
South I naturally gravitated towards the South coast rather than
up towards the Midlands. While I never had any great interest
in Portsmouth or Southampton, which gets represented here, I
did venture down for gigs in the other areas featured Brighton and Bournemouth.
Indeed I relish the opportunity to bore people with tales of
sleeping out on car showroom forecourts while teddy boys
were on the prowl for anyone punky, even being chased by the
police (in their cars) through the Winter Gardens for some
reason, or trying to break into a Richmond gig by The Piranhas
through a ladder via the upstairs window (when you’re drunk
logic doesn’t really come into it). We even visited the Vault
(cause of the excellent Vaultage compilations) on a pilgrimage
only to arrive shortly after it’d been burnt down.
Yes, the South had some great bands and this compilation also
unearths some who clearly weren’t so great, but very certainly
absorbing in their own right. As usual the booklet is rammed
with old photos and info, plus some excellent links to
interesting sites. It’s all enthralling. You’ll love it.

Chimes have cutely funneled poppy punk on the brisk spotty
opener ‘Through To You’ which is a bit like early Patrik
Fitzgerald if he had a band. The Chefs sound almost
ridiculously lovely on the dreamy ‘Commander Lonely.’ The
gently weary Bloated Toads are aso rather charming with their
‘Happy Home’, possibly recorded in the same studio as The
Adverts did ‘Gary Gilmore’s Eyes’ and as Worthing’s premier
punk band they’re a relaxed crew!
Again Again have turbulent yet balmy punk noise to offer in
their infectious ‘Wrong Again’ while the witty Objeks (who
grew out of Vulva Vegan And Her Objeks) do some chunky
Clash steals in the floppy ‘Negative Conversation.’ Greeting
No 4 were apparently part of the well known and long-lived
Stitched Back Foot Airman and their ‘Photos’ is really airy
indie with delightful crisp drums, delicate vocals and
diminutive keys. Poison Girls are a weird addition, especially
as ‘Cat’s Eye’ has male vocals, unless Vi was having a
spectacularly off day. It also sounds like a pastiche of New
York punk.

There’s a loaf of bonus mp3 files on the CD too. 3D drift
casually through the graciously crumpled ‘Colour Of Love’,
Again Again tumble through a jagged ‘Golden Futures’ and
April & The Fools rattle out the jangling mess that is their
truly horrible ‘Disco Floor.’ Butcher is post-Intestines UK82
scowling in ‘On The Ground’, Catholic Girls (pre-Almost
Cruelty) manages very prim punk baby steps in ‘Child’s
Vision’ while Chimes flop like Buzzcocks relatives in ‘White
Walls.’ Intestines leer lustily in the dog-eared punk fun of
‘Living In Bournemouth’, Joe Dash melt demurely in the
fragrant ‘Cutdown’ and The Passengers (pre-Forward Edge)
are sparse and easily ignored in their shambolic ‘Cancer
Sticks.’ I mustn’t ignore Venus In Furs shimmying urgently
through the cantankerous live ‘Into The Factory’ which is
fabulous and I could easily recommend you get a copy for that
alone but seriously, this is a wonderful compilation.
Just utterly, utterly wonderful.
http://hyped2death.com

Lillettes have a cool, thoughtful ‘Air Conditioning’ which has
a jaunty but oddly hypnotic feel, Renaldo & The Loaf tinkle
artfully through the post-hippy whimsy that is ‘Scottish
Shuffle’ and Thought Police are a sweetly grazed poppy punk,
rustling calmly through ‘Pictures.’ April & The Fools (postLillettes) have more grubby urgency about their ‘Baby Watch
Out’ and Vitamins are weedily jarring in their basic
‘Newtown.’ Pink Flamingos survived a rough debut (“I asked
the crowd for a request and they threw a brick at us!”) but with
songs as rough as ‘Oh Isn’t It Wild’ it’s not that surprising they
got peoples’ backs up. Very deadpan punk. Joe Dash whoop
around like an intellectual version of The Damned in the
snappy but wobbling ‘Truth About Surgery’, or The Fall
crawling out of Talking Head’s toilet. From this band we later
got Venus In Furs so it’s fascinating to hear.
Relatives are really drab pop in ‘Organisation’ which surprised
me as Mark from The Molesters is involved, and he was
brilliant in them. Legendary Tenfoots is one step removed
from politely aimless in ‘Just An Excuse’, Attic sprawl through
the jittery ‘War We’re At War’ which has an art school lament
feel to its dramatic nature. Indifferent Dance Centre are really
interesting and their intentionally flattened ambient burbling
has great potential but when they moved to Manchester it
seems they were more interested in clubbing than the band so
‘Flight & Pursuit’ was no inspiration for anything else, but
they’re virtually a slow motion Ludus.
Again, Almost Cruelty are an intriguing band and include the
writer Lucy O’Brien. ‘Foetus’ wanders gloopily, like a ghost
submarine, Mike Malignant & The Parasites are also over keen
on Lydonesque vocals in ‘OD Baby’ and rumble weirdly. Their
drummer goes by the name of Nick ‘Knicker-neck’ Connors.
Right Profile have cheerful lo-fi punkiness in ‘Alien’, not
unlike Hagar The Womb but without the spikiness. 3D (more
post-Lillettes) have a fractured but attractive ‘Emotions.’
Forward Edge are textbook scrappy punk throughout the
forgettable ‘Statements’ then we end the CD with a fairly awful
Intestines with their angsty ‘Boy With A Gun’ but they have
the most attitude of these bands which seems the key factor
here. Just as Manchester bands seemed to veer towards the
oblique and angular, the South Coast bands seem to have a
fairly cerebral or laid back thing going for them.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Noctes Insomnes - Chilean Goth Bands Compilation
(2011)
Free Zombified Download
More Chilean Goth for you, in another cracking compilation. I
can’t yet indicate any significant factors about South American
Goth as opposed to other regions, but just as Russian Goth
often has a really deep depth to moodier sounds, so the vocals
here have a confident dash and allure, even when quite basic.
So that counts, and my ears still work.
AMONIACO have lightly morbid tones in the lightly swinging
‘En Algun Momento’ which has some insanely pretty synth.
SIGGNO all reverberate calmly through the enchanting ‘Todo’
with its blissful guitar and slow-burn emotional fuse. ESCENA
idle a while then clump into a gawf stride with ‘Demencia’ that
has whirling flourishes among its grim demeanour, and some
lovely bass. CHRISMA are really interesting, with a great
sense of space in ‘Devoción Invisible’ as it empties and
hovers, more distinctive vocals here to beguile, where VASO

DE LECHE have a much knobblier beat, as ‘Cristales Que Ya
No Existen’ maintains a staccato rhythm behind keen postpunky vocal keening, a hungry bass nibbling the song eagerly
as it all unfolds with a superb sense of joyous adventure.
There’s a lot of chatter at the start of SCAPULA ELEVATA’s
‘Transformación’ before they sidle into some coolly wobbling
vocals and murky synth. Wiggly guitar joins in as things get
friskier, then they too then enjoy some bracing atmospherics
simply by holding back, guitar and synth changing the angle of
attack. The keyboards go utterly mental, swamping everything
in a manic outbursts, but our singer is unphased. ESPEJOS
MUERTOS cavort merrily through the deliciously pouty ‘El
Jardín De Los Suicidas’, a fantastic band you need to insist
upon hearing, even if you’re only arguing with yourself. Subtle
twists pull at VIRGINE DRAMATICA’s brilliantly dramatic
‘Strange Sense’, the vocals staring brazenly between the synth
curtains. As that is highly impressive on the theatrical side, so
CONVULSIONES are brightly engaging with the guitar
splendour of ‘Extincion’ with its snaking melody.
Then the variety keeps on coming! ALDEAROJA are an
oddity in going for the more common European garbled, semidemonic vocal volatility, and ‘Animal’ has a touch of the
Industrial-Goth guitar chunkiness about it, countered by a
scenic electronic softness. Curiously involved! DIVINO
BASTARDO are mad, with a feral punk spirit through ‘El
Baile De Los Zombies’, as mad as they are melodically
naughty. It won’t make much sense to say it but the similarly
punky delivery of ULTRASTIMA in ‘Levantame De Los
Muertos’ is a bit like hearing early Danse Society playing at
78rpm. Great fun. DENUN are different again, like a high
tossed indie noir concoction, ‘Desaparecer’ blessed with
charming vocals that dominate with astonishing clarity. THE
FALLACY have some affected vocals in ‘Black Magic’ but the
music keeps a bubbly consistency, with flicky guitar and noble
keyboards as they mooch saucily to the point it becomes
stylish bordering on filmic and so catchy you can leave it on
repeat for ages. (I couldn’t hear AMORA MORTE’s ‘Abismo’
due to my pc playing up but as everything else has been so
good I don’t think you’ll be at risk.)
A seismic collection this, and further proof that South
American Goth is firmly on the rise.
http://the-zombiefied.blogspot.com/2011/03/noctes-insomneschilean-goth-bands_03.html
VARIOUS
The Dark Light Of The Edge Of The World Chilean Goth Songs
Sombrati download album
I first really got delve into Chilean dark sounds when
putting the Music To Die For book together and beyond
my own searching was aided with suggestions from
Alvaro Pavié. I found much to be admired, in music
which instantly makes sense to anyone of the Goth
persuasion, regardless of geographical location.
Luna In Caelo’s ‘Soplo Divino’ is a lightly trembling
form of demure Goth, the vocal seeming hesitant but

gliding through a gloomy guitar-lit landscape. Porcelain
Doll may have changed their name but find them anyway
because ‘The Judge Lance’ is a whispery melodrama
with dreamy synth in a filthy setting, the confidential
vocals sinking into a quicksand of evil guitar. A carnival
wistfulness, screams and chainsaw start Ego Te
Absolvo’s plunking ‘El Gran Festín’ which is catchy and
lightly murky, a nightmare hidden inside plaintive music
box surrounds. Enochian Angelus have a little organ
sounding almost like playfully mournful brass as ‘Mi
Dolor Es Tuyo’ and this is a capricious little thing, a
pleasing drama played out with serious operetta nuances
in its courtly embraces, and also some deranged
undertones worthy of Andi Sex Gang in a tuxedo.
Convulsiones have a brittle post-punk beauty etched into
the supine Goth loveliness pof ‘Ordinary Game’, superb
vocals once again draped over delicate guitar inching its
way forward submissively. Falling Angels do a
grumbling version of Goth Metal in ‘Of Worms And
Religion’ with gruff male vocals and a widdling guitar
break, over clattery drums and a consistently dour
atmosphere. Aldearoja do more post-Ambient Goth with
a beleaguered spirit, the vocals ashen and drawn out as
spectral guitar roams ‘Manto Negro.’ Exuvia also do a
sort of Goth Metal with a delicious Latin drama and
passion so ‘Volver En El Tiempo’ is way better than the
German and Dutch fluff we have all become used to.
You may already know how brilliant Espejos Muertos
are but here’s some glammy grit in the casually tossed
‘La Danza de los Perdidos’ grenade.
Amoniaco is a sweet, restrained bubbly form of poppy
post-punk, ‘Flowers In Autumn’ a genuinely gorgeous
item. Justine’s could be thoughtful post-Industrial
stirrings as ‘El Espejo de Juliette’ whirs slowly, with
furtive female vocals peeling away from its trudging
metronomic trudge. Ammen claim to be Industrial Metal
and that makes sense in ‘Tengo Que Sufrir’ but amid the
slicing guitar and choral synth backing there is some

fine, diligently artistic male vocals and a sense of
nonchalant grandeur. Classy. The Fallacy also seem to
cavort beneath the Goth Metal banner but call
themselves Goth. ‘Before We Leave’ has stunning
keyboards and some triumphantly engaging vocals, so
they should consider ditching the hackneyed guitar
outbursts, or at least rein them in, because this is
potentially a very interesting band.
Virgine Dramatica also have mouthwatering Goth
promise if ‘In The Presence Of The Frost’ ids anything
to go by, with a refreshingly simple but beautifully pushy
rhythm track and dreamy vocals. Denébola then unwind
slowly in some further delights, with the well warbled
‘Deserta’ even more rocky Goth gentility. Amora Morte
is curiously stark and mannered Goth, with excellent
vocals turning increasingly nasty in the curious ‘Castigo’
that melts itself away. Vodevil Vendetta do an older,
dustier Goth variant, crafty guitar sawing away at its own
skinny limbs while an abject vocal broom pushes
‘Vendetta’ off the cliff edge. Electronic pulses in
Xianotic’s ‘This Abyss In Your Arms’ make for a nice
false start as it’s actually well balanced Goth with
dejected contents, delivered harmoniously and brought
to a fine finish.
A great compilation, then, full of interesting songs,
which should be what everyone wants and there’s going
to be plenty more of this overt the next few weeks, so
expect to find yourself some listening to some excellent
new bands.
http://gothicrock2009.blogspot.com/2011/02/
dark-light-of-edge-of-world-chilean.html
www.myspace.com/sombrati
www.myspace.com/lunaincaelo
www.myspace.com/treacherousmile - Porcelain
Doll (now Rotten Smile)
www.myspace.com/egotabsolvo
www.myspace.com/enochianangelus
www.myspace.com/bandaconvulsiones
www.myspace.com/5fallingangels5
www.myspace.com/aldearoja
www.myspace.com/exuvia
www.myspace.com/espejosmuertos
www.myspace.com/bandamoniaco - Amoniaco
www.myspace.com/delexcesoalcielo - Justine
www.myspace.com/562566735 - Ammen
www.the-fallacy.com
www.myspace.com/virginedramatica
www.myspace.com/denebolaband
www.myspace.com/amoramorte
www.myspace.com/vodevilvendetta
www.myspace.com/xianotic
VARIOUS ARTISTS
THE NEW REAL
Gucci Goth
I am indebted to Dan from Gucci Goth (at one time
Daniel Dodecahedron on Facebook, now as ‘Purge’

promoter) for this compilation of interesting sounds.
Many of you will recall his work under previous names
like Lakini Malich of Drop Dead/Din Glorious, or Kid
Sportswear on lj, the Better Than Sex blog. He’s all but
impossible to pin down as stealth butterflies hopefully
always will be and with his brain set to vacuum mode he
more than anyone rejoices in uncovering and luring in
creative developments, no matter how brittle. Gone are
the days, hopefully, when people regarded it as
scandalous that anyone should deviate from doing a
straight Goth mag in the search for something new, just
as I hope gone are the days when shambolic arty hippies
masquerading as Post-Punk dirge maestros constitutes
anything groundbreaking. Times change, inflate,
motivate, and all things are possible, so we should
always keep our ears open.
I always say that to ignore change or doubt its capacity
for relevance, is a very weird concept. Change is
necessary, hopefully inevitable and vital. While some
people struggle to find a term good enough to cover new
dark indie developments (the terms Witchhouse, Drag
and Gravewave all as utterly useless as they are faintly
laughable) the fact is people need to consider anything
new as potentially enchanting. If you find it anything
else you might as well borrow your parents’ record
collection. I also say you should be prepared to look to
others who know what going on in certain areas.
In essence this is a left-field dance compilation Dan has
put together, with lovely artwork from Aaron, and no
matter how credible or eclectic artists within the dance
arena are, they are part of the common currency, artistsin-nervous-waiting, either destined for mainstream

success (or opportunities) or their ideas will be
incorporated by others. That is the way of modern dance
music and has been since the 80’s. Independent music
from the Industrial and Ambient worlds has regularly
found its way into Dance, mainly siphoned off naturally,
so I guess the main question worth asking is whether any
of this might go the other way. One or two tracks should
give people some ideas, I would have thought.
What we have here are sounds you’d expect to be around
in most cases, or variants on old themes given a new
appearance, with one or two genuinely inspiring
interlopers. Dance seizes on new sounds and techniques
and then milks it all dry outrageously before plunging
onto the next trend or theme. It’s a brutal processing
plant of sound and very little of what is on this collection
is underground, it’s all optimistically poised in full view
of fellow adventurers adrift on the high seas of dance.
Unlike all other scenes people at one end of the dance
spectrum will always be looking at the far distant ends to
find things cool with which to prop up their own
dwindling reputations, creating a fluid conveyance of
new ideas. I’m glad it’s not an area I’d ever try writing
about because there’s so much competition,
knowledgeable blogs at every turn, everyone ready to
pounce, flounce of disgorge information but I think it’s a
shame DDM hasn’t continued regularly. Going the pdf
route (which involves no costs or distribution issues)
while traveling round Europe gave them a knowledge
base and audience wide enough to ensure they made an
impact as big as any small group of individuals have had
the chance to do since Punk! Maybe they can resurrect it
this year? A magazine mixing all manner of empathic
indie, post-punk and dance would still be at the cutting
edge and distinctive while merely casting an eye over
one of these areas is what far too many are already
doing. Is this the new Goth? Of course not. The NotThe-Messiah/Very-Naughty-Boy interface is well known
to Dan, who plays with rules and expectations happily. It
could be that new developments in indie areas will have
a very direct and healthy influence on Goth overall,
which is why DDM/Gucci Goth should be so useful to
have around, but dance diversions are always overtaken
by whatever comes next and shouldn’t be considered for
long-term rapturous relevance.
Now, Dan has included this with the compilation.
“NOTE: Any production values featuring a ‘lo-fi’ or
‘blown-out’ sound is an intentional move by the artist/
producer” So bearing that in mind I shall proceed.
Canblaster & Martelo’s ‘Cannibal’ is cheeky, instantly
likeable sub-dance whiskiness, with atmospheric vocal
urging and samples for ghoulish company, gradually
shifting into original jarring House beats, a bit like Todd
Terry locked in the basement. Salem have mildly murky
post-ambient musings in ‘Traxx’ and while they are
rightly feted by many they aren’t anything remarkable, as
we’ve heard this kind of thing on a steady slow drip
since the early 90’s. Drop The Lime create strangely
gentrified rangey psychobilly almost popped into
centrifugal overdrive in ‘Hot As Hell’, like an old school

80’s remix which amounts to weirdly unexpected
capering.
Girl Unit’s ‘Wut’ is truly delicious, with almost alien
saccharine vocals dominating a hollowed out music
cortex that keeps the twitching beats logical and dreamy
on a subtle synth carpet, creating a walkway into
dazzling oblivion. Bands who want to see how
atmosphere can be created on threadbare means with
massive clarity need look no further. Creep’s ‘Days’
didn’t do much for me initially as it’s quite short and
doesn’t push to make an impact but gradually it enfolds
you effortlessly, the little gaseous pop thing.
Nguzunguzu’s ‘El Bebe Ambiente’ is just fucking
annoying to begin with; irritatingly twee vocal sounds
over a tweaked, bubbly rhythm, that reminded me of
Ministry Of Sound Compilations where ‘fun’ could be so
off-putting. It moves into a more crouched stance, sirens
blazing for the finale but having decided on the cartoon
epithets as core content I couldn’t give a toss. As evil in
its own way as that funky frog horror.
Fatima Al Qadiri’s ‘Shaytan’ is pervasively weird postambient tranciness with disembodied vocals lost in the
swirls and not so much bewitching as attractively
remote. Teeth’s ‘See Spaces’ again harks back to spacey
80’s iciness with the ghosts of Ryuichi Sakamoto and
has a fine old time striding about menacingly, in a calmly
controlled and considered piece. Works better the more
you experience it. The downcast splattery rap mish-mash
of Nicki Minaj’s ‘Monster’ bored me senseless. Gil
Scott-Heron definitely wasn’t someone I expected to
encounter and while ‘NY Is Killing Me (Jamie XX
Remix)’ possibly sounds inspired if you’re coming down
off a high at the right time, otherwise it’s generally a
dilapidated, albeit spryly handled, vegetative statement.
A dance sliver stretched and glinting softly, same as it
ever was.
I kept forgetting Le1f’s ‘Bublz (Demo) ft.
NGUZUNGUZU’ was on, it’s so dreary, flapping around
like hiphop made out of old autumn leaves, but DYX’s
‘Lips In The Darkness (ft. Press On)’ is interestingly
grumpy squidgy electro bollocks, ricocheting slowly
around and hard work to ‘enjoy’ so much as withstand.
Sleigh Bells are always pretty raw and upright and ‘Tell
‘Em’ is impossibly mischievous in tone, with bright
vocals and seriously seedy guitar charm. They manage to
make it sound like they’re taking their time when the
impact is immediate. Teengirl Fantasy’s ‘In An Arena’ is
also fun as they’re refreshingly direct with their
wholesome blissed-out eurodance pop coating but
there’s a moody template stamped beneath which implies
more depth than the average imperious Club Class dance
nonsense. Robedoor’s ‘Exploited’ is certainly bearable if
you, like me, accidentally mix Hercules And Love
Affair’s “You Belong” into it while idly surfing,
otherwise it’s a bit of a bleak trudge. The sonar
rumblings and brass twinges are a very nice and nimble
touch but the vocals spoil it.

Earl Sweatshirt’s ‘Earl’? Rap only connects with me if
political or witty and while young Earl has some
wickedly macabre lyrical flashes this is mainstream
mush. Kim Ann Foxman offers further dancey pop
pleasantries in ‘Creature’, one step away from total
blandness as we hear this sort of thing everywhere, at
every turn. Then Gatekeeper do their ‘Serpent (Brenmar
Remix)’ song, charming electronic swishery that doesn’t
strike me as having the nocturnal élan Dan sees in it. I
think it’s nicely detailed but totally accessible.
Brenmar’s ‘Paper Running’ is also interesting, sounding
like permanently addled hiphop being crushed slowly
beneath a new age foot with a maddeningly catchy
Eastern refrain cunningly subverted. Rainbow Arabia
weirded me out because ‘Without You’ simply sounds
like someone dug up some Republica outtakes and gave
them a slick, roomy remix! Obviously fun, but so were
Republica! Kingdom’s utterly mesmerizing ‘Fogs’ joins
Girl Unit in being another ravishing thing, so beautifully
balanced and varied on crafty inclines as the gentle beast
rises from its dancey slumber you can’t help but be
addicted to its self-stroking majesty. I also loved the
corrupted Americana of Pocahaunted’s ‘Threshold’
which has a quasi-Badalamenti greatness oozing from it
with curdled vocal entreaties over candlelit guitar. Very
ghostly to begin, then fills out alarmingly, supposedly
inviting but simultaneously a bit nasty.

Maluca’s ‘El Tigeraso’ is waspishly clever, its shuttling
Latin rhythm bustling in a slinky fashion on a dozen
dainty legs but the basic idea tires quickly. Tyler, The
Creator’s ‘Pigs Fly feat Domo Genesis’ reveals to the
world Eminem’s washed out granddad mumbling in his
sleep. Light Asylum’s ‘A Certain Person (Motherland
Radio Edit)’ is like a crude, crumbling modern take on a
Heaven 17 reunion being gatecrashed by a bad-tempered
Candi Staton. Lil B’s ‘More Silence More Coffins’ is an
interestingly gloomy rap with coolly teased synth trails
in the background making the track but so what? How
To Dress Well’s ‘Ready For The World (Twins Mix)’ has
a sensual celectial otherness and DJ Nate’s ‘Fade Da
Black Trak’ has a starkly vibrating filmic sensibility that
would work well in a near-death experience scenario, as
it flickers between worlds/mental states. NIKE7UP’s ‘U
R Not Alone Nike7up R Of Loney Mix’ isn’t just an
annoying title, this is a clever bending of samples in a
schizoid display but eventually sails close to novelty
single status in the process.
So there you go, dance music remains as wide and
welcoming/withering as ever, retracing historical steps
for some influences, and finding urgent upstarts wanting
to bring through some sharper, barbed narratives. An
interesting mixture, and I guarantee you’ll have fun
nosing through these urls. Cheers Dan!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcmtGHTMtuw Canblaster & Martelo – Cannibal
http://s4lem.com/index.html - Salem
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf4yfD_it-I - Drop
The Lime - Hot As Hell
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQi8FSRmVTc Girl Unit - Wut:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=G5sqlH7Ot0U&feature=related CREEP
- Days:
www.myspace.com/nguzunguzu Nguzunguzu El Bebe Ambiente
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfUsRikQsS8
Fatima Al Qadiri - Shaytan (Tate Modern)
http://vimeo.com/13910535 TEETH - See Spaces
http://mostlyjunkfood.com/nicki-minaj-xepiskar-riddim-monster-total-freedom-edit/ Nicki
Minaj - Monster (TOTAL FREEDOM edit)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7c3wRzUUjs Gil
Scott-Heron - NY Is Killing Me (Jamie XX Remix)
Le1f - Bublz (Demo) ft. NGUZUNGUZU
http://soundcloud.com/houseofrealness/dyxlips-in-the-darkness-feat-press-on/comments
DYX - Lips In The Darkness (ft. Press On)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kJ05P-71gY
Sleigh Bells - Tell ‘Em
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOisR0pX2zo
Teengirl Fantasy - In An Arena
http://vimeo.com/16162859 Robedoor Exploited
www.youtube.com/watch?v=78_loMbmKJ8 Earl
Sweatshirt - EARL
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF3yAQUO4cc Kim
Ann Foxman - Creature
http://stereogum.com/583152/gatekeeperserpent-brenmar-club-mix-stereogum-premiere/
mp3s/ - Serpent (Brenmar Remix)
http://soundcloud.com/brenmar/paper-running
Brenmar - Paper Running
http://soundcloud.com/kompakt/rainbow-arabiawithout-you-1 Rainbow Arabia - Without You
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnaggng6Yn8
Kingdom - Fogs
http://styrofoamdrone.com/2010/10/08/
pocahaunted-threshold-7/ Pocahaunted Threshold + links
http://vimeo.com/8822033 Maluca - El Tigeraso
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rei4oRZ1_bI Tyler,
The Creator - Pigs Fly feat. Domo Genesis
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL73wyi4OQM Lil
B - More Silence More Coffins
http://stereogum.com/425622/how-to-dresswell-ready-for-the-world-twin-sister-remix/mp3s/
How To Dress Well - Ready For The World
(Twins Mix)
www.bbc.co.uk/music/reviews/wz6m DJ Nate Fade Da Black Trak
www.myspace.com/nike7up/ NIKE7UP - U R
NOT ALONE NIKE7UP R OF LONEY MIX
http://guccigoth.tumblr.com

VARIOUS ARTISTS
ZERO STATE MEDIA: UPLOAD 2011
ZS/Lineout
I know what you cynics are thinking: “is this just another new
futurist movement, exploring the impact of accelerating
technological growth on society, economics, politics and the
human condition, through science and art?” In a way, yes, but
they wish to build a Distributed Autonomous Community, to
ensure “fair treatment and mutual support for its citizens.”
Whatever that means. (And yes, that is Max Rael on the cover,
after a gig.) There is an end result, which explains further their
desired aims.
They want a new, healthy society but it doesn’t stop at just
ridding yourselves of crisps, they crave a future with a
compassionate use of technology, rejecting Authoritarianism,
which means no writers get to take over the world, about
which I must protest as this surely prevents the New World Cat
Order taking hold? They reject Capitalism, and want to see
freedom and democracy backed up transparent government.
Furthermore, their ultimate goal sees suffering abolished by
this compassionate use of technology. Access to their world is
free, on principle. And these principles are set out in a pdf you
may download from the official website. To see this come to
fruition they have started with 25 specific projects, which also
will be explained properly at http://
transhumanpraxis.wordpress.com/2011/09/30/whats-the-bigidea/ so it’s like the Big Society but with music. Sadly no
David Camerons were harmed in the making of this manifesto.
And where there is human struggle, so there are madmen
compassionately coaxing their machinery into action, then
cramming it all together for this compilation which is available
for free. Oh yes!
Amon Zero have simplistic bleepy pop and questions in ‘Zero
State’ which is winsome fun but I’d have liked to be able to
hear the vocals with my ears squinting. Like the drums and
post-Human League agonised chorus! Kommand + Kontrol’s
‘What’s Wrong’ starts like a malfunctioning car then the

patina builds up with a mature growth of shifty electronic
layers and neat bass steps. DeathBoy sounds like he is
continuing that actual track with his meticulous purring
‘Consequence’ that has a squidgy vengeance at its heart, and a
brilliant line, “made a house out of your promises, it wasn’t
very strong.”
Non-Bio kick off with mournful strings in the Spucktute remix
of ‘Megacube’ and the jumbled semi-cacophonic state teems
with activity but if you, like me, where expecting a lyrical
cohesion in the songs reflecting the general aims you may well
end up mystified. Apparently saying “that’s megacube”
regularly is quite sufficient. We must learn to look deeper?
Jesus Hooligan have wonderful female bluesy vocals setting
up a doomy strength for ‘Deaths A Cummin’ to live up to,
which it doesn’t as the minimalist ambient backing is too drab.
She’s good though. There is strong queasy melodrama about
Xykogen’s ‘2042’ with imaginative, filmic sensitivity and
fluidity, graceful and powerful too.
LXPK are quite straightforward in their lightly marching
‘Time For Evolution 0.1’ with ideas masquerading as lyrics,
which is cleverly handled, although the repetition shouldn’t
have been allowed. temp0rary obviously have trouble typing
but their ‘Bright Morning’ is a lithe, twinkling that grows into
quite the instrumental romp. Okay there is eventually the hint
of some vocals but not enough to count, and it races to an
improbably exhilarating close. Stuart Boldt’s ‘Ukele
Fragments’ bobbles bewitchingly, and whether the tremulous
strings you hear come from an actual ukele I have no idea.
That’s not my job, you need UKSI for that, but beside that
confusion it’s a beautiful thing. NAME sway with an old
school dance swagger in ‘Sad’ that spins us back to 1989,
which is as unexpected as it is unwelcome.
Alan Dobson offers gorgeous futuristic strains throughout
‘Interface’ and while Prompter’s ‘The Fall’ subverts Abba
initially it then trundles off amiably into a deeper dance tread.
I Am Immune’s ‘Divide By Zero’ is a magnificent piece,
stretched out, angry and haughty but seriously compelling,
with a nagging melodic flair. Bleak have a fine gravelly-voiced
singer in their miserablist ‘Credit Crunch Blues’ which offers
us something new.
One Love Sound System milk a trepid groove in ‘Bridging The
Gap’ and Kynesis noise-mangle pointlessly and call it ‘GateBeyond’ so things are tailing off badly, but the saucy,
precocious Rural War Room are delightfully potty in
‘Blockhead’, like Soho meets The Pink Panther, but there’s
strong song development logic operating amid the dementia
and although it isn’t totally great the wild spirit is encouraging
and damn near contagious. raelism then brings proceedings to
a somewhat dour close with ‘Self-Soothe Mechanism’ which
whooshes ominously, moulders a while, then fades.
Ten years from now most of these people will be in pub rock
bands playing sensitive Lynyrd Skynyrd covers but for now,
while the passion for change is hot in their veins, shout Viva
La Revolution! (as long as you’re not in a library) and
investigate their strange sounds and unity of purpose.
www.zerostatemedia.com
http://lineoutrecords.com/downloads/zsmupload2011 - download free (including covers)

VENDEMMIAN
ONE IN A MILLION
Echozone
It a curious thing that there are similarities here to the
recent Nosferatu album in that it won’t take you long to
realise this is by far and away Vendemmian’s best
release. So we have longstanding bands stepping up to
the plate, reinvigorated, at a time when smaller bands are
struggling to assert themselves due to various parts of
the scene being so diverse, so widely spread, so
unpredictable. All of which is to our advantage. Variety,
you see?
‘One In A Million’ is eager to get going, vocals rolling
easily over rotating, flickering guitar and meticulously
dinky drum machine, the tale one of emotional
trepidation, the chorus soothing the doubts, the guitar
heightening the mood. Classy. ‘Hollow Inside’ has more
of a bounce, with hectic declamations and settled guitar
guidance stretching ahead in a muted tunnel of sound,
leading to a howling end. The volatility of ‘I’m Falling’
is captured in an effusive chorus, with more luminous
guitar and lofty Goth dramatics. ‘The Other Side 0f Me’
carves right into an elegant stomp, which charms doubly
when the guitar chimes alongside, as self-recriminations
fly around and it’s on the weirdly demure side of gritty.
‘Shine On’ radiates pure optimism among the mania,
comparatively sedate but sleek and ‘Walk Away’ gushes
drama with incidental moments made manic.
The fizzing but downcast ‘Heaven’ also expands into
grand personal paranoia, the vocals leading the charge of
a compact combustible guitar-fuelled, streamlined shape,
the guitar washing back over the simple drums, the
distraught vocals being tugged back out to melodic sea.
There’s a cosy familiarity about ‘Better Than
Everything’ which is the least demanding song here, but
wiggles off with its dignity intact, as ‘Innocent’ parades
around with a lightness of touch to the frisky guitar and

petulant vocal protestations, as it nimbly curves around
and starts to build a glorious repetitive rising motif to the
end. They finish with a more involved, danker ‘Sea Of
Colours’, which leaves nothing resolved but sustains its
sturdy, studious mood and then coolly splinters and
folds.
A resounding success, and definitely one for those who
like the emotional autopsy vocal approach, with forensic
guitar diligence. Goths ain’t happy unless they’re
confused, and there’s a whole word of pain and
misgivings here, served up in smart little bundles.
www.myspace.com/vendemmianofficial
www.facebook.com/pages/Vendemmian/
113247092071989
www.vendemmianofficial.mybigcommerce.com

beaten pop with a slinky chassis and lyrics about car crashes
and James Dean, burbling like a spacey version of The Normal
all grown up. That same crafty poise strides right through
‘Cryogenic’ will a subdued funkier glare, and
‘Clairvoyant’ swims steadily ahead into the interplanetary pop
void with another mutoid purring gait and nonchalant glam
insouciance.
‘Penny Black’ is odd and oddly charming, short and twisting
neatly, with chipper, demanding vocals, as they ease back and
let the airy music slip by easily, carefree, buoyant and fun, not
spiritually divorced from the old Jazz Butcher. Then things
turn queasier and inverted for a creamy, gaseous ‘Something
Wicked’ that has a more buffed up psyche surge to it, while the
grim fun of their bolshy ‘Jekyll And Hyde’ is pretty instant,
like a hijacked garage spree, the darker synth styling pushing it
towards dank dance quicksand. ‘Good Night’ mopes sweetly,
in a gregariously sleepy farewell, and you can’t help but be left
in a good mood as it’s an odd twist.
Their most openly inviting and infectious record, by a mile,
there isn’t a duff moment on this, and it’s so ludicrously
charming I can’t think why anyone wouldn’t like this.
www.myspace.com/venusflytrapuk
https://www.facebook.com/mickmerceruk#!/
event.php?eid=137219659709468
www.spiralarchive.com/vft (NOT to be confused with
the five-piece Thai pop band of five young
transgender women with the same name!)

VENUS FLY TRAP
NEMESIS
Big Blue Records
The dramatic text on the cover rounds everything up into a
Steamgoth world and damn me if the music don’t back it up.
The aloof ‘Skullduggery’ wafts in like a grimy but flash
miscreant, sonic turbulence and sticky guitar hopping over a
limber beat, the accusatory sly chatter tailing off for the perky
chorus. A bubblier synth-whisked ‘Absinthe’ drips gauche
charm, with gormless lyrics and a catchy guitar line, its juicy
strength growing all the while. ‘Black Magic’ keeps that saucy
light capering going, the rhythm spry, the dents inflicted by the
filleted guitar slick wounds, and the vocals deeply engaging,
even if they sound a bit Pink Floyd doing that brick in the wall
thing at times. It’s superbly designed, and runs into a tingling,
respectfully wiggly ‘Human Fly’ cover with a playfully buzzy
synth and delightfully accurate guitar shading, the vocals a tad
huskier. Brilliant.
‘Operator’ opts for a quitter approach, with simple vocal
repetitions and a fitful mood, which still swings loosely and
captivates, sombre and murky. ‘Gemini Lounge’ is thinly

VERLUSTPRINZIP
GANZ NAH AM LICHT
AF Music
Weird how some bands who obviously aren’t in the same
swaying bed as someone from the past nonetheless remind you
of them strongly, and in this the elaborately ungainly sounds of
Verlustprinzip keep making me think of Propaganda. I suspect
it is merely because they have stylish combinations of sound

going on and a sleepy synth behind it, but that’s also a good
indication for you of how they work
‘Wir Freuen Uns’ could be your average clattery ambientIndustrial soundscape but there is something pretty about the
drifting spacey clouds. It appears it is just the one character
creating ‘sound collages’ and plopping varied vocals on per
track, but it works rather well, assuming you’re into that. I’m
not, as a rule, but he certainly holds my interest due to the
lightness of touch employed in even the stodgiest musical
surrounds. That said, while ‘Tod Wie Stein’ is an interesting
mish-mash of casually intellectual vocals and a steady
marching drone I wouldn’t be reaching for this on impulse.
‘Reflexion’ is leisurely roll around the inside of a spin dryer,
while ‘Inneres Kind (Solange Zeit)’ tiptoes through tepid
atmospherics.
‘Denken’ is much more fun, a sleek slithery dance beat and
clipped urgent vocal bundling along with a burbling rhythm
and enchanting recurring motifs. ‘All Diese Wesen’ is a bit
more laid back with some exposed bass texture and a
crumbling, mature vocal weariness with minimalist synth.
‘Naturpoet’ is a graceful and sedate post-ambient stroll,
‘Nachtlicht’ is just a dreary slice of nothing, and ‘Manchmal’
potters along, no doubt meaningfully, but having filled the air
with a curious blend of throbby nonchalance I’m none the
wiser about anything.
This is good for experimental electronics as everything clearly
has a purpose and has melodic strength where sometimes such
records can be horribly slapdash, so here we have an artist, not
an arsehole. Sadly, I just don’t get excited by music like this
because I think why experiment? Just get it finished. I’m a
simple soul.
http://verlustprinzip.bandcamp.com
www.reverbnation.com/verlustprinzip

VERSAILLES
SACRIFICE
Own Label
Whenever I hear bands with an electro heart I always hope that
as the brightly rising synth burble is offset by some actual
feeling, lest it become an anodyne experience, but the moment
the vocals creep into the opening title track on this EP I am
relieved. Not only does Dianna St. Hilaire have an excellent
voice which transmits yearning, but the lyrics are thoughtful
and that sense of imagination also encompasses a dark shape
to the song in which the small emotional core swells decently.
“We’ll sacrifice everything we have for what is real and true,
so I give you this piece of me to take home with you.” (As
long as she isn’t referring to an internal organ, or limb.) The
only thing which lets the song down is a slight repetition of
those words when the lyrics could have been extended to
provide further depth.
An equally spruce ‘Game’ has a downcast, troubled face, a
warm undertow and a bittersweet melody. ‘One With Me’ ticks
by in a sedate, portly fashion with some ticklish guitar behind
the knowing vocals. Somehow it’s hard to follow the simple
flow and hang on to the words as they seem to slide right off

the edge, but it’s actually a very strong song, leaving a courtly
hole in the air once it’s finished. ‘Take My Life’ then does that
thing where it starts simple, then the chorus develops stilts and
moves grandly around in slow motion, although the song
overall isn’t as strong as the others, having a predictable
benign dance beat, but it adds in murky atmospheric details
well.
If this is a representative taster of an oncoming album things
are looking good.
www.versaillesband.net
WAVE GOTIK TREFFEN 2011
Offizielles Programmbuch
I am once again indebted to Michael Johnson for kindly
sending me a copy of the massive and ludicrously luxurious
hardback programme for WGT’s twentieth celebration, which
is even more impressive that the cool white look of last year’s
epic. This volume comes with a stern stone look to the cover,
with two X’s in metal stuck to the front.
As a prime proponent of
Post-Punk persistence, the
appearance of Ulterior
cheered Michael, who also
points out that at the far end
of the spectrum the opera
and related posher arts gets
little coverage during or after
the event. This strikes me as
fairly odd, given the equal
standing the programme
provides for venues
alongside galleries or
museums. You’d think
modern music which is shot
through with historical
antecedents, literally
becoming modern history in

the making through the tradition of such a long running festival
would see all aspects vividly embraced, welcoming the
involvement of other areas? Then again I was surprised to see
Diamanda Galas glaring balefully from the Opera section,
although she does cross boundaries with gymnastic ease. The
classical side has a philharmonic ensemble tackling Bach,
Mendelssohn and Brahms, with what look like young tories
wielding woodwind weaponry, just as Wagner and this odd
‘Gotischer Christ’ event waltz merrily.
A series of Renaissance events look interesting, while the
Museum section leaves me largely baffled. Geometric objects
(d’Art, no doubt) and furniture are laid out waiting to enthral,
although the buildings look lovely! Ballet (I’m hoping ‘Die
Grosse Messe’ translates into something exotic?) rubs slender
shoulders with The Barber Of Seville, and Strauss’ ‘Elektra’
boasts a digital backdrop. Young things handle old music, with
classical performances set in intimate surroundings, women
with back trouble play heroic harp. Slightly deranged looking
men, who might be from a Van Gogh painting, seem to be
threatening to do authentic old folk music.
A variety show looks like a burlesque with knobs on, a leftfield cabaret of sorts, and there are films, including something
called ‘Goths On The Move – Documentary’ and I hesitate
over ‘Vampire – Die Maskerade’, is it a play? Those of a
decadent nature no doubt enjoyed life in La Petitie
Absintherie’, which showed classics like Frankenstein, Cabinet
Des Dr. Caligari, Nosferatu, Dr Jeckyll & Mr Hyde, Phantom
Der Oper. To give them their French titles.
The weird lunar calendar occupies the middle of the book
before you lurch into a technical section with maps,
kindergarten info, events and DJ details, a light spot of
Fetisch-laced pervola, and a brief look at the first Treffen.
Then you hit the enormous band section, and there’s some
unusual discoveries. I confess I didn’t know Sweet William
were active, but Das Ich look reliably mental, Umbra Et Imago

clearly remain popular, with Covenant looking like soiled
estate agents, and there’s a few brusque looking rock and Goth
Metal types, alongside the cooler Feeding Fingers, Lotus Feed
Lots of inscrutably cold, gleaming electronic bastions, some
pagan subversives, some out of the loop loonies and some
Goth staples, from Mephisto Walz to Ikon, Black Tape For A
Blue Girl to Cinema Strange. Nice to see The Cemetary Girlz
included. Theodor Bastard! Love Is Colder Than Death
coming back from the dead. A bit of neofolkiness, a touch of
martial severity, offset by nitric nutters like Nitzer Ebb, or the
elaborate elegance of Medieval Baebes. The Legendary Pink
Dots look older than I’d imagined them to be. Homo Futura
look funny. All life is there. The only black spot comes with
the inclusion (twice!) of the shite-infested Tony Wakeford.
Maybe his walking holiday of Nuremberg fell through and they
took pity on him?

There are so many names you
could probably spend a few
months investigating the
backlog after you’ve been
there. House Of Dolls,
Squishy Squid, Tying Tiffany?
(I love Balzac’s dopey
skeleton costumes!) A small
but varied UK contingent
includes The March Violets,
Clock DVA (again, I didn’t
realise!), The Hiram Key, In
The Nursery, The Damned,
Ulterior, Nosferatu, Killing
Joke, Fields Of The Nephilim,
Zombina And The Skeletones
and, would you believe,
Demented Are Go! Bless
‘em…
The one thing even I notice,
and it’s very noticeable, is that
there aren’t exactly many
genuinely young bands. I
know that events often rely on
experience, and experience can encourage the older artistes,
but a wider selection of thrusting young talents would surely
be good in terms of inspiration, and competition?
As for the extra bits Michael included, which I’m assuming are
tickets and passes, for either venues and/or all-in travel, they
maintain a typically high standard of artistic design. The
embossed oblong card is really beautiful, while the small
hologram credit card is actually the best hologram I have ever
seen.
The quality of this book is undeniable, but in a way a festival
which covers so many areas, and does so with an attitude of
maintaining a standard must, by its very nature, create a book
like this. They have set their own bar for this, and lowering the
standard simply isn’t an option.
https://www.facebook.com/
misadventures.in.modern.music - Michael has been
popping some of his live photos up on this page, with excellent
captions.

but the rhythm is straining at the leash, synths cross-cut behind
the diaphanous vocal foreground. ‘Tomorrow’ is a lower,
seething dance item, from an initial staccato pulse setting, then
off into a constant splashdown with drained vocals pouring
over the side.
‘Run’ also had itchy feet, a serious plodding pattern decorated
by wan vocals peeling away, and here the rhythm is casually
building, as is the sonic infusion, ending with some inspired
echoing power. ‘Frail Misconceptions’ is as troubled as the
protagonist, the light vocals skittering across a big sucking
beat, and in the doomy ‘Things That You Miss’ it’s a tale of
personal misery with the right type of morose thump. ‘A Quiet
Day’ is understandably calmer, and doubly catchy, yet these
are the most disquieting lyrics yet, as though all hope is gone.
‘My Judgement Day’ is just as simply entrancing, while
swathed in curious fatalistic gloom.
‘Red Red Star’ is a precociously dashing pop song with
another strange set of lyrics about a watching, haughty star,
‘Man In The Moon’ is a lightweight tribute before the oddity
named ‘Sampo’ rotates sombrely. Then there’s a couple of
extra items, with a thoughtfully restrained Leæther Strip
version of ‘Tomorrow’ and Red Velvet Lounge’s slim,
reflective remix of ‘Red Red Star’ –

WAVES UNDER WATER
ALL OF YOUR LIGHT
Danse Macabre

They are a weird band, and all the more because on the surface
they seem earnestly pretty and contrite, but there’s a lot going
on in the depths. This also comes with a lovely illustrated
booklet, the band accompanied by a lemur and baboon. Winwin!

Growing increasingly deceptive, while seemingly settling into
sedately sumptuous surrounds Waves Under Water, a selfprofessed Darkwave-Electro band, handle twisted versatility
and evocative charm perfectly well, making emotive Goth
bubble and burst.

www.wavesunderwater.com
www.myspace.com/wavesunderwater
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=75636395814

‘Intro’ is a little atmospheric ambient touch that grows brightly
and segues into the perky admissions of ‘Sinking Deep’ with
buzzy bass touches, but the synth pushing where a guitar
mighty normally needle, lilting vocals floaty yet plaintive.
‘Into This World’ has a gentlet start with still, stylish vocals,

XYKOGEN
CARNEVALE
Line Out Records
Kids today, eh? They can’t even spell carnival right! I bet if
you gave them an etch-a-sketch they’d only come up with

dyspepsic chorus and is, in its own shabby way, rather
magnificent.
Muffled drums behind wispy and disturbed diminutive vocals
makes ‘Burn (Myself Down)’ pretty weird as it creeps towards
you, as though a mad professor has a little Industrial project on
the go. ‘Haemorrhage (The Monkey Cage)’ is a fervent
Lounge type affair with the more relaxed feel to the stricken
vocals and rhythm fusing in a quiet agony. ‘Key’ does more of
the ambient spookiness as astronauts die slowly in space,
cunningly building and segueing into the building spoutiness
of ‘And Step Into The Sun’ which makes for an semiexhilarating finish, as they move cautiously having set it up to
explode, but it makes squidgy sense as it lollops to a pleasing
end.
A strange record, which is a bit of a given, and hugely
enjoyable.

something crude (at least I hope so) but of course the funny
thing about this band is that they are a funny thing. Without
failing to mention Scott Deathboy doing some synth work for
them, like a freelance sonic dentist, consider that the band has
a heritage enveloping Chaos Engine, Arkam Asylum and
History Of Guns. Years of twisting twisted electronic music
has actually mutated into nearly two decades, and now here
they are on a tightrope, the ends fraying and ready to ping like
something out of Indiana Jones.
I like the creepy and cavernous ‘2072’ with its clammy
ambient foreboding and groany Goth styling, and I can even
forgive ‘Carnevale’ for including the suggestion you ‘get your
freak on’ as it’s a bit like peeking inside a club full of dancing
mechanoid praying mantis..es. (What’s the plural for praying
mantis? Mantus?) X-Rave specs flapping on their deranged
faces, they mean well.
‘Brand X’ is worrying because that’s the name of an old Phil
Collins jazz rock band, and Max Rael has the lyrics to ‘In The
Air Tonight’ tattooed all over his brain. The song soils itself in
its haste to dash about meaningfully, artfully and as a bulging
curiosity it also includes a chorus that reminds me of The
Popinjays, which is a bit mental. ‘Prozac Nation’ is scary, a
cross between The Shamen and Blur! The vocals sound like
the sort of weirdo you bump into the street who wants to tell
you about the world and has a little synth with him on which
he’s rewritten some old Stones songs. You want to get away,
but he’s got a gun. It’s a bit like that. Incidentally I looked it
up. Mantises, Mantes and Mantids. Got that?
‘Medication’ is just an basically instrumental shudder, and I’d
quite like to hear them develop that on an epic scale, but
they’re not in the mood. Like a sci-fi storm on the Mighty
Boosh’s moon it soon passes, and they’re gyrating through
‘Damaged Gods’ instead which has an interesting chunky
tread, and a spreading vocal intrigue as the male probing and
female wash contrast queasily. ‘Virus Motives’ takes that effect
and with prodding synths and slippery templates it’s like music
from a worrying episode of Dr Who. The hearty ‘URX’ goes
wiggling deeper into a ball of repressed mayhem, scowling
vengefully then opening up into whirling bravura, including a

www.xykogen.com
www.youtubre.com/xykogen
www.doctrinezero.com
www.lineoutrecords.com
You know you’re getting old when...
…you’re at a party, in this case for Lynda’s niece who was
turning 18, you answer a knock on the door, and several girls
come in who seem to be wearing virtually nothing and you
think, ‘do their parents know?’ In fact their parents were
probably already there and had been drinking for an hour. It
was a family and friends party before her actual birthday a
couple of days later, so all boisterous but charming, and
doubtless a birthday she won’t forget as it’s the one where her
brother did a gig at home. The band, amps and all, in the living
room had Lynda’s nephew on vocals, and while it wasn’t odd
that they just did covers, as loads of indie kids start that way, it
was how they kept a cool style going throughout the songs
they did, as though pulling disparate styles into one relaxed
but simmering sound. So although I have always loathed The
Beatles, it was weird to see that people of their own age liked
that old stuff, as did all the oldies there. They also bent some
hiphop and indie to their own needs, which I didn’t recognize,
so it wasn’t a weird museum trip. Their cats, meanwhile,
casually wandered through the house and garden, only mild
perplexed by what was going on.
There’s something heartening that instead of plumping for the
obvious stuff a bunch of sixteen year olds had a Sinatra-like
take on some indie and did a cracking version of Van
Morrison’s ‘Moondance.’ Unexpected twists and turns.
Lynda also provided some useful advice about using the mike,
and during their second burst of activity every time he soared
into something, which the style they were maintaining allowed,
people went mad.
You also know you’re oddly worried, feeling responsible even,
when it comes to doing something for others. Lynda finalized
the dvds yesterday of all the video footage we did of her
mate’s wedding a week ago today and so we’re off to
deliver those today. I was dreading it all coming out rubbish as
you shouldn’t let me anywhere near a video camera, but it
seems okay, thank fark.

My debut novel came out during 2011, and
can only benefit your entire existence if
you acquire it via my website:
WWW.MICKMERCER.COM

